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Abstract
This dissertation examines how late nineteenth-century discourse on tuning and
temperament was co-produced with the global politics of nationalism, transnationalism,
colonialism, and imperialism. I concentrate on the history of “just intonation”—a tuning system
whose intervallic proportions are predicated on the logic of simple whole-integer ratios—as it
was theorized by a network of musical scholars spanning Asia, Europe, and North America. My
focus on this history reveals how, on the one hand, political forces shaped the development of
comparative musicology and methods of score-based analysis. I also demonstrate, on the other,
how the increasing entanglements between “Western” and “non-Western” scholarship produced
new expressions of cultural hybridity that fundamentally reconfigured national politics, through
the reciprocal exchange of musical ideas and instruments. Based on my findings, I challenge
persistent myths of theoretical autonomy and cultural exceptionalism, and assess both the merits
and pitfalls of attempting to write a global history of music theory.
In four chapters, I examine three branches of just-intonation discourse and evaluate their
connections to the political relations between indigenous—settler populations (Native American
communities/United States), colonizer—colonized groups (England/India), and nation-states
pursuing diplomatic relations (Germany/Japan). Drawing on the methods of Science,
Technology, and Society Studies (STS), I lay out how the epistemological frameworks of
scholarship within these contexts drew upon statistical techniques, myths of cultural origins, and
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theories of nature that were integral to the formation of nineteenth-century nation-states and
imperial regimes. I argue that the construction of just-intonation keyboards with as many as
fifty-three tones per octave played a particularly important role within this context, as tools for
scientific investigation as well as for normalizing and standardizing national musical practices. I
then build on the insights of transnational historiography and post-colonial theory in examining
the subaltern response to these approaches, identifying two destabilizing strategies: the
provincialization of “Western” musical discourse, and the defamiliarization of “Western music.”
I conclude with reflections on my own experiences playing just-intonation instruments,
suggesting how the global history of theory might incorporate insights from music cognition,
critical organology, and performance studies so as to expand its purview from the history of
ideas.
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Introduction: Riemann Analyzes the Koto—or Music Theory In The Age of Entanglement
Leipzig: March 16, 1902. For over a decade, the thirteen-string koto [

] in ex. 0.1 was

admired as one of the “true pearls” of the Japanese collections at the Museum für Völkerkunde
zu Leipzig.1 It attracted a great deal of attention on account of its “peculiar construction,” but
nevertheless remained silently entombed within a glass case until Hermann Obst (1837–1906),
Head Curator, decided to satisfy the curiosity of visitors by bringing it back to life.2 One March
afternoon, he arranged for the music theorist Hugo Riemann (1849–1919) to give an hour-long
lecture on Japanese music, and Kōda Kō [

] (1878–1963), a twenty-four-year-old Japanese

musician studying in Berlin, to demonstrate it. An audience of three hundred, comprised of
Germans and a contingent of “Japanese Leipzigers” pursuing academic studies abroad or holding
diplomatic posts, gathered to hear the instrument play “sweet” songs once again.3
As it would turn out, however, the event was hardly an occasion for cross-cultural
harmony. The antagonisms that arose as soon as Riemann attempted to explain the musical
theories behind Kōda’s performance provide a useful gateway for understanding how discourse

1

Leipziger Tageblatt, 25 March 1879; quoted and translated in H. Glenn Penny, Objects of
Culture: Ethnology and Ethnographic Museums in Imperial Germany (Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 2002), 170. The instrument shown in ex. 0.1 (Grassi Museum für
Völkerkunde zu Leipzig, Inventor OAs 05885 a-r) is the only one in the museum archives that
matches the dimensions Riemann specifies in his lecture: Hugo Riemann, “Ueber Japanische
Musik,” Musikalisches Wochenblatt 33/14–19 (1902): 209-210, 229-231, 245-246, 257-259,
273-274, 289-290 at 259.
2

Riemann, “Ueber Japanische Musik,” 209: “…Constructionseigenthümlichkeiten…”

3

Iwaya Sueo [Iwaya Sazanami
], Berlin vor 100 Jahren: Die Berliner Skizzen und
andere Schriften des japanischen Schriftstellers Iwaya Sueo (Sazanami Sanjin, 1870–1933), ed.
Hartmut Walravens with Setsuko Kuwabara (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2013), 90:
“…der Lieder süßen Mund zu öffnen.”

1

Ex. 0.1: Two images of the koto. Grassi Museum für Volkerkunde zu Leipzig, Inventor OAs
05885 a-r. Reproduced courtesy of Grassi Museum für Volkerkunde zu Leipzig.

2

about tuning and temperament was ensnared in the peculiarly global tensions of late-nineteenthcentury politics.
Riemann admitted that Japanese music was “a gap in [his] expertise,” and explained he
would synthesize insights from secondary literature on the topic. His lecture nevertheless bore
his intellectual imprint through and through. 4 Modern Japanese music, he claimed, had evolved
from the ancient pentatonic (five-note) scale, generated from the symmetrical arrangement of
five perfect fifths around a central tone, as in ex. 0.2. This scale was “geschlechtlos” or
modeless, in that it was “missing” the two “rungs” that identified heptatonic European scales as
major or minor by how it divided the minor thirds between scale degrees 3̂–5̂ and 6̂–1̂ of the major
scale, and between 2̂–4̂ and 5̂–7̂ of the natural minor scale, into wholetone-semitone pairs.5 But it
was also, he implied, geschlechtlos in that it was “aracial”: it was, he proposed, the Ur-scale of
universal nature, dating to a “primordial time” and “primitive cultural standpoint” prior to human
phylogenesis.6 European and Asian musics both derived from this same collection, and diverged
only as a result of how they later evolved the tonal gamut.

4

Riemann, “Ueber Japanische Musik,” 209: “Ich habe dieser Aufforderung um so lieber Folge
geleistet, als ich damit Anlass erhielt, Lücken meines eigenen Fachwissens auszufüllen…”
5

Ibid., 229: “…zwei Sprossen… fehlen…”; ibid. 231.

6

Ibid., 230; “Es ist übrigens dem pentatonischen System in Ostasien ebenso gegangen wie in
Europa.” Charles Burney, Rousseau, and Darwin offered similar claims: see Alexander Rehding
and Matthew Gelbart, “Riemann and Melodic Analysis: Studies in Folk-Musical Tonality,” in
The Oxford Handbook of Neo-Riemannian Theories, ed. Edward Gollin and Alexander Rehding
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011): 140–166.

3

Ex. 0.2: Riemann’s illustration of the generation of the anhemitonic pentatonic scale.
Japanese theorists, Riemann then claimed, had discovered that the chain of fifths could be
extended outwards if each tone of the pentatonic collection was defined as the center of a new
group, as in ex. 0.3. This produced a gamut of nine fifths. Then they noticed that if the chain
was extended further to twelve, the interval between the first and twelfth fifth would be short of a
perfect fifth by only about an eighth-tone.7 Musicians opted to close the system there, producing
the well-known circle of fifths. But they also recognized they could extend outwards by fifths
without ever reproducing the same pitch, opening up an infinite line of tonal possibilities.

Ex. 0.3: The expansion of the anhemitonic pentatonic scale by adding fifths.
7

The gap between twelve perfect fifths and seven perfect octaves is the Pythagorean comma,
represented by the ratio 531441:524288 and standing at 23.46 cents.

4

Riemann proposed that European theorists had however made a further discovery: the third.
Interlocking chains of thirds could be intersected with interlocking chains of fifths to unlock a
secondary axis of tonal relations. The infinitely extensive tonal web could be represented
diagrammatically as the two-dimensional plane shown in ex. 0.4, which Riemann called the
Verwandtschaftstabelle, now conventionally known as the Tonnetz.

Ex. 0.4: The Verwandtschaftstabelle/Tonnetz. Reproduced From Tanaka Shōhei, “Studien,” 5.

Riemann thought Japanese musicians had not only failed to discover the third, leaving them
limited to a one-dimensional theory, but had also developed an irrational scale from the tonal
gamut they had evolved. Like Europe, he went on to explain, Japan had moved from
pentatonicism to heptatonicism after extending the tonal gamut; seven perfect fifths produced the
scale shown in ex. 0.5, similar to the European minor scale, but produced by fifths instead of
triads. For Japanese musicians had, for some reason, reverted back to pentatonicism, omitting
two scale degrees from the Japanese heptatonic scale “not out of inner necessity, but out of
arbitrariness,” to derive the “artificial modern minor pentatonic.” This was what Kōda used to

5

tune her instrument.8 Riemann thus insinuated, rather condescendingly, that her performance
would be anything but “sweet”—it would show how Japanese music had devolved, by shunning
thirds and shedding theoretical rationalism.

Ex. 0.5: Riemann’s system for producing the Japanese heptatonic scale, and reversion back to
the “artificial modern minor pentatonic.
What did the Japanese audience members make of Riemann’s insinuation? Iwaya
Sazanami [

] (1870–1933), a personal friend of Kōda’s who accompanied her to the

performance, left behind a detailed account of the event. He recounted that as soon as Kōda’s
performance began, the Japanese audience “listened so completely absorbed” to her performance
“that for a moment we forgot we were in a foreign land.”9 But the German audience—“the
gingers,” he called them—displayed “no comprehension of her rare dexterity on the wonderful
koto” after hearing Riemann’s lecture and showed “childish delight” only for her Japanese dress,
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Ibid., 230: “…nicht mehr aus innerer Nothwendigkeit, sondern aus Willkür…”; ibid., 290:
“...die künstliche moderne Moll-Pentatonik…”
9

Iwaya, Briefe, 91: “[…] wir Japaner schwelgten geradezu in dem musikalischen Genuß und
vergaßen ein Weilchen, daß wir in der Fremde waren.” Her recital included Azuma-jishi [
], Rokudan no shirabe [
], and Shōchikubai [
].
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not the music she played.10 Riemann’s own philistinism was suggested to Sazanami by the
subsequent recitals of two arrangements Riemann had made of Japanese melodies for violin and
piano: Kimi to wakarete [

] and Haru no uta [

].11 Riemann claimed that he

harmonized them both for didactic reasons: to “compel audiences to perceive the melodic tones
as the exclusive product of fifth-relations” by avoiding the third-relations European listeners
“unfailingly” expected.12 He accordingly limited himself to tonic (T), dominant (D), and
subdominant (S), even in instances like the downbeat of m. 16 of Kimi to wakarete shown in ex.
0.6, where European listeners accustomed to parsimonious voice leading might expect a VI6/4
after the iv on the last chord of the previous measure.13 To Iwaya, these arrangements were
“ridiculous” and “toilsome,” and provoked nothing but “earaches” after hearing Kōda’s
masterful performance.14
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Iwaya, Briefe, 91: “Da sie an dem Tage in ganz japanischer Tracht auftrat [...], mögen allein
schon daran viele Besucher des Konzerts kindische Freude gehabt haben. Die Deutschen sogar,
die für die seltene Fingerfertigkeit auf der wundervollen Koto, die seit zehn Jahren nicht gespielt
worden war, kein Verständnis hatten, lauschten alle ganz versunken[…]”
11

Hugo Riemann, Sechs Originale Chinesische und Japanische Melodien für Violine mit Klavier
(Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1902).
12

Riemann, “Ueber Japanische Musik,” 246: “Die dieser und den anderen für Violine und
Clavier bearbeiteten pentatonischen Melodien von mir gegebene Harmonisirung hat den Zweck,
die Auffassung der Melodietöne mit ausschliesslicher Anwendung von Quintbeziehungen zu
erzwingen […] während er ohne solche Anleitung unfehlbar Terzbeziehungen hineintragen
wird.”
13

He also altered the D pedal tone of Holtz’s transcription to G, making it more stable in G
minor.
14

Iwaya, Briefe, 91: “lächerlich […] mühselig […] Ohrenschmerzen.”
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Ex. 0.6a: Riemann’s Kimi to wakarete, from Sechs Originale Chinesische und Japanische
Melodien für Violine mit Klavier (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1902), 9.

Ex. 0.6b: An alternate harmonization for m. 16 of Kimi to wakarete.
Some of Riemann’s European colleagues might have agreed with Iwaya. Riemann had
taken both songs from an article by V. Holtz, who had prefaced them with a cautionary note that
European staff notation did not give an entirely “correct impression” of the Japanese melodies
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because it “cannot accurately reproduce the tones and their duration.”15 Another of his
references, F. Stein, had noted that when he harmonized Haru no uta with triads and major
thirds, his Japanese informants could no longer recognize it was the same song.16 Other
comparative musicologists cited empirical evidence of fundamental differences between
European and Asian tuning systems and tonal logics, suggesting that the rational logic Riemann
considered natural and absolute for centuries might in fact be artificial and culturally specific.17
Their work heralded the beginning of an epistemological shift in European musical thought, from
a search for universal musical truths, to a cultural relativism that embraced the notion that
musical traditions could only be judged on their own terms.
Riemann, however, found the claims of relativists “ominous.”18 They posed a
fundamental threat to his systematic logic, which worked downwards from acoustical and
psycho-acoustical rather than cultural foundations. It was also inimical to his value system,
which ascribed the greatest worth to musical theories that could be said to have unfolded
autonomously from natural principles. As the global historian Jürgen Osterhammel points out,
cultural relativism also threatened to overturn the Eurocentric justifications of the academic
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V. Holtz, “Japanische Lieder,” Mittheilungen der Deutschen Gesellschaft für Natur- und
Völkerkunde Ostasiens 1/3 (1873–1876): 13–14 at 13: “Eine richtige Vorstellung von dem
Vortrage der beiden hierunten folgenden japanischen Lieder kann man nur dann haben, wenn
man sie von Japanerinnen hat singen hören. Zum Theil liegt dies schon daran, dass die
europäische Notation die Töne und ihre Dauer nicht genau wiedergeben kann.”
16

F. Stein, “Zur Vergleichung chinesischer und japanischer Musik,” Mittheilungen der
Deutschen Gesellschaft für Natur- und Völkerkunde Ostasiens 1/9 (1874): 60–62.
17

See Alexander J. Ellis, “On the Musical Scales of Various Nations,” Journal of the Society for
Arts 33/1688 (1885): 485–532.
18

Riemann, “Ueber Japanische Musik,” 210, referring specifically to Ellis’ investigations into
the “…ominösen Begriffs der neutralen Terz...”
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institutions and policies that Riemann upheld: if European music was no longer considered the
product of natural absolutes, who could say whether Beethoven’s music-making was any better
than, say, Kōda’s? 19 Riemann’s summary of earlier comparative musicological studies of
Japanese music was thus an act of music-theoretical sabotage—an attempt to undermine cultural
relativism by proving that Japanese and European music were in fact based on similar tonal
relations, and thus shore up the foundations of his own absolutism.20 Harmonizing Japanese
music against the advice of comparative musicologists was the final step in his project to
provincialize non-Western music: now that the koto was revived, yoking its melodies to Western
harmonic logic was the only way to neutralize its threat.21 Riemann’s refutation of relativism
and reassertion of universalism was not just a defense of his own theories: it was a political act,
perhaps unconscious, that aimed to prevent the global center of musical culture from being
unmoored from Europe.
Riemann’s lecture nevertheless exemplifies yet another subversive shift underway in
music-theoretical discourse, one that will become central to this dissertation: that the theories and
practices he upholds as peculiarly “European” and offers in contradistinction to those of the
“Japanese” were in fact being radically reformulated through encounters with Japanese
musicians. For example, the version of the Tonnetz he presented as the emblem of Western

19

See Jürgen Osterhammel, “Globale Horizonte europäischer Kunstmusik, 1860-1930,”
Geschichte und Gesellschaft 38/1 (2012): 86–132 at 124–125.
20

This thesis is expounded in Hugo Riemann, Folkloristische Tonalitätsstudien (Leipzig:
Breitkopf & Härtel, 1916). See Rehding and Gelbart, “Riemann and Melodic Analysis,” 140–
166.
21

See Alexander Rehding, “Wax Cylinder Revolutions,” The Musical Quarterly 88 (2005): 123–
160.
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music’s multi-dimensionality was lifted from an 1890 essay by a Japanese music theorist,
Tanaka Shōhei [
her sister, Kōda Nobu [

].22 Kōda was herself in Berlin to study violin with Joseph Joachim;
], was also a pianist and composer who studied at the New

England and Vienna Conservatories.23 Not only did both regularly perform Western music, but
they discovered and fostered Shinichi Suzuki [

], creator of the revolutionary Suzuki

Method that synthesized European and Japanese approaches to musical pedagogy.24 By the turn
of the twentieth century, European musical culture could no longer be plausibly construed as the
sovereign product of Europe: Asian influence had penetrated to its very core.

22

Shohé Tanaka [Tanaka Shōhei], “Studien im Gebiete der reinen Stimmung,”
Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft 6/1 (1890): 1–90. An overview of the Tonnetz appears
in Richard Cohn, “Tonal Pitch Space and the (Neo–)Riemannian Tonnetz,” in The Oxford
Handbook of Neo-Riemannian Music Theories (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011): 322–
350. Cohn overlooks Tanaka’s version, and identifies Otakar Hostinsky’s Tonnetz as Riemann’s
influence instead (see Otakar Hostinský, Die Lehre von den musikalischen Klänge (Prague: H.
Dominicus, 1879), 67, reproduced in ex. 3.8). But Hostinský’s Tonnetz is different from
Riemann’s, as the Oberterzen and Unterterzen are switched. Tanaka’s is identical in every
regard. Further evidence that Tanaka’s Tonnetz was his main reference can be found in Hugo
Riemann, Katechismus der Akustik (Musikwissenschaft) (Leizpig: Max Hesse, 1891), 60:
“…‘Studien auf dem Gebiete der reinen Stimmung’(1890) mir für die vorliegende Arbeit
mehrfach zu statten kamen…”
23

For more on the Kōda sisters see Tamagawa Yuko, “Vier Musikerinnen. Die Genderstruktur
der Musikkultur im modernen Japan,” in Musik und Emanzipation, ed. Marion Gerards and
Rebecca Grotjahn, vol. 12 of Oldenburger Beiträge zur Geschlechterforschung (Oldenburg: Carl
von Ossietzky Universität, 2010), 177–186; Hirataka Noriko
, “Kōda Nobu no Wien
ryūgaku
,” Tamagawa daigaku bungakubu kiyō
53 (2012): 101–121; Hirataka Noriko
, “Kōda Nobu no Bosuton ryūgaku
,” Tamagawa daigaku bungakubu kiyō
54 (2013): 191-211;
Margaret Mehl, Not by Love Alone: The Violin in Japan, 1850–2010 (Copenhagen: The Sound
Book Press, 2014): 60–71.
24

See Shincihi Suzuki, Nurtured by Love: The Classic Approach to Talent Education, trans.
Waltraud Suzuki (Van Nuys: Alfred Music Publishing, 1983).
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Riemann and Obst could have demonstrated this by asking Kōda to play both the koto
and the violin part of his arrangements. But they did not do so, because that would have
undermined both of their anthropological outlooks. Obst had recently reorganized the museum’s
collections from typological groupings of “like things” from around the world—e.g., jewelry,
water vehicles—to geographical arrangements highlighting the material culture of “peoples” or
“nations.”25 The former set-up encouraged visitors to assess cultures by comparing how
“primitive” or “civilized” their artefacts were, locating them along a unilinear developmental
timeline.26 Obst’s new arrangement, however, reflected the anthropological turn towards cultural
relativism by encouraging visitors to assess cultures on their own terms, necessarily assigning
each object to a single geographical location. Had Kōda performed the violin part of Riemann’s
arrangements of Japanese melodies, her recital could not easily have been placed in either the
“European” or “German” category, undermining the narrative he wanted the museum’s
collections to tell. Riemann was intent on reanimating unilinear developmentalism in order to
restore music-theoretical Eurocentrism by demonstrating that European musicians were the most
“advanced” for discovering triadic harmony, while Japanese musical culture was stuck in the
past. Kōda’s performance would nevertheless have demonstrated that Japanese musicians were
just as “advanced.” Consciously or not, both understood that musical hybridity was a

25

Penny, Objects of Culture, 170.

26

See Martin Scherzinger, “Temporalities,” in The Oxford Handbook of Critical Concepts in
Music Theory, ed. Alexander Rehding and Steven Rings (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2018), https://doi.org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780190454746.013.13
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decentering force, exposing the fictions behind claims of cultural homogeneity or intactness, and
defusing what Homi Bhabha calls the “narcissistic myths” of singular cultural authority.27
Riemann’s attempt to restore the music-theoretical boundaries between cultures could
ultimately do little to counter the realities on the ground between 1880–1945, an era that the
historian Kris Manjapra has called the “age of entanglement” in order to capture the
“multiplication of boundaries and claims of difference, as well as the accelerated mutual
implications and transnational feedback loops developing among discrepant national groups
around the world in this period despite their power differences.”28 People, artefacts, and ideas
travelled across the globe at an accelerating rate, motivated by the political forces of colonialism,
imperialism, diplomacy, and liberalism; they moved with increasing ease, facilitated by
revolutions in transportation and communication.29 Music, of course, traveled as well. And
cultural entanglement inevitably fueled the growth of musical hybridity, locking European and
Asian musical theorists—often, it seems, against their will—into “feedback loops” of mutual
reciprocal influence. Music theory in both regions was inevitably transformed. But in what
ways?
-------

27

Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture (Abingdon: Routledge Classics, 2012): 40.
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Kris Manjapra, The Age of Entanglement: German and Indian Intellectuals Across Empire
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2014), 4.
29

Christopher A Bayly, The Birth of the Modern World, 1780-1914 (Hoboken: Wiley, 2003);
Emily S. Rosenberg, ed., A World Connecting: 1870–1945, vol. 5 of A History of the World, ed.
Akira Iriye and Jürgen Osterhammel (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2012); Akira Iriye,
Global and Transnational History: The Past, Present, and Future (Basingstoke: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2013); Lisa Lowe, The Intimacies of Four Continents (Durham: Duke University
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Much has been made of the influence of nineteenth-century Western music theory on the
non-Western world.30 But this dissertation focuses on forms of influence that coursed in the
other direction—from Asia to Europe—by concentrating on the history of scientific and
theoretical research in the field of musical tuning systems, as well as the technologies
investigators built to explore hypotheses and support and realize their claims. I ask how
Japanese theorists during the Meiji Era, and Indian theorists working under the British Raj,
affected the course of musical discourse in Germany and England—and in doing so
fundamentally shaped the modern disciplinary development of music theory and comparative
musicology.
My claim is not that certain foundational principles of Western music theory are, in fact,
“non-Western.” I intend instead to uncover the other half of the music-theoretical feedback loop
that has been concealed by the historical Eurocentricity of the discipline, in order to show that
the exchange of ideas and influence was reciprocal, even if it often took place on an uneven
political ground.31 I also show that discourse about musical tuning was never really just about
music-theoretical concerns; it was also about nationhood, identity, and the negotiation of a global
cultural order. The study of tuning did not suddenly become political during the nineteenth

30

To name just a few: Charles Capwell, “Marginality and Musicology in Nineteenth-Century
Calcutta: The Case of Sourindro Mohun Tagore,” in Comparative Musicology and Anthropology
of Music, ed. Bruno Nettl and Philip V. Bohlman (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991):
228-243; Federico Celestini and Helga Mitterbauer, eds. Ver-rückte Kulturen: Zur Dynamik
kultureller Transfer (Tübingen: Stauffenberg, 2003); Jonathan Service, “Orchestrating
Modernity, Singing the Self: Theories of Music in Meiji and Taisho Japan,” PhD diss., Harvard
University, 2012; Osterhammel, “Globale,” 86–132; Anna Maria Busse-Berger, “Spreading the
Gospel of Singbewegung: An Ethnomusicologist Missionary in Tanganyika of the 1930s,”
Journal of the American Musicological Society 66/2 (2018): 475–522.
31

See Hoi-Eun Kim, Doctors of Empire: Medical and Cultural Encounters Between Imperial
Germany and Meiji Japan (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2014): 8.
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century; Plato already noted the influence that the musical modes supposedly had on the
constitution of the polis.32 But the radical transformations that took place during the “age of
entanglement”—including the ending of Japanese isolationism with the Meiji Restoration, the
expansion of the British colonial regime in India, and the imperialist spread of the United States
into indigenous American lands under the ideology of manifest destiny—nevertheless gave
musical tuning a uniquely global political charge during this time, as various geographically
remote populations were able to establish direct contact for the first time, and granted tools for
communication, transportation, and translation that allowed them to establish and maintain new
channels of mutual musical exchange.33
These channels necessarily led Western and non-Western musicians to discover more
than they had previously known about the dissimilarities between their tuning systems and tonal
logics, and this raised a number of political concerns. Colonial and imperialist authorities were
concerned about how they could control the dissonant intonations of musical “savagery”;
indigenous populations worried about protecting and maintaining the tunings of their musical
heritage under the influence of foreign temperaments; scholars worldwide, faced with a new
abundance of musical tunings, fretted about what was “natural” and what was “artificial,” and
what that said about their cultures. This dissertation surveys three types of strategies that
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See Eleonora Rocconi, “The Music of the Laws and the Laws of Music: Nomoi in Music and
Legislation,” Greek and Roman Musical Studies 4/1 (2016): 71–89.
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Of course, the nineteenth century is not the starting point for the global history of theoretical
exchange. Ancient Greek music theory circulated widely across the Mediterranean and Middle
Eastern world, and hexachordal theory was hotly debated by eighteenth-century Chinese court
musicians: see Zhuqing Hu, Ut Re Mi to Fourteen-Tone Temperament: The Global
Acoustemologies of an Early Modern Chinese Tuning Reform, PhD diss., University of Chicago,
2019.
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scholars in these regions developed for dealing with these musical-political problems—
sometimes working independently, sometimes in transnational teams.
The first strategy was to establish a new basis for musical sameness, reconciling
intonational heterogeneities in the interest of fostering national cohesion and removing
impediments preventing transnational exchange. This strategy was often accompanied by a
quest for a tuning system that could be considered ancient, natural, or original, and thus a solid
foundation for uniting populations together. Hindu nationalists, for instance, sought to divine
tuning systems buried within ancient Sanskrit texts that could serve as the foundation for a new
“Indian” tuning system that would smooth over the considerable differences between musical
lineages (gharānās), and unite the subcontinent against the intrusion of temperaments that they
took as signifiers of Western cultural imperialism. Internationalists in Germany, Japan, and the
United States promoted the global adoption of a tuning system known as five-limit just
intonation—just intonation (JI) for short—that calculates each tone from a network of perfectly
tuned fifths and thirds. This is the system represented in the Tonnetz. Its promoters cited
acoustical and psychoacoustical research in claiming that this system was the most naturally
pleasing of all, in that it was constructed from the simplest whole-integer vibrational ratios
shown in ex. 0.7 that produced the smoothest consonances. It was therefore the best option for a
musical Esperanto that could facilitate new forms of inter-cultural musical translation.34 Justintonation theorists invented outlandish keyboards with dozens of extra keys that could enable
performance of Western and non-Western musics alike in this system, and formed societies to
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See also James Q. Davies, “Instruments of Empire,” in Sound Knowledge: Music and Science
in London, 1789–1851 (Chicago: University of Chicago, 2016): 145–174.
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promote their use, attracting thousands of members worldwide.35 The utopian faith in
universalism, the liberal trust in the ameliorative potential of technology, and the colonial
conviction that “advanced” nations ought to promote the global development of “civilization”
thus intersected in a “great cause” that aimed to restructure the material of musical sound in
order to restructure society.

Ex. 0.7: The basic intervals of just intonation.
The second strategy focused on articulating musical difference between cultures.
Drawing on the quantificational techniques of colonial data and archival sciences, scholars also
used this strategy to simultaneously define national boundaries and forge new transnational
connections. Comparative musicologists thus embraced a new technique of music-theoretical
35

The Tonic Sol-Fa Movement, which promoted just-intonation singing and used instruments
like Thomas Perronet Thompson’s just-intonation organ (1850) as a pedagogical tool,
supposedly attracted 315,000 members at its peak: see Benjamin Steege, Helmholtz and the
Modern Listener (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 198. For more on
Thompson’s organ, see Daniel K.S. Walden, “Emancipate the Quartertone: The Call to
Revolution in Nineteenth-Century Music Theory,” History of Humanities 2/2 (2017): 327–345.
17

analysis called “tonometrics,” which used scientific methods of direct observation to quantify the
fundamental tones of musical systems on one of two metrical systems: the frequency scale,
which measures the physical properties of tones on a logarithmic scale, or the “cents” scale
invented by Alexander Ellis, which measures the psycho-physical properties of tones (i.e., how
the ear perceives their vibrational relationships) on a linear scale. This analytical technique
allowed scholars in Europe, Asia, and North America to collect massive data sets that
represented both contemporary and historical practices organized by geographical region in
(supposedly) objective terms. The patterns within these data sets could be analyzed
synchronically, in order to individuate different cultures and/or “nations”— distinguishing, say,
the boundaries between Hindustani and Tamil populations. But they could also be analyzed
diachronically, in order to recover latent phylogenetic links between cultures— revealing, for
example, that Japanese music had (somehow) descended directly from Ancient Greek music.
Tonometrics thus became a system for constructing political realities, by re-defining the degrees
of intimacy between global communities.
The third strategy was focused neither on difference nor similarity in exclusive terms, and
served neither nationalism nor internationalism uniquely or as such. Drawing on post-colonial
scholarship, I define this third strategy as the search to establish an inter-cultural “difference that
is almost the same but not quite.”36 Theoretical arguments along these lines often ran along one
of two paths: (1) Western and non-Western tuning systems were the same in that their
tonometrical measurements were equivalent, but they were also different in that they produced
those tuning systems by fundamentally different tonal logics, or (2) Western and non-Western
tuning systems were premised on the same systems of tonal logic, but nevertheless derived

36

Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 122.
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slightly different tonal collections from them. The conflation of similarity with difference
necessarily destabilized the premises of both the first and second strategies, introducing the
heterogeneity, flux, and contradiction to musical discourse that post-colonial scholars have
marked as the identifying features of cultural hybridity. This discursive strategy served as a tool
for reinforcing Eurocentrism: consider, for instance, Riemann’s Westernized arrangements of
Japanese melodies. But it also could be retooled to decenter it: consider the potential impact of
Kōda’s violin recital.
My analysis of these three strategies is based on studies of source materials located in
seven countries—Japan, Germany, England, India, Italy, and the United States—housed in state
and university archives, scientific museums, and private collections.37 In gleaning the insights
they contain, however, I have had to diverge from three common rubrics that continue to
influence how the history of theory is written. The first is Orientalism (and its lesser-known
antipode, Occidentalism). Ever since Edward Said’s path-breaking study Orientalism (1978),
scholars have pointed out how nineteenth-century Western discourse locked the Orient within a
dichotomous framework in which it was forced into assuming the image of the West’s Other—
signifying primitivity, regression, and unreason in contradistinction to civilization, advancement,
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and reason.38 (Think of Riemann’s characterization of Japanese music.) Techniques as varied as
cultural stereotyping, colonial techniques of data collection and sociological classification, and
brute violence all had a hand in establishing this situation. Musicologists and music theorists
have drawn on Said’s work to point out how Orientalist tropes have pervaded Western Classical
and popular repertories extending from Claude Debussy and Edward MacDowell to John Zorn,
and analyses of everything from Native American to African musics.39 As profitable as Said’s
framework has been for musical studies—particularly in that it has provoked Western musical
scholarship to think more critically about how it represents the non-West—I agree with
historians including Rumi Sakamoto and Sumit Chakrabarti that his framework is also
fundamentally limited in accounting for how the forces of cultural hybridity have deconstructed,
or at least destabilized, the non-West/West dichotomy. Within his text, the two identities
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continue “to appear as mutually exclusive and intact,” obscuring points of contact across the
“us/them boundary,” and preventing “a complete negation or disavowal of stereotypical
representation.”40 Said even, at least according to Sakamoto, keeps the representation of the
non-West as “powerless and passive” beneath a potent and active West fundamentally intact.41
The history I wish to tell nevertheless requires a thorough accounting of the influence that
cultural hybridity and reciprocal transnational exchange has had on music theory. For this
reason, I have turned for inspiration to the postcolonial and transnational historiographical
models of Homi Bhabha, Rumi Sakamoto, Dipesh Chakrabarty, Hoi-Eun Kim, and Kris
Manjapra, among others.42 Their insights have helped me find an alternative angle that can
account for the complex politics of this branch of music-theoretical discourse.
The second rubric I attempt to challenge is founded on a persistent tendency to interpret
the history of Western music theory as essentially—if not entirely—a unique and autonomous
production of the West. This is more of a tacit assumption of a great deal of scholarly literature,
but it has been explicitly supported by the historian Jürgen Osterhammel in a 2012 article whose
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title translates as “The Global Horizons of European Art Music 1860–1930.”43 Noting that
“world histories of music have not yet been written, and questions regarding how European
musical culture has been shaped by outside influences […] are largely missing in musichistorical literature,” Osterhammel surveys German- and English-language secondary
scholarship in order to assess whether or not European music was substantially impacted by nonWestern influence.44 He first considers evidence from before 1860, including the influence of
Arabic mathematics on Renaissance Italy, but ultimately concludes there is no “empirical proof”
that influence was formative: “until we are presented with empirical evidence to the contrary,”
he argues, we must adhere to the supposition that “European music is not derivative of external
cultural models, and in its formative period was less receptive to outside impulses than the visual
arts. Its ‘globalization substance’ is comparatively low.”45 The canon of the common-practice
period, he claims, is relatively exempt from the global forces of colonialism and imperialism:
“no famous European composer had personal roots in the colonial world.”46 He argues that after
1860, the global horizons of Western music expanded as the invention of the steamship and
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Ibid., 96: “Weltgeschichten der Musik sind bis heute nicht geschrieben worden, und Fragen
der Prägung der europäischen Musikkultur durch Einflüsse von außen… fehlen weitgehend in
der musikhistorischen Literatur.”
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Ibid., 102: “Bis zum empirischen Beweis des Gegenteils wird man daher an einer
„weberianischen“Sonderwegsvermutung festhalten müssen:!die europäische Musik kein Derivat
externer Vorbildkulturen, und sie hat sich in ihrer formativen Periode weniger für Impulse von
außen empfänglich gezeigt als die bildende Kunst. Ihr ’Globalisierungsgehalt’ war
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Ibid., 116: “Keiner der berühmten europäischen Komponisten hatte persönliche Wurzeln in der
kolonialen Welt.” This is not exactly true: the composer and virtuoso Joseph Bologne, Chevalier
de Saint-Georges, for example, was born in Guadeloupe.
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recording technologies afforded for the greater circulation of musicians and their music; yet the
impact of the non-West nevertheless remained superficial. Orientalism had a significant impact
on nineteenth-century musical composers by introducing “influences from outside their own
sound world,” but he asserts that it “rarely revolutionized their entire artistic identity.”47 Indeed,
in his view, “the European expansion across the world through trade and conquest, travel and
missionary activity did little” to change the “hermeticism” and “self-centeredness” of European
music, and it was not until after World War II, when non-Western composers from East Asia
entered the avant-garde scene, that European music observed any “new beginnings.”48
Osterhammel suggests that he reached this conclusion against his will. He writes that
“from a global historical perspective, the claim that European art music was of virgin cultural
birth and owes little to other civilizations must be viewed with suspicion, or considered
ideological.”49 But “the justifiable challenge to ‘provincialize’ Europe cannot a priori supersede
a fair assessment of the empirical chances for such a decentering”—and after reviewing the
empirical evidence, he was compelled to conclude that the Western “canon and its embedding in
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society show a stability and consistency that is rare in modern cultural history.”50 In short, for
him, the global flow of musical influence is all one-way: “Western music has ‘colonized’ the
world without changing very much.”51 One might call this the “musical Sonderweg” thesis: the
argument that Western musical culture has charted an autonomous and aberrant course towards
global domination.52
There are two main reasons that Osterhammel reaches these conclusions. The first is that
this is the standpoint of most of the musicological scholarship he surveys; in other words, the
reason that he cannot find empirical evidence to contradict the musical Sonderweg thesis is that
musicology as a field has so far not been able to provide it.53 The second reason is that he
defines “European art music” quite narrowly, limiting his purview to the “great tradition” of the
musicological canon, its status as an export commodity, and the composers and performers who
sustained it.54 But if we consider the technologies and theoretical frameworks that have had a
formative hand in developing this tradition, there is in fact plenty of empirical evidence
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Osterhammel seems to suggest as much: see ibid., 101.
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There are certainly exceptions: see for instance Olivia A. Bloechl, Native American Song at
the Frontiers of Early Modern Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008) and
Tobias Janz and Yang Chien-Chang, “Introduction: Musicology, Musical Modernity, and the
Challenges of Entangled History,” in Decentering Musical Modernity: Perspectives on East
Asian and European Music History (Bielefeld: transcript, 2019): 9–40. But Osterhammel also
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accept at face value secondary research in areas that fall beyond his areas of expertise, presuming
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Transformation, xvi-xvii.
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suggesting that transnational musical exchange between Western and non-Western populations
was in fact substantial, reciprocal, and dates long before 1945.55 Nowhere is this evidence more
readily available, I believe, than in the history of discourse about tuning and temperament. I am
not the first to search for reciprocal influences between Western and Eastern music theories; the
seven years since Osterhammel’s article has seen a growing corpus of scholarship investigating
the “global history of music theory.”56 I draw significant inspiration from this body of literature,
and consider myself part of this field—but I also recognize some of the risks it holds, and will
point to them in my conclusion in the spirit of constructive critique.
The third rubric I aim to challenge operates by abstracting the history of music theory
from the histories of politics, society, culture, science, and technology. The first three are
generally “seen as incidental or irrelevant matters,” Timothy D. Taylor explains, and thus “left
unattended to, or presented as generally inconsequential background.”57 There are quite a few
reasons why this might be the case: the powerful legacies of music-theoretical scientism, Kantian
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philosophy, and Cartesian dualism on music theory have all played a role in construing the focus
of the discipline on objectivity, noumena, and mentation. But also relevant is the fact that the
politics of many prominent music theorists are “frankly embarrassing” to those who espouse
their theories.58 The reception of Heinrich Schenker’s peculiar blend of monarchism,
Eurocentrism, and music-theoretical insight offers a case in point. Suzannah Clark has
illustrated how scholars have sought to excise the first two strands from the last one on the
ground that they are extra-musical, or have prefaced them with apologias like the following:
Almost none of the material bears substantive relation to the musical concepts that he
developed during his lifetime, and, from that standpoint, can be disregarded; it is,
however, part of the man and his work.59
We urge the reader to recognize that however much Schenker may have regarded his
musical precepts as an integral part of a unified world-view, they are, in fact, not at all
logically dependent on any of his extramusical speculations.60
Clark argues that this approach is misguided. Discomforting as it may be to admit it, Schenker’s
ideology was formative to the development of his primary concepts: his theory might have
turned out very differently, she suggests, had he embraced democracy instead.61 Nicholas Cook
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adds further support to her claim by showing how Schenker’s socio-cultural background—his
situation in fin-de-siècle Vienna, his Judaism, his connections to contemporary visual arts—had
a substantial impact on the formulation of his theories.62 I follow their models in my
investigations here, grounding theoretical arguments in matters of time, place, and individual
biography in order to show how shape, and are shaped by, the broader “material force” of
history.63
Grounding the history of music theory in the history of society necessarily leads me to
focus on the histories of science and technology. That is because scholars in the field of Science,
Technology and Society studies (STS) have shown how these histories are inseparable. Each
draws the contours of the other through a process that the field commonly calls “co-production.”
According to Sheila Jasanoff, who coined the term, this means that “the ways in which we know
and represent the world (both nature and society) are inseparable from the ways in which we
choose to live in it,” and that scientific knowledge in all of its various forms—which would
include music theory—“both embeds and is embedded in social practices, identities, norms,
conventions, discourses, instruments, and institutions.”64 Benjamin Steege, Alexandra Hui, and
Myles W. Jackson provide useful models for applying this insight and interweaving the history
of science, technology, and society with the history of theory, by that demonstrating that
Helmholtzian acoustical theories and technologies both shaped, and were shaped by, German
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cultural dynamics and nation-building. So do Fanny Gribenski, in her analysis of the nineteenthcentury contest over European pitch standards and its connection to transnational politics;
Amanda Weidman and Matt Rahaim, in their virtuosic studies of how the violin and harmonium
affected politics, science and musical culture in the Indian subcontinent; and Jann Pasler and
James Q. Davies, who have shown the central importance of organology and instrument building
to nineteenth-century European colonial agendas.65 My investigations into the role musical
keyboards have played in formulating just-intonation theory also draw on the insights of
Alexander Rehding, who reveals how the epistemic aspects of musical instruments shape musictheoretical precepts; Emily Dolan, who has called for a new musicological approach that places
instrumental interfaces front-and-center; Carolyn Abbate, who outlines how the feedback loop
between instrument and operator shapes the creative act; and Roger Moseley, who has answered
that call with his study of keyboard as a “digital field of play” whose topographies engender the
cultural techniques through which we explore our analog environment.66 Finally, Jonathan de
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Souza, has provided me with invaluable model for analyzing my own personal involvement with
just-intonation instruments in his own study of the manifold processes of embodied cognition by
which instrumental practice builds the bodily habits and skills that shape our theoretical
understandings of music.
The four chapters of my dissertation examine how three different types of transnational
entanglements co-produced three different conduits of music-theoretical exchange. The first
links the United States with Native American Tribal Communities, or settler and indigenous
societies; the second England with India, or colonizers and subaltern; the third Germany with
Japan, two nation-states pursuing diplomatic relations. I do not treat these populations as
dialectically opposed, but, following Bhabha’s model, focus on the culturally hybrid forms of
music-theoretical exchange, identity formation, and expression that occur at the margins between
them. Each chapter also considers a different claim for how just intonation can be used to build a
just society within modern Europe, India, United States, and Japan—pointing us toward a new
understanding of the role music theory and organology played in nineteenth-century nationbuilding and the establishment of trans-national networks.
Chapter 1 analyzes the comparative music theories of Alice Fletcher, John Fillmore, and
Alexander Ellis. These three scholars examined the indigenous musics of North America, Japan,
and India by extending the numerological obsessions of colonialism and imperialism into music
theory, applying techniques of quantitative analysis that had been developed for surveys of
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landscape, society, and culture. This led them to subject the sounds they observed to an
analytical process of “pitch quantization” that constrained the continuous range of pitch inputs
they observed to a pre-determined discrete set of outputs whose values corresponded to equal
subdivisions of the octave. Quantization operated within their rubrics as a sort of virtual
enharmonic keyboard, by dividing tonal space with a grid that enabled theorists to quantify—and
therefore assess—the similarities and differences between various musical cultures. I show how
those who focused on similarity supported the frameworks of unilinear developmentalism, while
those who focused on difference supported cultural relativism. In both instances, theorists
claimed absolute objectivity, adopting the typical rhetoric of scientific empiricism. But their
methods were in reality anything but objective, for they doctored their data to support the claims
of musical nationalists in the United States, Japan, and Northern India that traditional musics
within their region were essentially in just intonation—and thus “civilized.”
Chapter 2 assesses the translation and complication of these frameworks within the
culturally hybrid landscape of colonial India. I focus on the scholarship of Krishnaji Ballal
Deval, interpreting his tonometrical assessments of Hindustani music as an instance of “colonial
mimicry” aimed at undermining Ellis’ thesis. I suggest that his scholarship bolstered the cultural
cause of Hindu nationalism by carving out a third pathway between similarity and difference,
through the production of a new framework for understanding the relationship between
Hindustani and Western tunings, which I posit as exemplary of Bhabha’s “difference that is
almost the same but not quite”: both were in just intonation, but constructed by different logics.
This allowed Deval to escape the choice between unilinear developmentalism and cultural
relativism, pointing him towards a new chronology that instead provincialized Europe by
enfolding its history within Sanskrit tradition. His efforts were nevertheless not without their
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pitfalls—for as Bhabha points out, “mimicry” is an ambivalent discourse that both reinforces and
destabilizes the colonial cause. While promising to act as a bulwark against British musical
imperialism, Deval’s theories led him to partner with colonial officials who recognized a
common cause with his promotion of just intonation, and ultimately to support substantial
musical reforms that were more in the interests of the British Raj than the Indian independence
movement.
Chapter 3 expands the focus from musical nationalism to musical transnationalism. I
explore how just-intonation research and instrument design served as tools for the development
of social, cultural, and political relations between Germany and Japan, focusing on Tanaka
Shōhei’s career in both nations. Tanaka came of age in Japan just as the Meiji Emperor was
restored to the throne and the government began a radical push towards modernization through
educational reforms and the lifting of embargoes on Western science and technology. Tanaka’s
teachers in Japan recognized just intonation as a valuable tool for advancing musical culture
within this context, while keeping it true to origins and natural principles. I examine what
happened when Tanaka traveled to Germany, where several decades of theoretical research had
fueled claims that just-intonation keyboards could be valuable tools for cultural progress and
national development. Tanaka, I argue, developed his just-intonation instruments with the idea
that it was in the national interests of both Germany and Japan, and could thus initiate
“intellectual and spiritual exchange,” or geistiger Vekehr, between them. That exchange, would
be reciprocal, meaning musical influence would flow not only from Europe to Asia, but from
Asia to Europe as well.
Chapter 4 completes the story begun in chapter 3. I examine how Tanaka’s instruments
acted on their users, to convince them of the natural merits of just-intonation practice. To do so,
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I reflect on my own experiences learning how to play two of them: a “demonstration” instrument
in Saarbrucken, Germany, and a full-size “enharmonium” at the Kunitachi College of Music,
Tokyo. Analysis of my experiences, along with comparison to other nineteenth-century accounts
and a close reading of Tanaka’s musical theories, leads me to conclude that Tanaka’s instruments
demanded processes of musical defamiliarization in the acoustical, technical, and cultural
domains. Building on this, I argue that Tanaka’s theory also functioned as an example of what
Bhabha calls “cultural translation,” by transposing the just-intonation thesis of German music
theory into a new hybrid German-Japanese context that necessarily displaced its original
meaning. That displacement ultimately invalidated the authority of Europe as the only legitimate
source of music-theoretical discourse in the world, calling attention to “Western music theory” as
a construct that involves the “East” in its making.
My ultimate intention is to lay the groundwork for a new global history of nineteenthcentury music theory that is more attentive to the permeability of the discursive categories we
generally refer to as “Western” and “non-Western,” or “European” and “Asian.” The reader may
already have recognized that I use these terms throughout. But I understand them as provisional
categories perpetually locked in a feedback loop, not as the intact, coherent, and dialectically
opposed constructs that are still often upheld by disciplinary habit.67 (One might, after Martin
Scherzinger, call them “homogenized relativisms”: I discuss this further in ch. 1.) Neither
branch of discourse developed autonomously: the nineteenth-century music theories we typically
call “Western” were regularly and substantially transformed, refined and disseminated by Asian
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and indigenous musicians, and those we call “non-Western” were fundamentally reformed and
reconstructed by scholars in Europe and the Americas. Both are products of cultural hybridity
and intercultural translation, and to obscure that fact is to tell half the story: for as Osterhammel
himself reminds us, “as far as the nineteenth century is concerned, anything but a world-history
approach is something of a makeshift solution.”68 I hope the following chapters prompt a move
beyond the makeshift, while also serving as a reminder that the musical “West” and “non-West”
have never been stable entities, and the history of music theory has never been shielded from the
messy dynamics of socio-political entanglement.
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Important Stylistic Notes:
1. Commonly used abbreviations.
•! EDO: Equal Division of the Octave. 12 EDO = twelve equal divisions of the octave, or
equal temperament.
•! JI: Just intonation.
•! JND: Just-noticeable difference. The smallest interval between two pitches at which a
change in pitch level becomes perceivable.
2. Describing JI intervals.
•! Following Tanaka Shōhei’s custom, I place JI pitch names in Italic font. Pitches without
underlines or overlines are determined by the Pythagorean system, i.e., by just thirds. An
overline indicates a pitch raised a syntonic comma from its Pythagorean tuning; an
underline indicates a pitch lowered a syntonic comma. Double underlines or overlines
indicate alterations by two syntonic commas—and so forth.
•! Pitch names that are not in JI—i.e., are in equal or indeterminate temperaments—are
given in Roman rather than Italic font.
•! For convenience, I provide both ratios and cents in identifying interval sizes.

3. Native American Names.
•! In my own writing I follow the spelling, capitalization, and terminological guidelines
suggested in the following resources: Tara Browner, Heartbeat of the People: Music and
Dance of the Norther Powow (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2004); Mark
Awakuni-Swetland, Umónhon Íye-the, Umónhon Úshkon-the / The Omaha Language and
the Omaha Way: An Introduction to Omaha Language and Culture (Lincoln: University
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of Nebraska Press, 2018). I nevertheless preserve all spellings and transliterations from
the original quotations for the sake of consistency with references.
4. Hindustani Music-Theoretical Terms.
•! Many Hindustani musical concepts have been transliterated with a wide variety of
spellings (e.g. śruti, sruti, shruti, shrutee, etc.). I most follow Sanskrit transliteration and
place these terms in Italics, and referenced the following sources in doing so: Wim van
der Meer, Hindustani Music in the 20th Century (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1980);
Stephen Slawek, Sitār Technique in Nibaddh Forms (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1987);
Lewis Rowell, Music and Musical Thought in Early India (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1992); Bimalakanta Roychaudhuri, The Dictionary of Hindustani
Classical Music (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 2000). In quoting original sources, however,
I preserve the transliterations/spellings they provide.
5. Japanese Music-Theoretical Terms:
•! I follow the Revised Hepbun system for transliteration throughout. When quoting
original sources, however, I preserve the transliterations/spellings they provide.
6. City names:
•! Many of the city names I reference have changed as a result of late-nineteenth- and
twentieth-century politics. I mostly opt modern names in running text, except for when I
refer to a historical political entity (i.e., the Bombay Presidency). For bibliographic
consistency, however, I use the historical name of the city published on the cover when
citing texts (e.g. Dorpat for modern-day Tartu, Bombay for Mumbai).
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Personal Names:
•! Many of the figures I write about have multiple spellings for their names (i.e., Bulwant
Trimbuck Sahasrabudhe or Balwant Trimbuck Sahasrabuddhe; Tanaka Shōhei or Tanaka
Shohé.) I opt for the version of the name most commonly used in modern scholarship.
For bibliographic consistency, however, I use the name cited on the cover on the text. If
the names diverge considerably, I provide the more common transliteration in brackets.
•! A note on Japanese names: I provide the kanji for the names of each historical figure, and
each citation. I typically reproduce Japanese names with last name first, given name
second, as is custom in modern Japan—unless the author has expressed a preference
otherwise, or is better known with their names arranged the other way around.!
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Chapter One:
Enumerative Habits: Quantization, Comparative Music Theory,
and the Nation

Alice Fletcher heads for Washington with her survey reports.
© E. Jane Gay. Courtesy of the Idaho State Historical Society.
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Enumerative Habits: Quantization, Comparative Music Theory, and the Musical Nation
At the thought of statistics, the Collector, walking through the chaotic Residency garden, felt his heart
quicken with joy… For what were statistics but the ordering of a chaotic universe? […] If mankind was
ever to climb up out of its present uncertainties, disputations and self-doubtings, it would only be on such
a ladder of objective facts.
[…]
Now at last the Collector’s long day was over. A lamp was burning in his study and in the glass of the
bookcases he saw his own image, shadowy in detail […] ‘How alike we all are, really… There’s so little
difference between one man and another when one comes to think of it.
–J.G. Farrell, The Siege of Krishnapur (1973)

1.1. Triangulations, Soundings, Rectangulations
Let us start where many surveys and comparative studies begin: with establishing a method of
measurement. A quick scan of three approaches applied by English and American surveyors to
the landscapes of India and Japan—the geographical regions that produced the music-theoretical
cultures examined in this dissertation—demonstrates how their measurements marked a crucial
step towards the solidification of Western control over the territories that nineteenth-century
colonialism and imperialism had brought within Western influence.
1.! St. Thomas Mount, Madras: April 10, 1802. On this date, William Lambton, fixed the
baseline for what soon became known as the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, a survey
of territories newly acquired by the British East India Company following the defeat of the
Kingdom of Mysore. His intention was to measure the landscape with greater precision than
ever before by means of a technique called “triangulation,” which required determining the
location of a point by forming networks of triangles to it from other known points, using only
angle measurements in order to obviate the need for direct measurement over difficult
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terrains.1 The survey was expected to last a few years. It lasted for six decades. Lambton
contracted a mortal case of jungle fever, and his successor, George Everest, repeatedly
encountered Indian resistance: riots over the clearing of forests for clear sightlines and
sacking of survey towers situated on agricultural land.2 The British Crown was nevertheless
convinced that persisting with the survey was worth any cost, for the empire required “that
the whole of India should be eventually covered with triangles.”3 Seventy-four years later,
the triangulation of the triangular subcontinent shown in ex. 1.1 was finally complete, reams
of measurements were handed over to calculation and mapping departments, and dozens of
surveying towers were abandoned as markers of the colonial enterprise.
2.! Uraga, Bay of Edo: July 13, 1853. Fifty years later, United States Navy Commodore
Matthew C. Perry arrived with his fleet at the Bay of Edo in Japan, backed by a presidential
mandate and the convictions of Manifest Destiny, intent on forcing open the Japanese nation
to American trade. He first sent out his lieutenant with boats armed with guns and
hydrographic surveying equipment to sound out the port and determine if his ships could
safely enter. The local governor of Uraga intercepted Perry’s ships, communicating
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Ex. 1.1: Closeup of the 1870 Index Chart of the Great Trigonomeric Survey of India.
Reproduced from Wikimedia Commons.
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that his survey was against Japanese law.4 Perry persisted with his “gunboat diplomacy”
until Japanese officials relented and signed the Convention of Kanagawa, which allowed
American surveyors to continue hydrographic surveys of Japanese ports. Next came The
Treaty of Amity and Commerce, coercing Japan into “free” maritime trade. These events
concluded 220 years of Japanese isolationism, precipitating a paradigm shift that overthrew
the Tokugawa shogunate, restored the Meiji Emperor to the throne, and began the
“modernization” of the nation.5
3.! Omaha Reservation: Early May, 1883. Alice Cunningham Fletcher (1838–1923) set aside
her fieldwork on behalf of the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology to begin a
new job with the Office of Indian Affairs: a cadastral survey of the Omaha Reservation,
aimed at breaking up communal land ownership and allotting full titles for rectangular
subdivisions to individual members of the Omaha tribe.6 Only one-fourth of Omahas
supported the project; one-third actively opposed it; the rest, “although not in favor of the
new plan, were persuaded to go along with it.”7 Alice Fletcher was nevertheless a vocal
proponent, joining American reformists who saw land allotment as a civilizing influence and
ticket to assimilation, and federal agents who sought to quell persistent controversies over the
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allocation of resources on border territories.8 She eventually allotted 75,391 acres in 954
separate allotments all “done on the square” to 1,194 tribespeople, and sold a quarter of the
Reservation to white settlers.9 Fletcher’s program, detrimental to tribal culture and
precipitating further seizures of indigenous lands, served as the “blueprint” for The Dawes
Act of 1887, ensuring Native American Reservations would be surveyed and rectangulated
into ever smaller, ever less operational fractions whose outlines are still today visible from
above, as shown in ex. 1.2.10
These projects were about more than measurement; they were about establishing the
epistemological baseline that Western authorities required for securing power. Geographical
knowledge of the Indian subcontinent proved invaluable for the collection of tax revenue;
hydrographical knowledge of Japanese ports helped the United States regulate maritime trade in
the region; topographical knowledge of the Omaha Reservation helped the United States procure
the most profitable lands. Subaltern communities often resisted measurement of their lands
because they anticipated what might follow.
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Ex. 1.2: Birds-eye view of the Omaha Reservation, today. The allotment boundaries are still
visible. Courtesy of Google Earth.
Landscape, however, was not the only thing being measured. Arjun Appadurai has noted
that land surveys like these were just one manifestation of an “enumerative habit” that compelled
nations and corporations like the British East India Company to quantify and collect data—as
much data as possible—on everything pertinent to the territories or markets they wished to
control.11 Enumeration was more than utilitarian; it served a variety of “informational,
justificatory, and pedagogical techniques.”12 It extended from the physical landscape to the
social landscape, or ethnoscape, transferring the “cadastral logic” responsible for the subdivision
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of land onto the survey of human society.13 This was accomplished in large part by the census,
which contributed to social compartmentalization by classifying people into separate, discrete
categories. The anthropologist Bernard Cohn has noted that in India, the census accentuated the
fracturing of society even further along the fault lines of caste. In his reading, measuring society
served as a prelude to efforts at dividing and conquering it.14
This chapter examines what happened when the “enumerative habit,” transferred from the
nineteenth-century landscape to the ethnoscape, eventually focused on the soundscape.
Comparative musicologists quantified pitch so as to make musical order out of foreign “noise,”
just as surveyors quantified distances in order to organize knowledge about foreign landscapes,
and census administrators quantified the members of social groups so as to organize knowledge
about foreign peoples. I argue that nineteenth-century theory and comparative studies which
applied Western psychological frameworks and statistical methods to the analysis of tuning and
temperament can be understood as an outgrowth of these practices, and as such, are implicated in
the logic of colonialism and imperialism. I justify these claims by focusing on the
epistemological frameworks that supported two comparative musicological texts often held as
foundational to the discipline of ethnomusicology: “A Study of Omaha Indian Music” (1893),
written by the same Alice Fletcher with the assistance of the American music theorist John
Comfort Fillmore (1843–1898), and “On the Musical Scales of Various Nations” (1885), written
by the British linguist and theorist Alexander John Ellis (1814–1890) with the assistance of the
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piano tuner Alfred James Hipkins (1826–1903).15 These two texts laid different sorts of
baselines for the comparative study of musical traditions that their authors had encountered
during the age of entanglement, as a result of colonialism and imperialism (migration, conquest,
settling) as well as liberalism (World’s fairs, transnational exchange, cultural diplomacy).
Section 2 examines a central technique of their musical surveys: “pitch quantization.”
Strictly speaking, pitch quantization is a signal processing technique central to the fields of
musical computation and information retrieval, that “corrects” pitches to a pre-determined scale
by rounding out their frequencies to the nearest element of a discrete set of values. I argue that
Fletcher, Fillmore, and Ellis anticipated this technique by “quantizing” the melodic structures
they gleaned from their surveys to scales of their own determination, citing both psychological
and statistical logic in order to justify doing so. Quantization was an essential step in the
production of data for all three theorists, helping them generate arguments about the degrees of
correspondence between Western and non-Western musical traditions.
Section 3 examines how quantization affected Fletcher and Fillmore’s surveys of Native
American musics. I investigate how both theorists relied on the psychological theories of Hugo
Riemann—as well as the instruments of the phonograph, musical notation, and the piano—in
order to quantize what they heard as “faulty intonation” and “portamento” to the discrete values
of a 12 EDO scale (equal divisions of the octave). In doing so, they hoped to lay a foundation
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for Native American cultural assimilation and the development of American musical
nationalism.16
In section 4, I shift the focus to “On the Musical Scales of Various Nations,” a “Great
Musical Survey” of all the musical traditions Ellis and Hipkins could access in London by
analyzing musical instrument collections, and meeting with expatriates, musical envoys to world
fairs, and residents of cultural exhibitions. I evaluate how they relied on Hermann Helmholtz’s
acoustical theories and instruments—spherical resonators, tuning forks, tonometers—in order to
quantize the pitch collections used by musicians from India, Japan, Java, China, Arabia, Burma,
South Pacific, Siam, Persia, Syria, Greece, and the Scottish Highlands to create a new scale of
Ellis’ invention: 1200 EDO. In doing so, Ellis hoped to establish an objective basis for a new
discipline called “tonometrics” that would apply the techniques of modern statistics to musicaltheoretical studies. Ellis’ methods produced only statistical noise, rendering him unable to draw
conclusions about musical intent from his data sets alone. He turned for assistance to Indian and
Japanese secondary sources, overlooking the fact that the interpretations they offered were far
from objective, as they were biased by nationalistic agendas fixated on inventing just-intonation
(JI) traditions as a way of establishing common links between European and Asian “musical
nations.” Ellis’ methodology thus provided a mechanism for naturalizing the musical claims
offered by Japanese and Indian nation-builders, all the while concealing their political objectives
under the rhetoric of scientific objectivity and liberal relativism.
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Section 5 examines the results of Fletcher’s and Fillmore’s option for a “coarse” scale of
12 EDO, and Ellis’ option for a “fine-grained” scale of 1200 EDO, in light of the two temporal
and anthropological rubrics referenced in the introduction: unilinear developmentalism and
cultural relativism.17 I suggest that the coarse scales boosted claims that Western and nonWestern musics were fundamentally similar, facilitating their placement on a single
developmental timeline, and promoting the idea that non-Western musics could be “advanced”
through harmonization and assimilation into the European-American musical canon. The finegrained scales, on the other hand, supported investigations into the fundamental difference
between Western and non-Western traditions, laying the groundwork for further assessments of
their diversity within the framework of cultural relativism. I argue that the musical data that both
types of scales produced did not reflect an objective reality, despite their many claims to that
effect. They instead assisted in the creation of the just-intonation origin myths that were an
essential component of nineteenth-century musical nationalism.

1.2. Excursus on the Present Day: Pitch Quantization, Psychology, Statistics
Pitch quantization may have begun with nineteenth-century music theorists, but of course
is also everywhere nowadays, whether or not we are fully aware of it. In 2019, it is routine for
audio engineers and producers to tweak Classical and popular recorded tracks with “pitchcorrection technologies” like AutoTune or Melodyne, making microtonal adjustments to
recorded performances so that each pitch is perfectly tuned to a pre-determined tonal
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framework.18 Sometimes the results of pitch quantization are easy to detect, as when producers
intentionally apply coarse filters in order to evoke a robotic sound or post-human aesthetic: listen
to Cher’s pixelated cry “Do you believe in life after love?” from the chorus of her hit single
“Believe,” which evokes the “angelic transcendence” suggested by the lyrics by transcending the
physical capabilities of the human voice to modulate pitch.19
But present-day pitch quantization is not always so audible, not always a self-conscious
special effect, operating more often at the level of the subconscious. This may be because the
alterations quantization introduces fall short of the “just-noticeable difference threshold” (JND)
that defines how much a pitch can be shifted before the deviation becomes noticeable.20
Scholars of musical psychology and psychoacoustics have suggested further reasons: musical
aptitude, attention level, memory capacity, and the perception that both pitches play an
equivalent structural role.21 Hugo Riemann’s influential argument that the “enharmonic
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identification of acoustical values […] is simply indispensable to our musical hearing” provides
a further theoretical framework for naturalizing quantization as a cognitive universal, as a
processing technique that allows us to identify pitches by averting the distractions of superficial
error.22 His logic dictates that we effectively hear music as quantized, whether it really is or not,
because we perceive the underlying harmonic functions of each musical tone. We can still
understand what it “means” if it is a bit sharp or a bit flat, just as we can still understand what a
speaker with a heavy foreign accent is saying even if he or she mispronounces certain vowels.23
On these grounds, proponents of pitch quantization argue that any alterations it might
introduce to musical artefacts are inessential, simply the results of removing measurement noise.
This claim nevertheless belies the fact there is not a single way to measure musical pitch.24
Techniques have in fact changed significantly over the history of Western theoretical tradition,
and modern rubrics of pitch quantization in fact depend upon the results of a substantial
paradigm shift in how Western music theory conceives, locates, and identifies musical tones.
Historians of music theory have identified an analogous shift in the historical understanding of
musical rhythm: from a mensural system that defined the beat in terms of thesis-arsis—a
relational framework modelled after the pattern of the heartbeat, or the down-up motion of the
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hand—to an “objective conception” of the musical beat as the product of a metrical hierarchy,
composed out of a pre-existing series of undifferentiated rhythmic impulses, and detached from
musical and physical context and articulated against absolute time.25 A similar claim could be
made for historical understanding of musical pitch: from a relational system that defined the tone
in terms of a network of proportional relationships between vibrating objects (vocal chords,
strings), to an “objective conception” of musical pitch—what we might more accurately call an
absolute system—as the product of a tonal hierarchy composed from a pre-existing series of
discrete pitch points articulated against the continuous frequency spectrum. This absolute system
arguably coalesced and came to the fore in the mid-nineteenth-century, precipitated by the
development of music theory’s own “enumerative habit,” which required a simpler mechanism
by which pitches could be converted into numerical data that could be manipulated by statistical
techniques and computational technologies. 26 It also entailed pitch quantization as a necessary
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correlate, since those same statistical techniques and computational technologies required it: no
calculator, human or mechanical, can compute an infinite or repeating decimal without first
rounding it off.
Although scholars who draw upon statistics and psychology often strive towards absolute
objectivity, pitch quantization necessarily introduces alterations to the exact values they study,
and this precludes their findings from transparently reflecting reality.27 The following case
studies show how the psychological and statistical rubrics music theorists use in order to
quantize their data often reflect back upon the biases of the theorists themselves. That is because
the psychological justifications for pitch quantization—musical aptitude, attention level, memory
capacity, and musical functionality—are not cognitive universals, but are to a large extent
culturally and individually specific. Functionality, for instance, is often understood within
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Western traditions as dictated by the laws of tonal harmony; these laws, needless to say, do not
universally apply to all musical traditions. The statistical logic behind pitch quantization was
also “generative” rather than “referential”—to borrow Bernard Cohn’s famous description of the
Census of India—producing data sets that “did not objectively describe some already/always
extant reality that was independent of and external to the gaze of the colonial state” from which
the theorist came.28 This is because it required theorists to seek for consistencies within national
borders, convinced by myths that the heterogeneous communities confined within them were
more homogenous than they really were. It also required them to make discriminations and
categorical distinctions when dealing with pitch-based phenomena that were changeable,
ambiguous, hybrid, or simply organized by a logic that escaped the statisticians’ comprehension.
The following sections will show how, in quantizing musical pitches to pre-determined scales,
theorists like Fletcher, Fillmore, La Flesche and Ellis did more than “remove measurement
noise.” They in fact played a hand in naturalizing claims that Native American, Japanese, and
Indian musics were originally in JI—assisting in the creation of a political “imaginaire” that
conformed to their cultural predilections and political interests.29

1.3. Beginning in the 19th Century: Fletcher, Fillmore, and the Quantization of Native
American Musics
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Omaha Reservation: July 3, 1883. In the middle of conducting her cadastral survey, Alice
Fletcher fell deathly ill and had to be hospitalized at the Winnebago Agency of Indian Affairs.
There, her Omaha informant, research assistant, and eventual live-in companion Francis La
Flesche brought his relatives to sing for her while she was confined to her sickbed, and it was at
this moment that Fletcher’s previously unfavorable impressions of Native American music as
“mere noise,” formed two years earlier when she witnessed a Sioux Ceremony, were reversed.30
She confessed that her initial opinions were consistent with the “prevalent idea concerning the
music of ‘savages’; namely, that while such music might possess a certain degree of simple
rhythm, it had little melody, the few tones used being iterative, and expressionless of thought or
feeling.”31 Try as she might, she had found it difficult to “divest [her]self of preconceived ideas,
and to rise above prejudice and distaste,” and impossible “to penetrate beneath the noise and hear
what the people were trying to express… it was not rational that human beings should scream for
hours, looking and acting as did these Indians before me, and the sounds they made not mean
something more than mere noise.”32 But at her sickbed, La Flesche and his relatives “sang softly
because I was weak, and there was no drum, and then it was that the distraction of noise and
confusion of theory were dispelled, and the sweetness, the beauty and meaning of these songs
were revealed to me.”33 She decided that there was clearly music “below this noise” that was
“worth study and record,” and could be revealed by listening “much as one must listen in the
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phonograph, ignoring the sound of the machinery in order to catch the registered tones of the
voice.”34 Once she could “relegate the noise of the drum and the straining of the voice to their
proper place,” she would be “rewarded by hearing the music”: “it is easy to be caught in the
meshes of these external peculiarities of a strange people, but if one would hear Indian music and
understand it, one must ignore as he does his manner of singing.”35
Fletcher had determined that the noise she heard in listening to Native American song
was no more part of its essence than the surface noise produced by the friction of the stylus on a
phonographic groove. She surmised that it was simply a result of inconsistent intonation and
rough timbre, behind which “external peculiarities” lay melodies and patterns of organization
that could be detected by listening to each song as if it was mediated by the phonograph—even
when it was not. This conviction guided her initial surveys of Omaha music with La Flesche,
starting from the songs of the Wawan Ceremony. She “ceased to trouble” herself about “scales,
tones, rhythm, and melody, trust[ing] the facts which daily accumulated in [her] willing hands,”
confident that analysis would subsequently prove that what she had transcribed was “music” by
revealing its latent structural presences.36
Fletcher recognized, however, that her scale-less approach could not make sense of
Native American song: she could not detect any underlying organizational principles of pitch or
meter. She and La Flesche decided to bring their transcriptions to Sarah Eliot Newman, a piano
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professor on the faculty at New England Conservatory, for assistance with determining how to
analyze them.37 Newman sought to impose order on the pitches she transcribed by assigning
them each a key signature, even if the fit was arbitrary. For the “Ritual Song of Approach” in ex.
1.3, she chose E Major, even though B Major was perhaps equally plausible, since the
transcription begins and ends with B and features the tones B-C#-D#-E–F#-G#. Some of
Newman’s determinations were not only arbitrary, but awkward. Ex. 1.4 presents “Dance
Around the Fire Song,” which Newman cast in Bb minor, even though this required cumbersome
spellings in mm. 5 and 8 (B –Ab–Gb–E and Eb–Db–B –Ab) for pitches that could have been

Ex. 1.3: “Ritual Song of Approach” from the Wawan Ceremony, transcribed by Newman,
Fletcher, and La Flesche. Reproduced from Fletcher, Wawan, 315.
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Ex. 1.4: “Dance Around the Fire Song” from the Wawan Ceremony, transcribed by Newman,
Fletcher, and La Flesche. Reproduced from Fletcher, Wawan, 319.
more comfortably represented by pentatonic collections on E (E–F#–G#–B–[C#]) and B (B–C#–
D#–[F#]–G#). She nevertheless must have felt that the only way to impose order on Omaha song
was by assigning each one a key signature even if they required hammering into shape.
Fletcher, however, was not so sure. For one thing, she doubted whether quantizing each
song to the conventional 12 EDO scale was benign, speculating that perhaps since “the Indian
musical scale [has] different subdivisions from our own, the original songs lose a little of their
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native tone by being forced into our conventional scale.”38 Ex. 1.5 represents an example in
“Ritual Song for Final Dance,” which features the pitch collection D–E–F–Gb–A–C#–Db.
Notably, it is given without any key signature. Fletcher could have simplified things by
substituted Db for C#, allowing Newman to interpret the transcription in D Major. The first
measures would have spelled out a V6 chord (C#–A–E), and the melody would conclude in a
conventional manner on the first scale degree. Fletcher nevertheless felt the enharmonic
distinction between Db and C# was worth preserving, and that too much of the “native tone”
would be lost by obscuring them. She noted further the presence of an “Indian habit of sliding
the voice from one tone to another instead of attacking the tones with precision,” which meant
that the Native American voice was thus “similar in singing and in speaking.”39 Since this form
of “portamento” was ubiquitous, it seemed like it might play an important role. She seems to
have been faced with a predicament: if Western notations entailed quantization of pitches into a
limited and discrete set of values, and Western theory failed to acknowledge enharmonicism and
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Fletcher, “The Wawan,” 308 n. 1. A few years later, Fletcher also determined there was no
standard pitch in Omaha music: “the Indians have no mechanism for determining a pitch; there is
no uniform key for a song; it can be started on any note suitable to the singer’s voice” (Fletcher,
“A Study,” 11).
39

Fillmore, describing Fletcher’s observations, in John Comfort Fillmore, “Harmonic
Truthfulness in Indian Music,” The Music Review 3/10 (1894): 431–432 at 432. Fillmore argued
that portamento was “partly to their equally inveterate habit of embellishing melodic tones with
short by-tones, somewhat after the fashion of un-cultivated singers, both white and black, in
camp-meetings, revival meetings, etc.” The association between speech and the continuous, and
singing and the discrete, dates back to Aristoxenus Elementa Harmonica I.8-10, translated in
Andrew Barker, Greek Musical Writings: Harmonic and Acoustic Theory, vol. 2 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1989): 132-133.
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portamento as structurally important, how could she use these tools to adequately represent and
analyze Native American song?40

Ex. 1.5: Excerpt of Newman, Fletcher, and La Flesche’s transcription of “Ritual Song for Final
Dance” from the Wawan Ceremony. Reproduced from Fletcher, Wawan, 327.
Fletcher found a solution in the aforementioned music theories of Hugo Riemann (1849–
1919), introduced to her by the American theorist, composer, and pedagogue John Comfort
Fillmore, who had written several well-acclaimed treatises that touched upon his work.41
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40
See also Tara Browner, “The Role of Musical Transcription in the Work of Ethnography,” in
Songs From ‘A New Circle of Voices’: The Sixteenth Annual Pow-Wow at UCLA, ed. Tara
Browner, vol. 20 of Music of the United States of America (Middleton: A-R Editions, 2009):
xiii–xxvii.
41

Fillmore’s texts include: John Comfort Fillmore, Pianoforte Music: Its History, with
Biographical Sketches and Critical Estimates of Its Greatest Masters (Chicago: Townsen Mac
Coun, 1883); John Comfort Fillmore, New Lessons in Harmony (Philadelphia: Theodore Presser,
1887); John Comfort Fillmore, Lessons in Musical History: A Comprehensive Outline of Musical
History from the Beginning of the Christian Era to the Present Time (Philadelphia: Theodore
Presser, 1888). Fillmore’s biography and works are summarized in Jacob Hardesty,
“‘Incommensurable Standards’: Academics’ Responses to Classical Arrangements of Native
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Fletcher and Fillmore first came into contact in April 1890, two years after Fillmore published a
translation of Riemann’s “Die Natur der Harmonik” (1882), which posits a tri-partite distinction
between musical science, physiology, and psychology: science concerns itself with “the laws
which govern sounding bodies” and the physical matters of acoustics; physiology focuses on the
effects of acoustical phenomena on the human ear; psychology concerns itself with “toneperceptions, with the mental effects of these acoustic and physiological phenomena, and with the
mental connections and relations of the sensations produced by sound[.]”42 Fillmore, informed
by this framework, convinced Fletcher that she ought to treat the tones contained in her
transcriptions as representations of “mental effects,” rather than actual sounding frequencies.
Mental effects, he explained, were the result of how the psyche matched the phenomena of the
physical continuum (frequencies) to a grid of “natural” discrete tonal relations that purportedly
conformed to the supposedly “natural” laws of JI. Therefore, all that she needed to concern
herself with when transcribing Native American song was with whether or not it exhibited
tonality—and if so, with the tonal functions of each song-tone, not their precise intonations.
That was what Western notation represented anyway:
It makes no difference whatever in our notation of the songs whether the Indians sing
them in perfectly correct harmonic intonation or only approximate it, whether that
approximation varies on the side of temperament or on some other side. Our notation is
supposed to stand for natural relations. […] The only important question in the
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American Songs,” American Educational History Journal 39/2 (2012): 503–514; James C.
McNutt, “John Comfort Fillmore: A Student of Indian Music Reconsidered,” American Music
2/1 (1984): 61–70; Hewitt Pantaleoni, “A Reconsideration of Fillmore Reconsidered,” American
Music 3/2 (1985), 217–228.
42

Hugo Riemann, “The Nature of Harmony,” trans. in John Comfort Fillmore in New Lessons in
Harmony, John Comfort Fillmore (Philadelphia: Theodore Presser, 1887), 3–4; translated from
Hugo Riemann, Die Natur der Harmonik (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1882).
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aboriginal music is to find out what the singers mean to sing & put that down in the
notation universally employed for that meaning.43
Fillmore dismissed intonation and portamento as a “superficial” matters, pertinent only to the
“physics” of sound: “I don’t see any use […] The Indian, like every other natural singer, feels
after the natural harmonic intervals, and misses them most of the time.”44 Newman, by that
logic, had made a false distinction C# and Db. And furthermore, it would not matter if her
readers used tempered instruments to realize her transcriptions:
The slight change of intervals made by temperament does not affect in the least the
harmonic relations of the tones. Those relations are natural & the natural intervals are the
true ones, the tempered ones being merely the closest approximation one can make to
those with our instruments […] Our notation gives the harmonic relations as they really
are; the piano gives them as nearly as the excessities of temperament will allow. Four
voices, or four stringed instruments in the hands of musicians with absolutely correct
ears, might give them with perfect accuracy. The notation would be just the same in all
three cases & so would the harmonic relations of the tones.45
Music was thus a “logical activity” rather than a matter of “physical suffering.”46 By considering
the harmonic logic of each tone, she could justify quantizing the pitches of Native American
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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John Comfort Fillmore, letter to Alice Cunningham Fletcher, April 27, 1894, Smithsonian
Institution, National Anthropological Archives, Alice Cunningham Fletcher and Francis La
Flesche Papers, Series 1 Box 1, Incoming Correspondence.
44

Fillmore, “Harmonic Truthfulness,” 432; John Comfort Fillmore, letter to Alice Cunningham
Fletcher, April 23, 1894, Smithsonian Institution, National Anthropological Archives, Alice
Cunningham Fletcher and Francis La Flesche Papers, Series 1 Box 1, Incoming Correspondence.
Fillmore repeatedly disdained theorists like Benjamin Ives Gilman who concerned themselves
with matters of intonation when dealing with Native American song: “As for the non-musicians,
missionaries, tourists, scientific men who deal with music purely from the side of physics,
ethnologists without special musical interest or training, etc.—it would of course be out of the
question that their observation of such phenomena should be other than superficial” (Fillmore,
“Harmonic Truthfulness,” 431-2).
45

Fillmore, Letter to Fletcher, April 27 1894.

46

Riemann, Hugo, Musikalische Syntaxis: Grundriß einer harmonischen Satzbildungslehre
(Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, 1877): viii; translated in Benjamin Steege, “‘The Nature of
Harmony’: A Translation and Commentary” in The Oxford Handbook to Neo-Riemannian Music
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song to a 12 EDO scale for the sake of transcribing them. If Native American music exhibited
tonality, it was only natural that Western notation should attempt to capture it.
Fillmore convinced her, and agreed to assist Fletcher in determining whether Native
American songs were tonal, and if so, the harmonic functions of their tones. He assured her that
in doing so she would reveal how they were “real music” and finally tap a great “mine of
wealth.”47 He went to the Omaha Reservation to witness the songs for himself, and agreed with
her that it would be necessary to extract the internal properties of musical tone from the external
“deficiencies and defects” of harsh timbre and faulty intonation: “we both found that an extended
experience of extremely close and attentive observation was absolute necessary to penetrate
through the rough husk of externals to the inner kernel of Indian music, and to enable us to
separate the mere accidentals of it from those qualities which are essential and universal.”48
Extracting the “inner kernel” meant extracting their pitches, determining their harmonic
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Theories, ed. Edward Gollin and Alexander Rehding (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011):
55-91 at 61. See also Trevor Pearce, “Tonal Functions and Active Synthesis: Hugo Riemann,
German Psychology, and Kantian Epistemology,” Intégral 22 (2008): 81–116.
47

Alice Cunningham Fletcher, letter to Frederic W. Putnam, April 1 1890, Peabody Museum
Archives, Frederic W. Putnam Director Records, Series II 2.1, 2019.1.17. Quoted with
permission from the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Harvard University.
See also Fletcher, “A Study,” 152: “If the question should be asked, why in my notation of the
songs here presented, I have not attempted to express certain peculiarities of intonation
observable in Indian singing, I would simply say, that, during the earlier years of my studies, I
was, with other observers, inclined to believe in the theory of a musical scale, in which the
interval of a tone was divided into many parts; but for several years now past, having become
more familiar with the Indian’s mode of thought and feeling concerning music, and as the result
of careful investigation of hundreds of songs which I have transcribed, I have been led to account
for his peculiar intonations in other ways than in the use of a minutely divided scale.”
48

John Comfort Fillmore, “Report on the Structural Peculiarities of the Music,” in Alice C.
Fletcher, aided by Francis La Flesche, “A Study of Omaha Indian Music,” Archaeological and
Ethnological Papers of the Peabody 1/5 (1893): at 59–77 at 74; Fillmore, “Harmonic
Truthfulness,” 431.
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functions, and quantizing them.49 He soon determined, however, that that would not be
enough—that it would be necessary to harmonize the songs, using the same logic that had been
applied towards their quantization. Fletcher and Fillmore cited two reasons why.
First, they claimed that the Omaha singers they worked with simply preferred how the
harmonized arrangements sounded: “whenever their songs were played for them on a piano or
organ, they were not satisfied without the addition of chords to the melodies.”50 Fillmore took
this as proof that tonality was universal, and that there was a “latent harmonic sense which
might, unconsciously on their part, be a determining factor in their [i.e., the Omaha] choice of
melody tones.”51 He thought that even the most “savage” singers followed diatonic law:
I have now in my possession phonographic records of Navajo songs where the quality of
tone is almost more like the howlings of a wild beast than like anything which civilized
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
49
Providing their exact vibrational ratios—i.e., tonometrical analysis—was thus of little use.
Fillmore explained this in a note accompanying his transcription of a “flageolet” song: “I have
made, as yet, no attempt to determine accurately the precise vibration ratios of the scale of this
flageolet. Such an investigation would be interesting, but has little bearing on the really
important relations of the Indian music, since the imperfections of it are plainly due to the
limitations, not of the Indian’s musical perception, so much as of his scientific knowledge. The
flageolet is evidently built ‘by guess’ and only remotely approximates the Indian voice in
accuracy of intonation. The really instructive investigations in their music must be made, I think,
in their songs, which are not only the natural, free, spontaneous expression of their musical
conceptions, wholly unhampered by the defects of a faultily constructed instrument, but greatly
predominate in amount over their instrumental music. We must recollect that they have no
theory of music whatever, and therefore their flageolet expresses nothing but a rude attempt at
approximating tone-relations which the more flexible apparatus of the voice enables them to
reach in their songs” (Fillmore, “Report,” 73–74).
!
50
Fillmore, “Report,” 61. Italics in original. Fillmore insists repeatedly upon this point, as it
was a point of contention in reviews. See also Fillmore, “Harmonic Truthfulness,” 432: “Let me
say, further, that we published these songs harmonized, not because they sounded better so to our
ears, but because the harmonized versions satisfied the Indians, while the unharmonized versions
did not. […] these harmonies, let me repeat with emphasis, were demanded by the Indians before
they were satisfied with the effect of their songs when played, although they acknowledged the
correctness of the melodies alone.”
51
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Fillmore, “Report,” 61.
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people are accustomed to call singing; yet there is no mistaking the fact that these howls
make the intervals of the major chord and nothing else.52
He supposed that this was because when the indigenous singer “makes music under the impulse
of emotional excitement, [he] moves along the line of least resistance; and if several hundred
songs collected from nearly all the races of the earth are sufficient to warrant an induction, that
line is always a harmonic line.”53 Classical and Omaha music must therefore be the same “from
the structural point of view … [as] they are all harmonic or diatonic in character.”54 Although
their “ethnological character” was different, such differences were simply “of style and manner,
not differences in essential structure.”55 In making these claims, Fillmore ignored the circularity
of his own reasoning, which identified latent harmonic logic in his transcriptions simply because
he followed Riemann in believing, a priori, that tonality was universal, and had determined for
the purposes of transcription to construe each tone as a harmonic function.56 He nevertheless
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John Comfort Fillmore, “Two Tigua Folk-Songs,” The Land of Sunshine 4/4 (1896): 273-280
at 274.
53

John Comfort Fillmore, “The Harmonic Structure of Indian Music,” American Anthropologist,
n.s. 1 (1899): 297–318 at 311 n. 1.
54

!Ibid., 304.
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Ibid., 308.
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Fillmore’s rival, Benjamin Ives Gilman, pointed this out in his own studies of Native
American song: “In liberal measure the diatonic garb which Pueblo singing wears to the
European hearer is woven by his own musical sense. It is a false show due to his inability to
divest himself quickly of inveterate prepossessions of the Western ear, or, as we may say, due to
the aberration of an instrument unequal to rapid observation.” See Benjamin Ives Gilman, “Hopi
Songs,” Journal of American Ethnology and Archaeology 5 (1908): 1–235 at 7. See also Daniel
K.S. Walden, “Pitch vs. Timbre,” in The Oxford Handbook of Timbre, ed. Alexander Rehding
and Emily I. Dolan (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019) [publication forthcoming].
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believed that harmonization was thus entirely consistent with its supposed internal harmonic
logic, and since it was what his informants “demanded,” he was happy to fulfill their request.57
Second, they argued that harmonization represented the best way to ensure the survival of
“rites and ceremonies already becoming obsolete,” since allowing “their directive emotion [to]
hereafter take the lines of our [i.e Western] artistic forms” would help American musicians and
composers recognize the value of these cultural traditions in their search for a “national voice.”58
American Classical composers seeking to develop a national voice would recognize Native
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Fillmore, “Harmonic Truthfulness,” 432. Notably, Fletcher developed an alternative
explanation that avoided Fillmore’s universalizing logic. She suggested that her informants
preferred harmonized arrangements because they restored, as much as was possible on the piano,
the harmonically rich timbres of unison choirs. See Alice C. Fletcher, Indian Story and Song
from North America (Lincoln: University of Nebraska, 1995), 118: the Omaha ear “misses
something it heard in the unison singing of his people, and which the addition of a simple
harmonic accompaniment supplies.” She explained the timbre of unison choirs in more detail
elsewhere: “Where several take part in the singing, it is always in unison. The different qualities
of male and female voices bring out harmonic effects, which are enhanced by the women’s
custom of singing in a high, reedy falsetto, an octave above the male voices. The choral
generally presents two or three octaves, and one becomes conscious of overtones. Evidently the
Indians enjoy this latent harmony, as they have devices to intensify it” (Fletcher, “Indian Songs,”
423-5). See also Ter Ellingson, “Transcription,” in Helen Myers, Ethnomusicology: An
Introduction (New London: Macmillan Press, 1992), 110–152 at 122, and John Comfort
Fillmore, “Bibliographical Notes. Primitive Music: An Inquiry into the Origin and Development
of Music, Songs, Dances, and Pantomimes of Savage Races. By Richard Wallascheck [sic].
London and New York: Longmans, Green & Co,” The Journal of American Folk-lore 7/5
(1894): 165–169 at 167: “Miss Fletcher once remarked to me that she had observed a change in
the overtones when the Indians changed vowels on a single tone; she thought that the Indians
themselves perceived a marked change in tone-quality due to the change in the preponderance of
certain overtones when the vowels were changed, and that they made use of different unmeaning
syllables employing different vowels for the sake of the variety of harmonic effect. The avowed
object of the change was euphony; but the very essence of the euphonic changes consisted in
alterations of tone-quality, which every acoustician knows to be due to a shifting of the relative
preponderance of the overtones.”
58

Fletcher, “Wawan,” 308; Fletcher, “A Study,” 57. See Michael V. Pisani, Imagining Native
America in Music (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005); also Hazel Gertrude Kinscella,
“Preserving the Music of a Vanishing Race,” Musical America 24/8 (1916): 3–4, 8.
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American music as a valuable resource. Fillmore experimented with recasting Omaha songs into
a variety of forms from the Western concert tradition, starting first with the “orchestral poem” by
fashioning one of the Hethúshka songs Fletcher collected into the “Indian Fantasia No. 1” in F
minor whose first bars are shown in ex. 1.6. 59 When this anodyne work proved unsuccessful,

Ex. 1.6: The introduction and incipit of the main theme from John C. Fillmore’s Indian Fantasia
No. 1.
Fillmore turned instead to Hausmusik, arranging Fletcher’s transcriptions for piano and voice so
that anyone with a piano could reproduce Native American songs at home. This ostensibly
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John C. Fillmore, Indian Fantasia no. 1 (n.p., n.d.). Facsimile at Harvard University, Loeb
Music Library, MUS 678.3.225. Fillmore selected the symphonic poem because it represented to
him “the culmination of the romantic ideal” based on “true natural principles,” and was the only
genre left in which there was still “room for the originality of genius to assert itself.” (Fillmore,
Lessons, 152 and 166).
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included the Omaha themselves, enabling organizations like the Hethúshka Society to “preserve
the old historic songs and record of their ancestors” by giving the songs modern forms that
matched the “citizens’ or white man’s dress” of their members.60 It would also arrange the
music into a form palatable to missionaries and superintendents, who generally discouraged
music-making on the Omaha Reservation as “savagery.”61 By harmonizing Omaha songs that
were already essentially harmonic, Fillmore believed he was merely accelerating its development
along a single evolutionary path, an “unbroken chain from the lowest savages to Bach,
Beethoven, and Wagner.”62 His arrangements represented what he believed the Omaha singer
actually meant to sing, but could not achieve without tutoring.
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Alice Fletcher, “Hae-thu-ska Society of the Omaha Tribe,” The Journal of American Folk-lore
5/17 (1892), 135–144 at 144.
61

See John W. Troutman, Indian Blues: American Indians and the Politics of Music 1879–1934
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2009). La Flesche recalled how he had once been
discouraged from singing Omaha songs after presenting them before a government agent, school
superintendent, and other guests to his school. See Francis La Flesche, The Middle Five (Boston:
Small, Maynard & Company, 1901), 146–7: “There was some hesitancy, but suddenly a loud
clear voice close to me broke into a Victory song; before a bar was sung another voice took up
the song from the beginning, as is the custom among the Indians, then the whole school fell in,
and we made the room ring. We understood the song, and knew the emotion of which it was the
expression. We felt, as we sang, the patriotic thrill of a victorious people who had vanquished
their enemies; but the men shook their heads, and one of them said, ‘That’s savage, that’s
savage! They must be taught music.’” See also Alexander Rehding, “Wax Cylinder
Revolutions,” The Musical Quarterly 88 (2005): 123–160 at 138–146, which examines the
phenomenon of “domesticating” non-Western music by arranging it for performances at home.
62

Fillmore, “Two Tigua Folk-Songs,” 273–274. Fillmore argued on these grounds that
indigenous music constituted a useful laboratory for investigating the origins of tonality,
including harmonic dualism: see John Comfort Fillmore, “Russian Folk-Songs: A Study in
Musical Psychology,” Music 4 (1893): 123-147.
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Fillmore worked out his harmonizations through a combination of Riemannian logic and
collaboration. He explained each step of the process in an essay entitled “What do Indians Mean
To Do When They Sing and How Far Do They Succeed?”63
1.! “Listen to the singer attentively without trying to note down what he sings.”64 The
investigator starts by surveying the song’s melodic contour. As with any survey, the
investigator must repeat this step multiple times in order to confirm their measurements.
Native American singers, “like the white singer, occasionally misses the interval he intends
to sing, either because it is above or below his natural compass of voice, or for some other
reason.”65
2.! Notate the song “phrase by phrase.”66 Transcribing the results of the survey conducted in
step one necessarily entails quantization to the 12 EDO scale. It is at this point that
microtonal variations and portamentos are discarded from the record.
3.! Sing this arrangement with the Native American, and afterwards by yourself, “asking him to
correct any errors […] of course noting down carefully all variations.”67 This confirms
whether the quantized reading determined in step two is correct. Fillmore explains that the
transcriber must defer to the informant if there are any mistakes.
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John Comfort Fillmore, “What do Indians Mean to Do When They Sing and How Far Do They
Succeed?” Journal of American Folk-lore 8/29 (1895): 138–142.
64

Ibid., 139.

65

Ibid.

66

Ibid.
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4.! Realize the harmonic accompaniment based on the intervallic properties of the melodic
contour. This task relied upon another tool of Riemannian theory: the psychological
principle of “chord substitution.” According to this principle, each individual tone can serve
as “substitutes or representatives of chords” and be “conceived of as occupying any one of
six different relations:” thus C can suggest C minor, C major, F minor, F Major, A minor, or
Ab Major triad. Two tones in consonant succession, however, can suggest an interval, in
which case the number of options is narrowed down to two: C—G, for instance, suggests
only C minor or C major, since G does not belong to any of the other triads C alone suggests.
This principle could be applied to the quantized melody confirmed in step three in order to
harmonize it.68
5.! Submit the final version to “Indian criticism.”69 The assent of the informant would
supposedly confirm that the investigator had remained entirely objective through each of the
previous five steps. It apparently did not occur to Fillmore that informants might not
necessarily share his “scientific goals,” and might say yes simply out of politeness,
disinterest, or discomfort, among many potential reasons.70
Nor did it disturb him that his arrangements resembled Romantic character-pieces or Lutheran
hymns.71 He placed his full faith in the universal validity of the Riemannian psychological
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Riemann, “The Nature of Harmony,” 29.
69

Fillmore, “Report,” 62.

70

Bruno Nettl and Pisani suggest Fillmore’s informants may simply have consented to his
arrangements to “please him,” without sharing his scientific values: see Bruno Nettl, Music in
Primitive Culture (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1956), 33, and Pisani, Imagining, 215.
71

In fact, it delighted him. He notes that his collaborators tended to prefer third and sixth
relationships in harmony, “one of the most notable peculiarities of the Modern Romantic
School”; this, he contended, “would seem to prove beyond question, if proof had been needed,
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theories that had provided him with a means for imposing order and regularity on Native
American song.
One final step remained: teaching Native American singers to ignore the “external
peculiarities” of Western music and its instruments, so they could adopt their transcriptions in
lieu of the original songs. The greatest impediment to this was the piano, which proved as
“unsatisfactory to the Indian as his singing can be to our unaccustomed ears” on two accounts.
First, the instrument did not permit sliding tones or vibrato. Second, “the unfamiliar tone-quality
of the instrument coupled with the sound of the machinery which always seems to strike them,
prevents their recognition of the song.”72 Fletcher accordingly developed an ear training regimen
to teach Omaha musicians how to recognize their songs despite the fact they had been quantized,
and to “ignore” the noise of the piano just as she had trained herself to “ignore” the extraneous
noises of the phonograph:
Numerous experiments made it evident that, before the Indian could be made to hear the
music of our instruments, his ear must be trained to ignore their mechanical sounds. This
was accomplished by accompanying the instrument with the voice, and inducing the
Indian to join in the singing; thus his ear, hitherto accustomed to the portamento which
permits no break between the notes of a melody, was gradually taught to connect the
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
that these relationships are primary and natural and that modern composers in extending the
limits of the traditional harmonic system in which the fifth relations had reigned supreme have
simply discovered and utilized new natural materials and relations” (Fillmore, “Report,” 62).
Fillmore’s arrangements exhibit many of the characteristics of what Joshua Walden calls “rural
miniatures”: late-nineteenth-century and early-twentieth century popular genres that hybridized
ethnographic findings with modernist aesthetics in the search of expressing authenticity. See
Joshua S. Walden, Sounding Authentic: The Rural Miniature and Musical Modernism (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2014).
72

John C. Fillmore, “A Study of Indian Music,” The Century Illustrated Monthly Magazine 47/4
(1893): 616–623 at 622. See also John Comfort Fillmore, “Preliminary Report on the Kwakiutl
Songs,” Peabody Museum Archives, Frederic W. Putnam Director Records, Series VII 8.7, 38–
22; also Alice C. Fletcher, “Music as Found in Certain North American Indian Tribes,” Music 4
(1893): 457–467 at 461.
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distinct and separate tones of the instrument, and to catch above its noise the familiar
cadences of his song.73
The piano would, she believed, thus help both Western and Native American musicians sort out
“internal” properties of pitch from of the “external peculiarities” of the Other, facilitating the
creation of a new practical tradition that could serve American nationalism and Native American
assimilation at once.
Fletcher and Fillmore nevertheless conceived their process not as creative, but as
rigorously scientific, objective, and collaborative throughout: “I should not regard myself as
worthy of the name of scientific investigator at all, if I were to import into the Indian songs even
the slightest thing which the Indians themselves had not put there, or if I had omitted to record
even the least portion of what the Indians intended to sing[.]”74 They believed that they had
simply translated Omaha music from “one mode of expression to another.”75 Fillmore sought to
prove as much by asking La Flesche to accompany him in presenting the arrangements shown in
ex. 1.7 and ex. 1.8 of songs from the Hethúshka and Wawan Ceremony in substitution of excerpts
from the actual ceremonies at the 14 July 1893 Concert of Folk Songs and National Music at the
International Folk-Lore Congress of the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago.76 This
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Alice Cunningham Fletcher, “Indian Songs and Music,” The Journal of American Folk-lore
11:41 (1898): 85–104 at 92. See also Rehding, “Wax Cylinder,” 140: “Fletcher’s recollection
makes a very important general point: the concept of music cannot be assumed to be limited to
discrete pitches and rhythms, which was invariably what the earliest researchers concentrated on,
in analogy to the analytical study of Western music.”
74

Fillmore, “Preliminary Report,” 1.

75

Fillmore, “A Study,” 623.

76

John Comfort Fillmore, letter to Alice Fletcher, May 20, 1893, Smithsonian Institution,
National Anthropological Archives, Alice Cunningham Fletcher and Francis La Flesche Papers,
Series 1 Box 1, Incoming Correspondence. The full program is listed in Helen Wheeler Bassett
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Ex. 1.7: Fillmore’s arrangement, “Hae-thu-ska Wa-an,” in Fletcher, “A Study,” no. 21 (95).
Note how Fillmore has changed the rhythmic notation of the melody from his orchestral setting
in ex. 1.6.
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and Frederick Starr, eds., The International Folk-Lore Congress of the World’s Columbian
Exposition, vol. 1 (Chicago: Charles H. Sergel, 1898), 432.
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Ex. 1.8: Fillmore’s arrangement “Wa-Wan Wa-an—Song of Approach,” in Fletcher,
“A Study,” no. 35 (105). Note his adjustments to the transcription in ex. 1.3.
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survey of reformed Omaha song, Fillmore supposed, would persuade American musicians in
attendance that Native American music could serve as a valuable compositional resource. The
general audience would also finally recognize it as a source of national pride: “the true and
natural expression of genuine emotion; much of it profound, much of it high and ennobling; and
the better it is known the more this will be seen.”77 The frightful noises of the originals might
scare the Exposition audience away, but the quantized piano arrangements were sure to enjoy a
“howling success.”78

1.4. Statistical Noise: Alexander Ellis and the Quantization of Japanese and Indian Musics
Japanese Village, Knightsbridge: February 27, 1885. Alexander Ellis had arrived at the
site of his second appointment with a koto player whom he knew as “Miss Totima,” only to
discover the unfortunate news that she had been taken ill.79 The two had arranged to meet in the
“traditional Japanese village” where “Miss Totima” was living at the time, which was not really
a village at all, but a popular tourist attraction at Humphrey’s Hall in Knightsbridge outfitted
with a tea-house, artisanal shops, Buddhist temple, and populated by a hundred Japanese
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inhabitants.80 Ellis had been lured to the spectacle by the rare opportunity to work with “native
Japanese players coming from country districts, and hence certainly unprejudiced by scientific
research,” whose recitals were continually sensationalized by the British press:81
The variety entertainment given by the native artistes is decidedly worth listening to, and
seeing. We cordially recommend it to those who love to hear unearthly noises, and
delight in watching absurd buffoonery. Haters of music may do well to listen to the
extraordinary melodies the Japanese professors of Harmony manage to create. They
thoroughly out-Wagner Wagner! Haters of music might become tunefully converted by
adopting this stringent measure, and be enabled to discover a music a few strides further
off the future than Wagner’s.82
Ellis was, however, less interested in learning about Miss Totima’s music than he was in the
tuning systems she applied to her instrument. During their first meeting on February 13, Ellis
took down measurements from her instrument; he asked her what the name of the tuning system
was, but Miss Totima responded that she did not know what it was called. He had returned to
confirm his measurements, but as she was unavailable, he decided to meet with her teacher
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instead. To his great disappointment, he discovered that every string of the teacher’s koto was
tuned considerably differently, by as much as 36 cents (see ex. 1.9). “We must take the master
as a better authority than the pupil,” Ellis suggested to Hipkins, but one measurement of the
master’s tuning was not enough to stake a claim.83 Ellis thus found himself confronted once
again by the same noise that plagued his research from the very beginning: statistical noise.

Ex. 1.9: Comparison of “Miss Totima” and the “master.” Reproduced from Ellis, “On the
Scales,” 522.
Fillmore and Fletcher had turned to Riemannian musical psychology in arguing that the
goal of comparative musicology was determining what the indigenous singer meant to sing.
Ellis, however, turned to Hermann van Helmholtz in sticking with physiological data, arguing
that the structures behind non-Western musical systems could only be detected by statistical
analyses of what he heard indigenous singers actually sing. He therefore collected data sets
measuring the standard tuning systems, or “scales” as he called them, that he heard non-Western
musicians apply to their instruments. Ellis believed that doing so would uncover objective truths
about musical practices from around the world.84 Although he was just as interested in “musical
intention” as Fillmore and Fletcher, he eschewed Western notation and harmonization,
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convinced that it could only be scientifically determined through statistical analysis. By
comparing the tonometrics of multiple West African balafongs, for example, one might
determine what indigenous musicians were collectively aiming for when they tuned their
instruments.
To accomplish his goal, Ellis turned to Helmholtz’s definition of the “musical tone” as
the fusion of three physical parameters: 1) force, the collective amplitude of those vibrations; 2)
pitch, “solely” determined as the average length of time it takes for the fundamental frequency to
complete a single periodic vibration; and 3) quality, or timbre, the form those periodic vibrations
take dependent on the partials present.85 Pitch, he determined, was the only one of these physical
parameters that could provide workable, objective physiological data: loudness was too
subjective, since each ear “has different degrees of sensibility for tones of different pitch,” and
the perception of timbre depended too much on the loudness of each component partial.86 Ellis
also discovered that he could isolate pitch from other parameters with Helmholtz resonators,
small metal orbs that had originally been designed to magnify the component partials of complex
tones. Ellis used them in a reverse fashion to amplify the fundamental and “extinguish” or
“quench” the partials.87 Observing Weber-Fechner’s psychophysical law, which dictates that the
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relationship between the physical stimulus of pitch and its perception was logarithmic, Ellis then
applied a logarithmic function in order to convert the physical frequencies he gleaned with the
Helmholtz Resonators into physiological measurements of perceived tonal distance.88 He finally
rounded off this data by quantizing the results to a universal system of measurement of his own
invention whose quantum was equivalent to one-hundredth of a semitone, determining that a
scale of 1200 EDO was fine enough to “suffice[] for most purposes.”89 He called each unit of
this scale a “musical cent” and calculated each intervallic distance in cents with the following
formula:
,

! = 1200×log * ( - ),
,.

where c = cents, 01 = initial frequency, and , 0* = second frequency.
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In this way, every interval of every musical system from around the world could be represented
as a single quantized datum within a universal metric. Ellis found this system “brief and precise,
and at the same time suggestive,” predicting that it would be used to fuel objective, statistical
assessments of how musical systems from around the world interrelated.90
When Ellis implemented this system for his own Great Musical Survey, he nevertheless
encountered two obstacles. The first problem was the same one Fillmore and Fletcher had
encountered: many his informants deployed portamento and unusual timbral effects that eluded
assessment from his resonators. He simply evaded this problem by labeling those who did so as
“unmusical,” as he did after one visit with a Javanese singer whose manner of vocal production
defied his methods entirely: “the singing voice was so dreadfully, and apparently intentionally,
unmusical, that it could not enter into our examination.”91 The second obstacle, more persistent,
was statistical noise. This proved more difficult to sidestep as it affected nearly all of his
results—even his assessments of Western tradition. Comparisons of four Broadwood pianos,
two harmoniums, and an organ that were all supposedly in 12 EDO demonstrated that individual
tones varied by up to an audible eleven cents. A comparison of C major scales performed by
three different cellists also produced results that varied by as much as twenty cents.92 Ellis might
have ironed out these differences by opting to quantize his results to a coarser scale, like the one
used by Fillmore and Fletcher, but his concern for physiological precision had precluded that
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option. The only solution he could determine was to collect larger data sets that were
statistically robust, since attempting to draw conclusions from such small sample sizes was
“risky indeed.” 93 This, however, was impossible for the aging Ellis and Hipkins to accomplish
alone. Ellis thus found himself caught without a solution, trapped between an epistemological
framework that demanded the collection of as much data as possible, and a methodology that
was simply too slow and erratic to produce anything other than inconsistent results.
Statistical noise proved a particular challenge in dealing with not only Japanese music,
but also Hindustani music. It especially plagued his results from his informant Raja Rampal
Singh, an amateur sitār player, who later served as a founding member of the Indian National
Congress Party and editor of the first daily Hindi newspaper. Ellis and Hipkins met with Singh
at least six times, and at each meeting, Singh would fix the position of the frets on his sitār and
play an “air.”94 Ellis would then measure the placement of each fret. He hoped that this would
allow him, “for the first time, to determine an Indian scale as actually tuned and used by a native
musician,” and so they applied this method to at least five different scales set by Singh.95 Ellis
nevertheless found that the timbre of the instrument kept leading him to make measurement
errors. Following a meeting on August 22, 1884, Ellis lamented to Hipkins:
I am in despair over Rája’s scales. Using the plectrum I get a very good tone out of the
string—but it’s not pure, for as it dies away, beats set in. Now this is fatal to my stupid
ear. I had hoped to be able to determine these pitches with great ease. But now I can’t
tell whether the beats come from my fork or the string itself. And my ear will not enable
me to judge of difference of pitch when I can’t count beats.96
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Calculating the pitch from the instrument alone, from the measurements of the string lengths and
diameters at each fret placement Singh established, also proved ineffective: “I tried 1 ½ hours in
vain.”97 He decided to build a weighted monochord that he could use in place of his tuning
forks, expecting that it would be easier to determine the frequency of the sitār string by
comparing it to a string of a similar timbre, but still struggled to narrow the range of possibilities.
By this point, Ellis had already been visiting Singh for more than a year in the hope that
he could generate a large enough data set to determine a statistical norm. But still no clear
pattern emerged. Ellis again began to lay the blame on his informants, suspecting that
measurement noise might not be the only source of error. Singh was only an amateur, who
moved his frets “somewhat hastily,” perhaps not “with the accuracy that would have been
attained by a professional musician.”98 He also used English piano wire to replace the strings
that had broken after the instrument was transported to Europe. Once Ellis discovered this, he
grew concerned his data would be useless, because the strings were “too thick” to be inflected as
they were traditionally supposed to be.99 He even started to wonder if Singh knew enough about
traditional music in the first place to serve as an adequate informant. When one of Singh’s
placements struck Ellis’ colleague Hipkins as particularly odd, he wrote for help to Charles
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Russell Day, a colonial officer who had authored several books on Carnatic music.100 Day
responded:
I cannot understand Rampal Singh’s tuning. I never saw or heard a sitar tuned thus. It
certainly is not a recognized Indian method of tuning. & I cannot help thinking that he
had either became misled with a love for English music & so altered his tuning to suit
English ears. Or else had so tuned it to please his hearer.101
For Day, Singh’s cultural hybridity limited his authority as an objective informant on traditional
music: his musical taste, like his piano-wire-strung sitār, was perhaps too “English” to be
trusted. Without direct access to “unprejudiced” Hindustani musicians, he could never be sure
what was statistical noise, and what was the fault of the musicians he had consulted.
Ellis determined that he would have to turn towards music theory in order to find a more
reliable resource, even though his primary concern was with musical practice. The ancient
theoretical sources of Greek, Arab, Persian, and European traditions had served as helpful
resources for his investigations into those traditions, furnishing “accurate numbers” to which he
could compare his results.102 But Sanskrit sources were in his view “mostly unintelligible in
their metaphorical languages.”103 He decided then to examine contemporary theoretical
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resources, like The Musical Scales of the Hindus (1884) by Sourindro Mohun Tagore (1840–
1914), which was at the time “the only English modern native authoritative work on Indian
music extant.”104 On the back page of Tagore’s text, Ellis discovered a diagram that he thought
might explain Singh’s tunings. This diagram compared the ratios of the European diatonic scale
in JI with two Hindustani scales: the “primitive Sanskrit Sharja-gráma,” and the “modern
Bengali division.”105 The accompanying text explained that both of these Hindustani scales
featured seven main “pitches” or svaras (sa, re, ga, ma, pa, dha, and ni), analogous to the seven
degrees of the European scale (C, D, E, F, G, A, B). In the “primitive scale,” the svaras were
determined by dividing the string according to a complex scheme that produced a sequence of
intervals nearly identical to the just diatonic scale, save one small switch: dha was located a
syntonic comma higher than A, at the ratio 27:16 (905.87 cents) rather than 5:3 (884.36 cents).
The interval between each svara could be subdivided further into quanta of indeterminate size
called śrutis, such that the octave would comprise twenty-two in total: four śrutis were assigned
to the major tones, three śrutis to the minor tones, and two śrutis to the major semitones. The
modern Bengali division, however, worked by dividing the octave into a fourth and fifth at ma,
and then assigning nine śrutis to the smaller division and thirteen to the larger. The svaras were
then determined from the śrutis: four above the starting pitch gave re, three above re produced
ga, and so forth.
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As shown in ex. 1.10, Ellis decided to convert Tagore’s ratios into cents, supposing from
the text that each śruti was an equal or semi-equal division of the interval span it divided.106
Thus, in the “primitive” scale, the four śrutis of the major tone (at 204 cents) each measured 51
cents, the three śrutis of the minor tone (at 182 cents) measured 60.66 cents, and the two śrutis of
the major semitone (at 112 cents) measured 56 cents. In the “modern Bengali” scale, however,
the sa–ma interval (498 cents) was divided into nine semi-equal śrutis ranging in size from 49 to
63 cents, while the ma–sa interval was divided into thirteen semi-equal śrutis ranging from 45 to
65 cents. 107 Ellis compared these two tables to the data he had collected from Singh, as shown
in ex. 1.11, and determined that Singh must have been aiming for the “modern Bengali” system
in the first and fourth settings he had recorded during his visits: “the new scale, already cited…
must have been the one intended, though the notes played […] often differed from those in that
scale by a comma, or even more.”108 He pardoned these deviations from Tagore’s modern
Bengali scale by explaining that “we cannot be surprised under the circumstances”—that is, his
Englishness, and his piano wire strings.109
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Ex. 1.10: Ellis’ division of the śrutis.

Ex. 1.11: Ellis’ values recorded from Singh. Reproduced from Ellis, “On the Scales,” 504.
This was a quite a leap for Ellis to make based on the data alone. The first and fourth
settings varied at points by as much as 56 cents, or more than a quartertone; had Ellis not
connected them both to Tagore’s scales, it is doubtful he would have ever have even thought to
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relate them.110 Both tunings also differed from the “modern Bengali system” by up to 35 cents at
points. But for Ellis, they corresponded closely enough, meaning that Tagore’s music-theoretical
approach might point a way out of the quandary presented by statistical noise. Tonometrical
analysis was thus transformed in his own hands from a tool for drawing objective conclusions
regarding Hindustani music into a means for giving Tagore’s claims the veneer of objectivity—
in other words, for naturalizing them.
Tagore’s music-theoretical outlook was far from politically neutral; in fact, it reinforced
the authority of the British colonial regime. This topic will be discussed at further length in ch.
2, but a brief preview will be helpful here. According to the music theorists Matt Rahaim and
Lewis Rowell, the śruti is a theoretical construct that functions in ancient Sanskrit texts as a
“subtle but unmeasured aural distinction,” or “latent possibilit[y] for conceiving and perceiving
musical sounds.”111 They are not generally given precise measurements, and by Tagore’s own
description, the concept played a minimal role in late-nineteenth-century Indian musical
practice—a great number of musicians at the time were unsure what śrutis even were, let alone
used them to generate the intervals of a musical “scale.”112 Tagore’s project was nevertheless to
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reintroduce the concept of the śruti into musical practice so as to revive the ancient glory of
Sanskrit traditions neglected after hundreds of years of “decline.” Translating the śrutis into
“objectively measurable frequency ratios” then helped him creatively reinterpret Sanskrit texts so
that he could invent a JI tradition from them.113 This “invented tradition” served his political
objectives by proving, through music-theoretical means, the fundamental sympathies between
European and Hindustani traditions: confirming, in Tagore’s words, that both came from
“common fore-fathers—the Aryans of learning and fame—the early pioneers of civilization in
the land of the rising sun.”114 Tagore then used this pseudo-phylogenetic proof in order to justify
British rule on the grounds that the British crown was part of a shared Aryan ancestry. In
translating the śrutis into discrete quantized intervals, Ellis thus offered crucial assistance to
Tagore’s imperialist project—straying far from the objective, relativistic guidelines he had set
out at the beginning of his studies.115
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Did Ellis nevertheless remain objective in analyzing the data he had collected from “Miss
Totima” and her teacher? As it turned out, Japanese musical nationalists provided him with
similar assistance in resolving the disagreements between their tunings. After discovered that
there were no ancient Japanese sources he could easily reference, he turned to two Japanese-born
theorists for help: Isawa Shūji [
Music (Ongaku Torishirabe Kakari

] (1851–1917), Director of the Research Institute of
) and an anonymous “Mr. ———” who

represented the “views of the intelligent non-professional native gentleman,” but was almost
certainly the young Tanaka Shōhei [

] (1862–1945).116 Ellis was introduced to both

men through S. Tegima, the Japanese Commissioner to the 1884 International Health Exhibition
at South Kensington, who had coordinated an exhibit by the Department of Education of the
Meiji Empire dedicated to Japanese musical culture.117 When Ellis visited the exhibit to see the
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instruments on display, Tegima gave him a manuscript translation of Isawa’s musical pamphlet
“Extracts […] of the investigations concerning Music, undertaken by order of the Department of
Education,” inside which Ellis found a table in the “Extracts” describing the frequencies of “old
hirajōshi” (

) tuning. Each interval of the tuning system, by his account was just: the first

interval of a downwards fifth stood at a perfect 3:2 ratio (701.95 cents), followed by a major tone
at 9:8 (203.91 cents), a minor tone at 16:15 (112 cents), and so on. This seemed to Ellis to
correspond to the tunings of “Miss Totima” and her teacher—at least in part. As shown in ex.
1.12, Isawa measured the intervals between strings five–six and six–seven as a just minor tone
(16:15 or 112 cents) and a just major third (4:3 or 386 cents). Ellis thought that both performers
must have been aiming for the same intervals on strings five, six, and seven because they
consistently fell within 30 cents of the same interval. Isawa’s just fifth between strings one–two
was also situated between the tunings of Miss Totima and her teacher, which differentiated from
each other by 36 cents. Since four out of the seven strings they tuned seemed to correspond to
Isawa’s old hirajōshi scale, Ellis supposed that this was the system both performers had
intended.

Ex. 1.12: Comparison of “Miss Totima” and the “master” to Isawa’s measurements from
“Extracts.” Reproduced from Ellis, “On the Scales,” 522.
But the presence of significant discrepancies on the remaining third, fourth, and fifth
strings puzzled him. Ellis noted that the sum of these intervals on the teacher’s instrument came
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to a perfect just fifth at 498 cents, equivalent to the measurements in Isawa’s report. Interval
three–four however fell at 152 cents instead of a minor tone (112 cents), and interval four–five
fell at 346 cents instead of major third (386 cents). “Miss Totima’s” intervals deviated even
further, falling at 164 and 362 cents, for a total sum of 526 cents. He wrote to Tanaka for help,
asking if it was possible that the musicians had intended for just intervals, or for three-quarter
and seven-quarter tones in 24 EDO.118 Tanaka had never heard of either interval, and suggested
they were probably aiming for the just-intonation scale Isawa described, but had hit the wrong
intervals “unconsciously.”119
At first, Ellis was not convinced. The teacher had managed to produce exactly the same
intervals on his shamisen, pointing to “marks on the fingerboard of that instrument which guided
his fingers, though there were no frets.”120 He moreover reproduced the very same scale on
Hipkins’ koto a month later, when Ellis presented his lecture before the Society of the Arts.121
This seemed to constitute strong evidence that the intervals were not what Isawa had recorded,
and that an alternative method of hirajōshi tuning “clearly exists” that neither Tanaka nor Isawa
was acquainted with.122
A paragraph later, however, Ellis seems to have changed his mind: perhaps the
discrepancies between the tuning systems the musicians used and those described by Isawa were
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not the result of differences in intention, but in the methods they used to tune the instrument. He
was persuaded of this by Tanaka’s explanation that the minor tones between strings three–four
and five–six were generally tuned “not by consonance, but by a certain melodical intuition.”123
This meant they were rarely exact, for “even the ablest musicians do not always give precisely
the same tones when required to tune separately.”124 The major thirds between four–five and
six–seven were thus simply by-products, and never tuned on their own; in fact, the only
consonances Japanese musicians listened for were octaves, fifths, and fourths.125 This finally
convinced Ellis that the musicians had in fact aimed for Isawa’s just hirajōshi scale, but had
simply “taken bad shots at the Semitones,” leaving the thirds “to shift for themselves.”126
Perhaps Isawa and Tanaka had been right all along, and the musicians of the Japanese Village
had simply erred in attempting to produce the “old hirajōshi” system in JI.127
Once again, Ellis had naturalized the claims of politically biased sources: this time in
favor of the interests of the Meiji Empire. Ch. 3 will examine how in greater detail, but once
again a brief anticipation of its argument is germane here. Isawa’s measurements were an
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He does however also accept that 12 EDO is “sufficiently correct” for the sake of representing
koto tunings, citing Tanaka’s comment that “I can assure you that when you play any Japanese
air on the piano, no Japanese musician will pronounce it wrong” (Ellis, “On the Musical Scales,”
523). This should not however be interpreted as confirmation that Ellis understood Japanese
music as using 12 EDO, as some authors recently have—he seems instead to be arguing that it is
a useful practical expedient for his purposes.
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integral part of a broader governmental project focused on identifying which “classical”
traditions should be “modernized” and cultivated for the development of the national spirit.
Contemporary music, he argued, was “unfit for further cultivation” and debased by lyrics
“altogether immoral in tone.” Not unlike Tagore, then, he too was determined to attain his
political objectives by inventing a JI tradition that he could subsequently identify as worth
restoring and revitalizing.128 He did so by identifying JI as a deep structural principle behind the
“old hirajōshi” tuning, which he claimed was structured like the ancient enharmonic scale of
Olympos with two disjunct enharmonic tetrachords that featured a just minor semitone and just
major third. He then explained this connection by arguing that Japan must have received JI from
India, which had in turn received it from ancient Greece. The use of old hirajōshi tuning was
thus an essential part of Isawa’s project to build national unity through music, and to elevate
Japan’s international status by claiming that it, too, shared a Hellenic genealogy with Europe.
In seeking to resolve the problem of statistical noise, then, Ellis continually turned to
authorities who invented JI traditions in the interest of achieving nationalistic agendas. Needless
to say, this was at odds with his stated goals of objectivity. He did so because he believed that
Isawa, Tanaka, and Tagore spoke with greater authority on their own cultures than he ever could,
as an outsider. He trusted their claims that there might be structural patterns that evaded his
perception, tacitly acknowledging the limitations of his singular focus on physiological
sensation.129 But in turning to these emic theoretical authorities, Ellis not only overlooked their
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political agendas, but provided them with a means for naturalizing their claims and presenting
them as objective fact to European audiences. Ellis’s methodology thus revealed how the
generation of musical data could support nationalistic interests by indicating that there was
greater cultural homogeneity among the heterogenous populations contained by national borders,
and bolstering origin stories that suggested national tunings were essentially just—authentic,
pure, natural—and could therefore be situated within a musical phylogenetic tree extending back
to shared cultural roots in classical Greece. Perhaps this fact should not be too surprising, since
it hides in plain sight on the very title of his treatise: On the Musical Scales of Various Nations.

1.5. 12 vs 1200: Assessing Similarity and Difference
Fletcher, Fillmore, and Ellis reached their different conclusions because they had chosen
to quantize their results to different scales. The decision of Fletcher and Fillmore to quantize
their results to a coarse scale of 12 EDO helped both scholars generate essential similarities
between Native American and Western Classical musics, ironing out microtonal difference and
bolstering their claims that the pitch collections of both systems were derived from universal
tonal principles. They construed the emphasis on the psychological similarities between both
cultures as fundamentally humanitarian, in that it demonstrated a spiritual affinity between them.
In doing so, both theorists exhibited the characteristics of a cultural current Jon Cruz has termed
ethnosympathy, which marshalled the spirit of “romantic antimodernism” and “rational science”
toward the recognition of indigenous musical practices as an authentic and intelligible form of
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grave Second), and the triple form of the minor scale (without and with the major Sixth and
Seventh), not to mention the so-called ecclesiastical modes. So in other countries. Here we are
thrown entirely on theorists or information from natives, and where these fail us, we only know
the notes employed, not the scales made by selecting some of them” (Ellis, “On the Musical
Scales,” 491).
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expression that could contribute to Western cultural development.130 Quantizing Omaha songs
was the first step towards realizing their harmonic logic, proving that they were in fact “music.”
Harmonization of those quantized melodies would then grant “a new subjectivity” to the Omaha
peoples as sympathetic beings in the eyes of Western audiences.131 Fletcher and Fillmore hoped
that musical studies would guide the assimilation of indigenous communities into the liberal
American nation. Instead, they fed the American “colonial imaginaire” of Native American
musical culture.
Ellis, by contrast, chose to quantize pitches to a fine-grained scale of 1200 EDO in order
to generate essential differences between Western and non-Western musics, amplifying their
microtonal peculiarities in order to support the thesis that there was no universal musical
principle: “The final conclusion is that the Musical Scale is not one, not ‘natural,’ nor even
founded necessarily on the laws of the constitution of musical sound, so beautifully worked out
by Helmholtz, but very diverse, very artificial, and very capricious.”132 Ellis and his followers
also construed empirical statistics as virtuous, since it promoted cultural relativism and pluralism
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by “compelling us to seek for the standpoint of other minds.”133 In doing so, he evinced the
nineteenth-century ethnomusicological obsession with “denoting difference” observed by Roland
Radano, emphasizing the insufficiencies of Western musical semiotics and theories so as to
underline the supposed transcendence, mystique, and ineffability of non-Western musical
traditions.134 An excessive attention to transcribing points of difference ultimately obscured
points of connection, generating data sets that distanced the musical Other even further.
In this way, Ellis also fed not only the national interests of Japanese and Hindustani
nationalists, contributing to political interests no less than Fillmore and Fletcher. He did so by
locating indigenous musics within the rubric of cultural relativism.135 The frameworks of
unilinear developmentalism that Fillmore and Fletcher had advanced located non-Western
cultures at a more primitive stage of development along a universal timeline—what Fillmore
called the “unbroken chain from the lowest savages to Bach, Beethoven, and Wagner”—and thus
served by material, moral, and intellectual guidance from the West. By contrast, Ellis preached
the importance of understanding individual cultural groups and their practices on their own
terms. But as Martin Scherzinger has pointed out, the nineteenth-century practitioners of this
framework frequently resorted to “homogenized relativisms” that restored a non-West/West
colonial dialectic, and Ellis was no exception.136 He fretted about whether his informants were
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authentic enough or “too English” to be trusted, obsessed over the inscrutability of cultural
difference, and disdained non-Western science as “nonsense”—and in this way, perpetuated the
logic Scherzinger describes. Scherzinger has also revealed how cultural relativism and unilinear
developmentalism could be considered “antimonies,” but both are “marked by the colonial
legacy, and leveraged for colonial governance,” and in this way contrasting means to the same
ends. By working with these timelines, nineteenth-century musical surveys were just as
connected to the logic of Western imperialism and liberal economics as the geographical and
social surveys with which this chapter opens.
The temporal and anthropological logics embraced by Fillmore, Fletcher, and Ellis also
stimulated the development of just-intonation theory and practice. To be sure, all three scholars
deployed techniques of quantization that relied on equal divisions of the octave. But also
embedded within their epistemological frameworks was the idea that JI might serve as a
universal organizational principle, an original point of reference that could define national
musical identities while simultaneously allowing for the establishment of transnational bonds
between musical traditions. Fillmore, following Riemann, construed tonality as a harmonic
framework that structured the universal psychological experience of listening to music. Musical
practice was often imperfect, tempered because of practical concerns, or simply out of tune. But
musical psychology substituted these practical intervals for the perfect ones that were tuned
according to the principles of JI, constructed from interlocking perfect fifths and thirds. All
musics that exhibited the features of tonality were thus essentially just—including Native
American musics, by Fillmore’s assessment—even if in reality they were not. Ellis however
stopped short of claiming that tonal logic was universal, opting instead for the relativist
conclusion that the diverse peoples of the world had developed diverse scales that could be
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labeled as “artificial” and “capricious.” But this conclusion belies the finer points of his
arguments about Indian and Japanese musics—which, to the contrary, provided objective proof
that naturalized the JI musical traditions that nationalist music-theorists had invented. Doing so
quite literally justified the validity of the national musics they promoted.
The musical surveys of Fillmore, Fletcher, and Ellis thus helped to redefine just
intonation as a universal tonal logic. And as a result, the Tonnetz shown in ex. 0.4 that we saw
Riemann advance in the introduction of this dissertation was reinvented as the map of musical
logic within not only Europe, but indigenous Asia and the Americas as well. Ch. 2 and 3 will
demonstrate what happened when music theorists in Britain, India, Japan, and Germany
transposed the cadastral logic that had seized contemporary politics onto this musical map. They
did so by triangulating subsets of the Tonnetz and claiming them as their own national
properties—allotments, if you will, whose boundaries were defined by the gamuts of the original
traditions they had invented.
Comparing these allotments also allowed each musical nation to measure its similarity
and difference from Others, by simply comparing their allotments imbricated over the same
geometrical arrangement of tones. And coupled with tonometrical analysis, the Tonnetz further
helped music theorists measure the similarity and difference between the national musics of the
present day and their reputed ancient origins. Quantization, cadastral logic, JI, and the Tonnetz
therefore assisted music theorists with the location of a variety of practices in both space and
time. All four became essential tools for music theorists who espoused nationalistic and
transnationalistic goals, aiding them in the development of origin myths, and providing them
with a resource for understanding potential points of musical connection between political
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regions. All four were thus essential music-theoretical tools for creating the “musical nation”—
or, at least, creating their existence within the political imaginaire.
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Chapter Two:
Mimicry and Mischief:
Krishnaji Ballal Deval and Just-Intonation Theory in Colonial India

Krishnaji Ballal Deval with Earnest Clements at the First All-India Conference in 1916.
Reproduced from Report of the First All-India Conference (1916)
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Mimicry and Mischief: Krishnaji Ballal Deval and Just-Intonation Theory in Colonial
India
“Who controls the past controls the future; who controls the present controls the past.”
–George Orwell, 1984
2.1. Diagnosing the Hindustani Scale
Pune, Maharashtra: September 6, 1923. That afternoon in the Council Hall of Pune, the
Philharmonic Society of Western India held a lecture-recital showcasing their progress after a
dozen years of research into Hindustani musical theory and practice. Royalty and politicians
from the Bombay Presidency were in attendance: the Governor of Bombay Sir George Lloyd
was guest of honor, alongside the Maharajah of Kolhapur and the Rajas of Bhor, Sangli, and
Miraj. The first speaker was the Honorable Secretary of the Philharmonic Society, Krishnaji
Ballal Deval (1847–1931), who had co-founded the Society following his retirement from the
Revenue Department. He started by affirming the Society’s dedication to tradition and ancient
literature:
Ours is a conservative institution. Our object is to preserve Indian music. It is difficult
for a European to realise the depths of our reverence for our music and for our ancient
authoritative textbooks, such as the Natya-Shastra of Bharat and the Sangit Ratnakar of
Śarangdev. We look upon them as part and parcel of our sacred books.1
To fulfill that mission, Deval explained, the Philharmonic Society promoted historical research,
transcription, instrument design, and pedagogy. It had organized nearly fifty public concerts,
lectures, and demonstrations in fourteen cities across the Bombay Presidency.2 One objective,
however, preoccupied them above all: “to examine and formulate an opinion regarding the scales
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forming the basis of the ancient text-books and those in use at the present day.”3 That was
because Deval recognized the musical scale as a diagnostic of the health, resilience, and virtue of
national musics—and had determined that Indian music had fallen ill from a perilous European
musical “disease.”4
That “disease” was equal temperament. Its dangers emerged, he believed, because equal
temperament contravened national tradition and natural law. The Philharmonic Society had
dedicated itself to researching a cure, pairing tonometrical research with philological analysis of
the musical theories presented in the Vedas, Vedāṅgas, Upaniṣads, Śāstras, and twelfth- to
seventeenth-century Sanskrit texts.5 Deval explained that after twelve years they had developed
an antidote: a “reasonably simple” pedagogy that could ensure Hindustani musicians would
“swerve not an inch” from those ancient tunings, which were in just intonation in accordance
with natural law.6 The lecture-recital had been organized to demonstrate its particulars and
attract financial sponsorship for its national implementation: “fresh donations,” he concluded,
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were the only way they could continue their work at the “rapid pace” necessary to prevent
temperament from metastasizing. 7
The next speaker was Ernest Charles Clements (1875–1935), co-founder and Chairman
of the Society, and District Judge of Belgaum. Clements affirmed Deval’s observations about
the “evil of temperament” and attributed its spread to the introduction of the hand-pumped
harmonium into Indian music.8 In the preceding decades, the harmonium had become a
ubiquitous accompaniment, used for nearly every major genre of South Asian vocal music.9 But
it was also a “menace” responsible for spreading temperament, symbolic of a “prevailing
materialism” in modern India, foreign to the “spiritual values” of Hinduism.10 Since the
instrument was already entrenched in Indian culture, the only way to “fix” Hindustani music
would be to “fix” the fixed intervals of the harmonium: “no other instrument will serve the
purpose.”11 The keyboard, the causative agent of Indian musical disease, would have to be
repurposed as its diagnostic and its cure.
Clements introduced three harmoniums and an organ that he had designed to restore
Hindustani musical scales to what he believed was their original just-intonation condition. Each
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was tuned to the Sanskrit division of the octave into twenty-two “śrutis,” calculated by Deval as
in ex. 2.1. Clements explained to his audience that each śruti represented a division of the
octave, and musicians would pick seven of them to construct the svaras or tones that comprise
each rāga.12 The “Indian Harmonium” in ex. 2.2 crammed all twenty-two śrutis onto a single
interface, so as provide “every possible form of natural scale.” The “Universal Harmonium” and
“Philharmonic Society Organ” in ex. 2.3 featured only twelve śrutis, granting access to a dozen
or so popular rāgas. The “Double Box Harmonium” in ex. 2.4a and b featured a stop that
switched the intonation of eight keys, to provide twenty śrutis in total.13 Clements then used
these instruments to demonstrate how śrutis produced the “differences in rasa, or emotional
effect, between the ragas” by performing three different rāgas: Deśī Toḍī, Kānaḍā, and
Āsāvarī.14 The first was “soft, languorous, amorous,” the second “sturdy and masculine,” and
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Ex. 2.1: The tuning of the “Indian Harmonium,” as calculated by Deval. Data from Deval, The
Hindu Musical Scale, vi-vii. Asterixes note a few minor deviations from a similar table provided
in the patent for the Indian Harmonium (Moore, “Indian Harmonium,” 2).
NB:Deval defined atikomal [i.e. ati komal] as “low flat,” komal as “flat,” madhya as “low,” tivra
[tīvra] as “natural,” and tartivra [tīvratara] as “high.” Deval, The Hindu Musical Scale, vi–vii.
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Ex. 2.2: The “Indian Harmonium.” Reproduced from Moore, “Indian Harmonium.”

Ex. 2.3: The tuning of the Universal Harmonium and the Philharmonic Society Organ. Data
from Clements, “Introduction,” 4.
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Ex. 2.4a: The keyboard of the Double Box Harmonium. Reproduced from Clements,
“Introduction,” 9.

Ex. 2.4b: The tuning of the Double Box Harmonium. Data from Clements, “Introduction,” 9.
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Ex. 2.4b: (continued): NB: Komaltam and komaltar are names Clements and Deval developed in
the mid-1910s to describe the “soft” or septimal semitones. Komaltam = “small soft semitone”
(28:27); komaltar = “soft semitone” (21:20). See Clements, “The Theory of Indian Music,”
Encyclopaedia, vol 1, 9. Shuddh [śuddha] in this context is equivalent to the “natural” accidental
sign. The “difference” category shows the degree to which each key adjusts in pitch when
switching between the two stops: the “Bhairavi Peti” and the “Kafi Peti.”
the third “devotional.”15 All three differed by one or two śrutis (approximately an eighth- or
quarter-tone) as shown in ex. 2.5, proving how intimately microtonal intervals and ethos were
interconnected—a principle, Clements claimed, Indian music shared with ancient Greek and
Irish folk music. He provided an example of each: the Invocation to Calliope by Mesomedes (c.
2nd c. AD), and an “Irish Folk-Song,” shown in ex. 2.6. He closed with a demonstration of how
all four instruments could be used to retrain the voice through “sruti-exercises,” as shown in ex.
2.7.16 The reformed keyboard would thus help the Society answer the appeal “made by the muse
of Indian Music herself, the oldest art in the world, to be rescued from the perils which confront
her, from the attacks of her enemies and the misguided attentions of her friends.”17 If the
Society’s agenda was not “adequately considered and satisfied,” Clements cautioned, Hindustani
musical culture would devolve, the nation would suffer, and “schemes of material progress may
well wait.”18
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Ex. 2.5: The tunings of Deśī Toḍī, Kānaḍā, and Āsāvarī according to Clements. Data from
Clements, “Introduction,” 5.

Ex. 2.6: Clements’ “sruti-exercises.” Reproduced from Clements, “Introduction,” in Clements et
al., Encyclopaedia, vol. 2, 1.
Deval and Clements both hit their mark. Sir George Lloyd admitted both lectures had
been “so obscure that it is quite useless for me to pretend that I am at home on them,” but
pronounced himself nonetheless “converted,” proclaiming “it was his duty to urge his
Government to do all it could in the direction of aiding the Society in its splendid work of
resuscitating this great and ancient science.”19 His music-theoretical ignorance had worked to
the Society’s advantage. For had Lloyd known more about Indian music, he might have noticed
that the “sruti-exercises” of ex. 2.6 looked suspiciously like European vocal exercises, composed
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Ex. 2.7a: Invocation to Calliope. Reproduced from Clements et al., Encyclopaedia, vol. 3, part
2, 13. Clements’ enharmonic phrase is boxed on the third system; the Eb with a slash through it
indicates an Eb lowered a septimal comma.

Ex. 2.7b: The same phrase that was enharmonic in Clements transcription, as it appears in the
standard edition of Janus, Musici Scriptores Graeci, 45.
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to train the ear to discern correct intonation within triadic harmonies by progressing through F
major, F minor, Bb Major, Db Major, Gb Major, and so forth. Had he known more about ancient
Greek music, Lloyd might have found Clements’ arrangement of the Invocation to Calliope
dubious, on account of his having inexplicably interpolated two Ebs a septimal comma apart
(64:63, or 27.26 cents) and in close juxtaposition into the second measure of the third system—a
phrase that other experts, including Karl von Jan, had transcribed without enharmonics (see ex.
2.7b).20 Had Lloyd known more about European classical music, he might have recognized that
the “Irish Folk-Song” in ex. 2.7 was actually a modern composition, written by the American
Arthur Foote in 1891, composed at an equal-tempered piano and exhibiting hardly any
identifiably Irish characteristics.21
And had Lloyd known more about musical discourse within his Presidency, he might
have been aware that most Hindustani musicologists and performers dismissed Clements and
Deval as “mischief-makers.”22 Both had fallen on the wrong side of two of the most famous
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Indian musicologists: Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande (1860–1936), who deplored the “mischievous
sruti harmonium movement” and identified Deval as “neither a good Sanscrit Scholar nor a good
musician,” and Abraham Pandithar (1859–1919), who likened Deval and Clements to blind men
attempting to describe an elephant, and lambasted their joint presentations of Deval and
Clements as a “farce.”23 Both Deval and Clements had been dismissed by prominent, as well as
general audiences. At one of his first public lecture-demonstrations in the Kirloskar Theater in
Pune, October 1910, Deval attracted “jeering and subdued laughter and negative applause” for
making demonstrably false claims; his esteemed collaborator, Abdul Karim Khan (1872–1937),
had to intervene to set Deval straight.24 At the first All-India Conference held at Baroda College
in March 1916, the musicians in the audience challenged Clements on his tunings of the Kāfī,
Khammāja, and Bilāvala rāgas on the Indian Harmonium; following two hours of argument,
they continued to declare that the instrument’s calculations “did not tally.”25 Things became
particularly contentious at the fourth All-India Conference in Lucknow in January 1922, when
the Chairman of the conference sanctioned Deval for “not [being] able to give a satisfactory
answer” to any of “several pertinent questions” about his claims regarding the measurements of
the śrutis described in the thirteenth-century treatise Saṅgītaratnākara, leading him to pass a
bureaucratic motion announcing that “the Srutis expounded by Mr. Deval in his paper and
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alleged to be those of the Sangeeta Ratnakara, were as a matter of fact not the Srutis of the
Ratnakara.”26 Deval was booed off the stage when one musician “pointed out to him that if he
was not prepared to answer questions, he should retire from his lecture just as he had retired from
his Deputy Collectorship.”27
Disregard for Deval and Clements continues today. In an article from 2008, the
ethnomusicologist Nazir Ali Jairazbhoy singled out their efforts as emblematic of a “synergistic”
music-theoretical discourse that connected early twentieth-century Western scholars, blinded by
aesthetic predilections for just intonation, with Indian scholars consumed by “patriotic nostalgia”
for Sanskrit traditions and thus willing to serve as “śrutiwālās” (i.e., śruti peddlers).28 He terms
this discourse “Indo-Occidentalism,” and traces its development from the eighteenth century to
the present day. He critiques Indo-Occidentalism for obscuring the fundamentally equaltempered realities of its musical practice, realities first asserted by Bhatkhande, and later
confirmed by tonometrical research.29 He calls Deval a “toady” for indulging Clements’
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delusions, echoing Pandithar, who cast him as the hapless “lieutenant” for Clements musictheoretical crusade.30 It seems that Jairazbhoy, like Bhatkhande and Pandithar, interprets Deval
as a colonial “mimic” in the sense articulated by Frantz Fanon in his seminal study Black Skin,
White Mask—as a subaltern subject who dons on a “white mask” in order to gain theoretical
legitimacy, but finds himself an object of ridicule trapped between worlds.31 He is still today, a
century later, considered a music-theoretical “mischief-maker” who peddled patently false music
theories.
But have music theorists overlooked the possibility that there was another, subversive
side to Deval’s mischief? If we substitute Fanon’s model for understanding colonial mimicry
with Homi Bhabha’s, we might answer yes. Colonial mimicry, Bhabha argues, is an ambivalent
form of discourse that necessarily conflates the production of similarity with difference, and by
extension submission with resistance.32 On the one hand, he explains, mimicry can reinforce
colonial authority by “anglicizing” subaltern discourse, rendering it more similar and thus more
controllable. On the other, it can destabilize colonial authority by necessarily introducing
discursive “slippage,” “excess,” and “difference” that ultimately “splits” narrative control.33 In
doing so, it decenters discourse, knowledge, and power from the imperial regime, thus handing
partial authority to the subaltern. Jairazbhoy has already demonstrated how Deval’s musictheoretical mimicry enacted mischief upon Indian music theory by reviving the European
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shibboleth of just intonation and imposing it as a new organizational structure. But if we trust
Bhabha’s claims about ambivalence, could it also have fired the other way and enacted mischief
on European music theory as well? And how might that have affected the balance of powers in
Indian-European musical exchange?
This chapter investigates how Deval’s music-theoretical mimicry of European
comparative musicology and tonometrics destabilized dichotomies inscribed within these
frameworks. I have outlined in ch. 1 how European scholars alternatively produced the
impression of fundamental similarity or difference between Western and non-Western tuning
systems, depending on whether they selected a “fine” or “coarse” baseline for quantizing pitch. I
have also shown how claims about fundamental similarity supported arguments in favor of
“unilinear developmentalism,” whereas claims about fundamental difference supported the
embrace of “cultural relativism.” Here, I will investigate how Deval’s discourse ended up
carving out a third pathway for understanding the relationship between Indian and European
tunings, by producing what Bhabha calls “a difference that is almost the same but not quite.”34
Deval argued that Hindustani and European scales were the same in that they were both were in
just intonation—but they were nevertheless not quite the same because Hindustani music was
composed from different intervallic sequences and relied upon melodic instead of harmonic
logic. This interpretation helped Deval escape the choice between unilinear developmentalism
or cultural relativism, both of which I have argued were instruments of colonial governance, and
freed him to develop a new chronology. That chronology placed Hindustani musical traditions
on either end of those of Europe—as its origins and as its future—by proposing that the Sanskrit
authorities had been the first to articulate the key propositions of Western acoustics and music
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theory, and that they also provided the paradigms Europe needed to complete its musical
modernization through the realization of just intonation. This allowed Deval to “provincialize”
Western music theory by reclaiming it, to use Dipesh Chakrabarty’s expression, “from and for
the margins”: i.e., the Hindu nation.35 Indian music theory was not lagging behind European
music theory, nor was it its incommensurate Other; it was what European music once was and
could become.
I will examine how this worked through a close analysis of Deval’s first musical treatise,
Music East and West Compared (1908). Deval’s treatise has so far been overlooked almost
entirely in secondary scholarship, largely because Deval disavowed it and presented his second
treatise, The Hindu Musical Scale and the Twenty-Two Shrutees (1910), as an updated and
corrected version of the same text. I show that the two versions are in fact quite different,
revealing two facets of the ambivalent charge of colonial mimicry: the first version shows how
music-theoretical mimicry can destabilize authority, the second how it can reinforce it. Section
two sets the stage for my analysis by reviewing Bhabha’s theory of colonial mimicry, and
surveying how it might apply to Deval’s antecedents in Indian musical discourse dating from
1875-1920. Section three provides the historical and cultural context for Deval’s Music East and
West and investigates how it destabilizes Western music theory by provincializing it within a
broader Hindustani narrative. Section four addresses The Hindu Musical Scale and examines
how Clements sought to bolster its reinforcing charge with the invention of the “Indian
Harmonium.” I conclude by suggesting that one of his Society colleagues, Ganesh Sakharam
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Khare, continued to strengthen the destabilizing charge of Deval’s theories by using his work as
the basis for developing a śruti Tonnetz that entangled Indian and European musical thought.
My intention, however, is not to revive Deval as a hero of music-theoretical resistance.
Bhabha’s framework in fact allows for the possibility that the mimic can destabilize discourse
without being fully conscious of doing so. Nor do I wish to suggest that his theories were in any
way correct. Jairazbhoy, Matt Rahaim, Suvarnalata Rao, Wim van der Meer, and other experts
in ethnomusicology and music theory have already convincingly demonstrated that Deval’s
theories bore little resemblance to actual practices.36 My goal is rather to use Deval’s history as
a case study for investigating the ambivalent charge of Western music-theoretical discourse in
the colonial age; to demonstrate how just intonation, as an intonational framework conflating
cultural similarity with difference (see ch. 1), served as integral to the development of that
ambivalence; and to show that politics was just as central a motivation of colonial musical
scholarship as the investigation of musicological “truth.”
2.2. Golden Weddings and Lemurian Music Theory: Colonial Mimicry and Indian
Musical Discourse, 1875–1920
Fanon and Bhabha’s theories of colonial mimicry differ because they construe the social,
political, cultural landscape of colonialism in different terms. Fanon’s characterization of
mimicry as a “white mask” placed over “black skin” is premised upon a Manichean vision of a
colonial world divided in two: white and black, colonizer and “Wretched,” persecutor and
persecuted. The chasm between these dichotomies is unbridgeable; those who attempt to cross
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from one to the other often end up trapped between.37 Bhabha however does not construe the
spheres of colonizer and colonized as mutually exclusive, let alone as intact.38 The borderlines
of each overlap with the other, enabling the formation of cultural hybridity and the construction
of a “Third Space”: a discursive zone that both the colonizer and colonized perpetually recreate
and maintain, characterized by heterogeneity, flux, and contradiction.39 Mimicry, within the
Third Space, operates in ways more subtle, volatile, and transformative than Fanon describes. It
is inevitably complex for “X” to mimic “Y” if X and Y are not fully contradistinguished in the
first place.
Bhabha’s understanding of the complexities of the colonial landscape leads him to
construe colonial mimicry as a discursive strategy marked by “ambivalence.” It holds a dual
charge, capable of being “harnessed to retrogressive ends” just as much as “progressive ones.”40
On the one hand, it reinforced colonial strategies for domination, helping manage the “menace”
of unknowable, uncontrollable, and unpredictable natives by making them familiar—
constructing “a reformed, recognizable Other” that was easier to understand and thus easier to
manipulate.41 It is for this reason, Bhabha explains, that the officials of the British Raj actively
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fostered the development of an anglicized Indian class: “Indian in blood and colour, but English
in tastes, in opinions, in morals and intellect.”42 As David Jefferess has pointed out, mimicry
thus “undermined indigenous community structures and forms of autonomy that could have been
utilized to oppose or subvert the material or economic program of colonization.”43 But it also
reflected a fundamental psychological “narrative demand” of the colonizers themselves, who
sought to justify their existence in colonized territories by regarding themselves as benevolent
guardians of social, cultural, and scientific progress.44 The anglicized colonial subject
supposedly shared that desire for progress, but could not pursue it autonomously, requiring the
guidance of the colonist just as the child requires the guidance of a parent into adulthood.
Mimicry thus justified the pernicious myth of what Rudyard Kipling famously called the “white
man’s burden”: the responsibility of white Europeans to uplift people of color in the colonies and
carry them into modernity.45
On the other hand, mimicry could also be destabilizing for the colonial regime by
introducing space for subaltern resistance. The subaltern could always conceal failure or refusal
to comply with the colonial regime by pretending to participate in colonial discourse, while at the
same time misappropriating and misrepresenting its dictates. Bhabha relates this form of noncompliance to a discursive process he calls “cultural translation,” defined as the process by
which a statement travels from one specific cultural context (the colonist’s) to another (the
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colonized). Cultural translation necessarily produces a “new statement” through verbal
“slippage,” “excess” and “displacement.”46 Comparison of that new statement to its original
then reveals an uncanny “difference that is almost the same but not quite,” that has the power to
“split” dominant discourse “along the axis of its power to be representative, authoritative,”
because it invalidates the total authority of the imperial regime.47 Mimicry thus “destroys the
calculations of the empowered,” which in turn “allows the disempowered to calculate strategies
by which they are oppressed and to use that knowledge in structuring resistance.”48 The colonial
desire to cultivate a knowable, familiar subject thus ends up producing an almost knowable,
almost familiar subject who will forever remain partially unpredictable, and thus partially
uncontrollable. The subaltern stays just out of colonial grasp, gaining the ability to wrest
narrative control through disobedience and subversion.49
Bhabha emphasizes the effects of mimicry on politics and literary culture, but recognizes
that the strategy is not limited to those fields. It pervaded just about every element of nineteenthcentury discourse in the colonies, and music theory was not exempt. Indian musicians often
mimicked the analytical strategies of British comparative musicological and tonometrical
studies, discussed in ch. 1, which alternately confirmed essential similarity or difference between
Western and non-Western traditions by quantifying their musical “scales.” Examples of British
scholarship positing fundamental similarity include Francis Fowke (1786) and Sir William Jones
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(1792).50 Fowke had determined that “the semitones [of Hindustani music] change their names
on the same semitone as in the European scale” after comparing each fret of a bīn tuned by the
musician Jiwan Shah to his own harpsichord.51 William Jones had similarly “tried in vain to
discover any difference in practice between the Indian scale and that of our own” after observing
a Hindustani singer, German violinist, and British harpsichordist play in tune together.52
(Neither theorist specified how the harpsichords they used as reference instruments had been
tuned, but it is most likely they were in some form of well-temperament or even quarter-comma
meantone—certainly not equal temperament, which could not yet be accurately produced.)53
This led William Jones to conflate Hindustani pitch names (sa, re, etc.) with European pitch
names in his diagram of the fret placements of the bīn, as shown in ex. 2.8, and to promote the
notion that Hindustani music could be translated as in ex. 2.9 into Western staff notation without
losing any important information. An alternative example stressing fundamental difference
between musics can be found in R.H.M. Bosanquet (1877).54 Bosanquet argued from second!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Ex. 2.8: Jones’ diagram of fret placements, substituting sargam for chromatic pitch names.
Reproduced from Jones, “On the Musical Modes,” 143

Ex. 2.9: Jones’ setting of an “Old Indian Air.” Reproduced from Jones, “On the Musical
Modes,” 159.
!
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hand information that the śruti used to construct theoretical Hindustani musical scales were
“intended to be equal in a general sort of way.”55 This suggested to him that the Hindustani scale
was based on 22 EDO. The 22 EDO system exhibited “remarkable properties” in that it
corresponded closely to just intonation, as shown in ex. 2.10, but it was nevertheless an
unfamiliar temperament to Western ears that required a different notation and different keyboard
layouts.56 Fowke, Jones, and Bosanquet reflect a broader scholarly pattern: British theorists who
stressed the evidence of musical practice tended to note fundamental similarity between
Hindustani and European musics, while those who stressed theoretical evidence tended to note
their fundamental difference.
The Indian theorists who mimicked British music-theoretical discourse introduced
quantification, scientific empiricism, organology, universal developmentalism, and cultural
relativism into Hindustani musical discourse.57 But these five analytical strategies marked a
significant departure from centuries-old Sanskrit traditions, which had largely embraced
metaphysical and philosophical strategies at odds with post-Enlightenment European musical
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Ex. 2.10: 22 EDO and its correspondences to JI.

science.58 Devout Hindu music theorists were generally unwilling to compromise the authority
of ancient texts they venerated as “sacred,” but they also recognized these five strategies as
objective and unimpeachable.59 They reconciled this contradiction by arguing that all five
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strategies were latent within ancient tradition. Sanskrit texts did not precisely define “scales”
strictly in the Western sense, but they did describe patterns of ascent and descent (āroha and
avaroha) that were conceptually equatable; the Ṛgveda concealed a unilinear evolutionary
timeline beneath astronomical metaphors; the sixteenth-century theorist Bharata provided
instructions that could be used to quantify the śrutis, even if he did not quantify them himself;
the seventeenth-century theorist Somanātha had discovered the natural harmonics of vibrating
strings, but explained them with obscure vocabulary. This conflation was then supported by
claims that both cultures had evolved from common origins: the “Aryan” race, theorized by the
German philologist Friedrich Max Müller largely on the basis of perceived philological
similarities between Sanskrit, Latin, and Greek.60 Hindustani and Greek music theories were
posited as descendants of a speculative original Aryan music theory, explaining why the two
could be related by a difference that is almost the same but not quite.
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The scholarship of Raja Sir Sourindro Mohun Tagore (1840–1914), one of the first Indian
music theorists to write in English for a broader audience, exemplifies this reasoning.61 Tagore
was scion of one of the leading intellectual families of the “Bengal Renaissance,” a nineteenthcentury “proto-nationalist” intellectual movement that fueled calls for social, cultural, and artistic
modernization.62 His entry into musical discourse was motivated by the conviction that
Hindustani music theory, practice, and instrument construction were in need of rehabilitation
after several centuries of contact with Islamic musicians had led to its “contamination.”63 His
first steps involved the creation of an “Indian orchestra” featuring hybrid Indian-Western
instruments, and the establishment of three music schools on European models: the Bengal
Music School (1871), Bengali Academy of Music (1881), and the Poona Gayan Samaj (1874),
which sought to “imitat[e] the Royal Academy of Music” in London in order “to revive a taste
for our musical science amongst our brethren of the upper class, and to raise it up in their
estimation.”64 Tagore sent instrument collections to museums and government officials around
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the world, and shipped transcriptions of rāgas and translations of Sanskrit music theory to
European scholars with the aim of cultivating “close and friendly intercourse” between Eastern
and Western musicians.65 (These musical offerings sometimes took an extravagant form: ex.
2.11 shows an allegorical lithograph he sent with a music-theoretical lecture he had written for
the 1881 International Congress of Orientalists in Berlin, depicting five Hindustani “celestial
musicians” presenting themselves to a dazed conference of European scholars.) Tagore also
collated English-language texts on Hindustani music theory into a single influential volume:
Hindu Music from Various Authors (1875).66 He sought to modernize Hindustani musical
culture by anglicizing it, rendering it knowable to European scholars to convince them it was a
tradition worth cultivating.
Tagore also applied evolutionary and quantificational theory to Hindustani music. In The
Musical Scales of the Hindus (1884), he pointed out structural similarities between the just
diatonic and “primitive Sanskrit Sharja-gráma” scales to confirm that both evolved from
common “fore-fathers—the Aryans of learning and fame—the early pioneers of civilization in
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Ex. 2.11: Tagore’s allegorical representation of the five “celestial musicians” at the Fifth
International Congress of Orientalists in Berlin. Reproduced from Tagore, The Five Principal
Musicians of the Hindus, i.
the land of the rising sun.”67 The only difference between them was in the sixth: ancient
Hindustani musicians took 27:16, not 5:3 for dha instead of A. He acknowledged, however, that
the “modern Bengali scale” had evolved differently: musicians would take the sa-pa division
(i.e., “C–G”), divide the larger interval into thirteen equal śrutis and the smaller into nine, and
then choose the svaras they needed by taking every second, third, or fourth śruti in sequence.
(See ch. 1.) This produced a seven-note scale almost equivalent to equal intonation, but not
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quite.68 He advanced his evolutionary theories in Universal History of Music (1896), building on
the theories of Auguste Comte, Herbert Spencer, and Carl Engel to locate Hindustani and
European music on a universal developmental timeline that identified Hindu music at the
“germinal, ontogenic core” of a phylogenetic narrative progressing from Hindu to Muslim
(reflecting the twelfth-century influx from the Delhi Sultanate) to the British music of the present
day.69 Tagore concluded by suggesting that since the British had begun to foster the revival of
Hindustani music, that timeline might bend back to the beginning—modelling a cyclical
conception of time consistent with Hindu temporalities that also entangled European musical
modernity with Hindustani antiquity.70 This same text also advances the concept of Hindustani
music as the cultural expression of a “Hindu nation,” mimicking the nationalist logic of British
theorists Alexander Ellis and Carl Engel, while also reflecting the rising influence of Hindu
Nationalism.71 But Tagore’s musical nationalism never led him to fully support Hindu
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nationalist calls for self-rule, for he maintained that Britain was needed to help facilitate the
Hindu revival, and he saw allegiance to monarchy as a Hindu dictate—even if the crown was
British, not Indian.72 His work thus epitomizes the ambivalence of colonial mimicry, conflating
similarity with difference, and interweaving political messages of loyalty and independence.
Subsequent Hindustani music theorists engaged in similar acts of mimicry. Balwant
Trimbuck Sahasrabuddhe, Secretary of the Madras Gayan Samaj, also believed that “preserving
our nationality in the sense of our possessing an indigenous art of singing” required seeking
interest and investment abroad.73 His treatise Hindu Music and The Gayan Samaj (1887)
attempted to convince skeptical readers about its scientific rigor by quantifying the twenty-two
śrutis, but his calculations converted the string ratios presented in Somanātha’s Rāgavibodha
directly into vibrational ratios, confounding linear and logarithmic scales as shown in ex. 2.12.
The results consistently erred a semitone or more (between 85–106 cents) from the just diatonic
scale. This suggested he had not tried his system out on a real instrument, despite claiming that
he had, and that it was demonstrably superior to temperament: “in the piano and the several
keyed English instruments the natural scale is dreadfully abused and distorted by the method of
what is called ‘equal temperament.’”74 Bhavanarv Pingle, author of Indian Music (1898),
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Ex. 2.12: Sahasrabuddhe’s calculations compared to the just diatonic scale. Data from Deval,
Music East and West, 16–17.

expanded on the similarities Tagore had noted between Western diatonic and Sanskrit “scales,”
and used this as the basis for extended reflections on Herbert Spencer’s evolutionary thought and
the Aryan origin myth in relation to music.75 He also advocated for the use of Western notation
for Indian music as a way of establishing “a channel of exchange between Western and Eastern
music.”76 This last claim was echoed in A.M. Chinnaswamy Mudaliar in his monthly journal
Oriental Music in European Notation (1893), a collection of transcriptions promoted as the
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“Golden Wedding of Eastern and Western Music,” and presented with the epigraph that “almost
everything Oriental appears to better advantage in European garb.”77
The first decades of the twentieth century saw the proliferation of ever more elaborate
phylogenetic theories and śruti tallies, in Carnatic as well as Hindustani music theory. Abraham
Pandithar, for instance, sought to elevate the status of ancient Tamil musical literature by
mimicking a different evolutionary theory from Max Müller: that Tamil culture had not evolved
from the Aryans, but originated on a lost continent called “Lemuria.” Lemuria had first been
hypothesized by the British zoologist Philip Sclater and located in the Indian Ocean, and later
conflated by Tamil revivalists with a mythological continent called Kumari Kandam described in
ancient Tamil texts.78 According to Pandithar, Lemuria was “the original habitation of man” and
“cradle of all nations”; its music theories were superior to all others, including the ancient
Greeks. Even the Hindustani authorities had corrupted them with “Sanskrit garb.”79 His 1300page magnum opus Karunamirtha Sagaram (Karuṇamirtacākaram) (1917) thus aimed to
destabilize the music-theoretical dynamics not only between India and Europe, but also between
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“Aryan” and “Dravidian” discourse. He argued that Lemurian theorists had defined twenty-four
equal śrutis per octave, not twenty-two; Sanskrit authors had simply “lost sight” of two in the
translational process.80 These twenty-four śrutis could then be further subdivided by half or by
quarter, producing as many as ninety-six divisions per octave. He tested, confirmed, and
demonstrated his theories with his daughter, the professional musician Maragathavalli Ammal,
who accompanied him at many of his public lectures and presentations.81
Few Hindustani musicians were convinced by Pandithar’s outlandish theories, in part
because of his challenge to Sanskrit authority, and in part because they were searching for a
fixity that the fluctuating discourses of quantification and evolutionary theory, continually
producing “slippage” and “excess,” could not provide. By 1917, there were dozens of
evolutionary theories and śruti calculations to choose from, each claiming to be objective. Some
proposed śrutis were of equal size, others unequal; some counted twenty-two, others twentyfour, forty-two, sixty-six, and upwards (literally) to infinity.82 Some timelines confirmed
Hindustani priority, others denied it in favor of European or Tamil. Music-theoretical discourse
accordingly began to fracture, with a growing segment calling for the adoption of new tactics,
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fueled by social and political developments like the rising calls for national independence, the
decline in Sanskrit veneration, and an acceleration of interest in scientific and academic
modernization to complement the nation-building cause.83
This group coalesced around Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande, arguably the most influential
Indian music theorist of the twentieth century, who aimed to construct a “connected” theoretical
history that encompassed both Hindustani and Carnatic traditions in the interest of unifying the
entire Indian subcontinent.84 Bhatkhande broke significantly from previous paradigms by
minimizing the emphasis on quantification, and deflected the notion that ancient scriptures bore a
direct relevance to the study of contemporary tunings.85 When his theoretical observations ran
counter to ancient authorities, he even invented new ones—penning the Sanskrit treatise Śrimal
Lakṣya Saṅgītam under the pseudonym Catura Paṇḍita [i.e. Clever Scholar], and for several
years cultivating an “illusive atmosphere of antiquity” around it by citing it in the third person
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and refusing to assign it a definite date.86 He also called for the establishment of a national
academy of music that would ensure instruction was “common and universal,” and organized the
first All-India Conference in 1916, modeled after the Indian National Congress and funded by
the progressive modernizer Maharaja Sayaji Rao Gaekwad III, summoning musicians from
across the subcontinent to find common theoretical ground.87 His efforts were designed to
diminish foreign influence and iron out practical distinctions attributed to region, ethnicity, and
gharānā (a system of musical lineage or apprenticeship), inventing a new Indian music theory in
the interest of creating a new Indian musical nation.88
Bhatkhande rejected quantifying the śrutis, arguing there was “no reason why we should
get involved in these minute intervals” when Hindustani musicians, Sanskrit texts, and
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instrument builders generally used only twelve tones per octave.89 And when it came to
quantifying those twelve tones, he was non-committal. In some texts, he claimed the present-day
śuddha or “natural scale” was in just intonation, with a Pythagorean sixth—just like Tagore’s
“primitive Sanskrit scale.” But he also argued intonation was flexible, preferring broad
statements such as “certain notes are said to vary slightly in pitch from one rāga to the next.”90
His primary concern was that the Indian music-theoretical obsession with quantification should
recede, freeing the discourse to focus on other concerns: “wise people do not like to exert
themselves unduly with the trouble of trying to ascertain the minute intervals.”91 His arguments
received wide support from the theoretical community and the “majority of the practical artists”
at the All-India Conference, many of whom had been making similar claims for decades.92
An alternative group, however, called for more of the same: more quantification, more
evolutionary studies. This included the Indo-Occidentalists and their chief “mischief-maker,”
Krishnaji Ballal Deval. Deval believed that previous quantificational efforts had been
inconclusive because they were not scientifically rigorous enough, and that a closer look at
Sanskrit authorities, coupled with a more careful application of empirical techniques, would
reveal the truth about Hindustani music. He located that truth in the principles of just intonation,
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which as the only “natural” and “pure” system of musical tuning, was the only one that would
befit the music of a modern “Hindu nation.”
In what sense does Deval exemplify and occupy Bhabha’s principle of ambivalence? As
a previous employee of the Revenue Department, Deval was no stranger to quantitative sciences,
and his hand in extending these techniques into music theory fed the British “colonial
imaginaire” of Indian music. But at the same time, his theories suggested that India would take
the lead in defining what constituted musical modernity, effectively provincializing European
just-intonation discourse. The next section analyzes Deval’s first text, Music East and West
Compared (1908), by breaking its central arguments into four subsections. After a brief
contextual introduction, it assesses how Deval quantified European practical and theoretical
scales; it then examines how he quantified Hindustani practical and theoretical scales; and
finally, it turns to his evolutionary theories to examine how they enfolded Europe into
Hindustani musical history.
2.3. The Destabilizing Force of Deval’s Music East and West Compared: Just Intonation,
Data Science, and Dating Science
Pune: May 1908. Krishnaji Ballal Deval was not a musician, music theorist, or scientist
by profession. Born May 6, 1847 in Haripur, Sangli to a Chitpavan Brahmin family, Deval
followed a similar route to others in his caste and generation, receiving English-language
primary and secondary schooling before heading into colonial government at twenty-six.93 He
served in a variety of positions within the Revenue Department in cities across the Bombay
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Presidency before rising to the position of Mamlatdar-Magistrate 1st Class of Chiplun, placing
him in charge of tax collection within the local administrative region.94 In his spare time, he
studied sitār privately, built his own bīns and tānpūrās, and maintained ties to the leading figures
of late-nineteenth-century Maharashtrian cultural and intellectual life.95 One was his younger
brother, Govind Ballal Deval (1855–1916), a musician-playwright known as the “father of
Marathi social theater” and sangeet natak (a form of musical theater) on account of his
Shakespearean adaptions and realist dramas.96 Another was Balaji Prabhakar Modak (1847–
1906), a reformer who called for the development of a “national science” that integrated Western
epistemology with “Indian cultural ethos,” wrote the first Marathi textbooks on local history, and
called for the development of a “nationalistic counter-culture.”97 Third and most prominent was
Bal Gangadhar (Lokmanya) Tilak (1856–1920), a Hindu nationalist and first leader of the Indian
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Independence Movement, who provoked the ire of British officials by supporting anti-colonial
resistance and advocating self-rule (swaraj).98 All three contacts—all Chitpavan Brahmin—put
Deval at the front lines of a rapidly transforming society that saw investment in culture, sciences,
rationalism, and modernization as ways to build the nation and support calls for greater political
autonomy.99
As legend has it, Modak provoked Deval to enter the fray by sending him a copy of Ellis’
“On the Musical Scales of Various Nations” in 1886.100 Deval was “enraged” by this
“thoughtless article.”101 Deval believed that Ellis’ informant was clearly unreliable, and found
his conclusion—that “the Musical Scale is not one, not ‘natural,’ nor even founded necessarily
on the laws of the constitution of musical sound […] but very diverse, very artificial, and very
capricious”—insulting because it suggested that Indian music theory was un-natural and un-
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scientific.102 That, in Deval’s eyes, would render it unbefitting of a modern Indian nation.103 He
resolved to prove Ellis wrong by mimicking his empirical and philological methods, and turning
his own discourse against him, both by quantifying musical scales through direct observation in
order to prove that they were constructed by natural principles, and by juxtaposing Sanskrit and
modern acoustical studies to show that they relied on the same scientific logic. In 1908, Deval
published the results of his efforts in a fifty-page treatise: Music East and West Compared.
Deval made little effort to conceal that he had a priori objectives, showing no concern for
the fact that modern Western science values autonomy, objectivity, and neutrality. He instead
justified his approach with an epigram he attributed to the British journalist William Thomas
Stead, portraying nation-building—not objective knowledge—as the primary goal of modern
science: “no nation can prevail in the struggle for existence which is not scientifically equipped
on all sides.”104 Stead’s quote was second-hand, borrowed from a biographical article about
Edward VII, Prince of Wales and Emperor of India that had appeared two years earlier in a
sporting magazine. In the next sentence, Edward VII “deplores the excessive frivolity of
Society, not because it appears wicked to him, but because it is unscientific, a childish travesty of
real life.”105 Deval was thus, without knowing it, quoting the Emperor of India himself in order
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to lend greater legitimacy his efforts to reject Ellis’ scientific claims. His less-than-conscious
mimicry ultimately confirmed that Indian music is “natural” and Sanskrit theory “scientific” in
order to justify the “struggle for existence” of the Hindu nation, not the British empire.

Quantifying Western Scales: Theory and Practice
Deval begins his discussion by defining the urgent political stakes of music-theoretical
quantification. He references the Italian physicist Pietro Blaserna, who introduces in his
textbook The Theory of Sound In Its Relation to Music (1876). Blaserna introduces a framework
for evaluating the quality of national musics based on the quantities of their scales: since “the
musical scale is always the product of the musical activity of a nation extending over a number
of centuries,” quantifying musical scales “gives one of the most important and concise means of
judging of the musical state of a nation.”106 Deval then explains that Blaserna has only one
criterion for making that judgment: whether the scale is “perfect” or “imperfect.” Perfect scales
are based on two natural principles. First, they must be “agreeable to the ear.” Second, they must
“bear simple ratios to each other in respect of the number of their vibrations per second.”107
Simple ratios are derived from the harmonic series that generates the overtone series—
1:2:3:4:5:6:7 ad infinitum—and comprise the first three classes of sonance shown in ex. 2.13: (1)
the “unison” class, comprising the ratio 1:1; (2) the class of “perfect consonances,” comprised of
ratios using terms 1–4 of the harmonic series; (3) the class of “consonances,” comprised of ratios
that use terms 5–6 of the harmonic series. The final classification, (4) “dissonances,” includes all
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other intervals defined as “complex ratios.” Complex ratios are useful for breaking the
monotony of perfect scales by briefly interpolating “vigour” and “strength.”108 But if a scale
uses more complex ratios than simple ratios, it will become disagreeable—and thus imperfect.
Blaserna Class
Unison
Perfect Consonance
Consonance
Imperfectly Consonant
Dissonance

Ratio Types
1:1
3:2 (perfect fifth), 4:3 (perfect fourth)
5:3 (major sixth), 5:4 (major third)
6:5 (minor third), 8:5 (minor sixth)
9:8 (major tone), 10:9 (minor tone), 16:15 (chromatic semitone) …

Ex. 2.13: Blaserna’s four types of sonance. From Deval, Music East and West, 4–5.
According to Blaserna, nations that use perfect scales produce “a very perfect form of
music.” Nations that use imperfect scales, instead, produce a “primitive form of music” that is
“of little value.”109 Thus, Deval, needed to prove that the Hindustani musical scale is “perfect”
in order to defend the value and honor of Hindustani musical culture.
Before attempting to do so, Deval assessed how Western musical scales measure up
according to this framework. In theory, he explains, the Western diatonic, chromatic, and
enharmonic musical scales are perfect. The just-intonation diatonic scale shown in ex. 2.14a is
built primarily from simple ratios, and is entirely agreeable as a result. Only the second and
seventh scale degrees, at 9:8 and 15:8 respectively, count as “dissonances” in relation to the
tonic; the rest count as “perfect consonances” (scale degrees four and five) or “consonances”
(scale degrees three and sixth). The chromatic scale shown in ex. 2.14b evolved from the
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diatonic scale once musicians determined to “increase their resources” by dividing the whole
tones in half, using the smallest interval in the diatonic scale: the semitone located between scale
degrees three–four and seven–one, measured at 16:15.110 Deval explains that musicians evolved
further scales by adding and subtracting the chromatic semitone at 25:24 from each pitch to
make sharps and flats; some even took the interval 25:24 twice over (625:576) to make double
sharps and double flats. These chromatic and enharmonic scales admittedly featured a great
degree of dissonance, but they were still essentially “perfect,” because they were merely logical
elaborations of the original, natural, pure diatonic just-intonation scale.

Ex. 2.14a: The just-intonation diatonic scale, according to Blaserna.

Ex. 2.14b: The just chromatic scale, as Deval interprets Blaserna’s description..
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But in practice, Deval explains, performers use the imperfect scale of equal temperament.
Temperament evolved because the keyboard and other fixed tones could not handle the
“complications” of scales with double-sharps and double-flats; thus, “attempts towards the
beginning of the 18th century were made to diminish the excessive number of notes and to render
practical execution more easy.”111 The tempered scale reduced the tonal gamut by following
three principles: “making (1) no distinction between the major and the minor tone; (2) of [sic]
confounding the major semitone with the minor semitone and (3) of [sic] considering the sharp
of a note as equal to the flat of a succeeding note.” This resulted in twelve tones all “considered
equi-distant,” and thus produced an “incorrect scale.”112 According to Deval, the scale was
incorrect because it was not founded on “strictly mathematical ratios.” Rather, it was a
compromise between the practical needs of musical execution and perceptual satisfaction: “so
long as the error is not too perceptible to the ear,” “notes differing but little from each other”
could be considered to be the same.113 Deval explains that the effects of such scale are
detrimental, as the “temperate scale has destroyed many delicacies and has given to music,
founded on simple and exact laws, a character of almost coarse approximation.”114 The scale is
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only “endured and even thought beautiful,” because Western “ears have been systematically
falsified from infancy.”115 For Deval, Western music is thus in a state of national crisis: while its
theory is justified, its practice is unjustified, “far below musical sensibility and aspirations.”116

Justifying the Theoretical Hindustani Scale
How does Hindustani music fare according to Blaserna’s test? Deval decided to tackle
the question by considering theory and practice separately. But first he had to defend the
scientific value of Sanskrit music theory from its European detractors. These included Ellis, who
dismissed Sanskrit texts as “unintelligible[…] metaphorical” language.117 Deval juxtaposes
musicological insights attributed to the Rishis (Vedic sages) and Sanskrit music theorists with
extracts from Western acoustical treatises.118 He claims that the correspondences between them
proves there was fundamentally “no difference of opinion as regards the important laws and
principles followed in explaining the theory of Music and of Musical Scales by the scientists of
the West and by our authors.”119 His presentation correlates a description of the overtone series,
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nodal points, and ventral segments from Gordon Holmes’ A Treatise on Physiology and Hygiene
(1880) to a seventh-century description of the Vedic sage Nārada, who “sat watching from time
to time his large Veena” under the “impulse of the breeze,” and thus observed “the same
phenomena (Nodal points, Ventral segments, and upper partials) as a modern European physicist
may well observe with all the precision of his latest advanced notions of the theories of
sound.”120 He also finds evidence that Nārada heard Tartini’s difference tones, suggests that
Blaserna’s description of beats is equivalent to Śārṅgadeva’s description of the “unpleasant
effect produced on our ear by the combination of notes” separated by a śruti—and so forth, in
over twenty double-column pages designed to prove that Sanskrit theorists had reached identical
conclusions on a wide range of acoustical topics.121 Sanskrit music theory, he asserts, must
therefore be scientific, since its principles are set forth from a “purely theoretical point of
view.”122 The theoretical structures of East and West are therefore, in his view, fundamentally
the same: any principle present in one must be manifest, or latent, in the other.123
His Vedic commentary on Western acoustics complete, Deval dives into the specifics of
how the theoretical Hindustani scale evolved. He proposed that the primordial scale was derived
from Vedic chant and involved only three “simple tones”: udātta (raised), anudātta (not raised),
and svarita (grave). It evolved to include seven tones centuries later, once theorists discovered
the harmonic series and recognized that four classes of sonance could be derived from it. Deval
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conflates these four classes with Blaserna’s, as shown in ex. 2.15: vādi (unison), saṁvādi
(perfectly consonant), anuvādi (consonant), and vivādi (dissonant). Theorists then used these
intervals to generate the seven-svara “Aryan Musical Scale.” They started by producing an
initial tetrachord: the saṁvādi class gave musicians ga, the fourth tone above the base sa; the
relationship between the eighth and ninth terms of the harmonic series (e.g. 9:8) gave re, the
second tone above sa; the anuvādi class gave ma, the third tone above sa. The sage Yājñavalkya
(8th–7th centuries BCE) then completed the scale by duplicating this tetrachord such that all four
tones of the second tetrachord would be related as saṁvādi above the four tones of the first one:
sa–pa, re-dha, ma–ni, and ga–sa were all related by a perfect fifth. This produced the scale in
ex. 16a almost equivalent to just intonation, different only in that it substituted a Pythagorean
sixth. Deval acknowledged that this sixth seemed mathematically more complex, since it stood
at the ratio 27:16 instead of 5:3. But he argues that it was nevertheless logically “a more simple
harmony” based on how the scale had been constructed.124
Sanskrit Class
vādi
saṁvādi
anuvādi
vivādi

Blaserna Class
Unison
Perfect Consonance
Consonance
Imperfect Consonance
Dissonance

Ratio Types
1:1
3:2 (perfect fifth), 4:3 (perfect fourth)
5:3 (major sixth), 5:4 (major third)
6:5 (minor third), 8:5 (minor sixth)
9:8 (major tone), 10:9 (minor tone) etc.

Ex. 2.15: The four Sanskrit classes of intervals, according to Deval, conflated with Blaserna’s
four types. Deval, Music East and West, 35.

Deval then derives the Indian Chromatic Scale from the Aryan Scale, used in theory to
tune the twelve frets of the bīn, by the same process he had described for the Western scale, by
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adding a major semitone (16:15) to sa, re, pa, and dha, and subtracting a major semitone from
pa. This produces five additional tones to make the twelve tones of the Chromatic Scale, as
shown in ex. 2.16b. From the chromatic scale, he then derives twelve enharmonic
mūrcchanās—although he defines them as “quarter-tones,” they are perhaps better understood as
microtones—used to decorate each svara with ornaments called mīṇḍ and ghasīṭ.125 His process
for doing so is rather opaque, as shown in ex. 16c, but seems to have involved adding or
subtracting intervals from the chromatic pitches based on superparticular or epimoric ratios, i.e.,
ratios formed by taking neighboring terms on the harmonic series. Thus the first mūrcchanā was
found by adding 5:4 to ga, the second mūrcchanā by subtracting 6:5 from ga, the third
mūrcchanā by adding 13:12 to pa, the fourth mūrcchanā by subtracting 15:14, etc. These three
Hindustani scales, Deval contends, were theoretically perfect because they were derived from
consonances and the harmonic series: “tried by the ideas of excellence accepted by the highest
musical authorities in Europe, [they] deserve[] to be given a very high place, if not absolutely the
highest, in the musical systems of the world.”126
Notably, Deval’s analysis displaced the central concern of Indo-Occidentalist theory: the
śrutis. He does acknowledge their conceptual existence, assigning each svara of the seven-note
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Ex. 2.16a: Deval’s method for constructing of the “Aryan Musical Scale.” Steps 1–3 follow the
production of the initial tetrachord. Step 4 shows its duplication a fifth above to produce the
second tetrachord. The two are put together in step 5 to form the final scale. Note the only
difference from the just diatonic scale in ex. 2.14a: dha = 27:16, but A = 5:3.

Ex. 2.16b: The production of the “Indian Chromatic Scale” from the Aryan Scale, according to
Deval, by dividing larger intervals with the chromatic semitone (16:15). Data from Deval, Music
East and West, 48.
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Ex. 2.16c: The production of the “mūrcchanā scale” from the Indian Chromatic Scale, using only
epimoric ratios from neighboring terms in the harmonic series (e.g. 13:12, 15:14, 19:8, etc.)
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Hindustani scale its own śruti count. But he nevertheless defers fixing their exact measurement.
He instead devotes a significant portion of his treatise to lambasting previous śruti theories,
hoping that he will “remove doubts raised in the minds of European as well as Indian Scholars
about the scientific value of the Hindu Musical Scale” that come from “the wrong interpretation
put by some of the writers of the present day on the Shruti System as explained by ancient
writers on Aryan Music.”127 He maintains that Pingle and Sahasrabudhe were wrong in
presuming the śrutis were equal string lengths, while the British theorists William Jones, W.W.
Hunter, and W. Jones erred in presuming they were equal divisions of the octave.128 “The
consequences of such wrong conclusions (based on wrong data) are simply disastrous,” he
claims, for the fact that they suggest the Hindustani musical scale was “so near the truth” of
perfect intonation, but not quite perfect.129 Their work, he contends, supports the false notion
that Sanskrit theorists “were not strictly guided by mathematical calculations,” but “proceeded
on principles dictated by their sense of Music.”130 By his reading, they are suggesting that
Hindustani music is imperfect, and therefore unscientific—and by extension unbefitting the
nation. Indian music theorists who espouse such “wrong impressions” have in his view failed
their nation: “to allow such wrong impressions to stand permanently on record and to suffer them
to prejudice the minds of the western and oriental scholars as to the rank, which the Hindu
Musical Scale should take in the Scales of Music in vogue […] is not creditable to the faculty of
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research amongst us.”131 Focusing on mūrcchanās is Deval’s solution, for it preserves the
discursive framework but substitutes a new central object that will affirm the value of Hindustani
musical scales by showing they are equally as just as European scales.

Justifying the Hindustani Practical Scale
Deval then turns to Hindustani musical practice. Are its scales perfect or imperfect? He
determined to test the question by mimicking Ellis’ methods of empirical quantification, working
with Modak to develop a “dichord” or two-stringed tānpūrā adapted for experimental study.132
The first unfretted string would provide a constant drone on sa, the base tone of the rāga; the
musician would tune their voice to this drone and start to sing. Deval would then ask them to
stop on various tones and sustain them, so that he could adjust the movable fret on the second
string to match those pitches exactly. Once he found the equivalent, he would mark the string
lengths from the fret to the end of the bridge, and use those to calculate the interval size. He
would repeat the entire process, and average the results in order to determine the norm. Deval
worked with a variety of musicians at the Baroda court of Maharajah Sayajiro Gaekwad III,
including Abdul Karim Khan, one of the most popular musicians of the age.133
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Deval finally determined from this method that the notes described in Sanskrit treatises
and “the notes which we actually sing and play” were equivalent—meaning Hindustani practice
was perfect, unlike European practice.134 But, in an omission that might seem fatal, he did not
back up of his claims with tables of experimental data; nor did he make any mention of these
labor-intensive experiments at any point in the text. Perhaps his scientific outlook was more akin
to that of the pre-modern natural philosophers, who engaged empirical observation (sensus) but
ultimately placed a greater premium on logic and reason (ratio).135 Or perhaps by conflating
Ellis’ empiricism with Blaserna’s dichotomous evaluative framework, Deval had transformed the
object of empiricism from answering an open-ended interrogative—what is Indian musical
practice?—to a simple yes–or–no interrogative—is practice perfect or imperfect? And once he
had determined that it was perfect, fulfilling his a priori ambition, he considered his job done.136
Most likely, however, Deval simply realized that by concealing his data sets he could
retain complete control. As I argued in ch. 1, data was a valuable resource for colonial authority
because it provided the means to centralize power and authority. By keeping his data to himself,
Deval obstructed the possibility that readers could derive their own alternative interpretations
from his data sets, turning his data against him. Ellis had argued that quantification was a
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business that was “risky indeed,” and vowed he would “never forget to give the observed data
whence our hypothesis is derived” so that later scholars could assess the validity of his claims.137
But Deval cuts that off ab initio, preventing European scholars from questioning his claims about
whether Hindustani music is essentially just. It may be a form of protectionism, aimed at
redirecting authority on Hindustani music into Hindu hands.

Evolutionary Theories of Hindustani Music: Awarding the “Palm of Priority” and
Provincializing Europe
Like others before him, Deval suggested that the theoretical and practical similarities
between Hindustani and Western musics constitute musicological proof of a common Aryan
ancestry. This led him to speculate on musical phylogenetics. His theories in this area are just as
agonistic as his theories on quantification. His goals for comparative measurement were to
determine: was Indian or European music more natural? His goals in assessing phylogenetics
were similarly competitive: who wins the “palm of priority” for inventing the just-intonation
scale first?
Deval’s obsession with the “palm of priority” mirrors the thinking of Hindu nationalists
like Tilak. Tilak applied the methods of modern philology and Comtean philosophy to ancient
Sanskrit texts to suggest that they offered similar insights to those of Western discourse. He then
applied the methods of linguistic paleontology, comparative anthropology, and astrology to
establish Sanskrit culture was older.138 His goal was to undermine the authority invested in
Western discourse—reflected in the scholarly assumption that “the argument is proven better if it
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is supported by Western corroborative thoughts”—because it demonstrated that “human
knowledge has not yet overtaken the principles laid down by our ancient thinkers.”139 Tilak’s
outlook instigated a Maharashtrian intellectual school that was accordingly focused on seizing
the reins of Sanskrit studies and Indian historiography from the British: “if we are unable to set
straight the false records of our recent history as created by the alien foreigners, how can we aim
to know about our forefathers a couple of thousand years ago? How can our knowledge and arts
hope to have a new lease on life?”140 The historian Shraddha Kumbhojkar has demonstrated
how Tilakian theorists were able to redefine the modern ideals they wished to propagate—like
nationalism and scientific empiricism—as Hindu instead of European, winning them
respectability with Indian audiences by denying they were the products of foreign influence.141
This effectively concealed their acts of colonial mimicry: if European discourse was already
essentially Hindu, who was copying whom? But it also instilled nationalist pride by recuperating
the “ancient freedom and dignity” of Hindu culture and recasting the British as a source of
“subsequent corruptions.”142 Sanskrit studies thus focused on advancing the subaltern voice—
politically and temporally—by showing the West it was lagging behind.
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In his attempt to award the “palm of priority” to Hindustani music theorists for
discovering just intonation first, Deval turned to Pingle. Pingle had argued that the earliest
description of the Hindustani scale is contained within the Yājñavalkya Śikṣā written by the
Rishi Yājñavalkya, meaning that “the present Hindu theory of the musical scale was in existence
during the composition of the Upanishads or Brahmana period”—i.e., the era in which the
Upaniṣads were written—dated by Max Müller to between 800-600 BCE.143 He then cited
Blaserna, who argued the earliest proponent of the Western scale was Pythagoras, and had
“introduced the 3rd and 6th (E and A) into the then existing Grecian Scale” sometime between
608-543 BCE.144 This chronological overlap suggests to Pingle that it is impossible “to decide to
which of the two nations, the Greeks or the Hindus, may be awarded the palm of priority in the
science of the Musical Scale.”145 But Deval found an explanation: Müller’s dates were wrong.
He turns to Tilak’s treatise on the origin of the Vedas, The Orion (1893), which had calculated
that the texts were composed thousands of years before Müller had presumed, and moved the
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admits the description is “puzzling,” but “such are the materials with which, however reluctantly,
we have to deal” (ibid., 256).
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Brāhmaṇa/Upaniṣad period back to 2500–1400 BCE.146 If Hindustani musicians had discovered
the just-intonation scale during that period, then they must have discovered it before the
Greeks—who did not even exist yet. Deval thus felt he could “shew to the musical world of
Europe and America […] that the palm of priority in the Science of Musical Scale can safely be
awarded to the Hindus as against the Greeks.”147 His side-by-side columns were then designed
to lend further support to his claim of priority. The descriptions of harmonics, nodal points, and
ventral segments could all be dated back to the eighth-century poetry of Māgha, suggesting that
“Harmonics […] was a matter of common knowledge to the Hindoos” hundreds of years before
“the Europeans,” who “as admitted by Blaserna” did not discover these phenomena until “the
latter half of the last century.”148 Hindustani music theory was thus millennia ahead of European
music theory, which was only now catching up to the same discoveries.
But Deval went further. Not only had Hindustani musicians discovered to the justintonation scale first, but they were alone in keeping ancient Aryan traditions alive in
performance, sustaining an unbroken connection to the noble past: “in spite of the absence of
material encouragement in recent times, the Indian musicians of note have still preserved and
protected the ancient plant from total annihilation.”149 Tilak’s sequel to The Orion, called The
Arctic Home in the Vedas, explains why.150 Citing astrology and the scholarship of comparative
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theologist William F. Warren, Tilak argued that the Aryan race had originally been located in the
Arctic plateau, but was forced to migrate south by the onset of the last Ice Age around 10,000–
8000 BC. The group that migrated to Europe suffered from terrible cold and relapsed into
barbarism, while the group that migrated to South Asia flourished in the warm climate, keeping
Aryan culture and mythology alive through the inscription of the Vedas, Sutras, and
philosophical texts.151 Deval’s theory simply added music to Tilak’s narrative. By performing
in just intonation, Hindustani musicians were continually engaging in what historian S.P.
Udayakumar has called the “presenting” of the past, and what he defines as the “psychedelic
preoccupation with the sanitized Hindu history and the commitment to make India’s singular
future look exactly like that through systematic nowcasting in the present.”152
In this way, Deval flipped the “living ancestor” myth common to comparative
anthropology and musicology on its head. The “living ancestor” myth built upon the foundations
of unilinear developmentalism and posited that the evolution from “primitive” to “civilized”
could be traced by examining “uncivilized” non-Western cultures stuck at an earlier phase of
development.153 Their conceptual timeline is diagrammed in ex. 2.17a and 2.17b. Deval
accepted the premise that Hindustani musicians were “living ancestors” in that they were
maintaining an original Aryan culture in the present. But, according to his model, “primitive”
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and “civilized” were reversed. The Aryan past was in fact the cradle of civilization, in which
scales were constructed in accordance with the natural laws of just intonation—and modern
Europe had regressed from civilization back into a primitive state, once it had abrogated natural
law by embracing temperament. The further—at the moment, impeded—advancement of
Europe towards modernity, then, required listening to the “living ancestors” of Hindustani music:
Every effort should be made to arouse an interest in Hindu music amongst the civilized
and rich nations of the West, so that they will have the benefit of having Aryan quarter or
one-third tones (the want of which is so keenly felt in Europe) and we will get their help
and sympathy thus assisting each other in the interest of this dying art.”154
This placed music theory at the center of transnational exchange between Hindu and European
nations. Just intonation served the interests of both, pointing them down the “unknown
pathways” by which the two cultures, siblings of an Aryan parent, would continue to evolve.

Ex. 2.17: The timeline of the “living ancestor.”

Ex. 2.17b: Deval’s version of the “living ancestor” timeline.
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Herein perhaps lies Deval’s most destabilizing discursive move: his mimicry of European
music-theoretical discourse leads to its provincialization. Dipesh Chakrabarty has defined what
it means to “provincialize” European thought by pointing to four characteristics of particular
discursive gestures that can each be located in Deval’s Music East and West Compared. First,
Chakrabarty argues that provincialization problematizes historiographies premised upon the
logic of “first in Europe, then elsewhere.”155 Deval does this by locating the origins of European
music-theoretical history in the Aryan past, which he argues can only be accessed through the
study of present-day Hindustani musical culture. Second, Chakrabarty argues that
provincialization critiques the conception of “single and secular historical time” that is essential
to Western historiography, including comparative musicologies that embrace the timeline of
unilinear developmentalism.156 Deval accomplishes this by hybridizing sacred Vedic time with
Western chronology—and in so doing, undermines a timeline that was often “leveraged for
colonial governance” over Hindustani musical cultures.157
Third, Chakrabarty argues that provincialization reclaims European thinking “from and
for the margins.”158 Deval does this by rejecting the central premise of cultural relativism.
According to what might be called the “separate but equal” logic of relativism, different cultures
are ontologically distinct, meaning that can only be judged “on their own terms.” Western
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discourse cannot illuminate the essence of the non-West; it remains unknowable despite
quantification, historicization, and rationalization by Western epistemological tools because it is
not Western.159 This logic posits a division between Western and non-Western cultures, ignoring
hybridity and ultimately reanimating the same “homogenized” West/non-West dialectic
repeatedly used to rationalize the nefarious politics of colonialism. Deval dismantles this logic
by claiming that Western music theory is part of a common heritage with the East. This
ultimately supports his arguments for transferring some measure of discursive power from the
“center” (the “rich nations of the West”) to the “margins” (India), since the margins are where
ancient music-theoretical heritage are maintained in the present.160
Fourth, and finally, Chakrabarty explains that provincialization transfers the original site
of modernity from Europe to the margins.161 Deval accomplishes this by demonstrating that
Indian music theory holds the “Aryan quarter” and “one-third tones” that European musical
culture needs in order to modernize its musical practice, banishing temperament and restoring
just intonation. But why was Deval so confident that Europeans would want to emulate
Hindustani enharmonics?

2.4. The Indian Harmonium and the Śruti Tonnetz: Ambivalence in Deval’s Later JustIntonation Theory
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Deval closes his treatise with an expression of concern. He notes that Hindustani
musicians have started to substitute harmoniums, pianos, and organs for string instruments like
the bīn, sārangī, and sitār as instrumental accompaniments to the voice, to the detriment of
musical culture. Piano tones “die away rapidly,” making them unsuitable for sustained tones;
they are also of poor timbre, since they “do not give rise to upper partial tones.”162 Instruments
with fixed tones cannot be “changed at the will of the artist so as exactly to suit his voice”; the
singer cannot simply choose the most comfortable base tone for his or her register, but must
instead “choose a note out of a fixed scale as his governing note is to confine him to that
particular scale […] this restriction on the actor results in imperfect execution, and in the total
want of grace even in that imperfect execution.”163 But most troubling for Deval is that
keyboards have forced singers and instrumentalists to go along with equal temperament. He
cites John Curwen, who points out the error in the fact that “the Piano is an imperfect and
tempered instrument, and yet it is made to guide and form the human voice, which is naturally a
perfect instrument.”164 Not only is equal temperament imperfect, but it occludes the “quartertones” necessary to produce the mūrcchanās required for ornamental mīṇḍs and ghasīṭs.165
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Paraphrasing Pingle, Deval claims that “murchchanás [sic] are quite necessary” because rāgas
are distinguished from one another by their “number of Murchchanās [sic]”; they also distinguish
rāgas from “jilhas,” or dhuns, which are tunes of a freer construction.166 The result is often that
singers in a specific rāga, “instead of having similar accompaniment on the harmonium, gets
only the accompaniment of […] a Jilhá: the latter being a result of eliminating the Murchchanàs
from the former”—and this “is the creation of a ludicrous incongruity.”167 India, like Europe,
had fallen prey to the tyranny of the keyboard, imperiling the Aryan nobility of Hindustani
traditions.
Deval’s sentiment is clear: ban the harmonium! Matt Rahaim has analyzed how antiharmonium opinion accelerated over the next forty years, motivated by aesthetic and political
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characteristic between European and Western music. “We wonder what makes the European
Savants, such as Prof. P. Blaserna (for whose writings we have the greatest respect and
admiration, and from which we must confess we have derived much instruction and aid in our
survey of Indian music) and many others to condemn wholesale the principle of joining two or
more notes in music. This is the fundamental difference between the European and Hindu
music. Thus we find that Prof. P. Blaserna (Theory of Sound in its Relation to Music, pp. 110
and 111, 3rd ed.) says:— ‘If the history of music be examined with attention, even if all the
evidence possible concerning the music of barbarous nations be collected, this constant
phenomenon will be found, that music proceeds by notes clearly separated from one another.
Among the immense number of notes adopted for musical purposes, there are only a few that go
to make up the various musical systems. A style of music in which it would be necessary to pass
from one note to another through all the intermediate notes, would become almost intolerable. It
is true that our singers, and violin and violincello [sic] players, sometimes make use of this style
with success. But the slide (Ghasiṭa) from one note to another is only tolerated when it is used
sparsely; and it always remains doubtful whether it would not be better to forbear from it
entirely. Music proceeds, then, by musical intervals, precisely as a man walks with separate,
firm, and decided steps.’ Be it as it may, we have, we hope satisfactorily shown […] that two
notes may, and can, be (as they practically are in Indian music) joined without producing the
intermediate note or notes” (ibid., 61–2, fn. 1). Blaserna’s claim that music is defined by
discrete tonal motion has an ancient genesis in the theories of Aristoxenus: see also ch. 1.
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concerns, and espoused by Indian and British scholars alike who condemned the instrument “for
embodying an unwelcome foreign musical sensibility.”168 Deval was an originator of these calls,
and his early arguments were consistent with the sentiment behind the swadeshi movement that
called for the boycott of British goods, and was championed by Hindu nationalists like Tilak and
Modak starting in 1905. Anti-harmonium sentiment eventually culminated in an actual ban on
the instrument from the All-India Radio between 1940–1971.169 But Deval’s original goal in
banning the harmonium was not exactly “part of an attempt to define a national sound for India
[…] distinct from the West” as Rahaim suggests, for such contradistinction was at odds with his
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Foulds, was one of the directors of the All-India Radio responsible for the ban.
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entangled histories of music theory. It was rather an act of mimicry: an imitation of Europe’s
own calls to “abolish” keyboard temperaments and liberate music by returning to just
intonation.170
Those calls are addressed in greater detail in ch. 3, so here it will suffice to mention two
such exhortations that Deval was familiar with. The first was from John Curwen, whom Deval
had cited on the perversity of tuning the voice to tempered keyboard instruments. Curwen was
founder of the Tonic Sol-Fa Society, a group that sought to popularize pedagogy in just
intonation on the grounds that temperament was harsh and imperfect, unbefitting church singing
that was supposed to be pleasing, perfect, and pure.171 Curwen’s Society was massively
successful, with 315,000 members spread across five continents at its peak before the turn of the
century. Curwen cited the “radical” Thomas Perronet Thompson as an influence on his theory,
and quoted Thompson in the same text Deval read:
It may be hoped the time is approaching when neither singer nor violinist will be tolerant
of a tempered instrument. Singers sing to the pianoforte because they have bad ears; and
they have bad ears because they sing to the pianoforte.172
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The second was Blaserna, who also imagined a post-temperament musical culture. Deval quoted
Blaserna as follows:
The wish then may be expressed that there may be a new and fruitful era at hand for
music, in which we shall abandon the temperate scale and return to the exact scale with
24 notes per octave containing 12 semitones with 12 quarter tones.173
Temperament, Blaserna concludes (and note the hidden rhapsodies to progress and dawning
modernity), “has had its day, and has no longer any real raison d’être. Man is capable of a much
finer class of music than that performed at the present day. […] This [abandonment of
temperament] would be a great reform, which could not be effected in a short time; but once
made, it would of itself constitute a great progress.”174 While its abolition would be “good for
all,” Blaserna claims that Italy “ought to be the first to try for and to favour such a reform,” as
the European home of melody.175 Listening to just intonation “demonstrates that the results of
theory are not mere speculations or pedantic exaggerations, but that they have a true and real
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value, such as ought to be accepted even in practice.”176 According to both theorists, cultivating
just-intonation practice was thus of national and then international interest. The advancement of
Anglican church-singing and Italian melody would first serve the individual interests of Britain
and Italy, and then benefit the rest of the world by providing a model for musical advancement
that the rest of the civilized world could follow. First in Europe, then elsewhere.
It is on these grounds that Deval claims that “the want” of “Aryan quarter or one-third
tones” is “so keenly felt in Europe.”177 But something extraordinary happens when Deval quotes
Blaserna’s prose: he quietly introducing a few words of his own that fundamentally alter its
meaning. In the spirit of Deval’s juxtapositional columns, his quote may be placed side-by-side
with the original to facilitate comparison:
Blaserna, Theory, 141–2:
The wish may then be expressed that there
may be a new and fruitful era at hand for
music, in which we shall abandon the
temperate scale and return to the exact scale,
and in which a more satisfactory solution of
the great difficulties of musical execution will
be found than that furnished by the temperate
scale, which, simple though it may be, is too
rude.

Deval, Music East and West Compared, i
The wish then may be expressed that there
may be a new and fruitful era at hand for
music, in which we shall abandon the
temperate scale and return to the exact scale
with 24 notes per octave containing 12
semitones with 12 quarter tones.

Deval has eliminated the text after the comma following the words “exact scale,” and added his
own clause concerning “24 notes per octave containing 12 semitones with 12 quarter tones.”
This clause does not appear anywhere in Blaserna’s treatise; Blaserna in fact never mentions any
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twenty-four-note scale that matches this description.178 This is not a misquote, but a sleight of
hand, an example of “cultural translation” in action: the interpolation of small changes that
fundamentally alter meaning through verbal “slippage,” “excess,” and “displacement.” Deval has
interpolated this clause into Blaserna’s “wish” so that it seems like Blaserna is calling for Europe
to adopt a scale that corresponds to Deval’s twenty-four-tone mūrcchanā scale. Europe’s
musical future, then, will correspond to India’s musical present: first in India, then in elsewhere.
The fight to abolish temperament will be led by Hindustani musicians, not European theorists.
----April 10, 1911: Sangli, Maharashtra. Two years later, Deval revisited the same themes in
his second music-theoretical treatise. This later text sharpened Deval’s anti-harmonium
sentiment, introducing language of “disease” and “evil”:
While some Europeans are themselves condemning the adoption of the temperate scale—
on which are based instruments of the harmonium family—as being productive of evil
results and destroying the purity, fineness, and delicacy of music, we are, strangely
enough, engaged in reproducing and perpetrating those very defects in India and
impairing the high nature of our music! It is high time that our eyes were opened to the
mischief being constantly done by the introduction and use of instruments based on the
European temperate scale. The stage is only a type of cases [sic] where the evil is
spreading and manifesting itself prominently. The remedy must be applied externally to
the part most affected, and internally to the root cause of the disease. The stage must be
freed from the passion for the harmonium, and the people must be awakened to
encourage and foster the art of Indian Music. All those interested in the re-generation,
preservation and development of this Art of Arts, must labor for the cause and render
help by the means in their power.”179
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Deval also made the difference between the harmonium ban and the swadeshi movement more
explicit, quoting Sir John Muir Mackenzie, former Acting Governor of Bombay to the British
Raj: “I don’t appreciate the portable harmoniums much talked of […] from the Swadeshi point of
view as they were not in harmony with Indian Music.”180 He also added descriptions of his
experimental method involving the two-string diachord—although he still chose to withhold his
data—and he candidly explained that the central motivation of his study was to disprove Ellis’
conclusion that no musical scales, Hindustani or otherwise, were “natural.”181
Overall, however, the charge of the second treatise is quite different from the first. The
difference is clear first in the title: The Hindu Musical Scale and The Twenty-Two Shrutees.
Deval had dispensed with the twenty-four-tone mūrcchanā scale and replaced it with the twentytwo-tone division into śrutis, aligning his theory more closely with earlier Indian and British
śruti-focused studies. He deleted all references to Tilak, who had since been sent to prison for
sedition. His reflections on the “palm of priority” and Blaserna’s “wish” are also absent. The
overall tone is altered: the first text is targeted for an Indian audience, filled with untranslated
Sanskrit and undefined terminology; the second text is more scrupulous about definitions and
translations, written with British readers in mind.182 But most significantly, Deval has allowed
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for an introduction written by his new colleague, Clements, who conceives a new goal for
Deval’s project: the creation of “harmoniums which will be in tune with Indian Music.”183
Clements and his supporters proposed that these instruments could be used for several
purposes. Each purpose reinforces rather than destabilizes colonial perspectives on music
theory. First, the harmoniums could encourage the evolution of Indian music towards harmony:
“I have no doubt that with the advent of properly constructed keyed instruments, Indian Music
will enter upon a new era of progress and development, possibly in the direction of harmony.”184
Deval had not previously expressed any interest in harmonizing Hindustani music, or in adopting
European compositional techniques for the sake of encouraging its “progress and development.”
Second, harmoniums could be used for “class teaching” in just intonation, or for “instruction of
large classes (a process foreign to the Indian conception of educational method).”185 This
encouraged a radical switch from traditional pedagogical models, premised upon the masterpupil model (ustād-shāgird), to British models of government-centralized instruction. Third,
they could be used to prevent what Ananda Coomaraswamy called the “degeneration” of Indian
music; or, as he explained, “by degeneration, I mean literally confusion, a running together and
destruction of bounding-lines.”186 The Indian Harmonium was needed to define Hindustani
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music as different in contradistinction to that of the West, rather than “different” in a manner
that was almost the same but not quite. Clements’ instrument was for India alone; Europe had no
need for it.187
Following the publication of The Hindu Musical Scale, Deval continued to reinforce
Clements efforts. In December 1911, he and Clements submitted an application for a British
patent for the “Indian Harmonium” with twenty-two keys per octave.188 This instrument was
designed and constructed in Britain by the builder Henry Keatley Moore, meaning it violated the
principles of the swadeshi movement that called for a boycott of British goods. That same
month, Deval and Clements established the Western Philharmonic Society in commemoration of
the Coronation Celebration of His Majesty King Emperor George V, which listed among its
goals the promotion of the Indian Harmonium, Western-style pedagogy, and examinations into
“the desirability of introducing such improvements as are possible in the present musical
instruments in the light of modern scientific methods.”189 Deval parted ways with Abdul Karim
Khan in 1912 over the directions his musical research had taken.190 And he also began to
downplay his scientific analyses of ancient Sanskrit texts, following the disastrous response to
his paper “The Theory of Hindu Music as Expounded by Somanth” at the 1916 All-India
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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See also Rahaim, “That Ban(e),” 660. McCarthy maintained her anti-harmonium stance even
in the face of the “Indian Harmonium”: “Some Indians have even gone so far as to make what
they call a sruti harmonium—to fix the srutis as one might try to fix the echoes of the ocean! It
is in the nature of music that the srutis should not be fixed […] What is the use of trying to count
the drops in the ocean of sound?” (McCarthy, “Abolish Harmoniums!,” 499–500).
188

Henry Keatley Moore, “Indian Harmonium,” Patent Application GB 15548, filed July 4,
1911, issued December 12, 1911.
189

Deval, “Speech,” 14.
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Tembe, My Pursuit, 137.
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Conference, in which he had argued that the sixteenth-century author had been first to discover
the theory of upper partials. Bhatkhande had responded that he “would not go so far as Mr.
Deval in attributing to the author of the Raga Vibodha a knowledge of the harmonics or upper
partial tones,” and the musicians present “laughed at the very absurdity of the suggestion
involved in Mr. Deval’s theory.” Sanskritists had been summoned to test Deval’s reading and
ended up disproving his analysis entirely.191 Clements himself “corroborated Mr. Bhatkhande
and said that in his opinion too Mr. Deval was wrong there.”192 This was the final nail in the
coffin of Deval’s claims that Sanskrit authorities had anticipated the acoustical discoveries of the
West—putting to rest his chronology that provincialized European music theory. The charge of
Deval’s music-theoretical mimicry thus started to shift, and his later career can better be
understood as reinforcing rather than destabilizing colonial authority over Hindustani music by
submitting to its anglicization along the lines Clements prescribed.
But that did not mean that the earlier spirit of Deval’s research vanished entirely. In 1914,
shortly after his release from prison, Tilak appeared with Deval at a concert given by Abdul
Karim Khan, and is reported to have spoken in favor of Deval’s research. He supposedly
recognized it as a good thing for Hindu Nationalism, as it involved the British Raj lending
material support to a music theory that called for the reduction of its own influence: “if
foreigners like Governor Wellington [recte: Lord Willingdon, Governor of Bombay] and
Clements take such interest in our Indian music, then so must I. Furthermore, what you all are
doing is work for the nation and I support it fully.”193 And in 1918, a colleague of Deval at the
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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All-India, 39–43.
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Ibid., 40.
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Quoted in Bahkle, Two Men, 235.
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Philharmonic Society, Ganesh Sakharam Khare, offered a new interpretation of the twenty-two
śrutis based on Ahobala’s seventeenth-century text Saṅgītapārijāta that derived the gamut from
ascending and descending chains of perfect fifths (3:2) offset by four interpolated “false fifths”
(40:27) that were a syntonic comma short of perfect. This process is diagrammed in ex. 2.18.
The first eleven śrutis are produced by two chains of ascending just fifths (“āroha”) running
horizontally left to right, and two “false fifths” running on the downwards right diagonal; the
same process, running in the reverse direction, produces the remaining eleven śrutis by
downwards fifths (“avaroha”).194 Khare illustrated how this system could then be arranged into
a graphic form that resembled the Tonnetz, shown in ex. 2.19. The first chain of four ascending
fifths (sa4 through ni1) from the āroha group begin at 1 and run to the right; the first “false fifth”
connects the next stratum directly below (i.e., the first row of Oberterzen on the European
Tonnetz), which runs to the right for the next chain of six fifths (pa3 to pa2); the second “false

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Ganesh Sakharam Khare was a retired Honorary Assistant Engineer at the Kurundwad Public
Works Department who joined Deval’s team early on. He is first mentioned in the
acknowledgments of Deval, The Hindu Musical Scale, xi. Two years later, he published his own
treatise: G.S. Khare, Some Thoughts on Hindi Music (Poona: Arya Bhushan Press, 1912). He
gave a lecture at the 1916 All-India Conference that compared “various methods known as the
Veena method, the Arithmetical, the simple fraction method, the method of series, the method by
fifths, and major third, and lastly the graphic method of determining the scale (All-India, 26).
His theories were the subject of a vituperative critique by Pandithar: see Pandithar, To the
Members. One of his final articles was a short critique on Bhatkhande’s Sanskrit scholarship that
appeared in Deval’s and Clement’s Encyclopaedia: see G.S. Khare, “Criticism by Mr. G.S.
Khare,” in Encyclopaedia of Indian Music with Special Reference to the Ragas, vol. 2, ed. by
E.C. Clements, K.B. Deval, et al. (Delhi: Sri Satguru Publications, 1986), 35. In addition to
musical scholarship, Khare seems to have had a hand in helping with the design of a monument
to Shivaji, an Indian warrior king Tilak had been working to elevate into a proto-nationalist hero
for Maharashtra: see Viṭhṭhala Gopāḷa Khobarekara, Shivaji Memorials: The British Attitude
(A.D. 1885–1926) (Mumbai: Government Central Press, 1974): 90–91; Cashman, The Myth of
the Lokamanya, 98–122.
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fifth” connects to the next stratum below (i.e., the second row of Oberterzen on the European
Tonnetz). The same process in reverse completes the rest of the śruti Tonnetz.195 He then places

Ex. 2.18: Khare’s method for generating the 22 śrutis. See Pandithar, To the Members, 2–3.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
195
I have colored the āroha śrutis black and the avaroha śrutis lighter grey in order to clarify
this procedure. This is the only change I have made to Khare’s diagram; it is otherwise a
diplomatic transcription. !
!
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Ex. 2.19: An (almost) diplomatic transcription of Khare’s śruti Tonnetz. The ratios running left
to right ascend by just fifths (3:2); the ratios running top to bottom ascend by just thirds (5:4).
Khare also notes that major and minor chords can be developed from the Tonnetz as follows
below. From Pandithar, To the Members, 1.
I have made two small changes to show the connection between this diagram and ex. 2.18: 1)
turning the ãroha śrutis black and the avaroha śrutis gray, and 2) adding the numbers to the left
of the śruti Tonnetz to indicate the different strata (i.e. first row of Oberterzen = +1, first row of
Unterterzen = -1).
a thick line over the twelve notes “usually sung” by Hindustani musicians, and to the right of the
diagram he indicates how to derive major and minor triads from the Tonnetz.
Khare’s śruti Tonnetz is thus almost the same as Riemann’s Tonnetz—but not quite. For
one thing, the allotment of tones is different. But more important is the difference in the logic
that undergirds its construction. The Western Tonnetz is generated by the logic of the triadic
relation produced by the perfect fifth and perfect third. But the śruti Tonnetz is instead generated
by chains of perfect fifths offset by a syntonic comma, not the triad. The triad—the music-

!
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theoretical signifier of Western logic—is represented as an incidental product of the Hindustani
music-theoretical logic that generates the śruti Tonnetz, as Khare shows on the right hand of his
diagram. The twelve notes of Hindustani music are also the same twelve notes that Deval had
calculated from Blaserna’s description of the chromatic scale, and had derived from the protoAryan Scale.196
Khare thus provincializes European music theory by reclaiming its archetypal graphic
representation of tonal space “from and for” the Hindustani musician. And since his system
derives from an early seventeenth-century Sanskrit treatise, it is also based on a logic older than
that of Leonhard Euler, the “father” of the Western Tonnetz: first in India, than in elsewhere.
Finally, since the Western Philharmonic Society is engaged in actualizing the śruti gamut in
performance, the Tonnetz represents not just the ideal but also the real tonal space of Hindustani
music. India could then guide Europe towards the realization of the just-intonation dream that
had enthralled it for so long—a dream examined in further detail in ch. 3 and 4. The music
theories that will advance the world to modernity will originate in the margins of the empire, not
in the metropole.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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With one small difference: he substitutes 9:5 (Bb) for 16:9 (A#).
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Chapter Three:
Just Intonation and Geistiger Verkehr:
German and Japanese Music Theory, 1850-1900

Tanaka Shōhei with kimono and coat.
Reproduced courtesy of Dr. Tanaka Tasuku.
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Just Intonation and Geistiger Verkehr:
Relations Between German and Japanese Music Theory, 1850-1900
– Iwaya Sazanami [

“One must howl with the wolves.”
], “Japanisches Leben in Berlin” (c. 1900)

3.1. “Ten Travelers from Distant Japan”
Marseille: October 7, 1884. Forty-five days after departing from the port of Yokohama,
the intercontinental ocean liner bearing twenty-two-year-old physicist Tanaka Shōhei and nine
other Japanese ryūgakusei [

], or foreign students, pulled into the French port.1 Brimming

with enthusiasm, they gathered for the celebration photograph shown in ex. 3.1 before dispersing
for different European destinations. That evening, Tanaka’s colleague Mori Rintarō [

]

marked their arrival in a commemorative verse, entitled “The Song of Ten Travelers from
Distant Japan”:2
Traversing the long waves that lift the steep ship,
ten travelers from distant Japan are full of excitement.
Tanaka [Shōhei] makes pleasant conversation that shakes mountains;
Iimori [Teizō] drinks prodigiously as if to empty rivers. […]3
1

Between 1866 and 1914, as many as 25,000 ryūgakusei were sent to Germany, France,
England, and the United States for studies covering the full spectrum of the sciences and
humanities. At Berlin University alone, Japanese students enrolled in medicine (293), law (134),
philosophy (48), political science (35), chemistry (34), economics (28), physics (19), finance (7),
history (15), mathematics (13), philology (11), education (10), natural sciences (9), and
geography (6). See Rudolf Hartmann, Japanische Studenten an der Berliner Universität 18701914 (Berlin: Mori-Ōgai-Gedenkstätte, 1997); Inge Hoppner, et al., Brückenbauer: Pioniere des
japanisch-deutschen Kulturaustausches (Berlin: Japanisch-Deutsches Zentrum, 2005); Hoi-Eun
Kim, Doctors of Empire: Medical and Cultural Encounters Between Imperial Germany and
Meiji Japan (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2014).
2

Nakai Yoshiyuki
, Ōgai ryūgaku shimatsu
(Toyko: Iwanami Shoten
, 1999), 2-9. Mori’s account of the transatlantic journey is partially translated into
English in Karen Brazell, “Mori Ōgai in Germany: A Translation of Fumizukai and Excerpts
from Doitsu Nikki,” Monumenta Nipponica 26/1-2 (1971): 77–100; see also Donald Keene, “The
Diaries of Mori Ogai,” Japan Quarterly 36/1 (1989): 56-68.
3

Nakai, Ōgai, 5. The Japanese title is Nittō jū kyaku uta
Jonathan Service for his assistance with translation.
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].” I am grateful to

Ex. 3.1: The 1884 class of ryūgakusei in Marseille, on October 7, 1884. Photo reproduced
courtesy of Dr. Tanaka Tasuku.
Back, from left to right: Miyazaki Michisaburō [
] (b. 1855, law); Mori Rintarō [
] (b. 1862, medicine); Nagayo Shokichi [
] (b. 1866, gastroenterology); Tanaka
Shōhei (b. 1862, physics); Iimori Teizo [
] (b. 1851, physics); and Tambo Keizō [
] (b. 1854, hygiene/pharmacology).
Front: Kumagawa Muneo [
1840: medicine); Hozumi Yatsuka [

Tanaka and Iimori Teizō [

] (b. 1858, medicine); Hagiwara Sankei [
] (b.
] (b. 1860, philosophy of law), Katayama Kunika [
] (b 1855, pharmacology)
] were both in their early twenties and heading to Germany

to study physics: Tanaka at the University of Berlin with Hermann van Helmholtz, Iimori at
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University of Freiburg. The other Japanese students named in the poem made a diverse group in
terms of age, birthplace, and subject of interest: they included eighteen-year-old Nagayo
Shōkichi [

] from Ōmura, Nagasaki Prefecture, on his way to study gastroenterology at

the Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich; forty-four year old Hagiwara Sankei [
of Kōchi City, Kōchi Prefecture, returning to Germany to complete his education at the
University of Leipzig; and the legal philosopher Hozumi Yatsuka [

], from a noble

family in Uwajima, Ehime Prefecture, on his way to the Universities of Heidelberg, Berlin, and
Strasbourg to study legal positivism. He ended the verse by turning to himself:
By himself sits Mori [Rintarō] at peace with the world,
snoring like thunder, but no one dares complain.
On his return from European travels,
I wonder if there will be any change?4
Mori had been selected by the army to study military medicine and hygiene, but eventually
became the celebrated modern novelist under the pen name Mori Ōgai [

].5 Tanaka

switched careers, from physics to music theory: during his time in Germany, he would study
counterpoint with Heinrich Bellermann and musicology with Philip Spitta at the University of
Berlin, as well as harmony with Ludwig Bussler at Stern’sches Konservatorium, where he also
played violin in the orchestra and sang in the choir.6 Their circuitous careers were nevertheless

4

Translated in Richard John Bowring, Mori Ōgai and the Modernization of Japanese Culture
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979), 76.
5

Richard John Bowring, Mori Ōgai and the Modernization of Japanese Culture (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1979).
6

Izumi Ken
, “Tanaka Shōhei ni okeru seiyō ongaku no juyō
,” Wakayama Daigaku kyōiku gakubu kiyō,
126.
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61 (2011): 113–

]

supported throughout by the Meiji Government, pursuant to the fifth article of the 1868 Charter
Oath, promulgated by Emperor Meiji following his restoration, which laid the groundwork for
national development and modernization: “Wisdom and knowledge shall be sought throughout
the world for the purpose of promoting the welfare of the Empire.”7
November 6, 1891: Stuttgart. Six years later, Tanaka Shōhei delivered a lecture to the
Württemberg Society for Geography summarizing the history of Japanese foreign relations, and
his own aspirations for the development of transnational exchange.8 After six years focused on
acquiring European “wisdom and knowledge” for the modernization and “welfare of the
Empire,” Tanaka had begun to ask how Japanese wisdom and knowledge could benefit the
modernization and welfare of Europe. He opened with unbridled optimism about the promise of
what he called “geistiger Verkehr,” or intellectual and spiritual traffic between nations:
One of the most marked features of modern culture is surely the unified striving of all
mankind toward a great common goal. The various races, at first separated by high
mountains and wide oceans but more often and emphatically separated by their own
particular ways of thinking and traditional customs, now appear to be more closely pulled
together physically and spiritually. The modern spirit has eliminated these natural and
artificial obstacles as if with an iron hand, forming at the same time an inseparable bond
between the members of universal human society.9
7

Translated in Fujisawa Rikitarō [
], The Recent Aims and Political Development
of Japan (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1923), 51. Fujisawa was a college classmate of
Tanaka, and the two were life-long correspondents.
8

Shohé Tanaka [Tanaka Shōhei], “Geschichtliche Betrachtungen über den geistigen Verkehr
Japans mit dem Auslande,” Jahresbericht des Württembergischen Vereins für
Handelsgeographie, 9–10 (1892): 132-155.
9

Ibid., 132.: “Eines der ausgesprochensten Merkmale der Kultur der Neuzeit ist sicherlich die
vereinigte Bestrebung der ganzen Menschheit nach einem grossen gemeinschaftlichen Ziele. Die
verschiedenen Volksstämme, welche früher durch hohe Berge und weite Meere einerseits, aber
noch häufiger und nachdrücklicher durch die ihnen eigentümlichen Anschauungen und
traditionellen Gewohnheiten voneinander getrennt waren, scheinen jetzt körperlich wie geistig
näher aneinander gerückt zu sein. Der moderne Geist, welcher diese natürlichen und künstlichen
Hindernisse wie mit einer eisernen Hand besitigt hat, bildet zugleich das untrennbare Band
zwischen den Gliedern der allgemeinen menschlichen Gesellschaft.”
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He echoed the central talking points of Western liberalism, arguing that national development,
international trade, and the development of scientific technologies would mutually benefit all
parties involved.10 Japan had languished “as if trapped in a cage” under the Tokugawa
shogunate that ruled from 1603 to 1867, during which time national development was stalled by
internecine conflict, Western science and technologies were suppressed, and foreign trade was
largely banned under an isolationist foreign policy [sakoku].11 The recent re-opening of Japan,
an aftereffect of Perry’s gunboat diplomacy (see ch. 1), had however placed Japan back on the
right path by opening it up again to the rest of the world.12 The “destruction of all artificial
dams” had “directed the flood of Western civilization into the quietly stagnant waters of our
country, purifying and stimulating it in the general stream of human happiness.”13 But geistiger
Verkehr also inspired nations to “exert the most far-reaching civilizing influence on each other,”
suggesting that cultural influence would run not just West to East but also East to West.14
What then could Japan offer Europe in reciprocation for its scientific, technological, and
cultural knowledge? Tanaka’s lecture deferred an answer. This chapter nevertheless suggests he

10

Ibid., 133.

11

Ibid., 143: “…wie in ihrem eigenen Käfig gefangen…”

12

Ibid., 143.

13

Ibid., 155: “…die Durchbrechung aller künstlichen Dämme veranlasste, und dadurch die Flut
der westlichen Kulturströmung in das ruhig stagnierende Wasser unseres Landes gelenkt und
dasselbe reinigend und belebend in den allgemeinen Strom des menschenbeglückenden
Fortschritts hineingeführt hatte.” See also ibid., 134.
14

Ibid., 133.: “…sondern sie üben aufeinander den weittragendsten zivilisatorischen Einfluss
aus.”
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had one in mind: just-intonation instruments. Tanaka had invented two of them: the
“mathematical harmonium” or “enharmonium,” shown in 3.2, and the “syntonic just-intonation
organ” or “syntonia” shown in ex. 3.3. These complex technologies would make it possible to
perform without temperament, restoring European musical culture by “returning to Nature’s
eternal laws.”15 Musicians could realize the ideal forms of European masterpieces from
Palestrina to Wagner whose glory, Tanaka claimed, stemmed from the fact that their harmonic
framework was organized by just-intonation logic. At the same time, they would be invaluable
tools for the advancement of Japanese national culture whose putative historical origins were
also in JI, and which was pursuing the modernization of musical culture through a careful and
strategic adaptation of Western theoretical principles. Tanaka secured joint funding from the
Prussian and Japanese Imperial governments with the promise that his JI instruments would
advance the cultural development of Japanese and German nationalism, while simultaneously
establishing frameworks for further transnational exchange.
This chapter recovers that story, based on analysis of newly uncovered source materials
from over twenty different archives in Europe, Japan, and the United States. Section two begins
by surveying the history of German-language just-intonation research from Moritz Hauptmann
(1792–1868) through Helmholtz and Tanaka, encompassing a wide range of methodologies—
physical, physiological, mathematical, philosophical—and ranging from the strictly empirical to
the purely speculative. I argue that these theories laid part of the groundwork for Tanaka’s
claims by developing a diametrical framework that labeled JI as thesis—associating it with

15

Shohé Tanaka [Tanaka Shōhei], Die syntonische reingestimmte Orgel (Berlin: A. Haack, c.
1892–3), 1: “Die syntonische Orgel von Dr. Tanaka stellt sich die Aufgabe die Orgelmusik in
der reinen Harmonie wiederzugeben, und somit bedeutet diese Bestrebung eine Rückkehr zu den
von der Natur gegebenen ewigen Gesetzen.”
181

Ex. 3.2: Tanaka’s enharmonium. Tanaka, Aufsätze, title page. Courtesy of Walcker Archives
and Dr. Tanaka Tasuku.
nature, idealism, and essence—and 12 EDO with antithesis, tarred by the more mundane matters
of artifice, reality, and surface. I propose in section 3 that advocacy for just-intonation
instruments partly emerged as a form of synthesis that could resolve the tensions between them.
Upwards of twelve different just-intonation instruments were proposed between the 1860s and
1880s, and over time, perfecting their development was recognized as an increasingly urgent
182

Ex. 3.3: The only surviving image of Tanaka’s syntonic organ. Courtesy of Walcker Archives
and Dr. Tanaka Tasuku.
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national concern. Since none of these instruments was successful or remained in Germany, that
left plenty of room for Tanaka to save the day by offering his own practical model.
Section four examines the history of just-intonation discourse in Meiji-era Japan,
examining its development from educational reforms and the drive to “modernize” the nation
through the cultivation of Western science, culture, and technology. I investigate how music
theorists associated with the Physics Department at the University of Tokyo, where Tanaka
studied and worked in the years leading up to his departure for Germany, laid the foundation for
arguments that the origins of Japanese music were in the same just-intonation logic that had
generated Western harmony, and thus that development of just-intonation theory and instrument
design was in the equal interest of both nations. This paved the way for Tanaka’s activities in
Germany, promoting just-intonation instruments as a form of geistiger Verkehr, which I survey
in section five. I argue that the cultural and music-theoretical landscape Tanaka found himself in
after entering Germany shaped his theories further, by acquainting him with the one-sidedness of
Meiji-era models for understanding transnational exchange. Just-intonation music, Tanaka
believed, could develop spiritual affinities between Germany and Japan—and on this account, he
offered his instruments as emblems of a reciprocal musical exchange.
In doing so, I aim to answer the historian Hoi-Eun Kim’s call for scholars to focus on
“reciprocity” in examining European-Asian transnationalism, as a way of avoiding the trap of
“incorporating Asia into the realm of German history for the sake of displaying the global
dimension of German history.”16 Reciprocal exchange, Kim acknowledges, occurred between
nations and cultural groups that did not always enjoy the same status or privilege, as power was

16

Kim, Doctors of Empire, 9–10.
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asymmetrically distributed between (and within) both Europe and Asia. But obscuring that fact
by focusing exclusively on how influence disseminated outwards from European centers of
power leads scholars to overlook “the historical agency of the Japanese people, both in
imagining and observing their Western counterparts,” reducing them to “nameless masses onto
which Germans projected their Oriental imagination.”17 Tanaka, I argue, aimed to develop a
model for reciprocal musical exchange—by demonstrating how, through just-intonation
research, Japan could shape Western music theory just as much as Western music theory had
shaped Japan.

3.2. Diametrical Frameworks: German Just-Intonation Theory from Hauptmann To
Tanaka
Moritz Hauptmann (1792–1868) : Just intonation constituted the first principle of music
theory, according to Hauptmann. Its ratios served as his starting point for a speculative music
theory that looked past “external” practical matters and empirical acoustics in order to focus on
the inner, organic logic of musical harmony: “the laws governing harmony and metre, the
principle from which the manifold expansions in all directions issue determined from within, and
developing are shaped into the phenomena known to us and again addressing us inwardly.”18
Considerations of what JI actually was fell beyond his purview; it was simply the original

17

Ibid., 10.

18

Moritz Hauptmann, The Nature of Harmony and Metre, trans. William Edward Heathcote
(London: Sonnenschein, 1888), xxxix. Translation of the original German in Moritz Hauptmann,
Die Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1853), 5-6: “das Princip,
aus welchem die mannigfaltigen Aeusserungen nach allen Seiten als von innen hieraus
bestimmte hervorgehen und sich entwickelnd gestalten zu den uns bekannten, uns wieder
innerlich ansprechenden Erscheinungen.”
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principle from which triadic harmony had unfolded.19 The innate “correctness” of that unfolding
was “universally intelligible” because it was natural and autonomous, following what
Hauptmann recognized in Hegelian terms as a dialectical process of self-opposition and
mediation.20 The terms of that process are laid out in detail in his influential 1853 treatise, Die
Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik.
Hauptmann starts by equating the members of the harmonic triad with the members of the
Hegelian triad. The just octave (2:1) represents the “unity” of the thesis, the just fifth (3:2)
represents the “opposition” of the antithesis, and the just third (4:3) represents the synthetic
“unity” of thesis and antithesis into a “higher order.”21 All three members are interconnected.
The fifth evolves from the octave through self-opposition, once it “parts from itself into its own
opposite (Fifth).” The third then evolves from the fifth through mediation, by allowing the
“opposite in its turn [to be] abolished, to let the whole be produced again as one with its opposite
(Third), as a whole correlated in itself.”22 The dialectical process completes itself with the

19

Hauptmann believed that organic doctrine was doomed to have no determinate beginning. See
Hauptmann, Die Natur, 13: “Wie die organische Lehre kein Ende hat, so hat sie auch keinen
Anfang.”
20

Hauptmann, The Nature of Harmony, xli (“Correcte”) and xxxix (“allgemein verständlich”).

21

See Hauptmann, Die Natur, 23-25: “Eins-sein,” “Gegensatz,” “höherer Ordnung”; translated
in The Nature of Harmony, 7–9. See also Daniel Harrison, Harmonic Function in Chromatic
Music: A Renewed Dualist Theory and an Account of Its Precedents (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1994), 221-225; David Kopp, Chromatic Transformations in Nineteenth-Century
Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 51-60.
22

Hauptmann, The Nature of Harmony, xliii. Translation of Hauptman, Die Natur, 9-10:
“[D]ass Etwas, das für die Anschauung zuerst in unmittelbarer Totalität (Octav) besteht, in
seinen Gegensatz mit sich (Quint) auseinandertrete, und dieser Gegensatz sich wieder aufhebe,
um das Ganze als Eins mit seinem Gegensatz (Terz), als in sich vermitteltes Ganzes wieder
hervorgehen zu lassen.”
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creation of the triad, which signifies unity anew, and thus passes back “into the meaning of the
Octave once again.”23 The process does not stop there, however, for nature is infinitely
generative, “busied continually in making her opposites be absorbed into one another, is live
being itself and reality.”24 Two more triads emanate through self-opposition: the dominant,
located a fifth above, and the subdominant, located a fifth below. These three triads are
synthesized once again through mediation by the tonic, producing the just diatonic scale of seven
pitches. The generative process continues further, producing an infinite chain of interlocking
fifths and thirds. That infinite chain constitutes a map of harmonic space, representing the
complete field of tonal possibilities.25
Hauptmann was interested in the generative potential of just-intonation intervals as
thought abstractions, not empirical objects, in keeping with a Hegelian epistemology that defined
processes of emergence from inanimate matter.26 How JI actually sounded was not important to
him—not only because he cared little for the “outward” matters of physics and physiology, but
because he understood listening to music as an “inward” or conceptual act: “what we perceive as
the phenomenon of sound is only the coming into being of the abstract inner form of unity in the

23

Hauptmann, The Nature of Harmony, 8. Translation of Hauptman, Die Natur, 25: …die
Bedeutung der Octav.”
24

Hauptmann, The Nature of Harmony, 11. Translation of Hauptman, Die Natur, 28–29: “…die
Natur, die aus der Ureinheit als Zweiheit hervorgegangen, in fortwirkender Thätigkeit ihre
Gegensätze in einander aufgehen zu lassen das lebendige Sein selbst ist und die Wirklichkeit.”
25

See Maryam A. Moshaver, “Structure as Process: Rereading Hauptmann’s Use of Dialectical
Form,” Music Theory Spectrum 31/2 (2009): 262–283; also Harrison, Chromatic Harmony, 223.
26

Moshaver, “Structure as Process.”
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material.”27 This meant temperament was acceptable as long as its deviations did not cause
“perceptible mischief” to inward listening: “We can — and often must — endure far worse
impurities in musical performances than those temperament imposes without being significantly
bothered or injured.”28 In fact, it was preferable, since it was more aesthetically interesting:
Intonation untempered, mathematically true, would be musically lifeless, and remain an
unsatisfying means of expression. It would be like rhythm moving strictly in time to the
metronome. The beat of the metronome to living performance seems at one time to
linger, at another to hurry on, because in its mechanical strictness it cannot answer the
light and shade of an animated rhythm. So too the intonation of characteristic degrees of
sound will not be bound to mathematically determined pitch, but often deviate from it,
pressing upwards or downwards. It must so deviate, if intonation itself is not to remain
something merely determined mechanically, as it is in the fixed degrees of keyed
instruments.29

27

Hauptmann, Die Natur, 20: “Der Klang kommt durch ein materielles Mittel zwar erst zur
Erscheinung; … in seinem Wesen ist er aber nicht an diesem Material, als eine Aeusserung
dessen qualitativer Beschaffenheit enthalten, sondern es ist eben nur das Werden der abstracten
inneren Einheitsform am Material ….” Translated in Hauptmann, The Nature, 4.
28

Moritz Hauptmann, “Temperatur” in Opuscula (Leipzig: F.E.C. Leuckart, 1874), 16–50 at 20–
21: “Die Abweichungen von der reinen Stimmung, welche die Temperatur nöthig macht, sind
gar nicht so bedeutend (geringer noch bei der Quint als bei der Terz), als dass sie einen fühlbaren
Uebelstand für die Harmonie bewirken sollten; wir können und müssen oft viel ärgere
Unreinheiten in musikalischen Productionen ertragen als sie der Temperatur aufzubürden sein
würden, ohne dadurch bedeutend gestört oder verletzt zu werden.”
29

Hauptmann, The Nature, 142. Original in Hauptmann, Die Natur, 171: “Auch die nicht
temperirte, die mathematisch reine Intonation, würde immer noch eine musikalisch unbelebte
sein und für den Ausdruck ungenügend bleiben, wie eine streng in metronomischem Tacte sich
hewegende Rhythmik. Eben wie hier dem lebendigen Vortrage der Tactschlag des Metronoms
bald zu zögern bald zu eilen scheinen wird, weil er in seiner mechanischen Strenge der belebten
rhythmischen Nüancirung nicht entsprechen kann, so will sich auch die Intonation
characteristischer Klangstufen nicht an die mathematische bestimmte Tonhöhe binden lassen,
und wird oft, auf- oder abwärts drängen, von ihr abweichen können und abweichen müssen,
wenn die Intonation nicht selbst eine nur mechanisch bestimmte, characterlose bleiben soll, wie
sie es bei den festen Stufen der Clavierinstrumente ist.” Hauptmann also believed that modern
chromaticism was too complex to be realized in JI: see Hauptmann, The Nature, 168; also
Hauptmann, Opuscula, 34. He was aware of enharmonic keyboards, but found them impractical
and unnecessary.
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Practical concerns were mostly beyond his field of interest. For him, any attempt to bring
acoustical reality into accordance with theoretical ideals was essentially unnecessary.

Carl Ernst Naumann (1832–1910) and Moritz Wilhelm Drobisch (1802–1896).
Hauptmann’s treatise was highly influential to the development of German music theory, even
though many later theorists recognized it as excessively idealistic and abstruse.30 One such
theorist, Carl Ernst Naumann, sought to improve upon his methods by identifying two primary
faults with his approach: first, that Hauptmann’s Hegelian frameworks seemed a mere “critical”
or “figurative overlay” to a preexisting theory, and second, that Hauptmann had overlooked
musical practice. He attempted to amend both in his treatise Über die verschiedenen
Bestimmungen der Tonverhältnisse (1858) by marrying Hauptmann’s theoretical approach to the
mathematical epistemologies of another just-intonation theorist, Moritz Wilhelm Drobisch,
whose texts Über musikalische Tonbestimmung and Temperatur (1852) and “Nachträge zur
Theorie der muiskalischen Tonverhältnisse” (1857) had aimed to precisely quantify the
foundations for both music theory and practice.31
That was no easy task, as Drobisch’s findings were radically different from Hauptmann’s.
While Drobisch agreed with Hauptmann that music theory was governed by the ratios of the just

30

See Carl Ernst Naumann, Über die verschiedenen Bestimmungen der Tonverhältnisse und die
Bedeutung des pythagoresichen oder reinen Quinten-Systemes für unsere heutige Musik
(Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, 1858), 43.
31

M.W. Drobisch, Über musikalische Tonbestimmung und Temperatur (Leipzig: Weidmann,
1852); M.W. Drobisch, “Nachträge zur Theorie der musikalischen Tonverhältnisse,” in
Abhandlungen der Mathematisch-Physischen Classe der Königlich Sächsischen Gesellschaft der
Wissenschaften, vol. 3 (Leipzig: Hirzel, 1857), 1–40. Hauptmann and Drobisch are both listed as
dedicatees of Naumann’s treatise.
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triad of octave–fifth–third, he believed that the harmonies of string players, singers, and other
musicians operating in “free intonation” featured only just octaves and fifths. Musical practice
was thus still Pythagorean.32 Drobisch based this claim on the argument that the only tuning
system that could “fulfill the needs of our contemporary music” was one that satisfied two
conditions: (1) the fifths were just, and (2) the sharps were located higher than the flats, for the
sake of effective leading tones. This was demonstrated by a passage in ex. 3.4 from Mozart’s G
minor Viola Quintet, K. 516, mm. 87-94: the fifths were clearly just since that was how string
players tuned to each other, and no first violinist would fail to place the F# above the Gb in order
to ensure that the harmonic resolution to G and subsequent climb to Ab would be effective. But
most tunings and temperaments failed these conditions. JI fulfilled the first but not the second
condition, because it placed flats above sharps by a diesis (128:125, or 41.06 cents); EDO
systems failed the second condition by equalizing sharps and flats; and mean-tone temperaments
failed both conditions by contracting fifths a detectable amount without resolving the problem
that the flats are located a diesis above the sharps.33 The only system that fulfilled both
conditions was the Pythagorean system, which located the flats beneath the sharps by a
Pythagorean comma (531441:524288, or 23.46 cents). Never mind the fact that the Pythagorean
ditone (81:64) sounded intolerable in a triad; mathematical logic constituted a more objective
proof than empiricism could supply, even in matters of acoustics.34
32

Drobisch, Nachträge, 28–9: “Die Musik der Streichinstrumente ist also allerdings rein im
Sinne der antiken diatonischen Tonleiter der Pythagoreer, aber nicht rein im Vergleich mit der
modernen von Zarlino eingeführten und von der heutigen Akustik anerkannten Tonleiter.”
33

12 EDO produces fifths that are imperfect by two cents, a difference that falls within the JND.

34

See Drobisch, Nachträge, 35. Naumann conceded that musicians might sometimes use the
just third over the Pythagorean ditone in cadential resolutions to the tonic, but argued it would be
mistaken to use this fact as proof of JI over Pythagorean tuning. He also claimed that the
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Ex. 3.4: Mozart, Viola Quintet in G Minor, K. 516, mvmt. 1, mm. 87-94. Note the switch
between Gb and F# in the upper voice.
Having determined the distinct mathematics of theory and practice, Drobisch and
Naumann then set about developing algebraic and diagrammatic forms of expressing them.
Drobisch first developed a notation whereby any hypothetical pitch could be expressed as a
relation to any other as a multiple of fifths, represented by the variables Q, for Quinten, and T,
for Terzen. The theoretical scale, in JI, was represented as:

while the practical scale, in Pythagorean tuning, was represented as:

Pythagorean method was more practical because it required only one instead of two variables to
generate the diatonic scale: see Naumann, Über die verschiedenen Bestimmungen, 42-44. On the
limitations of empiricism, see also Drobsich, Über musikalische Tonbestimmung, 92: “Ob das
Tonsystem aus 53 Quinten dasjenige ist, dessen sich der Violinist unbewusst bedient, lässt sich
natürlich mit voller Gewissheit a priori nicht bestimmen. Auch ist kaum anzunehmen, dass er
dieses oder ein ihm nahe liegendes immer in aller Schärfe einhalten werde, da der musikalische
Vortrag bald zur Schärfung, bald zur Abstumpfung der Intervalle treibt. Wie aber bei der
Bestimmung des elliptischen Sphäroids des Erdkörpers die Aufgabe ist, die Gestalt der idealen
Oberfläche zu bestimmen, die sich zwischen den Höhen der Gebirge und den Tiefen des Meeres
mitten hindurchzieht, so kann es sich auch hier, bei Instrumenten, die eines so freien Ausdrucks
der Empfindung fähig sind wie die Streichinstrumente, um nichts Andres handeln, als die
mittlere Höhe der Töne zu bestimmen, welche der Spiele durchschnittlich beobachten mag.”
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Naumann refined Drobisch’s notation so that, like Hauptmann, he could represent the full
theoretical extension of harmonic space. He did so by transferring these algebraic expressions
onto the table shown in ex. 3.5, arrayed such that the x-axis represented the fifths and the y-axis
represented the thirds.35 This early form of the Tonnetz allowed theorists to calculate all interval
sizes as multiples of fifths and thirds, simply by counting the number of steps on each axis
19
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Ex. 3.5: Naumann’s Tonnetz. From Carl Ernst Naumann, Über die verschiedenen
Bestimmungen der Tonverhältnisse […] (Leipzig: Breitopf & Härtel, 1858), 19.
35

3'

For more on the influence of this diagram and the evolution of the Tonnetz, see Edward Gollin,
“From Matrix to Map: Tonbestimmung, the Tonnetz, and Riemann’s Combinatorial Conception
of Interval,” in The Oxford Handbook of Riemannian and Neo-Riemannian Music Theories
(Oxford Oxford University Press, 2011): 271-293; Edward Gollin, “Some Further Notes on the
History of the Tonnetz,” Theoria 13 (2006): 99-111.
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Hermann von Helmholtz (1821–1894). Drobisch and Naumann may have been
influential forces on the development of the Tonnetz, but their arguments in preference for
Pythagorean tuning over JI did not gain traction. This can partly be attributed to the empirical
challenge posed by Hermann van Helmholtz, Tanaka’s dissertation advisor, in Die Lehre von den
Tonempfindungen als physiologische Grundlage für die Theorie der Musik (1863).36
Helmholtz’s ambitious text sought to determine the physical and physiological basis of music
theory, applying laboratory techniques and positivist logic to a sequence of topics ranging from
the elemental to the complex: from the composition of vibrations, to the apprehension of the
musical tone by the human ear, combinational tones, beating patterns, consonance/dissonance,
triadic combinations, melody, harmony, and the scale. This led him to break from Hauptmann,
Drobisch, and Naumann by treating just-intonation ratios as empirical objects, not logical or
mathematical abstractions.
He did so by constructing a laboratory instrument to aid investigations into the topic: the
Reinharmonium, shown in ex. 3.6a and 3.6b. This harmonium featured two manuals with twelve
keys each, both equipped with 8’ and 16’ foot registers. The first manual was tuned in equal
temperament, and the second in what he called “schismatic tuning,” a system that divided the
schisma (32805:32768, or 1.95 cents) which separated a downwards chain of eight just fifths
(e.g. C–F–Bb–Eb–Ab–Db–Gb–Cb–Fb) from an upwards just major third (C–E vs. Fb) into eigh
equal parts, and contracted each fifth by that amount.37 The qualities of harmonium reeds suited

36

Hermann von Helmholtz, On the Sensations of Tone As a Physiological Basis for the Theory
of Music, trans., annot. by Alexander J. Ellis (London: Longmans & Co, 1885).
37

Helmholtz traced this “artifice” back to Arabic and Persian tuning systems: see Julia Kursell,
“Fine-Tuning Philology: Helmholtz’s Investigation into Ancient Greek and Persian Scales,”
History of Humanities 2/2 (2017): 345-360. See also Patrizio Barbieri, Enharmonic Instruments
and Music 1470-1900 (Rome: Il Levante Libreria Editrice, 2008), 91-92. Ellis also suggested an
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Ex. 3.6a: Helmholtz’s Reinharmonium (JP Schiedmayer, c. 1860-1863).

Ex. 6b: Tuning system for the Reinharmonium. The pitches on the left side of the red line are on
the lower manual; the pitches on the right side are on the upper manual.

alternate schismatic tuning that equally distributed the schisma across eight thirds instead of
eight fifths: see Helmholtz, On The Sensations, 435. This effectively preserved the mathematical
integrity of the fifths in keeping with Naumann and Drobisch’s methods.
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his scientific needs: they exhibited a relatively constant tone despite fluctuations in air pressure;
they maintained their tuning over long periods of time, notwithstanding temperature changes;
they featured neutral timbres without too many overtones. Practice on the instrument helped
Helmholtz train his ear to the differences between 12 EDO and JI, the distinctions between just
intervals of different sizes, and the properties of beating and interference. But the
Reinharmonium also proved useful in direct observation of musical practice, providing
Helmholtz with objective proof that singers and violinists naturally tended towards just thirds
and sixths, instead of tempered or Pythagorean ones.38 Naumann and Drobisch were thus
“perfectly unjustified” in their claims that string players tolerated Pythagorean ditones (81:64) in
lieu of major thirds (5:4). The only time musicians operating in free intonation drifted away
from just ratios was to match the intonation of the instruments that accompanied them.39
Nevertheless, Helmholtz stopped short of claiming like Hauptmann that Western
diatonicism had evolved naturally from JI, let alone that this evolution was pre-determined and
self-evident.40 He did not see the development of diatonicism as “perfectly arbitrary”: physics
and physiology were contributing factors, and JI was preferable in both domains on account of
its simplicity and harmoniousness. But so was aesthetics, which was subject to psychological

38

Ibid., 428. Violinists of “first rank” only, that is: “Most of our modern musicians, accustomed
to the major Thirds of the equal temperament, prefer them to the perfect major Thirds, when
melody alone is concerned. But I have convinced myself that artists of the first rank, like
Joachim, use the Thirds of 4:5 even in melody” (ibid., 225).
39

Ibid., 325.

40

He argues this by analogy to the gothic pointed arch, “nature’s original form of all
architectural beauty”: “just as little as the gothic arch, should our diatonic major scale be
regarded as a natural product” (236).
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predilections, both innate and culturally conditioned.41 JI might be preferable, but “taste” and
“habit” also determined the “degree of roughness a hearer is inclined to endure,” and thus the
amount permitted in practice.42 Aesthetic speculations ought to “be kept strictly apart” from
physics and physiology, even if the “first is an important means for attaining the second.”43 He
attempted an examination of the aesthetics of JI in his third volume, but ultimately suggested that
a full exploration of the topic was beyond his scope.44 A complete account would require a
deliberate epistemological balancing act, reconciling empirical science with mathematics,
philosophy, history, and aesthetics. Whether that could be accomplished had yet to be
determined.

Arthur von Oettingen (1836–1920) and Otakar Hostinský (1847–1910). Even close
intellectual allies of Helmholtz bristled at his insinuation that Western diatonicism might be, at
least in part, a “freely chosen stylistic principle.”45 Two music theorists who followed him,
Arthur von Oettingen and Otakar Hostinský, dedicated themselves to refuting that claim by
demonstrating how triadic harmony unfolded as the only logical outcome of the physical and

41

Ibid., 235: “[…] the system of Scales, Modes, and Harmonic Tissues does not rest solely on
inalterable natural laws, but is also, at least partly, the result of esthetical principles, which have
already changed, and will still further change, with the progressive development of humanity.”
42

Ibid., 234.

43

Ibid.

44

Ibid.

45

Arthur von Oettingen, Harmoniesystem in dualer Entwickelung (Dorpat: W. Gläser, 1866), 3-

4.
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physiological properties of just intervals.46 Oettingen argued in his treatise Harmoniesystem in
dualer Entwickelung (1866) that the “realistic scientific ground” of Western music was located
in the doctrine of harmonic dualism, which suggested that harmonic space was generated by the
mirror reflection of just major and minor triads and systems.47 Hostinský one-upped Oettingen
in his Die Lehre von den musikalischen Klängen (1879) by defining Oettingen’s topology as an
outgrowth of physical, not psychological, principles.48 He pointed to the first eight partials of the
overtone series, pointing out that all the intervals needed to generate the major and minor triad
were located among them: the octave (1:2), the fifth (2:3), the fourth (3:4), the major sixth (3:5),
the major third (4:5), the minor third (5:6), and the minor sixth (5:8). Major and minor triads
could thus be generated by independent physical processes. He claimed that Western music in
its earlier stages of development, before it exhibited harmonic dualism, was logically imperfect;
non-Western musics constructed by any other principle constituted only “arbitrarily chosen
sounds.”49

46

Ibid.

47

Ibid., 4: “…reelleren naturwissenschaftlichen Boden…” See also ibid., 211: “Die
Entwickelung der Musik ist identisch mit der Entwickelung der Prinzipien der Tonalität und
Phonalität.” For more on Oettingen’s dualism see Harrison, Harmonic Function, 242-251;
Suzannah Clark, “Seduced by Notation: Oettingen’s Topology of the Major-Minor System,” in
Music Theory and Natural Order, ed. Suzannah Clark and Alexander Rehding (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2001), 161-80.
48

Otakar Hostinský, Die Lehre von den musikalischen Klänge (Prague: H. Dominicus, 1879).

49

Ibid: “…willkührlich zusammengestellten Tönen.” He notes that “die arabischen Leitern
haben zum Theil dieses Ansehen,” diverging from Helmholtz, who favorably associated Arabic
tuning systems with his own schismatic tuning.
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Both theorists then extended Naumann’s graphic representation of the Tonnetz in order to
refine their theories of harmonic space.50 Oettingen eliminated his algebraic shorthand but
maintained the arrangement of perfect fifths on the x-axis and perfect thirds on the y-axis, as
shown in ex. 1. Hostinský preserved this array, but introduced a vertical offset between the rows
of perfect fifths on the x-axis, as shown in ex. 3.8; this allowed him to represent major- and
minor-third relations on the downwards- and upwards-diagonals, locating every component
interval of harmonic dualism. Since both theorists eschewed Helmholtz’s relativism, the Tonnetz
signified to them a universal map of tonal logic, one that could be used to chart the progressions
of all “non-abritrary” musics.

Ex. 3.7: Oettingen’s Tonnetz. From Oettingen, Harmoniesystem, 15.

50

See also Richard Cohn, “Tonal Pitch Space and the (Neo-)Riemannian Tonnetz,” The Oxford
Handbook of Neo-Riemannian Music Theories, ed. Edward Gollin and Alexander Rehding
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 322–350 at 322–324.
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Ex. 3.8: Hostinský’s Tonnetz. From Hostinský, Die Lehre, 67.
Musical practice, however, was another concern. For them as well, “the formations of
theory and practice are strictly different.”51 Oettingen agreed with Hauptmann that listening was
an “inward act,” and that one could perceive musical essence even when music was tempered or
out of tune, in much the same way one could understand foreigners speaking German despite a
heavy accent.52 Naumann had missed this point with ex. 3.4, which did not prove his contention
that musical practice was Pythagorean, but instead that harmonic functionality led the listener to
an “acoustical illusion”: the listener would hear the F# as higher than the previous Gb whether or
not it actually was, simply because it functioned as a chromatic leading tone.53 Hostinský agreed
with Oettingen and Hauptmann that temperament did not affect musical comprehension, pointing
out that piano music was popular despite the fact that the instrument was tempered (and
frequently out of tune.) He argued that the “sensation of harmony and harmonic meaning of an

51

Oettingen, Harmoniesystem, 211: “Praktische und theoretische Ausbildung sind hier streng
von einander zu scheiden.”
52

Ibid., 235. Oettingen also however notes that faulty intonation can occasionally pose a
problem for musical comprehension, as when a third falls between major and minor.
53

Oettingen, Harmoniesystem, 115: “[A]kustischen Täuschung ….”
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interval are two essentially different things,” and so “temperament does not pose any threat to the
intrinsic aesthetic essence of musical sound, as it alters only the sensual quality of the intervals,
not their harmonic meaning.54 For them as well, the flexibility of musical psychology obviated
any need for just-intonation instruments.

Gustav Engel (1823–1895). Oettingen’s and Hostinský’s conclusions fueled the
development of a new “mathematical-harmonical” branch of musical analysis that assessed the
degree to which the harmonic structures featured in canonical German repertoire conformed to
the logic of JI. Its main champion was Gustav Engel, a theorist and voice instructor, who first
advanced his theories in a short treatise entitled Das mathematische Harmonium (1881).55 This
text went further than its predecessors by identifying JI as the source of organic unity not only
for triadic harmony, but the musical “masterwork.”
Central to Engel’s just-intonation theory was the concept of “unity of key.” Unity of key
was exhibited by chord progressions and musical works in which the first and final expressions
of the tonic matched each other at exactly the same pitch level. This might always be true in
terms of notation, but it was not always so in terms of just-intonation logic, since modulations
often introduce alterations by a syntonic comma. This was demonstrated by the chord
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Hostinský, Die Lehre, 47–50: “Hier ist doch deutlich ausgesprochen, dass sinnlicher
Wohlklang und harmonische Bedeutung eines Intervalles zwei wesentlich verschiedene Dinge
sind […] Unser Ohr temperiert eben nicht und lässt sich in seiner Anhänglichkeit an die
Harmonik der natürlichen Stimmung durch nichts irre machen. Aus dieser wichtigen Thatsache
folgt zunächst ein Doppeltes: Erstens bildet die natürliche Stimmung die einzige mögliche
Grundlage einer exacten Theorie der Musik und zweitens enthält die temperierte Stimmung gar
keine Gefahr für das eigentliche ästhetische Wesen der Tonkunst, indem sie ja nur den sinnlichen
Wohllaut, nicht die harmonische Bedeutung der Intervalle alterirt.”
55

Gustav Engel, Das mathematische Harmonium: Ein Hülfsmittel zur Veranschaulichung der
reinen Ton-Verhältnisse (Berlin: C. Habel, 1881).
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progression I-V-vi-I, shown in ex. 3.9. Once the musician modulated from c to g Major, the A
common to both scales was raised by a syntonic comma, from a to a: this is circled in red.
Modulating to a minor, with the a taken as a common tone, the C common to both scales would
also drift upwards from c to c̅ . Once the musician returned to I, she would then find herself a
syntonic comma higher than she started, on c̅ instead of c Major. This progression might “return
for eye and notation to the fundamental tone,” but it broke the conceptual principle of “unity of
key.”56

Ex. 3.9: Engel’s chord progression showing the return a recapitulation a syntonic comma higher.
Engel suspected that “great composers” would never violate this principle, that they had
arranged their musical works, consciously or not, “such that, despite many temporary deviations
from unity of key, they would in the end return” to the original tonic.57 He attempted to prove
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Gustav Engel, “Eine mathematisch-harmonische Analyse des Don Giovanni von Mozart,””
Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft 3/4 (1887): 491-560, at 491: “Setzen wir nun, ein
Tonstück sei so geschrieben, daß es zwar für das Auge und in der Notenschrift zu dem Grundton,
von dem es ausging, zurückkehrt, für die mathematische Analyse aber um ein oder mehrere
Komma's oder Bruchtheile davon ….”
57

Engel, “Eine mathematisch-harmonische Analyse,” 553: “Von diesen Hauptresultaten ist das
vornehmste der Nachweis, daß es möglich ist, Musikstücke so zu gestalten, daß sie trotz
vielfacher vorübergehender Abweichungen von der Einheit der Tonart am Schluß wieder zu sich
zurückkehren können ….”
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his case through a series of case studies focused on vocal repertory, including Mendelssohn’s
“Ruhetal” from Sechs Lieder, Op. 59 no. 5, shown in ex. 3.10, and the tenor recitative “Die
Weisheitslehre dieser Knaben” from Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte, K. 620, shown in ex. 3.11. Both
examples not only exhibited unity of key, but matched emotionally “heightened” texts with
upward drifts of a syntonic comma. In ex. 3.10, the first two impassioned statements of the word
“Ruhetal,” or “resting-place,” appear in m. 17 on an a̅ Major chord a comma higher than the fifth
of the initial d Major, and in m. 27 on a d̅ Major chord a comma higher than the initial tonic. In
ex. 3.11, Tamino’s cry of “Erzittre feiger Bösewicht!” or “Tremble, cowardly villain!”,
addressed to the priests of the temple in which he believes his beloved Pamina has been
confined, culminates on a /d Major chord whose tonic is located a syntonic comma higher than
the fifth of the g Major triad that initiates the recitative. These examples suggested the intriguing
possibility that composers deployed syntonic commas in vocal music for their peculiar affects,
even if they did not print them in the score. Engel pursued an even more elaborate study six
years later in an article for the Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft, “Eine mathematischharmonische Analyse des Don Giovanni von Mozart,” that attempted to prove that the “eternal
beauty” of Mozart’s opera derived from the fact that the entire work exhibited unity of key.58 He
reflected in this article that it remained to be seen whether modern operas would pass the test:
Wagner’s Parsifal might, but most operas likely would not.59 Works that passed muster were
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Ibid., 560: “…ewige Schönheit.” Engel thus understood the recognition of “beauty” as, in
part, the unconscious recognition of “unity of key”: see Gustav Engel, “Eine mathematischharmonische Analyse,” 558-9. Mozart himself might not have been fully conscious of “unity of
key,” but composed with an “inner security regarding tonal imagination” that stemmed from his
background as a violinist sensitive to intonation.
59

Ibid., 554. See also David Lewin, “Amfortas’s Prayer to Titurel and the Role of D in Parsifal:
The Tonal Spaces of the Drama and the Enharmonic Cb/B,” 19th-Century Music 7/3 (1984): 336349.
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Ex. 3.10: Felix Mendelssohn, “Ruhetal,” from Sechs Lieder, Op. 59 no. 5.
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Ex. 11: W. A. Mozart, “Die Weisheitslehre dieser Knaben,” from Die Zauberflöte, K. 620.
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Ex. 11 (cont.): W. A. Mozart, “Die Weisheitslehre dieser Knaben,”
from Die Zauberflöte, K. 620.
successful in “separating eternal truth and beauty from the merely ephemeral or transient.”60
Works that did not were superficial, written by composers who could not intuit just-intonation
logic, or had been led astray by the attractions of novelty and the exotic.
For Engel, too, music theory was just, and anyone who claimed otherwise was
“reprehensible.”61 His ire was directed towards the “progressive” chromatic theorists like Carl
Friedrich Weitzmann, Heinrich Joseph Winzenhörlein (aka H.J. Vincent), and August Hahn, who
presumed harmonic structures were conceived in 12 EDO and applied 12-modulo mathematics in
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Ibid., 560: “Aber auch der theoretische Geist pflegt sich in solchen Zeiten mehr in sich
befestigen und die Scheidung des ewig wahren und schönen von dem bloß Vergänglichen, bloß
zeitlich oder persönlich Hervortretenden vollkommen zu vollziehen.”
61

Ibid., 494: “…verwerflich…”
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their theoretical analyses.62 These theorists, Engel believed, had failed to distinguish the
practical matters of temperament from the theoretical relations between the harmonies of the
printed page. The essence of harmony was just as often concealed as revealed by the surface of
the musical score; the theorist in search of the truth had to plunge deep within.

Overview. By the time Tanaka arrived in Germany, three decades of scholarship
extending from Hauptmann to Engel had defended the notion that theory and practice as
inherently separate, while chromatic theorists and practical-minded musicians could not see the
point of their intellectual distinctions. They did so despite espousing differing, even conflicting
epistemologies: Hegelian, mathematical, empirical, aesthetic, analytic, and so forth. Justintonation theorists did not agree on all points, but they each contributed to the establishment of
a diametrical framework that construed theory and practice, just-intonation and temperament, as
follows in ex. 3.12:
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See Carl Friedrich Weitzmann, Harmoniesystem (Leipzig: C.F. Kahnt, 1860); H.J. Vincent,
Die Einheit in der Tonwelt (Leipzig: Matthes, 1862); H.J. Vincent, “Die Zwölfzahl in der
Tonwelt,” Zeitschrift für Instrumenten-Bau 13/32 (1893): 739-40 and H.J. Vincent, Ist unsere
Harmonielehre wirklich eine Theorie? Eine musikalische Lebensfrage (Vienna: Rörich, 1894).
H.J. Vincent “Das absolute Intervall,” Der Klavier-Lehrer (1881): 125-128, published the same
year as Engel’s Das mathematische Harmonium, introduces 12-modulo mathematics to music
theory. Vincent was also a founding member of the “Chroma-Verein des gleichstufigen
Tonsystems,” and co-inventor of a “chromatic keyboard” with Albert Hahn, arrayed such that CD-E-F#-Ab-Bb-C was on one row of keys with C#-D#-F-G-A-B arrayed below. See H.J.
Vincent, Die Neuklaviatur (Malchin: Adolph Hothan, 1875); Albert Hahn, Zur neuen Klaviatur
(Königsberg: n.p., 1875); Otto Quanz, Zur Geschichte der neuen chromatischen Klaviatur und
Notenschrift (Berlin: G Stilke, 1877). See also Robert W. Wason, “Progressive harmonic theory
in the mid-nineteenth Century,” Journal of Musicological Research 8/1-2 (1988): 55-90; Robert
W. Wason, “Josef Schalk and the theory of harmony at the end of the nineteenth century,” in
Bruckner Studies, ed. Timothy L. Jackson and Paul Hawkshaw (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1997): 122–139. Alexander Rehding also notes that Hugo Riemann deplored
chromatic theorists as “Social Democrats”; see Alexander Rehding, Hugo Riemann and the Birth
of Modern Musical Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 64.
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Theory
Just Intonation
Ideal
Noumenon
Sensus
Voice/Strings
Infinity
Ancient
Universal
Natural
Interiority
Objective
Quantifiable
Immutable
Eternal
Static
Pure
Exact
Essence
Continuous
Thesis

Practice
Temperament
Reality
Phenomenon
Ratio
Keyed/Fretted Instruments
Limitation
Contemporary
Local/Provincial
Artificial
Exteriority
Subjective
Unquantifiable
Mutable
Transient
Dynamic
Impure
Indefinite
Superficiality
Discrete
Antithesis

Ex. 3.12: The diametrical frameworks of just intonation and temperament.
JI was associated with qualities reckoned as superior: purity, idealism, antiquity,
universality, essence, nature, eternity, exactitude, objectivity. Temperament was associated with
their opposites: impurity, reality, contemporaneity, provinciality, surface, artifice, transience,
indefiniteness, subjectivity. This meant that theory placed much at stake on the matters of tuning
and temperament. For JI theorists, “progressive” strains of theory that supplanted JI with 12
EDO ran the risk eclipsing the studies of categories on the left of ex. 3.12 by focusing
exclusively on the right. Theory would become increasingly indefinite, imprecise, and impure.
The universal values of nature and antiquity would be forgotten. Just-intonation theorists saw
themselves as guardians of eternal values, conserving culture by focusing on immutable truths.
The greatest danger came not from progressive theorists or performers, however, but
from the keyboard. Its status as the instrument of music theory par excellence could not be
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challenged.63 By the end of the nineteenth-century, however, it was reliably in 12 EDO.
Theorists and composers who sought to investigate harmony at its keyboard were bound to be
misled.
But what if the keyboard could be untempered? Certainly, it could never be absolutely
just, because it could never be continuous or infinite. But perhaps a synthesis between JI and
temperament was possible, and an interface could be designed to realize it. That would reconcile
idealism with realism, thesis with antithesis, physiological with psychological experience. It
might not be absolutely necessary for practice, but it would keep musicians focused on matters of
musical essence. What could such an instrument accomplish for European culture?

3.3. Synthesizing Frameworks: German Just-Intonation Instruments from Helmholtz to
Steiner
Hermann van Helmholtz’s Reinharmonium (Berlin). Helmholtz originally conceived his
Reinharmonium as a laboratory device, not a musical instrument. It nevertheless did not take
long for him to acknowledge that it could serve other useful functions: pedagogical, as a device
to train choirs to sing in tune; epideictic, as a tool for demonstrating just-intonation harmonics
before scientific societies and the general public; and analytical, as an aid to mathematicalharmonical investigations.64 The instrument was useful for rendering the differences between
just and tempered intervals “so marked that every one, whether he is musically cultivated or not,
observes it at once.” Listening to the harmonium would in fact sensitize the ear to the subtleties
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Alexander Rehding, “Instruments of Music Theory” Music Theory Online 22/4 (2016)
<http://mtosmt.org/issues/mto.16.22.4/mto.16.22.4.rehding.html>
64

For more on musical instruments and epideixis, see David Creese, The Monochord in Ancient
Greek Harmonic Science (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010).
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of intonation: “when long series of justly-intoned chords have been employed, and the ear has
grown accustomed to their effect, it becomes so sensitive to any intermixture of chords in
imperfect intonation, that the disturbance is very appreciable.”65 Or, rather, re-sensitize the ear.
The tempered piano in fact de-sensitized its listeners to the distinctions between consonance and
dissonance, affecting their ability to recognize whether intervals were in or out of tune.66 These,
Helmholtz concluded, were “unpleasant symptoms for the further development of art.”67
The more time he spent with the Reinharmonium, the more he was convinced that just
intervals were also superior in terms of aesthetics: “they flow on, with a full stream, calm and
smooth, without tremor or beat,” while “equally tempered or Pythagorean chords sound beside
them rough, dull, trembling, restless.”68 Convinced that aesthetics evolved “with the progressive
development of humanity,” he started to believe that the progression of humanity required the
cultivation of just-intonation practice.69 12 EDO robbed diatonic modulations of their
expressivity and thus encouraged excessive chromaticism, as well as meaningless virtuosity,
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Helmholtz, On the Sensations, 318.
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According to William Preyer, pianists were rendered increasingly less sensitive by frequent
practice at their instrument: “Eine solche Feinheit des Unterscheidungsvermögens, welche bei
jeder Probe und allen Vexirversuchen sich bewährt, ist nur wenigen eigen, nämlich nur Denen,
welche sich viel mit Tönen beschäftigen: Violinspielern, Verfertigern akustischer und
musikalischer Instrumente und Stimmern, aber auch bei einem Kliniker, der im Auscultiren und
Percutiren sehr geübt ist, und bei einem Linguisten, welcher dialektische Unterschiede in der
Aussprache ungemein scharf zu beobachten gewohnt ist, fand ich diese erstaunliche Sicherheit
des Urtheils, nicht bei Clavierspielern]” (William Preyer, Über die Grenzen der
Tonwahrnehmung (Jena: H. Dufft, 1876), 30; quoted in Hostinský, Die Lehre, 49).
67

Helmholtz, On the Sensations, 327.

68

Helmholtz On the Sensations, 319.
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Ibid., 238.
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since “in rapid passages […] the evils of tempered intonation are but little apparent.”70 Mozart
and Beethoven were the last “great” composers before the emergence of 12 EDO brought about a
decline in musical culture. Things would continue to decline unless the revival of JI could buck
the trend.
Helmholtz’s convictions were confirmed for him by two recitals of the Tonic Sol-Fa
Society, one with Thompson’s Enharmonic Organ, which he witnessed on a trip to England. (For
more on Thompson see intro and ch. 2.) On April 20, 1864, following the publication of the first
edition of his treatise, Helmholtz and Alexander Ellis attended a Tonic Sol-Fa meeting at the
British and Foreign School on Tottenham Court Road. Helmholtz directed the students himself
by use of a modulator, and was “delighted” by their correct intonation. He marveled at “the
complete success” of this pedagogical system, remarking that it confirmed the findings he had
independently arrived at through physical observations.71 Later that same day, Helmholtz and
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Ibid., 323–327: “…we likewise cannot fail to recognise that the alteration of intonation also
compelled composers to have recourse to some such wealth of modulation. For when the
intonation of consonant chords ceased to be perfect, and the differences between their various
inversions and positions were, as a consequence, nearly obliterated, it was necessary to use more
powerful means, to have recourse to a frequent employment of harsh dissonances, and to
endeavour by less usual modulations to replace the characteristic expression, which the
harmonies proper to the key itself had ceased to possess. Hence in many modern compositions
dissonant chords of the dominant Seventh form the majority, and consonant chords the minority,
yet no one can doubt that this is the reverse of what ought to be the case; and continual bold
modulational leaps threaten entirely to destroy the feeling for tonality. … The mechanism of
instruments and attention to their convenience, threaten to lord it over the natural requirements of
the ear, and to destroy once more the principle upon which modern musical art is founded, the
steady predominance of the tonic tone and tonic chord.”
71

Ibid., 427: “We were really surprised by the readiness and surety (certainty) with which the
children succeeded in reading music that they did not know before, and in following a series of
notes which were indicated to them on their modulatory board [i.e. modulator]. I think that what
I saw shewed the complete success of your system, and I was peculiarly interested by it, because
during my researches in musical acoustics I came from theoretical reasons to the conviction that
this was the natural way of learning music, but I did not know that it had been carried out in
England with such beautiful results.”
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Ellis visited Thompson’s Enharmonic Organ at Jewin Street, where they were introduced to
Thompson himself and heard a female singer and a violinist. Helmholtz remarked upon the
“extraordinarily harmonious” quality of chord progressions on Thompson’s instrument—
commenting that they were “even more surprising in their agreeable character than on my
harmonium”—and admired its “tolerable” practicality for passagework and ornamentation.72
The experience confirmed once and for all that
the intervals which have been theoretically determined in the preceding pages, and there
called natural, are really natural for uncorrupted ears; that moreover the deviations of
tempered intonation are really perceptible and unpleasant to uncorrupted ears; and
lastly that, notwithstanding the delicate distinctions in particular intervals, correct
singing by natural intervals is much easier than singing in tempered intonation.73
Helmholtz recognized the fact that girls as young as eight intuited JI as natural, seeing this as
definitive proof that 12 EDO was a corrupting influence.74 He concluded that pleasing
performances owed their beauty to an “unconscious introduction of the natural system.”75 He
imagined that in a utopian future, JI would be made the conscious “foundation of all instruction
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Helmholtz, On the Sensations, 423.

!
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Ibid., 428. Italics in original.
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Helmholtz highlights two stories about the reaction of the girls to prove his point: “A young
girl had to sing a solo in F minor, and took it home to study it at her pianoforte. When she
returned she said that the Ab and Db on her piano were all wrong. These are the Third and Sixth
of the key in which the deviation of tempered from JI is most marked. Another girl was so
charmed with the Enharmonic Organ that she remained practising for three hours in succession,
declaring that it was pleasant to be able to play real notes. Generally in a large number of cases,
young people who have learned to sing by the Sol-fa method, find out by themselves, without
any instruction, how to use the complicated manuals of the Enharmonic Organ, and always select
the proper intervals” (ibid., 427). It was “only the theoretician who finds the calculation
complicated, when at the end of numerous such progressions he sums up the result, and
compares it with the starting point” (ibid., 428).
75

Ibid., 428.
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in music, in place of the tempered intonation which endeavours to prevent the human voice and
bowed instruments from developing their full harmoniousness.”76
Helmholtz’s visit to England also convinced him that his own nation was lagging behind:
“We could not do that in Germany!”77 Germany clearly needed to develop its own justintonation keyboards in order to advance the national cause of cultural development.78
Recognizing that his Reinharmonium was not up to the task, he sketched a series of adjustments
to the instrument—consolidating the two manuals into one, adding foot pedals to toggle each key
between two different tones separated by a syntonic comma—and published them in the third
edition of his treatise, printed in 1870. He never built the instrument, however, deciding it was
still too impractical for modulations to minor keys.79 His efforts inspired Georg Appunn, an
instrument builder based in Hanau who worked frequently with Helmholtz on the production of
his experimental acoustical instruments, to adapt his second design into a single manual of
twelve keys, tuned by schismatic fifths, with a button tuned a syntonic comma higher hovering
each key in order to provide the thirds.80 But Appunn had little success, and for twelve years he
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Ibid. See also Steege, Helmholtz, 193-214.
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Helmholtz, Sensations, 427.
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Ibid., 427. See also Hui, “The Psychophysical Ear,” 55–88.
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Ibid., 421-422.
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The instrument was also made available in two, three, and four keyboard versions; see Gustav
Schubring, “Theorie und Berechnung der Tonleiter,” Zeitschrift für die gesammten
Naturwissenschaften 32/8 (1868): 65-96, 415-500 at 455.
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did not manage to sell any instruments. He lamented the fact bitterly to Oettingen: “leider!
Leider!”81

Appun’s Just Harmoniums (Hanau). Eventually the Appunn firm sold three just
harmoniums. The first was to Oettingen, who had developed an interest in building a justintonation keyboard after a visit to England, during which he saw R.H.M. Bosanquet’s
Harmonium at the Scientific Loan Collection of the London International Exhibition in 1876.82
He ultimately decided to commission a just-intonation harmonium from Appunn for the Dorpater
Physikalisches Institut. Following Bosanquet’s model, however, Oettingen asked for the
instrument to be in 53 EDO. The mathematician Georg Schubring, in communication with
Appunn, concurred that this was a good idea.83 He noted that this system was virtually
“indistinguishable” from JI, but unlimited in terms of its circulatory potential, since it closed the
chain of perfect fifths. He demonstrated his claims by arranging the fifty-three pitches into a
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Georg Appunn, letter to Arthur von Oettingen, December 18, 1878, Tartu Ülikooli
Raamatukogu (University of Tartu Library), f. 55 n. 7 s. 38: “schon vor 10 bis 12 Jahren die
Absicht hatte ein solches Harmonium zu bauen, es werden aber bis auf den heutigen Tag weder
ein kleines noch viel weniger ein größeres reines Harmonium in Deutschlandgekauft. Leider!
leider!” Quoted in Karl Goldbach Traugott, “Arthur von Oettingen und sein Orthotonophonium
im Kontext,” Tartu ülikooli muusikadirektor 200 (2007), 1–29 at 9. Appunn’s demonstrations on
the instrument are mentioned in G.H. Witte, “Gustav Engel,” Musikalisches Wochenblatt 12/25
(1881): 297-299, at 298; a description of its use in phonetic experiments appears in Oskar Wolf,
Sprache und Ohr (Braunschweig: Friedrich Vieweg und Sohn, 1871), 15.
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Traugott, “Arthur von Oettingen,” see also Arthur von Oettingen, “Die Grundlagen der
Musikwissenschaft und das duale Reininstrument,” Abhandlungen der mathematischephysikalischen Klasse der Königleich Sächsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften 34 (1917):
155-361.
83

Schubring, “Theorie und Berechnung”; see also Gustav Schubring, “Die Tonleiter und ihre
Berechnung,” Zeitschrift für die Mathematik und Physik 13 (1868): 105-136.
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Tonnetz such that each division was represented by its own modulo pitch-class number, as in ex.
3.13. His Tonnetz was the first to use pitch-class numbers, and the first to envision its threedimensional possibilities, innovations prompted by the properties of a system that equally
divided the octave yet remained virtually indistinguishable from JI.84

Ex. 3.13: Schubring’s 53 EDO Tonnetz. Reproduced from Schubring, “Theorie und
Berechnung,” 480. His system for pitch-class numbering is premised on 53 EDO. In this
system, “17” equals the just third (approximately 5:4), and 31 equals the perfect fifth
(approximately 3:2).
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In these respects, Schubring’s Tonnetz anticipated the virtues of Brian Hyer’s influential
Tonnetz, which instigated the development of Neo-Riemannian/transformational theory. See
Brian Hyer, “Reimag(in)ing Riemann,” Journal of Music Theory 39/1 (1995): 101–138.
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Appunn nevertheless opted for something different. He decided to keep the five manuals
necessary to provide fifty-three keys (plus seven extra), but tuned them instead in chains of
schismatic fifths separated by one-and-a-half schismas (approx. 2.93 cents).85 Dissatisfied with
the fact that the thirds of triads were impure and difficult to reach, since they were located on the
upper adjacent keyboard, Oettingen waited nearly four decades before building instrument to his
own desired specifications: three (near) exact copies of Bosanquet’s original instrument.86
Despite mangling Oettingen’s instrument, Appunn received a second order from Gustav
Engel, who asked for a just-intonation instrument light enough to transport from his home to the
Berlin Hochschule für Musik, where he intended to use it in his singing lessons.87 Appunn built
him a “mathematical harmonium” featuring two manuals with twelve keys, both tuned in chains
of perfect fifths.88 Each key on the bottom manual also featured a button that lowered the pitch
by a Pythagorean rather than a syntonic comma. This meant the thirds were short of just by a
schisma, but since this interval fell within the JND, it did affect triads a perceptible amount.89
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I have not been unable to determine why Appunn decided to tune the instrument differently.
His own system holds no clear advantage.
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Witte offers a more positive appraisal of Appunn’s instrument: see Witte, “Gustav Engel,”
298). He seems, however, to think that it was in 53 EDO. He also concedes that it would be
useful only for lessons: “Ein solches Instrument ist natürlich (1) schwer anzufertigen, (2) sehr
schwer richtig zu stimmen und (3) sehr schwer zu spielen, und man darf deshalb wohl
annehmen, dass unser jetziges Tonsystem — welches darauf beruht, dass die Octave nolens
colens in 12 gleiche Theile getheilt wird — in der Praxis nie ganz verdrängt werden wird; allein
für den Gesang- und Harmonie-unterricht sollte man eigentlich einen ähnlichen Apparat stets zur
Hand haben” (ibid).
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Georg Appunn, letter to Pietro Blaserna, June 12 1887, Archivio di Museo di Fisica,
Università La Sapienza.
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Tanaka’s enharmonium originally had the same name, suggesting the affinities between them.
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This meant that the instrument preserved the integrity of the Pythagorean system.
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Engel’s goal with the instrument was to determine a vocal pedagogy that would avoid
introducing tempered ratios, which he observed ran counter to the predilections of untrained
children, as well as the practices of the celebrated Berlin Domchor.90 It was a pedagogical
“expedient,” introducing voice students to the laws of harmony that were concealed beneath the
surface of the musical score. As an example, Engel pointed out that it could demonstrate two
different versions of the dominant seventh.91 The first version, spelled c–e–g–bb and formed by
a just triad with a Pythagorean minor seventh (16:9, or 996.09 cents). This was valuable for
melodic phrases in which the seventh did not need to resolve downwards directly, and “energetic
expression” was necessary. The second version, formed by lowering the seventh a Pythagorean
comma to make c–e–g–bb, closely approximated the “natural” (or septimal) dominant seventh
chord (4:5:6:7) within 3.68 cents.92 This was useful when choirs sang sustained harmonies, and
sought maximal resonance and warmth. Engel’s instrument would thus prompt students to
recognize the wealth of affective resources located between the steps of 12 EDO.
In 1887, Georg Appun’s son Anton finally built the firm’s last just-intonation harmonium
for the Italian physicist Pietro Blaserna, shown in ex. 3.14.93 This instrument, the only of
Appunn’s instruments still extant, featured three twelve-key manuals with three rows of twelve
buttons above them; each manual was tuned in chains of perfect fifths, while the twelve buttons
90

Gustav Engel, Die Bedeutung der Zahlenverhältnisse für die Tonempfindung (Dresden:
Bertling, 1892).
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Engel, “Eine mathematisch-harmonische Analyse,” 494.
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Tanaka developed a different approximation of the dominant seventh chord for his own
instruments: see ch. 4.
93

See also Pietro Blaserna, “Un Harmonium colla scala matematicamente esatta,” Rediconti
della R. Accademia dei Lincei 6 (1889): 342-349.
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Ex. 3.14: Pietro Blaserna’s Harmonium “colla scala matematicamente esatta” (Georg Appunn,
1887). Museo di Fisica Sapienza Università di Roma. Photo by Daniel Walden. Reproduced
courtesy of Museo di Fisica Sapienza Università di Roma.
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Above them were tuned lower by a Pythagorean comma. Schubring noted, however, that
the modulatory capabilities of this instrument were severely limited by the decision to tune the
instrument in open chains of fifths. It could realize only twelve different major or minor triads,
and since the chain of perfect fifths was left open, it could never return to the same pitch by
modulation through harmonic cycles.94 Blaserna used it to demonstrate intervals and harmonic
progressions in his lectures on acoustics at the Università La Sapienza in Rome, but would have
found it impractical for the rehearsal of anything but the simplest diatonic repertoire.95

Joachim Steiner (1853–1922) and Leopold Austerlitz (b. 1858): The “Polytonikon”
(Militäroberrealschule, Gmunden). Appunn’s third instrument was the last one built in Germany
before Tanaka began work on his own. But on May 3, 1888, shortly after Tanaka began
sketching plans for his instrument, two mathematicians with interests in music at the Military
High School in Gmunden, Austria introduced an instrument they called the “Polytonikon” to the
Mathematical-Scientific Class of the Imperial Academy of Sciences in Vienna. The design of
this instrument, shown in ex. 3.15, departed significantly from the instruments of Helmholtz and
Appunn by compressing all divisions onto a single twelve-key manual, outfitted with nineteen
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Schubring, “Theorie und Berechnung,” 474.

95

I tested this fact for myself on December 19, 2018 during a visit to La Sapienza with Dr.
Giovanni Organtini, Director of the Museo di Fisica. The reeds had recently been cleaned and
the bellows repaired, so the instrument was fine condition. It had not been tuned for decades, but
was still in remarkably good shape. I found that the instrument was relatively practical for
simple works without extensive modulation, but soon proved impractical for anything that
moved by other than a fifth in the bass. The buttons were easy to reach in lieu of the keys, but
the manuals were located too far from one another to facilitate movement between them.
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Ex. 3.15: Steiner’s and Austerlitz’s “Polytonikon.” The Ionic columns and akroteria on the case
of the instrument paid homage to its supposed Greek roots.
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“Stimmtasten” that could transpose the entire keyboard to a different pitch level.96 Each
transposition was tuned by a chain of four just fifths, coupled with four just thirds above and
below them. A second manual below was tuned in 12 EDO, and the Gb Stimmtaste was
eventually replaced with a lever that switched the manual into a “melodic” setting in
Pythagorean tuning, so as to enable comparisons between all three systems.
Steiner and Austerlitz claimed that their instrument offered the first “opportunity to play
pure melody and harmony on normally built keyboards in all desired keys, no matter how daring
the modulations that occur.”97 After the installation of the Pythagorean “melodic” setting, the
Polytonikon was made suitable for demonstrating the evolutionary history of Western music:
originating with the Hymn to Mesomedes (c. 130), continuing through Guido d’Arezzo and
Mozart, and culminating in Steiner’s own Lied, “O könnt’ ich durch die Welt ich tragen,” shown
in ex. 3.16. Helmholtz reportedly visited the instrument in order to review it.98 For the first time
in a German-speaking country, just-intonation instruments seemed not only practical, but
probable.99 But this was in Austria—not Germany.
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“Sitzung der mathematisch-naturwissenschaftlichen Classe von 3 Mai 1888,” Kaiserliche
Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien 11 (1888): 110-111; Rudolf Wilhelm Kurka, “Zum
Problem der ‘Reinen Stimmung,’” Zeitschrift für Instrumentenbau 8 (1889), 307. The
presentation was followed by a lecture by Austerlitz on an equal division of the octave of his
own design which produced fifths short of pure by only .25 cents; accordingly, this curious
system cannot be the usual canddiates of 31, 53, 55 or 72 ETS. Steiner was also a composer and
organist: see Edmund Glaise von Horsteneau, Ein General im Zweilicht: Die Errinerungen
Edmund Glaises von Horstenau, vol. 1, ed. Peter Broucek (Vienna: Böhlau, 1980), 113.
97

Joachim Steiner, Tonkunst und Musikwissenschaft (Weißkirchen: Steiner, 1892); also Joachim
Steiner, Grundzüge einer neuen Muisk-Theorie (Vienna: Hölder, 1891).
98

See Kurka, “Zum Problem.”
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Two years later, Steiner invented another instrument he called the “DemonstrationsHarmonium.” It featured twenty-four divisions of the octave split across three manuals. The
upper manual was in just-intonation, just as his first instrument; the middle and bottom manuasl
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Ex. 3.16: Hymn “An die Muse” by Mesomedes and the beginning of “O könnt’ ich durch die
Welt dich tragen by Joachim Steiner. From Steiner, Tonkunst, p. 22 and 36.

were Pythagorean. It was displayed at the 1892 Internationale Austellung für Musik und
Theaterwesen. See “Demonstrations-Orgel für temperirte und reine Stimmung,” Zeitschrift für
Instrumentenbau 12/34 (1892): 678-681.
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Overview. These are the five best documented of the twelve (or more) just harmoniums
built in German-speaking lands in the years before Tanaka’s enharmonium. As a group, they
ranged in size from twenty-four to one-hundred-and-four divisions of the octave, featuring
layouts as simple as a single twelve-key manual, and as complex as four superimposed manuals
with colored keys, buttons, levers, and other “adjusting devices” adapted for access to additional
harmonies. They facilitated comparisons between just, Pythagorean, schismatic, adapted just,
and 53 EDO. They were displayed not only in Berlin, but throughout smaller towns in Prussia,
Württemberg, Saxony, and Thuringia, and as far abroad as Austria, The Netherlands, Estonia,
Finland, and Russia. They sat in acoustical and psychological laboratories, conservatories,
musicological societies, international exhibitions of industry and the arts, instrument workshops,
private collections, and museums—one, at one point, even sat across from the wax museum at
the popular Berlin Passage-Panoptikon.100 Eight instruments were built in Berlin in the sixteen
years Tanaka was there, and judging by his itinerary, he had the opportunity to visit every one of
them.
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The just-intonation harmonium of H. Goltsch, for instance, was displayed alongside musical
automata in 1890 in the famous Acoustic Cabinet of F. Kaufmann & Sohn at the Passage
Panoptikon on the corner of Friedrichstraße and Behrenstraße. Directly adjacent to the Acoustic
Cabinet in the Panoptikon were wax museums with items from historical and popular culture;
displays of racialized busts and items from ethnographic collections; stage presentations
featuring “exotic performers,” and humorous song-and-dance routines; an “Anatomical Museum
and Hall of Abnormalities;” even “hunger artists.” See Rebecca Wolf, “Ein Kabinett im
Panoptikum: Musikautomaten und die Ökonomisierung der Kunst,” in Die tausend Freuden der
Metropole: Vergnügungskultur um 1900, ed. Tobias Becker, Anna Littman, and Johanna
Niedbalski (Bielefeld: transcript, 2011), 303-324; Andrew Zimmerman, Anthropology and
Antihumanism in Imperial Germany (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001), 16-18. The
Acoustic Cabinet eventually closed in 1901 after its owners fell into financial difficulties: see
“Vermischtes,” Zeitschrift für Instrumentenbau 21/36 (1901), 953. Little else is known about
Goltsch’s instrument.
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Not one of these instruments, however, caught on with performing musicians in
Germany. Appunn’s instruments suggested intriguing possibilities for JI practice, but they were
constrained by the systems he used to tune them and mostly ended up abroad. The few Germanbuilt instruments that remained in the country were impractical, or designed for experimentation
instead of performance. By mid-1888, Austria had finally developed a practical just-intonation
keyboard comparable to Thompson’s, capable of advancing the national development of musical
culture. But Germany was still waiting for its own. What about Japan?
3.4. Just Intonation in Meiji Japan: Three Musical Physicists at the University of Tokyo
May 15, 1862: Kagami Village in Mihara District. In his lecture “Historical
Reflections,” Tanaka claimed that he was fortunate to be born in Japan just as the nation was
starting to remake itself from the ground up.101 He was among the first generation to begin
schooling after the Meiji Restoration installed pedagogical reforms aimed at curricular
modernization, and was therefore one of the first to receive an integrated education that
combined “modern” subjects like English, arithmetic, history, geography, and physics, with
“traditional” subjects like calligraphy and Japanese literature. In 1882, he earned the first ever
master’s degree in physics from Tokyo University, and since they did not yet offer a doctoral
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Kagami Village is a semi-rural community located near the port at the southern edge of Awaji
Island in Hyōgō Prefecture. Tanaka was aware of the modernization of Japanese society from an
early age thanks to the influence of his progressive-minded father, an agrarian landlord or jinushi
[
]. In the 1860s and 70s, jinushi were given increased opportunities to take on leading roles
in the regional development, thanks in large part to the establishment of village-level
representative assemblies with local autonomy, in which they could serve. This led to the
regional embrace of new agricultural technologies and methods of cultivation informed by
Western science. See Roland P. Dore, Colleted Writings of R.P. Dore (Abingdon: Routledge,
2013), 45-59.
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program, he joined the faculty as an Assistant Professor.102 Already at twenty, then, Tanaka
found himself a teacher at Japan’s most elite university, placing him in charge of spearheading
national efforts to cultivate Western sciences and culture at home.
The Physics Department where he worked focused in particular on the practical
sciences—geomagnetism, optics, meteorology, seismology, and acoustics—as it understood
these to be central to national development.103 Its philosophy was summarized by one of
Tanaka’s faculty colleagues: Yamakawa Kenjirō [

] (1854–1931). Yamakawa was

only eight years older than Tanaka; born into a samurai clan, he had been forced by the collapse
of the Tokugawa Shogunate to find another career just as he came of age. With financial support
from his fiefdom, he left for Yale University in the 1860s, and became the first Japanese student
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In 1874, at twelve, Tanaka entered the government-run Osaka English School. First-year
courses included English recitation, reading, and translation, as well as spelling, calligraphy,
arithmetic, gymnastics, and Japanese literature; higher grades included arithmetic, history,
geography, and physics. In 1876 he moved to Tokyo to study at the prestigious Tokyo Kaisei
School, where courses were held in English. In 1878, when Tokyo Kaisei School joined with the
Tokyo Medical School to form the University of Tokyo, Tanaka began undergraduate studies
concentrated on the sciences. Tokyo Kaisei School had been established three years before
Tanaka’s arrival, and Osaka English School and Tokyo University only one year ealier, so
Tanaka was among the vanguard at both institutions; had he born a decade earlier, his education
would have been entirely different. Previous educational options had included Buddhist temple
schools [terakoya
], Confucianist institutions run by the Tokugawa Shogunate for the
preparation of government bureaucrats [hankō
], and private studies in Dutch Learning
[rangaku
] based on translations of foreign scientific texts. For more on the history of
education in Japan and the broader effects of Meiji-era reforms, see Michio Nagai,
“Westernization and Japanization: The Early Meiji Transformation of Education,” in Tradition
and Modernization in Japanese Culture (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2015), 35–76;
Jeffrey Friedman, “English Education in the Era of Meiji Japan,” World Englishes 35/1 (2016):
3-17; Terrence Jackson, Network of Knowledge: Western Science and the Tokugawa Information
Revolution (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2016).
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For more on the political relevance of the Physics Department at Tokyo University see
Kenkichiro Koizumi, “The Emergence of Japan’s First Physicists: 1868-1900,” Historical
Studies in the Physical Sciences 6 (1975): iv and 3-108; James R. Bartholomew, The Formation
of Science in Japan (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989).
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at the institution. As Kenkichiro Koizumi has pointed out, Yamakawa’s arguments for focusing
on the Western practical sciences relied on Confucian logic associating natural order with fair
government:
Knowing that we must work to perfect Japan, the more I felt that in order to do so we
must work to improve our government. But to improve government, one must improve
society. To improve society, it is necessary to study sociology. To study sociology it is
necessary to learn biology as well as other natural sciences. Believing that above all to
enrich the nation and strengthen the military one must bring to perfection the sciences of
physics and chemistry, I made up my mind to study physics.104
Studying the practical sciences would allow him to channel his social responsibilities as a
member of the historical samurai class into a new noble pursuit.105 He was joined in his mission
by oyatoi gaikokujin [

], foreign specialists appointed to the University faculty by

the Meiji government to assist with national modernization.106 They were officially tasked by
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Yamakawa Kenjirō
, Danshaku Yamakawa sensei ikō
!
(Tokyo: Ko Yamakawa danshaku kinenkai!
, 1937), 53; translated in
Koizumi, “The Emergence,” 65. Koizumi explains that Yamakawa’s epiphany was provoked by
an article about Herbert Spencer that he read on the ocean liner between Japan and the United
States. Koizumi argues that the article actually said nothing about the connections between
physics and nation-building, and his reading was simply the result of his own Confucianist
interpolation. Koizumi cites a comparable passage from the Analects: “Things being
investigated, knowledge became complete. Their knowledge being complete, their thoughts
were sincere. Their thoughts being sincere, their hearts were rectified. Their hearts being
rectified, their persons were cultivated. Their persons being cultivated, their families were
regulated. Their families being regulated, their states were rightly governed. Their states being
rightly governed, the whole kingdom was made tranquil and happy” (ibid. 65–66, citing Roland
Philip Dore, Education in Tokugawa Japan (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1965), 41. !
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Unlike Tanaka, as many as two-thirds of the physicists who followed Yamakawa into the
discipline were also samurai: see Bartholomew, The Formation, 18-25 and 59-6.
106

Between 1868-1900, as many as 2400 oyatoi gaikokujin were hired by the Imperial
government to teach at institutions across the nation. Their salaries took up as much as a third of
the entire expenditures of the Tokyo University (98,279¥ out of 282,035¥) for the fiscal year of
1877-1878, shortly before Tanaka’s arrival at the institution. See Kim, Doctors, 58; Ardath W.
Burks, ed. The Modernizers: Overseas Students, Foreign Employees, and Meiji Japan (Boulder:
Westview Pres, 1985), 187-206; H.J. Jones, Live Machines: Hired Foreigners and Meiji Japan
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1980).
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the Meiji Government with the responsibility of synthesizing Western science and Japanese
spirit—guided by the philosophy summarized by the popular slogan “Japanese spirit, Western
technology” [wakon-yōsai/

]—in the interest of aligning the nation with natural

principles, improving its international standing, enriching its national economy, and contributing
to social unification.107
Modernizing Japanese musical culture and theory was also part of that mission, and
during Tanaka’s tenure at the University, three faculty members espoused it as a personal cause:
partly from personal interest, partly because they believe that physicists, who dedicated their
lives to the study of natural phenomena, were best positioned to take a leading role in this cause.
Their actions responded to a call-to-arms from the statesman Kanda Kōhei [

] (1830–

1898), who laid out the case in an essay called “On the Necessity to Advance our National
Music” (1874) for why the revitalization of Japan required the revitalization of its music, and
that scientists ought to take charge of the task. Kanda claimed the traditional musics had
declined, and this was an “urgent” matter, for it was “thoughtlessly ignored, even quick efforts
will not bring back [our musical] golden age.” 108 This was in large part due to a lack of national
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Hiromi Mizuno, Science for the Empire: Scientific Nationalism in Modern Japan (Palo Alto:
Stanford University Press, 2009); David G. Wittner and Philip C. Brown, ed., Science,
Technology, and Medicine in the Modern Japanese Empire (London: Routledge, 2016).
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Kanda Kōhei
, “Kokugaku o shinkō subeki no setsu
”
Meiroku zasshi
18 (1874); trans. in Richard Miller, Music and Musicology in the
Engineering of National Identity in Meiji Japan: Modernization Strategies of the Music
Investigation Committee, 1870-1900, PhD diss, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2004, 161.
The full essay is also translated in William R. Braisted, Meiroku Zasshi: Journal of The
Japanese Enlightenment (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1976), 235-7. Kanda, a scholar
at the Institute for the Study of Barbarian Books, was also Governor of Tanaka’s province; he
was responsible for instigating the agrarian reforms that affected his father.
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investment in onritsu [

], or the scientific study of tuning and temperament: “there cannot be

many [nations] less skillful in onritsu than ours.”109 He believed that the inevitable slippage of
tradition could only be reversed if the nation invested in research projects focused on music
theory and instrument construction. These projects would lead to the development of new
systems of notation, comparable to the “extremely refined” techniques of Europe, as well the
invention of a shinkyoku [

], or hybrid musical practices that synergistically combined

Japanese and foreign traditions. It would also lead to social liberalization, since shinkyoku would
be presented in new performance spaces where “all persons, from emperor to commoners,” could
enjoy Japanese music together.110 The three associates who took up Kanda’s charge recognized
that they could contribute to the science of onritsu—and in doing so, they placed JI at the center
of the modernizing charge.
The first University faculty member was Thomas Corwin Mendenhall (1841–1924), a
Visiting Professor of Physics who had been recruited to Tokyo University from Ohio
Agricultural and Mechanical College (now Ohio State University) in 1878, and served as
Tanaka’s advisor until his graduation in 1881. (The two are shown together in ex. 3.17.)
Mendenhall viewed Helmholtz’s Sensations as “one of the most splendid contributions to
modern science,” and understood study of the acoustical and harmonical principles illustrated in
the text as an essential part of any scientific education.111 He accordingly directed his students to
take voice lessons, as well as learn the violin and organ—both of which had been introduced to
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Ibid; see also Braisted, Meiroku Zasshi, 235.
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Braisted, Meiroku Zasshi, 236.
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Thomas Corwin Mendenhall, “Helmholtz,” Science n.s. 3/58 (1896): 189-195 at 193.
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Ex. 3.17: Mendenhall with Tanaka and his colleagues in the Physics Department at Tokyo
University. Tanaka is in the back row, second from left. Photo taken between 1880 and 1882,
when Tanaka was between 18 and 20 years old. Photo reproduced courtesy of Dr. Tanaka
Tasuku.
Japan only within the past decade. He also hosted musical soirées that combined recitals
of European canonical repertory with theoretical discussions of “pure harmony,” demonstrating
how Western music theory had evolved from the natural principles of JI. Japanese music, he
argued, was nothing more than the “primal cry of a given race of men”: the yawning “chasm”
between musical cultures could never be bridged because the differences between them were
“everywhere so great as to make them mutually exclusive.”112 Jonathan Service has argued that
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Jonathan Service, “Harmony Outside the Iron Cage: Tanaka Shōhei’s Strategic
Deconstruction of the Music-Theoretical Edifice,” History of Humanities 2/2 (2017): 375-388.
Thomas Corwin Mendenhall, “Japan Revisited After Thirty Years.” Journal of Race
Development 2/3 (1912): 224-235 at 229.
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it was Tanaka’s respect for his advisor, coupled with his “stubborn dissatisfaction” at his
Eurocentrism, that prompted him to study onritsu; in order to prove that Japan shared its origins
with the West in JI and that the two cultures could accordingly work together on the
advancement of their national musics.113
The second colleague, Isawa Shūji [

] (1852–1917), was not on the University

faculty; he was Director of the Commission for Musical Investigations [
the Ministry of Education [

] at

]. But from 1881 to 1884, he worked closely with both

Tanaka and Mendenhall on research projects in acoustics, harmonics, and Japanese music theory,
all in the interest of developing a national musical curriculum that centered on tokuiku [

], or

moral education, and the cultivation of national spirit.114 The results of his research—published
in the same “Extracts” that Ellis picked up at the 1884 International Health Exhibition at South
Kensington (see ch. 1)—were nevertheless quite different from Mendenhall’s. Isawa’s
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Service, “Harmony.”
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Isawa, like Tanaka, studied abroad. In 1875, he was sent by his employers at the Japanese
Ministry of Education to study pedagogy at the State Normal School at Bridgewater,
Massachusetts (now Bridgewater State University). He briefly switched to Harvard University
before returning to Japan. While abroad, he also studied music with Luther Whiting Mason,
whom he eventually invited to Japan in order to teach Tonic Sol-Fa and the piano. He is famous
today as a composer of shōka [
], short Western-style songs composed for primary school
with the intention of “assisting to wonderful affect the spirit, customs, and culture of the public’s
nature”: see Ongaku Torishirabe Gakari
, Shōgaku shōka shū shohen
] (Tokyo: Monbushō
, 1881), ia; translated in Miller, Music and Musicology, 68. He
was also one of the first directors of the Tokyo School of Music, now Tokyo University of the
Arts. See also Toru Takenaka, Isawa Shūji’s ‘National Music’: National Sentiment and Cultural
Westernisation in Meiji Japan,” Itinerario 34/3 (2010): 97-118; Jonathan Service, Orchestrating
Modernity, Singing the Self: Theories of Music in Meiji and Taisho Japan, PhD diss., Harvard
University, 2012; Ury Eppstein, The Beginnings of Western Music in Meiji Era Japan (Lewiston:
E. Mellen Press, 1995).
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comparative studies of ancient Greek and gagaku [
Yamase Shōin [

] scales, assisted by shamisen-player

], had led him to the conclusion that both musics originated in JI, and

thus that the two were structurally identical: as both were “founded on human nature,” and “the
common source of the music of both countries is the same […]there is no scale in the Japanese
classical or popular music which is not found in the scales of Greek music.”115 He sought to
demonstrate this by mapping Japanese scales as Greek tetrachords, and transcribing the ancient
Greek “Hymn to Apollo” for traditional ensemble as shown in ex. 3.18.116 Since both traditions
were just, both were a “necessary outgrowth of natural laws”: “we cannot see why it is so, but
only know that it is, just as we cannot see why oxygen uniting with hydrogen forms water, but
we know that it is so.”117 Further research into JI would thus serve as a useful resource for the
modernization of Japanese musical culture, responding to Kanda’s call for shinkyoku by pointing
towards ways in which Japanese and Western practices could naturally be structurally
synthesized. In both East and West, he concluded, “the progress of musical science is in the
same direction.”118
Isawa’s arguments conveniently built the case for why international audiences should
appreciate Japanese music as a respectable form of cultural expression: if it was just, it was
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S. Isawa [Isawa Shūji], Extracts from the Report of S. Isawa, Director of the Institute of
Music, on the Result of the Investigations Concerning Music, Undertaken by Order of the
Department of Education, Tokio Japan. Translated by the Institute of Music (Tokyo: The
Institute of Music, 1884), 31-2; also quoted in Miller, Music and Musicology, 165. Yamase
assisted him by allowing him to determine the ratios of the musical intervals he used by taking
measurements from his fretboard.
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See Miller, Music and Musicology, 152-156.
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Isawa, Extracts, 31-2.
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Ibid.
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Ex. 3.18: Isawa’s arrangement of the Ancient Greek “Hymn to Apollo” for ryūteki [
hichiriki [
], shō [ ], koto [ ], and biwa [
]. From Shuji, “Extracts,” 35.

],

natural, and if it was natural, it was good. His view was “objectively” confirmed by a third
associate of the University Faculty: Cargill Gilston Knott (1856–1922). Knott was a Scottish
physicist who served as a University Professor of Physics and Engineering from 1883-1891,
overlapping with Tanaka during the year before he departed for Germany. He made his foray
into music theory with “Remarks on Japanese Musical Scales,” an article that responded to the
spurious claims of another o-yatoi gaikokujin: Francis Taylor Piggott (1852–1925), a British
jurist appointed constitutional adviser to Prime Minister Itō Hirobumi [

] between

1887–1890.119 Piggott had argued in his article, “The Music of the Japanese,” that Japanese and
Western musics were linked not by JI but by 12 EDO—or at least, both used intervals so similar
119

Cargill Knott, “Remarks on Japanese Musical Scales,” Transactions of the Asiatic Society of
Japan 19/2 (1891): 371-392.
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to 12 EDO that one could “disregard the differences” and transcribe Japanese music for the piano
“without altering its character very perceptibly.”120 Knott disagreed, arguing that 12 EDO was in
fact deplorable for Japanese and European music alike. It “destroyed perfect consonances […]
and those delicate feelings of tonality which natural scales alone can give.”121 Like Isawa, Knott
claimed that both musics originated in the theoretical principles of “natural scales,” and
suggested that the integrity of Japanese music would be lost if it followed the West and adopted
temperament in the process of modernization.
Also like Isawa, Knott claimed that Japanese instruments were tuned with tetrachords
like those in ancient Greece.122 Ex. 3.19 demonstrates how he understood the system. Each
“tetrachord” was formed out of a “koto trichord,” constituting three strings that spanned a perfect
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Francis Taylor Piggott, “The Music of the Japanese,” Transactions of the Asiatic Society of
Japan 19/2 (1891): 271-367, at 331. Doing this would rescue Japanese musical culture from a
“limbo where all is chaotic, stamp[ed] as a concourse of weird sounds, and therefore not worth a
moment’s consideration” (329). See also Francis Taylor Piggott, The Music and Musical
Instruments of Japan (London: Batsford, 1893).
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Ibid., 374. Knott repeated Preyer’s suggestions that “constant practice” on the piano in 12
EDO “destroyed” the “ear for tonal relations.” He claimed there was more value in transcribing
Western music for Japanese instruments than in transcribing Japanese music for the Western
ones, on account of the fact that Japanese instruments were just: “The tendency of [Piggott’s]
paper as a whole is to emphasise the resemblances and minimise the differences between
Japanese and Western music. . . . [T]he test of this appears to be made to depend on the
performing of Japanese airs on the piano. But I am disposed to think that this method is not by
any means so satisfactory as its converse, in which, instead of playing a Japanese air on the
piano, we play one of our airs on a Japanese instrument. Even on a piano in bad tune we readily
recognise a familiar air, but ascribe the false intervals to the bad tuning. Now when we hear an
unfamiliar air on a Japanese instrument, the intervals seem a little out; but we unconsciously put
them right in our mind and when we play the semblance of the air on the piano we think we have
got it straight” (ibid., 373).
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Ibid., 390: “I believe a great deal is to be said in favour of the idea that the Japanese scale is
built up of Tetrachords, just as the old Greek scales were.” Miller’s analysis of Knott’s text also
appears in Music and Musicology, 225-234.
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Ex. 3.19: Knott’s derivation of tetrachords from a koto trichord cell, followed by Knott’s
tetrachordal analyses of koto tunings as transcribed by Piggott in his article “The Music of the
Japanese.” Based on Knott, “Remarks,” 381 and Miller, Music and Musicology, 234.
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fourth (4:3).123 The middle string was raised to provide the fourth pitch of the tetrachord by
applying “single pressure,” which raised it a diatonic semitone (16:15, or 111.7 cents), or
“double pressure,” which raised it a “flat” major second (a minor tone at 10:9, or 182.4 cents).
These tetrachords were then stacked conjunctly, i.e. with the top pitch of the bottom tetrachord
serving as the lowest pitch of the upper tetrachord, or disjunctly, i.e. located a tone apart, in order
to tune all thirteen strings of the instrument in any one of five different tuning systems: hirajōshi
[

]; akebonojōshi [

iwatojōshi [

]; kumoijōshi [

]; han-kumoijōshi [

]; and

]. Knott then demonstrated how all three forms of the diatonic tetrachord

could be located in subsets of the koto’s thirteen strings, used Tonic Sol-Fa notation: that is, the
diatonic tetrachord that placed the semitone between notes three and four (d r m f, or C–D–E–F),
two and three (r m f s, or D–E–F–G), and one and two (m f s l, or E–F–G–A). The flexibility of
the middle string of the koto trichord also allowed for microtonal deviations, integral to melodic
structure. Knott nevertheless stopped just short of demonstrating how these deviations could
produce the chromatic or enharmonic genera, thereby restraining himself from completing the
Hellenization of Japanese music.124
Knott’s views on Japanese music were consistent with those of Isawa, broadly
sympathetic to the interests of Japan’s musical modernizers. His understanding of Western
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Contemporary Japanese music theory still discusses koto tunings as tetrachordal structures.
See for instance Koizumi Fumio
, Nihon dentō ongaku no kenkyū I
(Tokyo: Ongaku no tomosha [
], 1958).
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Piggott had recognized microtonal variations in Japanese music, but dismissed them as
“superfluous quarter-tones”: see Piggott, “The Music of the Japanese,” 299; also Piggott, Music
and Musical Instruments, 151. Knott countered they were “no more superfluous in Japanese
music than the swell on our organ or the trill or portamento of operatic singers” (Knott,
“Remarks,” 383).
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music was, however, idiosyncratic. He believed that the development of harmony in Europe
marked the beginning of the end for Western music, destroying the “feeling of tonality as
exhibited in the delicate shades of expression producible by melody alone,” and leading
inexorably to temperament.125 He turned to his own Gaelic culture for proof. Two popular
Scottish tunes, “Broom o’ the Cowdenknowes” and “John Anderson my Jo” shown in ex. 3.20,
possessed a “delicate tonality” and “peculiar flavour” that came from using the minor seventh
instead of the leading tone in its cadences, and ending with the second instead of the first scale
degree.126 But both of these features were impossible to harmonize, leading arrangers to the
“mangling of an exquisite cadence […] to satisfy the laws of harmony — the more’s the pity!”127
Japan could nevertheless avoid the fate of his own culture by avoiding harmony altogether, and
building connections with other un-harmonized melodic folk traditions. Knott thus ended up
occupying a rather lonely position as one of the few theorists to write against the harmonization
of traditional Japanese melodies as a way of modernizing them.128 He nevertheless added further
reinforcement to the argument that both the origins and the future of musical culture resided in JI
theory and practice—in Japan, just as much as in Europe—and heightened the international
stakes for demonstrations that harmony, too, could satisfy natural law by refuting temperament.
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Knott, “Remarks” 376.
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Ibid., 375-6.
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Ibid., 378.
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See Christian Utz, “Paradoxa, Sackgassen, und die ‘geschichtliche Wirklichkeit’
interkultureller Rezeption: Hugo Riemanns Auseinandersetzung mit der ostasiatischen Musik im
Kontext der Diskussionen über eine ‘japanische Harmonik’ im Zeitraum 1900-1945,” Archiv für
Musikwissenschaft 72/3 (2015): 188–212.
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Ex. 3.20: “The broom o’ the Cowdenknowes,” from Colin Brown, The Songs of Scotland
(Edinburgh: Wood, 1849). Note that the melody ends on the second scale degree, harmonized
over a dominant.
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3.5. Establishing Musical Reciprocity: Tanaka’s Instruments and Geistiger Verkehr
October 8, 1884: Berlin. When Tanaka stepped off the train from Marseille, he already
faced a mission extending from his appointment to Tokyo University: to study onritsu with an
eye towards how it applied to Japanese cultural development. He was one of the first ryūgakusei
to study with Helmholtz and apply that mission to the study of acoustics and music theory—but
he was certainly not the first, as some historical accounts claimed.129 That honor was given to
Kitao Jirō [

] (1853–1907), who had briefly studied optics with Helmholtz, and

remained in Germany from 1870 to 1884; his research at the University of Göttingen culminated
in the invention of the “leukoskop,” a laboratory device for testing color blindness in patients.130
Second was Muraoka Han’ichi [

] (1853–1929), who studied radiation and acoustics

with August Kundt at the University of Strasbourg between 1878 to 1881, and upon his return to
Japan focused his career on musical psychophysical and theoretical research.131 Their studies
had paved the way by establishing contacts with Helmholtz, inventing and patenting instruments
in Germany, and studying both acoustics and music theory abroad.
Nor was Tanaka the first Japanese student to deeply involve himself in German musical
culture. Meiji officials regularly instructed ryūgakusei to immerse themselves broadly in
European cultural life, and to keep an eye towards which cultural practices, techniques, and traits

129

See “A New Type of Harmonium,” Japan Weekly Mail, December 6, 1890: “[H]e is the first
Japanese who has obtained an intimate knowledge of Western music on its practical, theoretical,
scientific, and historical sides.”
130

See Kitao Diro [Kitao Jirō], Zur Farbenlehre (Berlin: Gustav Lange, 1878).

131

In 1886, Muraoka also served as professor in the Physics Department at the University of
Tokyo, as the only German-language instructor; in 1891, he succeeded Isawa as the second
director of the Tokyo School of Music.
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could be brought back to Japan in order to assist with national modernization.132 Students also
established a host of mutual support societies that were designed to ensure the welfare and
cultural integration of Japanese students in German society—a precarious task, given German
media and culture commonly portrayed Japanese as strange, regressive, or even pernicious, as
fears of foreigners developed into the “Yellow Peril.”133 Many ryūgakusei focused their cultural
life in Germany on music, both European and Japanese, in the years before and after Tanaka’s
interval in Germany. Kitao studied piano privately; a decade or two later, Kõda Ko [
(1878–1963) and Kōda Nobu [

]

] (1870–1946) took up studies in Berlin and Vienna. Kõda

Ko collaborated with Hugo Riemann, demonstrating the koto for his lecture on Japanese music at
the Museum für Völkerkunde zu Leipzig (see introduction); Murayama Tsunetarō and Gotō

132

Aoki Shūzō, Ambassador at the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Berlin, counseled
Mori on his arrival: “learning isn’t limited to reading books. . . . if you carefully observe how
Europeans think, how they live, and what their manners are, your trip abroad will have been
warranted” (Brazell, “Mori Ōgai,” 80). Tanaka and Mori seem to have taken this advice to heart,
attending lectures, plays, exhibitions, and trade fairs together. Mori, also lent Tanaka classics of
European literature from his collection of Sophocles, Euripides, Aeschylus, Ohnet, Halévy,
Gréville, Dante, and Goethe. See Mori Ōgai
, Deutschlandtagebuch, ed. and trans. Heike
Schöche (Tübingen: konkursbuch, 1992): 109 and 110.
133

Tanaka was an active member of the “Nippon-Klub,” which provided financial support for
students in need; the German-Japanese “Wa-Doku-Kai,” which arranged festivals and cultural
events for students from both nations; and the “Romaji-kai,” which promoted the “Nippon-shiki”
system of transliterating Japanese in Roman letters as an alternative to traditional scripts. These
clubs often hosted musical events: see Iwaya Sueo [Iwaya Sazanami
], Berlin vor 100
Jahren: Die Berliner Skizzen und andere Schriften des japanischen Schriftstellers Iwaya Sueo
(Sazanami Sanjin, 1870–1933), ed. Hartmut Walravens with Setsuko Kuwabara (Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz Verlag, 2013), 79–80. Kim, Doctors of Empire focuses on the tasks Japanese
students faced in policing portrayals of their own culture within the rising tide of “Yellow Peril.”
See also Akira Iikura, “The Yellow Peril and its Influence on German Japanese Relations,” in
Japanese-German Relations, 1895–1945: War, Diplomacy and Public Opinion, ed. Christain W.
Spang and Rolf-Harald Wippich (London: Routledge: 2006): 80–97; Sven Saaler, Kudō Akira
and Tajima Nobuo, eds., Mutual Perceptions and Images in Japanese-German Relations, 1860–
2010 (Leiden: Brill, 2017).
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Rokuya, both amateur shakuhachi players, recorded traditional songs for the directors of the
Berliner Phonogramm–Archiv, and assisted Otto Abraham and Erich von Hornbostel with their
Studien über das Tonsystem und die Musik der Japaner (1903).134 Tanaka was therefore in good
company when he pursued his private studies of the violin, collaborated with ethnomusicologists
like Ellis, and worked closely with music theorists on the development of just-intonation
research.
What set Tanaka apart from his colleagues was that he espoused physics, music theory,
and instrument design in Germany with an aim of developing the particular strain of
transnationalism he called geistiger Verkehr. The Meiji Empire, to be sure, funded Japanese
students abroad and encouraged their cultural immersion. But it did so primarily under the
banner of promoting the development of wakon-yōsai (“Japanese spirit, Western technology”) at
home. This slogan, Rumi Sakamoto has demonstrated, necessarily assumed that the spirits of
Japan and Europe were fundamentally separate. Just-intonation research in Germany and Japan
had disputed this claim by purportedly demonstrating that the musical origins of both cultures
were essentially, and ab initio, intertwined. The notion of a shared just-intonation spirit
ultimately undermined the suggestion that Japan and Germany could be diametrically opposed:
their musics might sound different, but that difference was only superficial: fundamentally, their
logics were the same. And because for both nations the modernization of musical culture was an
“urgent” cause, and both sought to return to the same natural and original principles, they shared
a spiritual affinity not only in the past but also in the present day. If Germany needed a just-
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Erich von Hornostel and Otto Abraham, Studien über das Tonsystem und die Musik der
Japaner, translated by Gertrud Kurath (with William Malm) in Hornbostel Opera Omnia, vol. 1,
ed. Klaus P. Wachsmann et al. (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1975).
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intonation keyboard, so did Japan, for to paraphrase Isawa, their musical progress was headed in
the same direction. This marked the eventual hybridization of German and Japanese musical
culture as not only inevitable, but desirable, since the cultivation of just-intonation research in
both regions had already begun, was already in motion.
Geistiger Verkehr was thus Tanaka’s refinement of the slogan wakon-yōsai, an
adjustment designed to accommodate the epistemological and ontological insights that justintonation research in Germany and Japan had provided. Wakon-yōsai had already stimulated
transnational exchange, but it did so with the presumption that the spiritual interests were
contrastive; geistiger Verkehr presumed they were correlative. His lecture “Historical
Reflections,” which introduced the term, invalidated the fundamental premise of wakon-yōsai by
asserting, based on Japan’s own history, that technology ineluctably affects cultural
development. This disproved the idea that one could ever have Western technology and an
unalloyed Japanese spirit. It then laid out a blueprint for how to effect spiritual merger through
transnational exchange—how to create Japanese-Western spirit through Japanese-Western
technology, so to speak—by recognizing that what was in the interests of Germany was also in
the interests of Japan. It finally refuted the one-sided nature model of wakon-yōsai—in which
Japan received benefit from Europe, but Europe received little in return from Japan—by calling
for the establishment of a reciprocal cultural exchange. Advancing just-intonation theory and
instrument design was Tanaka’s best answer to that call: it would benefit not only Japan, but also
Germany, to have a just-intonation keyboard available that could restore musical culture to its
original glory.
Tanaka worked tirelessly between 1889–1895 to prove his point. He wrote a ninety-page
dissertation on just-intonation theory, “Studien im Gebiete der Reinen Stimmung,” and published
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it in Guido Adler’s Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft.135 He developed technical plans
for a just piano, enharmonium, “syntonic” just-intonation organ, and clarinet, shown in ex. 3.21a
and ex. 21b, whose keywork was replaced by a separate pneumatic keyboard.136 He eventually
abandoned his efforts on the piano and clarinet, but secured the necessary resources to construct
at least five harmoniums, three “demo-harmoniums,” and four pipe organs by matching ¥1000
from the Meiji Government, and ¥500 from the Governor of Tokyo, with 2700 from the
Prussian Imperial Ministry for Spiritual [Geistlichen], Educational, and Medicinal Affairs.”137
He secured these funds by arguing that his instruments responded to a spiritual crisis affecting
German musical culture:
[W]e are led to admit that the equal temperament has been forced on the organ against its
nature. This noble and majestic queen of instruments had to submit to her sad doom!
And the result is that she has to renounce almost completely her charm, her angelic sway,
in short most of her cherished qualities to refresh and sooth[e] the soul, craving for
devotion and inner elevation. Wanting this divine chastity, this healing harmoneousness,
that penetrates the heart, organists are forced to hide the intrinsic defect by lively
movements of melody, through voluptuousness of colouring, through the awe-inspiring
volume of tones. Under such circumstances, it is not to be wondered that the organ is
now being neglected by the highest genius of musical art, on account of its inability to
express delicacy and nobleness of feeling or to touch the heart. This fact will perhaps
account for the growing indifference on the part of devout congregation against this lofty
and elevating source of musical enjoyment. On the other hand, whenever an organ is
135

Shohé Tanaka [Tanaka Shōhei], “Studien im Gebiete der Reinen Stimmung,”
Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft 6/1 (1890): 1–90.
136

Tanaka’s plans for a just piano are mentioned briefly in letter to his university friend, the
physicist Tanakadate Aikitsu [
]: see Tanaka Shōhei, letter to Tanakadate Aikitsu,
April 7 1888, University of Glasgow, UGC 172/1/2/30. The syntonic organs also featured a new
electro-pneumatic action system of Tanaka’s invention, which became highly influential
development for the development of organ technology: see Friedrich Fink, Die elektrische
Orgeltraktur (Stuttgart: Albert Auer, 1909): 32-34.
137

Mentions of Tanaka’s support from the Imperial Government are included in “A New Type of
Harmonium,” Japan Weekly Mail, 555; information regarding Hachisuka donation comes from
Dr. Tanaka Tasuku and Tanaka Kumiko. The details of his German support are enumerated in:
Tanaka Shōhei, letter to Staatsminister von Gossler, November 26, 1890, Walcker Archives.
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Ex. 3.21a: The body of one of Tanaka’s clarinet prototypes. The conventional key system of the
instrument was replaced by the separate keyboard, shown in ex. 21b. Private Collection
Wiesbaden.
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Ex. 3.21b: The keyboard of Tanaka’s clarinet. It was operated by the right hand and connected
to the keys over the apertures by rubber valves.
nowadays employed in genuine musical practice, it is taken only to enforce and support a
chorus of orchestra, without contributing its characteristic beauties; in short it has almost
lost its individuality!138
Tanaka thus found ways to apply the same rhetoric of “urgency” and “decline” to German
musical culture that Kanda had applied to Japanese musical culture to argue for the necessity for
his instruments.
And for a while it worked. Tanaka unveiled his first enharmonium on May 1889, before
members of the Music Department of the Berlin Hochschule for Kunst: Heinrich von
Herzogenberg, Moritz Moszkowski, Joseph Joachim, Philipp Spitta, and Gustav Engel all
attended, alongside the Japanese Minister and other ambassadors.139 Gustav Papendick, a
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Ibid., 11-12.

139

“Von hier und ausserhalb,” Der Klavier-Lehrer. 12/2 (1889), 138-9; Victor Wettengel,
“Harmonium mit untemperirter, reiner Stimmung,” Zeitschrift für Instrumentenbau 9/25 (1889):
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professor of piano at the Stern’sches Konservatorium, then joined him to demonstrate before the
Berliner Tonkünstler-Vereins (November 1889) and Verein der Musik-Lehrer und Lehrerinnen
zu Berlin (December 1889). Favorable reviews from Carl Eitz, Hugo Riemann, and Hans von
Bülow followed soon after.140 In April 1890, Tanaka secured an audience with Emperor
Wilhelm II, who was so impressed by Tanaka’s “fluent” German and the “strikingly soft ethereal
sounds” of the enharmonium that he offered to finance his plans to build a just-intonation organ,
then in development.141 He also arranged three recitals to feature his instrument: a small
charitable concert at the Prussian War Academy (December 1890), and two larger affairs,
featuring the syntonic organ in the Aula of the Dorotheenstädtischen Realschule with the Berlin
Domchor and celebrated sopranos Meta Geyer and Clara Schacht (September 21, 1893 and June
2, 1894, shown in ex. 3.22).142
Tanaka also traveled abroad from Berlin to plead his case across German- and Englishspeaking Europe. In June 1890, he went to Leipzig and Stuttgart to present the instrument at the

336-338. Joachim took his own turn at the keyboard, joining Tanaka for an impromptu
performance of the second movement of Beethoven’s Violin Concerto, and praising the
instrument as “in a high degree useful and recommendable for the purposes of musical
education”: see Tanaka, Testimonials, 3-4 and Tanaka, Aufsätze, 8.
140

Carl Eitz, “Eine fachliche Würdigung der Erfindung des Japaners Dr. Shohé Tanaka,”
Deutsches Wochenblatt 3/4 (1890): 45-46; Hugo Riemann, Katechismus der Akustik
(Musikwissenschaft) (Leipzig: Max Hesse, 1891); Hans von Bülow, “Das Enharmonium des
Herrn Doctor Shohé Tanaka,” Hamburgische Musikzeitung 18/3 (1889): 155-156, reprinted in
Tanaka, Aufsätze, 9-10 and Tanaka, Testimonials, 6-8. Tanaka attributed Bülow with the
renaming of the instrument as the “enharmonium.”
141

Tanaka, Testimonials, 18-20.

142

The enharmonium was featured on this program in three warhorses of the vocal repertory:
Mendelssohn’s “Sei stille dem Herrn” from Elijah, Op. 70, “Pietà, Signore,” often attributed to
Stradella but most likely written by Fétis, and Charles Gounod’s “Ave Maria.”
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Ex. 3.22: Program for the June 2, 1894 recital on the syntonic organ. Courtesy of the Walcker
Archives and Dr. Tanaka Tasuku.
local branches of the Musiklehrer- and Tonkünstler-Vereinen; he met Carl Reinecke, composer
and conductor of the Leipziger Gewandhaus, who published praise of the instrument as “a highly
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important invention which must interest every thinking musician in the highest degree.”143 In
July, he went to Vienna, where he met Anton Bruckner (see ch. 4), Hofkapellmeister Josef
Hellmesberger, and Vice-Hofkapellmeister Hans Richter.144 Both expressed their admiration and
hope that it would “bring great benefits to art and the works of our great masters.”145 In June
1891, he took the enharmonium to England, enabling members of the Tonic Sol-Fa society,
“eminent musicians” from the College of Organists, and the music theorist William Pole to
encounter the instrument at the Japanese Legation in Cavendish Square.146 He translated and
published a pamphlet of the testimonials he had gathered, distributing them widely in hopes of
expanding his transnational project towards an international scope. His efforts paid off;
favorable reports of the instrument soon spread to Ireland, the United States, and Russia.147
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Tanaka, Testimonials, 10-11. Original German in Tanaka Aufsätze, 12-13: “…eine höchst
bedeutsame Erfindung ist, welche jeden denkenden Musiker aufs Lebhafteste interessiren
muss…”
144

Hellmesberger was also Director of the Vienna Conservatory and also violin teacher to Kōda
Nobu. Hans Richter was selected by Richard Wagner to serve as conductor for the Bayreuth
premiere of the complete Der Ring des Nibelungen.
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Tanaka, Testimonials, 11. Original German in Tanaka Aufsätze, 11-12: “…unserer Kunst und
den Werken unserer grossen Meister bald grosse Nutzen bringen möge…” Tanaka also met with
the musicians of the Imperial Opera House Orchestra, the faculty of the Vienna Conservatory,
reporters from local newspapers, and local professional musicians.
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See Tanaka Shōhei, letter to Joseph Joachim, June 25, 1891, Staatliches Institut für
Musikforschung SM 12/41.
147

“Dr. Shoe [sic] Tanaka’s Enharmonium,” Lyra Ecclesiastica: Monthly Bulletin of the Irish
Society of St. Cecilia and List of Catholic Church Music 12 (1891): 36; William Pole, “A New
Keyed Instrument for Just Intonation,” Scientific American Supplement 824 (1891): 13,167–
13,168; “Танака, Шоге [Tanaka Shōhei],” in Entsiklopedicheskiy slovar' brokgayza i Yefrona!
Энциклопедический словарь Брокгауза и Ефрона (St Petersburg: Brockhaus and Efron,
1890-1907); Muraoka, “A Few Words.”
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Tanaka maintained throughout his promotional campaign that his instruments were of
“German birth”: at one point, he considered coloring the keys of his enharmonium red, white,
and black after the German flag.148 His stayed abroad sixteen years, longer than perhaps any
other ryūgakusei, and his colleagues noted his difficulty reintegrating to life in Japan upon his
return in 1900.149 But he nevertheless maintained throughout that the goal of his instruments was
to confer “not only individual honor, but honor to Japan.”150 That was because his instruments
represented reciprocity: a sign that Japan and Germany could “exert the most far-reaching
civilizing influence on each other” through mutual musical exchange and the transnational
pursuit of just-intonation theory and performance. The spiritual interests of both nations were
fused, since both countries shared the same origins, crisis, and future: what promoted the musical
glory of one nation, would also glorify the other.
This fusion is reflected in a poem that Mori wrote on the cover page of Gustav Freytag’s
Die Ahnen, a six-volume series of patriotic romances tracing a German family from earliest
times to the present, that he gave to Tanaka as a gift for accompanying his cultural exploits with
a “very cheerful disposition”:
As on a little ship midst sea-storm’s rage
Companions strive toward their aspired goal;
As in battle through their bold courage
148

See Tanaka Shōhei, letter to Heinrich Bellermann, November 27, 1889, Zentral- und
Landesbibliothek zu Berlin, GL 175/9/128. Tanaka claims the only reason he decided not to do
so was that he failed to find a red dye that would stick.
149

It was highly unusual for Japanese students to stay abroad so long. “Vermischtes,” Ost-Asien
2 (1899), 128 notes that Tanaka was one of only three to remain in the country for over ten years.
Kitao Jirō stayed for fourteen years, but he had married a German woman.
150

Tanaka Shōhei, letter to the Ministry of Education, August 6, 1893, Walcker Archives.
Tanaka’s plan to color the keys is recorded in: Tanaka Shōhei, letter to Heinrich Bellermann,
November 27, 1889, Zentral- und Landesbibliothek zu Berlin, GL 175/9/128.
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Comrades do through death and life console,
Just so, we surely struggle every hour
For the glory of our Fatherland.
In sign eternal of our sacred labor
I devote this book to our beloved band.151
The “sacred labor” to which Mori refers is most likely their government-funded studies “for the
glory” of their “Fatherland,” Japan. But this verse was written expressly to decorate Freytag’s
six volume encomium to the eternal spirit of the German Volk spirit—a work so profoundly
nationalistic that many German critics believed “only Germans” could understand it.152 Mori’s
dedication thus conflated German and Japanese nationalism. It was his literary answer to
Tanaka’s musical project: a dedication to the pursuit of spiritual merger through geistiger
Verkehr, leading nations towards modernity through reciprocal exchange of political, social, and
cultural knowledge.
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Mori, Deutschlandtagebuch, 110-112: Wie auf dem kleinen Schiff in Sturmeswuth / Nach
einem Ziel Gefährten streben, / Wie in der Schlacht der Kameraden Muth / Sie nicht verläßt auf
Tod und Leben, / So ringen wir gewiß zu jeder Stund' / Um Ruhm des Vaterlandes allein. / Als
Zeichen vom geschloss'nen edlen Bund / Sei dir gewidmet dieses Büchlein!
152

See Elystan Griffiths, “A Nation of Provincials? German Identity in Gustav Freytag’s Novel
Cycle Die Ahnen (1872-80), Monatshefte 96/2 (2004): 220-233.
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Chapter Four:
Tanaka’s “Strange” Instrument:
Just-Intonation Theory, Defamiliarization, and Cultural Translation

Practicing the Demonstration Harmonium at Walcker Orgelbau Company on June 9, 2017.
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Tanaka’s “Strange” Instrument:
Just-Intonation Theory, Defamiliarization, and Cultural Translation
Music speaks a universal language, through which the spirit is freely, indefinitely animated;
this makes the spirit feel so well, so familiar, so fatherlandish […]
–Novalis, Schriften

4.1. First Testimony.
Vienna: July 26, 1890. On this summer afternoon in 1890, while Anton Bruckner was at
home and hard at work with his private secretary, Friedrich Eckstein, an unexpected knock at the
door disturbed their studies. Both were surprised to find a young Japanese man they had never
met before. Bowing deeply, he introduced himself to the “astonished Master” as Tanaka Shōhei
[

], a member of the Japanese Legation, and former pupil of Hermann von Helmholtz.1

He produced a copy of his monograph, “Studien im Gebiete der reinen Stimmung [Studies in the
Field of Just Intonation]” (1890), and explained that the text described the theory behind a
harmonium he had just invented, and wished to demonstrate for them.2 Bruckner hesitated, but

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
Friedrich Eckstein, Erinnerungen an Anton Bruckner (Vienna: Universal Edition, 1923), 38:
“…erstaunten Meister…” This episode is also discussed in Daniel K.S. Walden,
“Emancipate the Quartertone: The Call to Revolution in Nineteenth-Century Music Theory,”
History of Humanities 2/2 (2017): 327–344 at 338–339; Timothy L. Jackson, “Schubert as ‘John
the Baptist to Wagner-Jesus’: Large-scale Enharmonicism in Bruckner and his Models,”
Bruckner-Jahrbuch 1991–1993 (1995): 61–107 at 72–73; Robert W. Wason, “Josef Schalk and
the theory of harmony at the end of the nineteenth century,” in Bruckner Studies, ed. Timothy L.
Jackson and Paul Hawkshaw (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997): 122–139 at 135–
136; Hiratsuka Tomoko 平塚知子, “‘Hattatsu’ suru Nihon ongaku: Tanaka Shōhei no risō to
jissen o megutte 「
	
 
, ” Hikaku
bungaku kenkyū
71 (1998): 109–128 at 111–113; Peter Strasser, Simon Sechters
Abhandlung über die musikalisch-akustischen Tonverhältnisse: Erstveröffentlichung,
Kommentar und Konsequenzen für die Aufführungspraxis (Bern: Peter Lang, 2008), 135–136;
Yuji Nawata, Vergleichende Mediengeschichte: Am Beispiel deutscher und japanischer Literatur
vom späten 18. bis zum späten 20. Jahrhundert (Munich: Wilhelm Fink, 2012): 152–153; Erwin
Hiebert, The Helmholtz Legacy in Physiological Acoustics (Cham: Springer, 2014): 107–110.
2

Shohé Tanaka [Tanaka Shōhei], “Studien im Gebiete der reinen Stimmung,” Vierteljahrsschrift
für Musikwissenschaft 6 (1890): 1–90.
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Tanaka was persistent, and soon the composer and his secretary found themselves on their way
to the Japanese embassy in a carriage provided by the ambassador. Upon arriving, they
proceeded “with great ceremony through a series of staterooms decorated with the most splendid
treasures of East Asian art,” until they reached the private boudoir of the ambassador’s wife.3
There they found two harmoniums: an ordinary model with twelve keys tuned in equal
temperament, and adjacent to it, a “strange” enharmonium with twenty split keys and two knee
levers.4 Tanaka sat down at his own instrument, placed a notebook on the music stand written in
“a peculiar, complicated, and altogether incomprehensible” style of notation, and struck up the
opening strains of Wagner’s Lohengrin.5 The impression was at once “most surprising and
overwhelming,” although Bruckner could not comprehend why.6 Tanaka then moved to the
twelve-key instrument and played the same passage, which now seemed “unbearably out of
tune.”7 Pointing to his own instrument, he explained: “That is the just intonation of antiquity.”8
Bruckner was bewildered, according to Eckstein. He had been taught by his teachers that
JI was not only impractical, but that the ear could not endure the unadulterated purity of un!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3
Eckstein, Erinnerungen, 38–9: “mit großem Zeremoniell begrüßt, nach Durchschreiten vieler
Prunkräume voll der herrlichsten ostasiatischen Kunstschätze.”
4

Ibid., 39: “…merkwürdig…” See also Anton Bruckner, lecture before the Wiener Universität,
November 9, 1891 quoted in Ernst Schwanzara, “Anton Bruckner und die reine Stimmung,”
Österreichische Musikzeitschrift 4/1–2 (1949): 260–263, at 263: “…ein eigenartiges
Harmonium…”
5

Eckstein, Erinnerungen, 39: “…nach einer eigentümlichen, sehr verwickelten und uns gänzlich
unverständlichen Notierung…”
6

Ibid: “…höchst überraschend und überwältigend…”

7

Ibid.: “…unerträglich verstimmt…”

8

Schwanzara, “Anton Bruckner,” 263: “Das ist die alte reine Stimmung.”
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tempered intervals.9 He decided to inspect it by writing down a series of diatonic progressions
that would drift downwards by a syntonic comma when performed in JI, as in ex. 4.1.10 These
were handed to Tanaka, who marked them up “in his own manner, with all sorts of symbols and
numbers,” and presented them on the enharmonium: “[W]e now had the singular pleasure of
having all those otherwise only ideal, purely cerebral reinterpretations demonstrated now in real
life by clearly discernable tone steps and key exchanges!”11
Bruckner later recalled the moment as an epiphany, in his lectures at the Wiener
Universität: “once a Japanese man played a strange harmonium for me. Ah, how wonderful it

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9
Ibid.
10

Eckstein, Erinnerungen, 37–38: “Moduliert man etwa ‘diatonisch’ von C Dur aus nach D moll
in der Weise, daß man die aus der Harmonie der Unterdominante von C Dur entnommen Töne F
und a zur Kadenz in den tonischen Dreiklang von D moll verwendet und nun weiterhin als zu D
moll gehörig umdeutet”—here he inserts ex. 4.1—“so müßte man, genau genommen, vorher das
a um ein syntonisches Komma hinaufalteriert, in das A, und das F um den gleichen Betrag
erhöht, in ein f verwandeln, also eine enharmonische Auswechslung jener beiden Töne
vornehmen; und an der Forderung der genauen Unterscheidung einer mathematischen reinen
Stimmung von der landläufigen temperierten, hat Bruckner stets auf das strengste festgehalten.”
Bruckner calls these progressions “mathematically dissonant,” and therefore best avoided. See
Anton Bruckner, Vorlesungen über Harmonielehre und Kontrapunkt an der Universität Wien,
ed. Ernst Schwanzara (Vienna: Österreichischer Bundesverlag, 1950), 121: “In der alten reinen
Stimmung war die Quint auf der 2. Stufe nicht rein; es hat ihr 1/9-Ton gefehlt. Im temperierten
System, wo alles ausgeglichen ist, ist sie jedoch gerade so rein wie die auf der 1. Stufe. Es klingt
aber manche Akkordverbindung besser, wenn man die Quint auf der 2. Stufe so behandelt, als ob
sie nicht ganz rein wäre.”
11

Eckstein, Erinnerungen, 39-40: “Dr. Tanaka bearbeitete zunächst die aufgeschriebenen
Akkordverbindungen in seiner Weise mit allerlei Zeichen und Ziffern, setzte sich an sein
Instrument und nun hatten wir den einzigartigen Genuß, alle jene sonst nur ideellen, rein
gedanklich vorgenommenen Umdeutungen, jetzt in voller Wirklichkeit, durch deutlich hörbare
Tonschritte und Tastenwechsel vorgeführt zu erhalten!” See also Jonathan Brooks, “Imagined
Sounds: Their Role in the Strict and Free Compositional Practice of Anton Bruckner,” Ph.D.
Diss., University of North Texas, 2008.
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Ex. 4.1: Bruckner’s “diatonic” progression, in which pitches return at different syntonic levels.
In just intonation, the a̅ rises a syntonic comma to a̅ ; for Bruckner, this makes the progression
unusable even in equal temperament. On the enharmonium, the d̅ and b̅ b are exchanged for d
and bb , ensuring a return to the same pitch level.
sounded! […] Since then, I have never again claimed that we cannot tolerate just intonation.”12
Afterwards, Eckstein reported, “Bruckner did not want to be separated from the new harmonium
for any longer, and basked in the enjoyment of all possible chord progressions in just
intonation.”13 When it was time to depart, Bruckner and Eckstein expressed their agreement
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Schwanzara, “Anton Bruckner,” 263: “[…] einmal ein Japaner auf einem sonderbaren
Harmonium vorgespielt hat. Ah, hat das wunderbar geklungen! […] Seither habe ich nie wieder
gesagt, daß wir die reine Stimmung nicht vertragen.”
13

Eckstein, Erinnerungen, 39-40: “Bruckner wollte sich nach all diesem von dem neuen
Harmonium gar nicht mehr trennen und schwelgte in dem Genusse aller möglichen reinen
Akkordverbindungen.”
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with Tanaka that the merits of JI on the harmonium were far greater than those of additional
registers for adjusting tonal quality, the development of which occupied most of the creative
attention of organ builders: “whoever hears the difference between just and tempered chords
only once will no longer be skeptical that it would be much better to get rid of half the registers,
whose differences often amount to nothing more than playing games, and double the notes per
octave so that one can play in any key with the help of suitable organ stops.”14 Tanaka presented
Bruckner in parting with an album containing effusive endorsements from Philipp Spitta (1841–
1894), Hans von Bülow (1830–1894), Carl Reinecke (1824–1910), and other musical authorities,
and asked him to add his name to the list. He signed the text beneath a short note: “In agreement
with everything above.”15
The testimonies Bruckner supported with his signature celebrate the enharmonium for
rendering the ideal consonances of the tonal imagination as real perceptible sounds, confirming
the authority of empirical scientists over the conventional wisdom of practicing musicians,
suggesting a new direction for keyboard technology and design, and re-centering the art of
composition on the craft of harmony and counterpoint at a time when it was increasingly
distracted by superficial matters like virtuosity or timbre. They suggest that the instrument will
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Ibid., 40: “Wer nur einmal […] den Unterschied zwischen reingestimmten und temperierten
Akkorden gehört hat, wird nicht zweifeln, daß es für eine große Orgel der größte Gewinn wäre,
wenn man die Hälfte ihrer Register, deren Unterschiede oft genug auf eine Spielerei
hinauslaufen, striche und dafür die Zahl der Töne innerhalb der Oktave verdoppelte, um mit
Hilfe passender Registerzüge in jeder Tonart rein spielen zu können.”
15

Testimonials, etc. (Translations) Relating to the “Enharmonium,” Invented by Shohé Tanaka
(London: Unwin Brothers, 1891). Original German in Tanaka Shōhei et al., Aufsätze, Gutachten
etc. über das Enharmonium von Dr. Shohé Tanaka (n.p.: 1892), 11: “Mit Obigem ganz
einverstanden.”
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jolt musicians awake, as if from a stupor, to the dissonance that pervades the modern musical
world, and to which they had become inured. That jolt would operate in a manner not unlike
what musical philosopher Vladimir Jankélévitch has recently called the “reverse shock” that
occurs when instruments provide their operators with unexpected sensory feedback, setting in
motion a process of discovery that can eventually alter cognition, cultural technique, and
compositional action.16 Jankélévitch’s “shocks” are sudden and unanticipated, “reverse” in that
they invert the typical current flowing from the musician’s mind towards the instrument that he
or she operates. His framework suggests that the organ can steer the organist while he or she
manipulates its keys, constructing a loop mechanism in which causality moves back and forth
between intellect and instrument, and passes each time through the boundary of sensation located
at the musician’s ears, eyes, and fingertips.17 Bruckner seems to have experienced something
like this at the keyboard of Tanaka’s enharmonium, when he felt for himself the adjusted hand
positions necessary to produce triadic harmonies, and heard the altered interval sizes that yielded
simpler consonances and revealed that quotidian practices were “unbearably out of tune.”
Tanaka’s enharmonium was different from Jankélévitch’s organ in one key respect: it
struck its operators from the outset as strange, curious, unusual, peculiar (merkwürdig,
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Vladimir Jankélévitch, Music and the Ineffable, trans. Carolyn Abbate (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2003), 27: “To imagine a composer straining to express something as
analogous to an organist who has everything—stops, pedals, and keyboards—at his sovereign
disposal, is to fail to recognize the effect of the tool on the worker, what one could call a reverse
shock.” See also Carolyn Abbate, “Sound Object Lessons,” Journal of the American
Musicological Society 69/3 (2016): 793–829 at 803.
17

Abbate quotes Jankélévitch’s description of this loop mechanism in metaphorical terms:
“downward-moving causality and its inversion, upward-moving effect, expression and counterexpression, the direct and efferent wave, and the induced wave, superimpose themselves upon
one another and interfere with one another” (Jankélévitch, Music and the Ineffable, 28; quoted in
Abbate, “Sound Object Lessons,” 803).
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eigentümlich, selten, sonderbar). Bruckner’s testimony betrays that he experienced a “shock”
before he even placed his hands on the instrument, provoked by the appearance of the unfamiliar
split-key interface, its presentation in the Japanese embassy, and the fact that its inventor was a
young Japanese man. That shock was of course confirmed as he heard the altered interval sizes,
and felt the adjusted hand positions. But its intensity was heightened further because the sounds
that came from the instrument were actually not as unfamiliar as he expected, since they
corresponded to the ideal consonances he had already imagined, and because the alterations to
hand position required to produce these sounds were so slight: an extension of the finger two or
three centimeters, or a pronation of the wrist a few degrees, at most. Playing the instrument felt
almost the same, but not quite as performing on a modern tempered keyboard—and the
differentiated features that made it not quite the same were those that lent it the power to
accomplish its “wonderful” effects. Tanaka moreover spoke fluent, impeccable German, dressed
in Western clothing, and demonstrated an intimate knowledge of the German musical canon. If
the strange instrument of a music theorist from an “exotic” background could not only speak the
musical language of modern Europe, but revealed new sources of beauty within it and put it back
in touch with its ancient origins, what did that say about the distinction between the musical
Other and Self?
Bruckner’s testimony demonstrates that the enharmonium operated not just by
“shocking” its listeners, but by estranging them with an unexpected blend of familiar and
unfamiliar features. In order to clarify the processes by which Tanaka’s instrument acts on the
musicians who encounter it, I adopt the critical framework of “defamiliarization.”
Defamiliarization was first coined by the literary theorist Victor Shklovsky to describe how art
operates by estrangement, impeding interpretive clarity so as to reveal hidden sources of beauty,
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provoke new sensations, and recalibrate cognitive frameworks.18 I apply his concept to Tanaka’s
instrument to suggest how it estranged its operators, adjusting acoustical feedback and technical
formats in ways that sensitized them to the merits of JI and the drawbacks of temperament.19
Building on my discussion in ch. 3, I interpret Tanaka’s instrument and theoretical work as a
synthesis of late-nineteenth-century German and Japanese musical interests, and, as such, an
example of what Homi Bhabha calls “cultural translation.”20 This contextualizes the strange
blend of admiration, shock, and unease that characterizes the testimonies of European musicians
like Bruckner, who were astonished to witness an ambassador from a foreign musical culture
who could not only speak their own musical language, but reconnect it to its ancient origins and
invent a clever solution to one of its most fundamental predicaments.
In section two, I define how defamiliarization functions as an artistic device,
revolutionary instrument, and way of life by weaving together insights from Novalis, Samuel
Taylor Coleridge, William Wordsworth, Shklovsky, and Svetlana Boym. This establishes the
groundwork for the following four sections, which investigate how the enharmonium makes use
of defamiliarization in the acoustical, technical, and cultural domains. I contribute my own
testimony in section three, describing the defamiliarization I experienced when performing on
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Viktor Shklovsky, “Art as Device,” in Viktor Shklovsky: A Reader, ed. and trans. Alexandra
Berlina (New York: Bloomsbury, 2017), 73–96.
19

For more on defamiliarization in music see also Landon Morrison, “Strange yet Familiar
Sounds in Zosha Di Castri’s String Quartet No. 1,” Circuit: musiques contemporaines 28/2
(2018): 83–98.
20

Homi Bhabha, “Interview with Homi Bhabha: The Third Space,” in Identity: Community,
Culture, Difference, ed. Jonathan Rutherford (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1990): 207–221;
Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture (Abingdon: Routledge Classics, 2012); Rumi Sakamoto,
“Japan, Hybridity and the Creation of Colonialist Discourse,” Theory, Culture & Society 13/3
(1996): 113–128.
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the “Demonstration-Harmonium,” an instrument Tanaka designed in collaboration with Heinrich
von Herzogenberg (1843–1910) for the purpose of introducing the necessity of JI to pianists who
were accustomed to equal temperament. In section four, I analyze a sequence of demonstrations
that Tanaka developed in order to organize that defamiliarizing experience, estranging musical
harmony by “auditory-motor disalignment.”21 Section five then focuses on the enharmonium,
drawing on cognitive frameworks and my own experiences in order to examine how the
instrument estranges the works by Mozart and Bach that Tanaka often presented in public
demonstrations. The concluding sixth section interprets the enharmonium in light of
postcolonial theory, namely Bhabha’s theories of cultural translation. I argue that Tanaka’s
instrument might have functioned as an instrument for shifting the cultural politics of EuropeanAsian transnationalism.

4.2. Defamiliarization: Artistic Device, Revolutionary Tool, Way of Life
Defamiliarization existed well before Shklovsky coined its name. According to Douglas
Robinson, the origins of the concept can be traced back at least a century earlier to a Romantic
theory of poetry succinctly summarized in a 1798 aphorism by Novalis: “The art of pleasing
estrangement, of making an object strange and yet familiar and attractive: that is Romantic
poetics.”22 The English Romantics seized upon this idea in analyzing their own texts.
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Jonathan de Souza, Music at Hand: Instruments, Bodies, and Cognition (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2017), 83–108.
22

Novalis, Das philosophische Werk II, vol. 2, ed. Richard H. Samuel and Paul Kluckhohn
(Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1983), 685 (no. 688): “Die Kunst, auf eine angenehme Art zu
befremden, einen Gegenstand fremd zu machen und doch bekannt und anziehend, das ist die
romantische Poetik.” Translation from Douglas Robinson, Estrangement and the Somatics of
Literature: Tolstoy, Shklovsky, Brecht (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2008), 80.
Emphasis in original.
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Wordsworth, writing in the same year as Novalis, introduced the Lyrical Ballads by calling
attention to the hindrances of its unusual diction: “Readers accustomed to the gaudiness and
inane phraseology of many modern writers, if they persist in reading this book to its conclusion,
will perhaps frequently have to struggle with feelings of strangeness and awkwardness.”23 His
co-author, Coleridge, argued that impedance lends poetry potency by slowing down and
challenging the reader, provoking reflection and reawakening sensations anaesthetized by
routine: “to give the charm of novelty to things of every day, and to excite a feeling analogous to
the supernatural by awakening the mind’s attention from the lethargy of custom, and directing it
to the loveliness and the wonders of the world before us,” curing “eyes which see not, ears that
hear not, and hearts which neither feel nor understand.”24 The younger poet Percy Bysshe
Shelley later agreed that the act of making “familiar objects be as if they were not familiar” “lifts
the veil from the hidden beauty of the world.” 25
Shklovsky’s own discovery of these texts in the 1960s led him to argue that his
introduction of the term in his 1917 article “Art as Device” simply gave a name to a concept that
already existed.26 As Alexandra Berlina has pointed out, however, Shklovsky’s notion of
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William Wordsworth and Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Lyrical Ballads: 1798 and 1802, ed. Fiona
Stafford (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 3. Cited in Robinson, Estrangement, 81.
24

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Biographia Literaria, ed. James Engell and W. Jackson Bate
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), 7. Cited in Robinson, Estrangement, 81.
25

Percy Bysshe Shelley, Defence of Poetry, ed. Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley (Indianapolis:
Bobbs-Merill, 1904), 33. Cited in Robinson, Estrangement, 81.
26

Viktor Shklovsky, “Concept Renewal,” in Viktor Shklovsky: A Reader, ed. and trans.
Alexandra Berlina (New York: Bloomsbury, 2017), 269–274 at 272–274: “the observations, if
not the term itself, were not new.” See also Alexandra Berlina, “‘Let us Return Ostranenie to its
Functional Role’: On Some Lesser-Known Writings of Viktor Shklovsky,” Common Knowledge
24/1 (2018): 8–25.
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“defamiliarization” was from the outset more expansive than that of his predecessors.27 He first
introduced the concept by citing an episode from the diary of Leo Tolstoy, in which the author
recognizes the mindlessness with which he performs his daily chores:
I was dusting in the room; having come full circle, I approached the sofa and could not
remember if I had dusted it off or not. I couldn’t because these movements are routine
and not conscious, and I felt I never could remember it. So if I had cleaned the sofa but
forgotten it, that is if this was really unconscious, it is as if this never happened. If
somebody had watched consciously, reconstruction would have been possible. But if
nobody watched, if nobody watched consciously, if the whole life of many people is lived
unconsciously, it is as if this life had never been.28
Unconscious or automatic action dulls cognition and the senses, allowing most of existence to
pass into oblivion. According to Shklovsky, the threat it poses is even more pronounced in the
industrial age that prizes mechanical efficiency, even though “automatization eats things, clothes,
furniture, your wife and the fear of war.”29 Art exists as a remedy for this condition, as a device
to “give back the sensation of life, in order to make us feel things, in order to make the stone
stony.”30 It does so through “the ‘estrangement’ [ostranenie] of things and the complication of
the form, which increases the duration and complexity of perception, as the process of perception
is its own end in art and must be prolonged.”31 Estrangement operates specifically like the
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Berlina, “Let us Return,” 17.

28

Leo Tolstoy, Entry in Personal Diary for March 1, 1897; quoted in Viktor Shklovsky, “Art as
Device,” 80.
29

Ibid.

30

Ibid.

31

Ibid. I follow Robinson, Estrangement, 89 in translating Shklovsky’s ostranenie as
“estrangement,” unlike Berlina, who leaves it in the original Russian. Berlina does this to
distinguish the concept from Brecht’s “Verfremdung,” also often translated as “estrangement.”
See Berlina, “Let us Return,” 17; cf. Robinson, Estrangement.
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“knight’s move” in chess, in that it slips left or right at the last moment to drop the reader at a
position adjacent to the one expected. 32 Adjacency provokes a new perspective on the familiar
subject, and this stimulates new “ways of cognition, removes the white noise” and restores vivid
sensation of life itself. 33 The “functional role” of defamiliarization is thus to make “art artistic”
and “life lively, or worth living.”34
Defamiliarization operates in a paradoxical fashion by distorting conventional semantics
in order to recover the original communicative function of language, and simultaneously
working to “define and defy the autonomy of art.”35 It is nevertheless a powerful instrument for
“revolution,” a tool for restoring the natural order of things, and a vehicle for enacting social,
political, and cultural change. Shklovksy’s later writings on defamiliarization culminate in
rallying cries—“let us understand wherefore we change the world, how we comprehend and
transform it, let us place art at the head of the human cognitive attack!”—and recognize
defamiliarization at work in an ever broader range of “phenomena ranging from synesthesia,
metaphors, and similes to thought experiments.”36 It is for him ultimately a property of anything,
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Viktor Shklovsky, Knight’s Move, trans. Richard Sheldon (Normal: Dalkey Archive Press,
2005).
33

Viktor Shklovsky, “On the Theory of Prose,” in Viktor Shklovsky: A Reader, ed. and trans.
Alexandra Berlina (New York: Bloomsbury, 2017), 293–344 at 324; quoted in Berlina, “Let us
Return,” 22.
34

Svetlana Boym, “Poetics and Politics of Estrangement: Viktor Shklovsky and Hannah
Arendt,” Poetics Today 26/4 (2005): 581-610 at 586-7.
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Svetlana Boym, “Estrangement as a Lifestyle: Shklovsky and Brodsky,” Poetics Today 17/4
(1996): 511–530 at 515.
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Shklovsky, “Concept Renewal,” 273–4; quoted in Berlina, “Let us Return,” 16 and 21.
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“beautiful or otherwise,” with the power to “astonish by its sheer quiddity.”37 To paraphrase Ilya
Kalinin, Shklovksy’s developed defamiliarization from a tool for interpreting an object’s
strangeness into a tool for shaping attitudes to the world, if not the world itself.38
For Svetlana Boym, however, defamiliarization is not just an instrument of art or politics,
but a “way of life” for those who live in exile, surrounded by a foreign culture and meditating on
their distance from home.39 She recognizes in Shklovsky’s Russian term ostranenie a “wealth of
poetic associations and false etymologies,” in particular a superimposition of the Latinate word
strannyi derived from “strange” with the Slavic word for “country,” strana.40 This suggests that
the term is associable with not only “estrangement,” but dislocation or dépaysement. Exile
entails exophony, or speech and writing in a foreign language, as well as sustained contact with
unfamiliar cultures far from home; both provoke a perpetual condition of defamiliarization and
estrangement. This grants those in exile privileged insights into society, which can be beneficial
for artists, cultural critics, or musicians. But it also provokes nostalgia, which Boym defines as a
desire to return home [nostos] that celebrates—or wallows in—the condition of perpetual
longing [algia]. Boym suggests that Shklovsky himself experienced this form of
defamiliarization for himself along with a “nostalgia […] as bitter as carbide dust” in 1922, while
briefly in political exile in Berlin, and once again after returning to the Soviet Union, whose
failures established an absurd, alternative reality that “radically defamiliarized the everyday
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Berlina, “Let us Return,” 17.
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Ilya Kalinin, “Viktor Shklovsky kak priem,” in Formal’nyi metod, ed. Serguei Oushakine, vol.
1 (Moscow: Kabinetnyi uchenyi, 2016), 97; quoted and translated in Berlina, “Let us Return,”
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Boym, “Estrangement,” 512.
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Boym, “Poetics and Politics,” 586.
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perceptions and experiences of ordinary citizens.”41 Her reading is that Shklovsky’s own life as
a double exile informed the development of his theory—that he didn’t simply invent
defamiliarization, but subsequently lived through it.
So did Tanaka, also as a foreign resident in Berlin, and barely twenty years earlier. His
private letters are filled with nostalgia for home, which Boym identifies as the primary symptom
of estrangement. Tanaka longed for his friends at the University of Tokyo, who seemed warmer
and more intelligent to him than his European colleagues, and for his old mentors, far more
attentive than his European dissertation advisors who were mostly preoccupied with their own
research.42 He was nevertheless obliged to remain in exile until he had fulfilled his mission as a
ryūgakusei [

]!by determining which aspects of society, culture, and technology would be

beneficial imports to Japan.43 The study-abroad program of the Meiji Ministry of Education had
anticipated Shklovsky’s call by assigning a “functional role” for defamiliarization, requiring its
participants to immerse themselves fully in European culture, meditate upon its differences with
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Viktor Shklovsky, Sentimental Journey: Zoo, or Letters Not About Love, translated by Richard
Sheldon (Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1990), 90; quoted in Boym, “Estrangement,” 515; Boym, “Poetics
and Politics,” 583.
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Mori’s The Dancing Girl [
Maihime] (1890), depicts the somber experience of a young
Japanese student in Berlin wracked by “heartrending anguish” and “extreme nostalgia.” See
Mori Ōgai
, “Maihime The Dancing Girl” in Youth and Other Stories, ed. J. Thomas
Rimer, trans. by Richard Bowring (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1994), 6–24.
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This is Tanaka Tasuku’s interpretation of why his grandfather remained in Europe until 1900,
based on family stories. Tanaka writes about his disillusionment in a letter to his friend
Tanakadate Aikitsu
: “You complain, that your comerades [sic] are all Heppokos
[trans. “hacks”], I should think so too, as the pupils of Helmholtz cannot make themselves free
from this honorable title. When we see a land from a distance, we see only the peaks of
mountains and so it is with men of science. […] Helmholtz has neglected us so entirely, he
having as an aristocrat and influential person so much time in party givings and dinners, and but
a few for his poor students. Nothing extraordinary is being done here” (Tanaka Shōhei, letter to
Tanakadate Aikitsu, April 7, 1888, University of Glasgow UGC 172/1/2/30).
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Japan, and determine which elements would aid national modernization. (I discuss this project in
greater detail in ch. 3.) If Boym was correct in contending that Shklovksy’s daily experiences
with defamiliarization colored the development of his critical theory, could not the same be said
for Tanaka and his music theory? My own experiences with Tanaka’s instruments, recounted in
the following section, suggest an affirmative answer to this question.

4.3. Second Testimony.
Saarbrücken: June 8, 2017. One hundred thirty years after Tanaka first introduced the
instrument to Bruckner, and nine hundred kilometers away from Vienna, I arrived at
Saarbrücken Central Station for an appointment with Gerhard Walcker-Mayer, current director
of the Walcker Orgelbau and grandson of Tanaka’s collaborator, E. F. Walcker. The events
leading up to our meeting were fortuitous. Four months previously, I had written to WalckerMeyer searching for archival materials relating to the collaborations between Tanaka and his
grandfather’s firm, hoping that I might turn up evidence pointing to where his instruments could
be found. I did not expect much, since nearly all other firms Tanaka had collaborated with had
gone out of business or lost track of their archival files in the chaos of World War II. But
Walcker-Meyer responded almost immediately, telling me that the arrival of my email was an
extraordinary coincidence: only the day before, he had agreed to sell the entire contents of his
firm’s Tanaka archives to Dr. Tanaka Tasuku—the grandson of Tanaka Shōhei. He was also just
about to complete restoration of a “Demonstration Harmonium” that had recently turned up on
eBay Germany, posted by the music director of a German convent unable to understand its
purpose. (And no wonder—at some earlier point, the instrument had been re-tuned in equal
temperament.) Dr. Tanaka had purchased it, and Walcker-Mayer agreed to put me in touch with
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him in order to see if he would approve a visit to the instrument during which I could try it for
myself.
I wrote to Dr. Tanaka, and he not only agreed to my visit, but decided to adjust prearranged travel plans from Tokyo so that he could be there to meet me. When the scheduled
time arrived, Walcker-Mayer picked me up at the station, drove me to the headquarters of his
firm, and took me to his workshop. As soon as I stepped out of the car, I heard someone playing
a C major scale on a harmonium, slowly and deliberately, against a low sustained C in the bass.
Walcker-Mayer opened the door to a long room redolent of sawdust and metal shavings, filled
with old organ parts and woodworking tools, and papered with technical drawings of the organs
he and his firm were in the process of restoring around the world. At the end of hall sat Tanaka
Tasuku himself, bent over the low keyboard of the Demonstration Harmonium, practicing the
first exercise of an organ album written for beginners.
This was the first time I had heard one of Tanaka Shōhei’s instruments in person, even
though I had been studying them for almost two years. Up to that point, my expectations were
shaped by a single recording, extracted from a May 1996 presentation on the enharmonium by
Itō Sadao [

], a student of Tanaka Shōhei, at ninety years old; but the audio-visual

quality was poor, the instrument was clearly out of tune, and Itō’s dexterity was diminished with
age.44 Historical testimonials like Bruckner’s and Eckstein’s gave me the impression that their
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Kashiwamuse, “3 11
,”
YouTube Video, 7:58, March 8, 2011 <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ypkKEVm7Jms>
This video was recorded from a 2011 forum dedicated to Tanaka held at Kashiwa Library,
University of Tokyo featuring an address by electronic musician Isao Tomita and engineer
Ikutarō Kakehashi. Itō’s relationship to Tanaka, as well as an exegesis of his theories, appears in
Itō Sadao
, Tanaka Shōhei to junseichō
(Tokyo: Ongaku no
tomosha
, 1968). Brief clips of another Demonstration Harmonium—currently at
the Oskar Walcker Schule, and no longer in optimal tuning—als appear in a TV documentary by
the Japanese pianist Yukie Nishimura, discussing JI and Tanaka’s legacy: see Yōroppa ongaku
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effect was much more impressive in person. I had made audio simulations with sine, triangle,
and square waves, but was well aware that all three had little in common with the notable tonal
quality of the real harmonium. None of this evidence prepared me for the forceful sound of the
instrument being played in front of me. I was struck first by how small it was, seemingly too
small to produce such a powerful sound. The effect of two notes in consonant relation seemed
much more than two times greater than a single note: each beatless interval sounded like the
acoustical equivalent of a laser beam, thin, bright, and unwavering. Dr. Tanaka bowed in formal
greeting and started to give me a formal introduction to the instrument in English, briefly
summarizing his grandfather’s treatise by explaining that it had been tuned according to a lattice
of just fifths and thirds. This instrument was unlike the larger enharmonium in that it could only
demonstrate compositions whose tonic had been transposed to C Major or a minor. He was
unsure, however, about the functions of the buttons on the side panel. He invited me to sit down
at the instrument to try it myself.
I had tried to prepare for the moment by copying out a diagram of the keyboard onto a
large sheet of paper, and practicing on it in silence while imagining the sounds it would produce,
but this exercise left too much to the imagination and so it was of little use. I decided to start
with the simplest of the extracts I had brought to try out on the instrument: the diatonic
progression shown in ex. 4.1, akin to the one Bruckner had submitted to Tanaka during his visit
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no tabi Doitsu kōtei ga aishita maboroshi no gakki to nihonjin
,” BS Japan, February 9, 2008. Tanaka also directed a radio
broadcast on June 17, 1937 at 8 PM, but I have only been able to track down a photocopy of the
program. It featured a short reading of a text, “Gesänge mit Begleitung des reingestimmten
Harmoniums,” followed by performances of “Schlafendes Jesuskind,” “Verborgenheit,” and “An
eine Äolsharfe” from Hugo Wolf’s Mörike-Lieder, “O könnt ich fliegen wie Tauben dahin” from
Mendelssohn’s Hör mein Bitten, WoO 15 and “Ihr habt nun Traurigkeit” from Brahms’s Ein
Deutsches Requiem, op. 45, performed by Itō Sadao, soprano Margarete Netke-Löwe, and the
Tokyo Symphonic Chorus.
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to the Japanese consulate. This turned out to be a mistake. The first C Major chord was simple
enough, but things went awry with the second chord in F Major when I instinctively placed the
thumb of my right hand on a instead of a, which felt comfortable but produced a dissonant f–a–c
triad whose third was a syntonic comma too high. I corrected as quickly as I could by twisting
my wrist so that my thumb would hit the correct a, located behind; since that felt uncomfortable,
I switched out the thumb for the index finger. The third chord, Bb7 (V7 of V) however, proved a
veritable minefield. With the second finger of my right hand on the a, my longer third finger fell
naturally on the back bb, while the fifth finger of my left hand moved to the front bb. I did this
instinctually, since my first piano teacher had trained me to place the shortest fingers of my
hands at the ends of the raised keys so that the rest of the hand would not fall on the wrong side
of the balance point. This however produced the shocking dissonance of a semi-diminished
octave bb–bb. I was so disoriented by the sound that I forgot the theoretical knowledge I had
acquired in preparation, and searching for a remedy, I grasped the keyboard at random. I shifted
the thumb of my left hand from d to d, searching for a better consonance; this produced the grave
fifth d–a, dreadful against the semi-diminished octave. I tried every imaginable permutation of
bb, bb, d, d, a, and a before I finally fixed the situation by returning to the original hand position,
and simply adjusting my third finger downwards to bb.
It was at this point that I realized I would have to slow down dramatically in order to
learn how to play the instrument, and let both my ear and my theoretical reasoning take
precedence over my practical instinct and manual knowledge. The remaining harmonies of the
progression shown in ex. 4.1 came more easily. Since the Demonstration Harmonium provides
only e, and not e, I introduced syntonic exchanges in chord four that would allow me to resolve
through A Major (V), a–c#–e to a D minor chord (i) on d–f–a that preserved a common tone a
!
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with the F major harmony in chord two.45 My confused recital had completely obscured the fact
that Tanaka’s instrument correctly revealed how Bruckner’s diatonic progression drifted
downwards by a syntonic comma. Dr. Tanaka looked bewildered by my performance—and not
in a good way—and I found Walcker-Mayer chuckling while he reviewed the footage of my
blunders that he had just captured on his cell phone.
I tried the progression again, and fortunately the second run went much smoother than the
first. With increased confidence I decided next to tackle Tanaka’s arrangement of the Lohengrin
Vorspiel, shown in ex. 4.2. The sound was striking from the outset. Each triad of the opening
phrase poured out even, clean, beatless, and free of the pulsating effects I was used to from
equal-tempered harmoniums and modern string sections deploying vibrato. The A minor chord
in measures 5 and 6 sounded more dissonant than I had expected in juxtaposition to the C Major
chord, revealing that there was greater dramatic tension between modalities in JI, and increasing
the sense of resolution when the progression toggled back to C Major in measure 6. At first I
struggled only with the bellows, which required such vigorous pumping on account of their small
size that I felt as if I was operating a paddleboat. But with measure 9 came the first misstep of
the fingers, when the a I had chosen for the right hand in order to shape a consonant e–a fourth at
the end of measure 6 grated sharply against the d in my left hand, chosen to blend with the b, the
only enharmonic shade of the seventh scale degree that the instrument provided. I discovered
that the only option was to move the a to a, which introduced a clearly audible climb of a
syntonic comma from the end of measure 6 to the beginning of measure 7.46 When I tried the
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
45
Introducing the syntonic comma a chord earlier, so as to produce b̅ b–d–f̅ –a, would not be
possible as there is no key for f̅.
46

Tanaka’s arrangement in ex. 4.2 introduces the a at the end of measure 6, briefly forming a
dissonant first-inversion A minor triad: c-e-a. Tanaka does this because he generally accepts this
!
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Ex. 4.2. The opening of Tanaka’s arrangement of the Vorspiel to Lohengrin, arranged for two
harmoniums in Tanaka, Tanaka shiki, 35-39.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
type of dissonance in first inversion, and in his later arrangements avoids syntonic intervals in
the melody whenever possible. I preferred however to introduce a on the downbeat of m. 7, with
the change in harmony, since the dissonant c-e-a is not to my taste, and the coincidence between
the strong beat and harmonic change conceals the syntonic comma climb in the melody. This is
inconsistent with Tanaka’s reading, but consistent with his allowance that personal aesthetic
preference is the ultimate arbiter of JI analysis.
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gesture again in measure 9, however, I found that the sustained c–e in the bass necessitated my
return to the a on the downbeat. I expected that the tie of the upper voice linking beat 1 and beat
2 of measure 9 might necessitate a return to a, but found that the resolution arrived so quickly
that it was not necessary to adjust the comma. This was the first time that I had heard a motive
repeated at two different syntonic levels, and it left me with a strange impression to hear almost,
but not quite the same melody twice in a row. Syntonic comma slides appeared with increasing
frequency as I continued through the Vorspiel, cropping up in the tenor voice of measure 11 (d to
d) and the alto of measure 12 (also d to d), acquainting me with a new set of microtonal voice
leading rules I would never earlier have associated with Wagnerian music drama. It did feel like
I was witnessing the divulgence of a compositional secret, the reveal of a musical syntax veiled
by most musical scores. Its effects were novel, but arguably still Wagnerian, in keeping with the
ethereal, other-worldliness of the Vorspiel effects, and the Romantic spirit that “lifts the veil
from the hidden beauty” of the world by making “familiar objects be as if they were not
familiar.”
I thus experienced for myself what it is like to have an instrument impede my facility and
present me with unfamiliar acoustical feedback, estranging me from my customary auditorymotor functions. I had not yet found in Tanaka’s writing an explicit formulation of a musical
theory of defamiliarization, even though in describing the effects of his instrument, he did often
invoke the language of German and English Romantics: he describes just-intonation practice, for
instance, as a “return to the eternal laws given by nature” that would “bring to light those latent
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beauties that lay obscured through faulty intonation pervading the modern practice of music.”47
But one experience was enough to suggest to me that defamiliarization was integral to the
functions of the Demonstration Harmonium.
The next day, while sifting through the Walcker Archives, I found a public circular cowritten in May 1893 with the Austrian composer Heinrich von Herzogenberg: “Aufruf zur
Subscription auf ein kleines Demonstrations-Harmonium in reiner (Natur-)Stimmung],” or “Call
for Subscriptions to the Small Demonstration Harmonium in Just (Natural) Intonation.”48 On
page two, I discovered the outlines of a pedagogical course written by Tanaka to lend order to
the defamiliarizing experience, allowing it to serve a functional role in a manner consistent with
Shklovsky’s rallying cry. By testing it out myself on the instrument, I discovered that the five
steps it outlines constitute a chain of “cognitive attacks” targeted at shattering expectations
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
47
Shohé Tanaka [Tanaka Shōhei], Die syntonische reingestimmte Orgel (Berlin: A. Haack, c.
1892–3), 1: “Die syntonische Orgel von Dr. Tanaka stellt sich die Aufgabe die Orgelmusik in
der reinen Harmonie wiederzugeben, und somit bedeutet diese Bestrebung eine Rückkehr zu den
von der Natur gegebenen ewigen Gesetzen”; Tanaka Shōhei, “The Syntonic Organ and the
Question of Pure Harmony,” lecture in Berlin, July 1894, Meiji Gakuin University,
Kindaiongakukan, Tanaka Shōhei Collection, fol. 15.
48

Tanaka Shohé [Tanaka Shōhei], Heinrich von Herzogenberg, and E. F. Walcker, Aufruf zur
Subscription auf ein kleines Demonstrations-Harmonium in reiner (Natur-)Stimmung (Berlin:
n.p., 1893). The exact nature of Heinrich von Herzogenberg’s contribution to the development
of the Demonstration Harmonium is unclear. Correspondence between Tanaka and Walcker
contained in the Walcker Orgelbau archives suggests that von Herzogenberg helped promote the
instrument, securing the first commissions for instruments himself. He also paid at least one
visit to the Walcker workshop during the beginning of its development, and Tanaka notes that he
was impatient to see it develop. He did not ask for recompense for his activities, and even
requested instruments be built at his own expense. The peculiar reference to “übergreifende”
tones, however, alludes to a concept from an article by von Herzogenberg: Heinrich von
Herzogenberg “Tonalität,” Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft 6/4 (1890): 553–582 at 568574. His other writings on JI suggest affinities between Tanaka’s and Herzogenberg’s outlook.
See Heinrich von Herzogenberg, “Kritiken und Referate. Joachim Steiner, Grundzüge einer
neuen Musiktheorie. Wien, Alfred Hölder, 1891.” Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft 7/1
(1891): 659–666; Heinrich von Herzogenberg, “Ein Wort zur Frage der reinen Stimmung,”
Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft 10/1 (1894): 133–145.
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conditioned by equal temperament, moving from simple to complex, and culminating in the
establishment of a new technical foundation with which to tackle the enharmonium. Each step
introduces slight adjustments to customary performance techniques that attune the operator to
subtle yet significant acoustical differences, ultimately increasing his or her sensitivity to matters
of musical intonation. The final outcome of this pedagogical process was the defamiliarization
of Western harmonic syntax, in preparation for practice on the larger enharmonium itself—the
main instrument, capable of revolutionizing performance practice, analysis, composition, and the
evaluation of musical quality.

4.4. The Five Cognitive Attacks of the Demonstration Harmonium:
Defamiliarizing Harmonic Syntax Through Auditory-Motor Disalignment
The Aufruf zur Subscription starts with a description of the two main purposes of the
demonstration instrument: to improve upon previous instruments designed for the demonstration
of JI that were limited in capability, and to be inexpensive and easy to mass produce. The
instrument’s three-octave range extended further than previous instruments like the Harmonicon
of Sarah Ann Glover (1785–1867), enabling the operator to plan harmonies in multiple
inversions and registers. Its twenty divisions of the octave provided performers with greater
modulatory flexibility than instruments like Alexander Ellis’ Harmonical or Anton Appunn’s
Just Intonation Harmonium could provide.49 It was designed to be suitable for ear training,

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
49
See Sarah A. Glover, Manual, Containing A Development Of The Tetrachordal System
Designed To Facilitate The Acquisition of Music, By A Return to First Principles (London:
Jarrold & Sons, 1850); Hermann von Helmholtz, On the Sensations of Tone As a Physiological
Basis for the Theory of Music, trans., annot. by Alexander J. Ellis (London: Longmans & Co,
1885), 466–469; Pietro Blaserna, Un harmonium colla scala matematicamente esatta (Rome:
Accademia dei Lincei, 1889).
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solfeggio exercises, tuning choirs, and recital of compositions in the church modes, or simple
diatonic syntax. The cost of the instrument, 120–150 , was roughly one-ninth the price of a fullsize harmonium and placed the instrument within reach of most private music teachers.
Tanaka’s clearly stated goal was to reach as wide an audience as possible for his demonstrations
of the “natural necessity” of JI and its “sensory effect.”50
The second page includes the diagram shown in ex. 4.3, illustrating the upper two-thirds
of the instrument, and labelling each of the manual’s twenty keys and the four additional buttons
on the right panel. Tanaka explains that the instrument is optimized for performance in c Major,
and tuned in JI as shown in ex. 4.4.51 Three of the white keys are split. Their backs produce d,
g, and a, which places the second, fifth, and sixth scale degrees of c Major in a horizontal
sequence running through the middle of the keys instead of the front. The fronts produce
commatic alterations necessary for the completion of a perfect fifths below g and a (V and VI in
c Major), and above d (II).52 Each of the black keys is split in two so as to provide the thirds
required for the completion of consonant major and minor triads on each of the seven scale
degrees of c Major. The four buttons on the right panel serve the demonstration of alternative
tuning systems: e provides the Pythagorean third above middle c, tp. e and tp. g provide the

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
50
Tanaka, Aufruf, 3: “[…] dafür werden aber hier die Gesetze der Accord-Verbindungen nicht
nur durch abstraktes Denken, sondern unmittelbar durch ihre sinnliche Wirkung in ihrer
Naturnotwendigkeit erfasst.” The enharmonium, however, cost 1050 by comparison. The
syntonic organ ran to a whopping 7854 .
51

I confirmed this by locating in the Walcker Archives a document in Tanaka’s hand, entitled
“Stimmordnung,” that details how to tune the instrument. Page one is reproduced in ex. 4.5a;
my transcription of his instructions is in ex. 4.5b.
52
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tempered third and fifth, and nat f provides a harmonic seventh above g to complete a perfect V7
above C.53

Ex. 4.3. Diagram of the keyboard of the Demonstration Harmonium. From Aufruf, 2.
The numbers and annotations are in Tanaka’s own hand. Courtesy of the Walcker Archives.
Pitch&Name
C
\\C#
/Db
\D
D
\\D#
/Eb
\E
F
\\F#
\F#
\G
G
\\G#
/Ab
\A
A
Bb
/Bb
\B
E
t.p.6E
t.p.6G
nat.6\F

Ratio
1:1
25:24
16:15
10:9
9:8
75:64
6:5
5:4
4:3
25:18
45:32
40:27
3:2
25:16
8:5
5:3
27:16
16:9
9:5
15:8
81:64
2^4/12
2^7/12
32:21

Cents
0
70.67
111.73
182.40
203.91
274.58
315.64
386.31
498.04
568.72
590.22
680.45
701.95
772.62
813.69
884.36
905.87
996.09
1017.60
1088.27
407.82
400
700
470.78

Hz&(A&=&435)
257.777
268.518
274.963
286.419
290.000
302.083
309.333
322.220
343.703
358.024
362.500
381.893
386.666
402.774
412.440
429.629
435.000
458.271
464.000
483.333
326.250
327.750
386.166
338.332

JI&Name
unison
lesser6chromatic6semitone
major6semitone
minor6tone
major6tone
augmented6second
minor6third
major6third
perfect6fourth
classic6augmented6fourth
tritone
grave6fifth
perfect6fifth
classic6augmented6fifth
minor6sixth
major6sixth
Pythagorean6major6sixth
Pythagorean6minor6seventh
minor6seventh
major6seventh
Pythagorean6third
Tempered6Third
Tempered6Fifth
Septimal6Fourth

Ex. 4.4. Tuning of the Demonstration Harmonium.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
53
Tp. stands for temperiert; nat. stands for natürliche.
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Key
1
3
2
4
5
7
6
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
14
17
16
18
18
20
32
33
34
35

Ex. 4.5a: The first page of Tanaka’s “Stimmordnung,” dated June 1893, in Tanaka’s hand.
Walcker Archives. Reproduced courtesy of Dr. Tanaka Tasuku.
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1. “Gabelton” (A = 435):

2a. Fifths/fourths from A:

2b. Downwards octaves:

3a. Upwards thirds:

3b. Downward fifth:

3c. Downward octaves:

p
4a. Upwards
thirds:

4b. Downwards octaves:

5a. Downwards thirds:

5a. Downwards octaves:

Ex. 4.5b: How Tanaka tuned the instrument, based on the “Stimmordnung.”
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Following this are five “important demonstrations,” designed expressly for performers who
do not “already think beyond 12 tones”:54

A.! “Formation of a just triad above middle C.”55 The first demonstration, which exhibits the
acoustical merits of just over tempered or Pythagorean triads, is designed to start off the
process with a jolt. Tanaka asks performers to sound a perfect fifth between C and G,
forcing them at once to pick between keys labelled g and g. Both hands are naturally
predisposed to reach for the g, on account of the shortness of the thumb and fifth finger. If
the musician relies on instinct alone, as in ex. 4.6a, the result is a shocking dissonance: the
grave fifth (40:27), more narrow than the perfect fifth by a syntonic comma at 21.51 cents.
The performer must correct this by extending the thumb to the back sharp three centimeters
behind, as in ex. 4.6b, or switching out the thumb for the index finger. Video 4.1a and video
4.1b show how this basic building block of tonal harmony thus requires an altered hand
position, alerting the musician to the difference of JI logic.
Tanaka next asks the performer to introduce a third above c, completing the perfect fifth
to round out the triad. This time, he provides three options. He instructs the performer to
reach first for the e on the side panel, as in ex. 4.7a, producing the dissonant Pythagorean
third (81:64). Substituting the Pythagorean third for the consonant e (5:4), a syntonic comma
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
54
Tanaka et al., “Aufruf,” 2.: “Für solche die sich in das reine Tonsystem noch nicht ganz
eingelebt haben, wird in Folgendem ein kurzer Hinweis auf einige wichtigere Demonstrationen,
welche sich durch das Instrument vornehmen lassen, gegeben.”
!
55
Ibid.: “Bildung des reinen Dreiklanges vom eingestrichenen c aus. Zuerst wird die reine
Quinte c–g gegriffen dann der (rechts am Rande befindliche) 4. Quintton e eingefügt, dieser
Dreiklang auf seine Wirkung hin geprüft. Dann wird der 4. Quintton e durch den natürliche
Terzton e ersetzt. Zur Vergleichung mit der temperirten Stimmung dienen dann die beiden (auch
rechts befindlichen) temperirten Töne e und g, die zum Grundton c angeschlagen werden.”
!
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Ex. 4.6a: The triad with a grave fifth, most comfortable under the hand.

Ex 4.6b.: The triad with a just fifth, requiring extension of the little finger.
Video 4.1a: Demonstration of the just triad. Recorded at the Hochschule für Musik Würzburg
on April 23, 2019. Accessible per http://www.danielwaldenpiano.com/politicsfiles
Video 4.1b: Demonstration of just, equal, and tempered triads. Recorded live during a lecturerecital at Schola Cantorum Basiliensis on November 25, 2017. Accessible per
http://www.danielwaldenpiano.com/politicsfiles
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lower, as in video 4.2 and video 4.1b, demonstrates why just-intonation must incorporate
separate chains of pure thirds and pure fifths. Tanaka then asks the performer to play the
equal-tempered triad, formed from two keys on the side panel: t.p. e (24/12:1, 13.69 cents
wider than 5:4) and t.p. g (27/12:1, 1.95 cents wider than 3:2), as in ex. 4.7b. At first, the
familiar tempered triad sounds acceptable. Video 4.3 and video 4.1b however show that as
soon as the just triad is introduced, it sounds strange and dissonant by comparison. This
exercise completes the defamiliarization of the major triad, demonstrating not only its
superiority in just tuning, but that the “well-known public opinion that our ears require
temperament,” espoused by musicians as learned as Bruckner, is “completely unfounded,”
that temperament “constitutes nothing less than the concealment of the ethereal pure sounds
produced by Tanaka’s harmonium.”56
B.! “Formation of a dominant seventh chord from G.”57 The second demonstration reveals
why just sevenths, or septimal harmonies, are excluded from the instrument. The performer
takes the just triad g–b–d in the left hand, and introduces the nat. f from the right panel to
complete a consonant dominant seventh chord with the ratio 4:5:6:7. He or she then releases
the triad while sustaining the nat. f, and depresses the c a fifth above. This produces a
septimal diminished sixth, expressed by the ratio 32:21, standing 27.26 cents larger than a
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
56
Schulze Robst, “Berliner Tonkünstler-Verein,” Der Klavier-Lehrer 12/22 (1889): 264:
“Diesem Erfolg erschien die seit jeher hie und da aufgetretene Meinung, unsere Ohren bedürften
der Temperirung der Stimmung, völlig unbegründet.”
57

Tanaka, et al., “Aufruf,” 2: “Bildung des Oberdominant-Septaccordes vom kleinen g aus.
Zum reinen Dreiklange g–h–d nimmt man zuerst die Natur-Septime (6. Oberton) f, die sich
rechts am Rande vorfindet, zeigt an der unreinen (zu grossen) Quinte f-c die Unbrachbarkeit
dieses Tones innerhalb der Tonart c-dur, ersetzt ihn durch f, erhält dadurch einen allerdings viel
rauheren Klang, der aber den theoretisch richtigen Oberdominant-Septaccord zur Erscheinung
bringt.”
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Ex 4.7a.: The triad with a Pythagorean third.
Video 4.2: Demonstration of the Pythagorean triad. Recorded at the Hochschule für Musik
Würzburg on April 23, 2019. Accessible per http://www.danielwaldenpiano.com/politicsfiles

Ex. 4.7b.: The equal-tempered triad.
Video 4.3: Demonstration of the triad in equal temperament. Recorded at the Hochschule für
Musik Würzburg on April 23, 2019. Accessible per
http://www.danielwaldenpiano.com/politicsfiles
Video 4.4a: Demonstration of the dominant seventh. Recorded at the Hochschule für Musik
Würzburg on April 23, 2019. [NB: I changed the inversion of the G7 chord for this video
because the d key was rattling heavily on the day I was filming.] Accessible per
http://www.danielwaldenpiano.com/politicsfiles
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Video 4.4b: Demonstration of the dominant seventh. Recorded live during a lecture-recital at
Schola Cantorum Basiliensis on November 25, 2017. Accessible per
http://www.danielwaldenpiano.com/politicsfiles
perfect just fifth; toggling between the septimal f and just f confirms that the former interval
is unusable. The performer then releases c while sustaining f and depresses the g–b–d triad
again, producing a dominant seventh chord with the ratio 36:45:54:64. The outer limits of
this harmony are formed by a Pythagorean minor seventh at 16:9, 27.26 cents wider than the
septimal harmony. The sound is less than perfect, but a tolerable substitute. The point of the
demonstration recorded in video 4a and video 4b is that septimal harmonies would be too
difficult to incorporate because they would require splitting the keys into even more
divisions. Five-limit tuning—the system whose intervals are derived exclusively from
multiples of one, two, three, and five—is good enough for Western harmony.58
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
58
Tanaka’s instrument is also capable of producing the common V7 alternative 20:25:30:36
above c by substituting the just minor seventh, ̅bb, for the Pythagorean minor seventh bb. But
this produces an even greater dissonance, since the minor seventh is 21.02 cents larger than the
Pythagorean minor seventh, forming an interval 48.28 cents wider than the harmonic seventh—
so Tanaka chose not to mention it. The German enharmonium provided a better approximation
to the 4:5:6:7 by substituting the harmonic seventh for an augmented sixth—only 7.21 cents
wider at 225:128—producing a V7 at the ratio 3840:4800:5760:6750. This could be formed
from three pitches: c (c–e–g–a#), d (d–f#–a–b#), and f (f–a–c–d#). The Japanese models
produced an even better approximation by simply subtracting a syntonic comma from the
Pythagorean minor seventh, producing an interval only 5.75 cents wider at the ratio 1280:729.
This interval was made available by depressing an additional knee lever on the left side, labelled
“H,” that produced dominant sevenths above e (e–g#–b–d), a (a–c#–e–g), b (b–d#–f#–a), and f#
(f#–a#–c#–e), standing at the complex yet relatively consonant ratio
87480:109350:131220:153600. Tanaka eventually argued that the natural seventh was an
essential feature of the Japanese scale: see Tanaka Shōhei
, Nihon wasei no kiso
, Tokyo: Sōgensha
, 1940. I am grateful to Moriyoshi Shinohara for alerting
me to this fact and sharing his unpublished research on the subject. See also Shinohara
Moriyoshi
“Enharumoniumu ni tekiyō sareta onritsu: Tanaka Shōhei no ‘junseichō’ o
yomitoku
:
,”
Ongaku hyōgengaku
11/1 (2013): 1–12.
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The previous exercise estranged 12 EDO; this exercise estranges JI. Novices to the
system will likely presume that it produces beatless consonances for most harmonic
functions, on account of the results of the previous exercise and the broader reputation of the
system as “pure.” This exercise shows, to the contrary, that some of the most fundamental
harmonies of the Western system feature heavy beats in JI. The Pythagorean minor seventh is
only a 3.91 cent improvement over the equal tempered minor seventh; the 36:45:54:64 in fact
sounds more dissonant in the context of a progression of just triads than the tempered seventh
juxtaposed with tempered triads. The listener thus becomes aware that the dramatic tension
between consonance and dissonance is more pronounced in JI than it is in 12 EDO—a major
contributing factor to the strange effect that familiar harmonic progressions can have on the
listener when rendered in JI.
C.! “Formation of triads on the second scale degree.”59 Demonstration three confirms that the
just diatonic scale, composed from the rearranged pitches of a tonic, subdominant, and
dominant triad, results in an unusable fifth between the second and sixth scale degree (d–a).
The performer tests this premise by fingering the dissonant triad of d–f–a formed by scale
degrees two, four, and six. (Tanaka notes that this triad is tolerable in first inversion; then the
just major triad (f–a) is in the bass instead of the Pythagorean triad (d–f). It is still
nevertheless considered suboptimal.) As video 4.5a shows, the performer thus discovers the

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
59
Tanaka, et al., “Aufruf,” 2–3: “Bildung des Dreiklanges auf der II. Stufe. Da c-dur sich aus
den drei reinen Dur-Dreiklängen f–a–c–e–g–h–d zusammensetzt, erscheint der Dreiklang der II.
Stufe mit um ein Komma zu kleiner Terz und Quint: d–f–a (ein reiner D-moll-Accord ist durch
d-f-a oder d–f̅–a darzustellen); als Sextaccord f–a–d ist er am wohlklingendsten; in dieser
Umkehrung wird er auch meistens gebraucht.
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reason for the splits in the white keys, completing a perfect fifth above from the second
degree (d–a), and perfect fifth below the sixth (d–a).
As in the first demonstration, the thumb and fifth finger naturally land on the fronts of the
split white keys when reaching for II, producing the acute fifth d–a at 243:160, a syntonic
comma wider than the just fifth. This is demonstrated in video 4.5b and video 4.5c. The
consonant II triads, d– f#–a and d– f#–a, can only be reached if the wrist pronates left as in
ex. 4.8a, or right as in ex. 4.8b, or if each key is assigned a different finger.60 This associates
the familiar secondary dominant with an unfamiliar level of discomfort. As the performer
continues to work with the instrument, he or she will discover that the number of syntonic
options and level of physical awkwardness both increase with harmonic distance from c
Major. The further away from the tonic, the more confusing the harmonic territory, and the
more uncomfortable the hands become. This encourages performers not to stray far from
home.

Video 4.5a.: Triads on d and d. Recorded at the Hochschule für Musik Würzburg on April 23,
2019. Accessible per http://www.danielwaldenpiano.com/politicsfiles
Video 4.5b.: Triads on d and d. Recorded at the Hochschule für Musik Würzburg on April 23,
2019. Accessible per http://www.danielwaldenpiano.com/politicsfiles
Video 4.5c.: Demonstration of triads on d and d. Recorded live during a lecture-recital at Schola
Cantorum Basiliensis on November 25, 2017. Accessible per
http://www.danielwaldenpiano.com/politicsfiles

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
60
Larger hands can also assign each key a different finger. I found LH: 4–2–1 / RH: 1–2–4 to be
a relatively comfortable option for d– f#–a, and LH: 5–2–1 / RH: 2–4–5 suitable for d– f#–a.
Both options are nevertheless confusing.
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Ex. 4.8a.: Option no. 1 for II: d– f#–a. Note the pronation of the wrist to the right.

Ex. 4.8b.: Option no. 2 for II: d– f#–a. Note the pronation of the wrist to the left.

D.! “Revealing enharmonic differences.”61 The fourth demonstration unveils the basic
building blocks of enharmonicism with an introduction to the syntonic comma and the
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
61
Tanaka, et al., “Aufruf,” 3: “Aufdeckung der enharmonischen Unterschiede. Zwei reine
grosse Terzen ergeben den übermässigen Dreiklang z.B. c–e–gis; dieses gis ist um eine Diesis
(128:125) oder 1/4 Ton tiefer als a̅ s̅ , die grosse Unterterz von c. Dieser Unterschied ist sehr
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diesis.62 Both of these intervals are too dissonant to function as vertical sonorities, but
nevertheless exert a hidden influence on the harmonic structure, according to the principles
of just-intonation theory.
The performer will already recognize the syntonic comma from the demonstration of the
just vs. Pythagorean major third shown in video 4.6a. The diesis is formed by g#–a̅ b,
corresponding to the gap between three stacked major triads and the octave, and stands at
128:125 or 41.06 cents. The performer toggles between the consonant minor third formed by
a̅ b–c (6:5, or 315.64 cents), and the dissonant just diminished fourth of g#–c (32:25, or
427.37 cents), as in video 4.6b. This reveals the essential distinction between two pitches
that are collapsed into one in equal temperament, and notated interchangeably in modern
scores.

Video 4.6a.: The syntonic comma. Recorded at the Hochschule für Musik Würzburg on April
23, 2019. Accessible per http://www.danielwaldenpiano.com/politicsfiles
Video 4.6b.: The diesis. Recorded live during a lecture-recital at Schola Cantorum Basiliensis
on November 25, 2017. Accessible per http://www.danielwaldenpiano.com/politicsfiles

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
stark zu hören: gis–c dissonirt, a̅ s̅ –c consonirt. Auch in den verminderten Septaccorden wird
dieser Tonunterschied zu vernehmen sein, wenngleich durch Häufung der Dissonanzen in
demselben das Gehör vom einzelnen Tone etwas abgezogen wird. Es würde sich daher
empfehlen, diese Accorde erst in ihre einzelnen Töne zu zerlegen, wobei die Unterschiede sehr
deutlich hervortreten; z.B. c–dis–fis–a (e–moll), c–e̅ s̅ –fis–a (c moll), c–e̅ s̅ –fis–a (g-moll). Wer in
seine Theorie ‘übergreifende’ (alterirte) Töne mitaufnimmt, kann nun den Klangunterschied und
dadurch die tonale Zugehörigkeit mancher scheinbar gleichlautenden Accorde aufweisen, z.B. d–
fis–a–c II. Stufe von c-dur mit übergreifendem fis, d–fis–a–c IV. Stufe von a–moll mit
melodischer Sexte, d-fis-a-c Oberdominant-Septacord von g-dur.”
62

!

The instrument also approximates a schisma between g and t.p. g.
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Next, the performer is asked to pay close attention to how enharmonic alterations affect
harmonic progressions. The performer tests out three versions of a diminished seventh built
on c that would in equal temperament be considered as enharmonic equivalents, but in JI are
distinguished by dieses and syntonic commas. Each version resolves differently, into the key
with which it shares at least two common tones; this is in accordance with Herzogenberg’s
theory that the individual pitches of transitional harmonies must be borrowed from the keys
to which they modulate.63 The first version c–d#–f#–a, shown in ex. 4.9a, thus resolves to e
minor on account of a (iv) and f# (ii); the second version c–/eb–f#–a, shown in ex. 4.9b,
resolves to c minor on account of /eb (iii and a (vi); the third version c–/eb– f#–a, shown in
ex. 4.9c instead resolves instead to g minor on account of /eb (vi) and a (ii°). All three
versions are compared in video 4.6c and video 4.6d. The different sensation of each hand
position enhances the perception of their acoustical difference. A further exercise reveals
another way in which JI introduces significant restrictions on common-tone and
transformational logics, by revealing how enharmonic distinctions between dominant
sevenths change their key associations: d–f#–a–c functions as II7 of c Major, d–f#–a–c as IV7
of a minor, and d–f#–a–c as V7 of g Major.
These exercises “lift the veil” concealing enharmonicism, revealing how its logic exerts
forces beneath the surface of most musical scores. “Common tones” in musical scores are
not necessarily common tones in reality, since dieses and syntonic commas are not notated.
Just-intonation keyboards like the Demonstration Harmonium disclose their presence and

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
63
See Herzogenberg, “Tonalität,” 568–574.
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Ex. 4.9a.: Version one of c diminished seventh: c–d#–f#–a.

Ex 4.9b. Version two of c diminished seventh: c–eb–f#–a.

!
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Ex. 4.9c.: Version three of c diminished seventh: c–e̅ b– f#–a.
Video 4.6c.: Comparison of the three diminished seventh chords. Recorded at the Hochschule
für Musik Würzburg on April 23, 2019. Accessible per
http://www.danielwaldenpiano.com/politicsfiles
Video 4.6d.: The diminished seventh chords with their various resolutions. Recorded at the
Hochschule für Musik Würzburg on April 23, 2019. Accessible per
http://www.danielwaldenpiano.com/politicsfiles
demonstrate their syntactical roles, estranging harmonic logic by revealing the hidden forces
that shape voice leading.64
E.! Chord Progressions and Modulations.65 The performer has now acquired an
understanding of the most pertinent features of JI: the Tonnetz, the exclusion of just sevenths,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
64
Needless to say, this is true for nineteenth-century theories of common tone modulations as
well as for contemporary ones that presume equal-temperament. See Richard Cohn’s “Boretz
Spiders,” which presents diminished chords as nodes between eight different chords: see Richard
Cohn, Audacious Euphony: Chromaticism and the Consonant Triad’s Second Nature (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 153–155.
65

Tanaka et al., “Aufruf,” 3: “Modulationen lassen sich, natürlich in beschränkter Zahl, nach
mehreren Tonarten machen. Cadenz-Accorde finden sich in folgenden Tonarten: IV, V, I in cmoll, g-dur, g-moll, f-dur, f-moll, e-dur, e-moll, a̅ s̅ -dur, d-moll, a-dur (mithin sind diese Tonarten
rein); ferner V, I in b-moll, d-dur, d̅ e̅ s̅ -dur, u.s.w. Durch Transposition der Aufgabe lässt sich der
!
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the syntonic duplication of the II, and the harmonic influence of syntonic commas and dieses.
The next task for the performer is to gain familiarity with the instrument by learning all the
possible chord progressions and modulations. Tanaka lists the various keys in which T-P-DT- and T-D-T-style progressions are possible, and notes that if a conventional chord
progression is not available in one key, it is often available in another; for instance, bII6 –
I6/4–V#–I is possible in e minor, but not b minor on account of the missing a# required for the
third of V#.
Tanaka ends by explaining that this missing key is only available on the enharmonium
and syntonic organ, which also boasts a device for automatic transposition. The performer
must then continue his or her education on one of these instruments.

Each of these five steps provokes defamiliarization in accordance with a rubric that the
music theorist Jonathan de Souza calls “auditory-motor disalignment.”66 De Souza explains his
concept by starting from the basic premise that performers gain technical facility through
repetition and practice because the interface of their instrument is invariant. As this occurs, the
interface becomes “transparent” to the musician, withdrawing from consciousness as the motor
functions required to perform on the instrument become automatic.67 This establishes a direct
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Kreis der Modulationen bedeutend erweitern, z.B. die Aufgabe: bII I6/4 V# I lässt sich in h-moll
(wegen der fehlenden V#) nicht ausführen, wohl aber in e-moll, (was am Enharmonium und an
der syntonischen Orgel mittelst mechanischer Transposition erreicht wird.)”
66

de Souza, Music at Hand, 83–108.

67

de Souza illustrates the point further by quoting a passage from Merleau-Ponty’s
Phenomenology of Perception: “An experienced organist is capable of playing an unfamiliar
organ, whose keyboards are more or less numerous, whose stops are differently arranged than
those on his customary instrument. He needs but an hour of practice to be ready to perform his
!
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link between instrumental technique and musical consciousness, linking the two in a feedback
loop that operates much as Jankélévitch described. De Souza acknowledges, however, that the
automatic repetition of motor functions through practice can inscribe patterns of thought, making
them intractable through sheer repetition, trapping the musician within the feedback loop. (In
music, as in life, “automatization swallows up things.”) De Souza then turns to Martin
Heidegger in order to explain how interruptions to technical habits can be an efficient means for
altering up mental habits. Once the instrument “breaks,” its materiality comes to the fore—it
becomes “present-to-hand” (vorhanden)—and any “learned connections” between hand and
mind are interrupted.68 It becomes necessary to improvise new pathways around the
instrument—and this stimulates the development of new pathways throughout the brain.
“Auditory-motor disalignment” is de Souza’s name for the technique of deliberately
provoking Vorhandenheit by adjusting the invariant layout of the instrument. De Souza uses the
word disalignment in order to emphasize that this technique must be carefully calibrated: the
adjustments cannot be so large that they lead to the dissociation of auditory and motor functions,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
program. . . . He sits on the bench, engages the pedals, and pulls out the stops, he sizes up the
instrument with his body, he incorporates its directions and dimensions, and he settles into the
organ as one settles into a house. He does not learn positions in objective space for each stop
and each pedal, nor does he entrust such positions to ‘memory.’ During the rehearsal—just as
during the performance—the stops, the pedals, and the keyboards are only presented to him as
powers of such and such an emotional or musical value, and their position as those places
through which this value appears in the world. Between the musical essence of the piece such as
it is indicated in the score and the music that actually resonates around the organ, such a direct
relationship is established that the body of the organist and the instrument are nothing other than
the place of passage of this relation.” Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception,
trans. Donald A. Landes (London: Routledge, 2012): 146–147; quoted in de Souza, Music at
Hand, 22. See also Damiano Menin and Andrea Schiavio, “Rethinking Musical Affordances,”
Avant 3/2 (2012): 202–215.
68

de Souza, Music at Hand, 83–84. See also Graham Harman, Tool-Being: Heidegger and the
Metaphysics of Objects (Chicago: Open Court, 2002), 31–38.
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but they also cannot be so slight that they fail to disrupt the status quo and animate
consciousness. He recognizes two types of auditory-motor disalignment: one affecting acoustical
feedback, the other affecting physical gesture. The first is exemplified by guitarist Kurt
Rosenwinkel, who intentionally alters the tuning of his instrument so as to impede his motor
movements and stimulate “direct” listening; the second appears in the works of Helmut
Lachenmann, which introduce extended performance techniques as a way of cultivating “genuine
perception”: “only now that one begins to listen differently, that one is reminded of the
changeability of listening and of aesthetic behavior, reminded, in other words, of one’s own
structure, one’s own structural changeability.”69 The connections between de Souza’s and
Shklovksy’s frameworks are self-evident: auditory-motor disalignment is a form of intentional
estrangement that breaks automatic motor habits so as to stimulate heightened acoustical
consciousness. It calls attention back to the instrument, hands, and ears: it makes the keyboard
“keyboardy” again, so to speak, like Shklovsky’s “stony stone.” 70
Tanaka’s keyboard deploys both types of auditory-motor disalignment identified by de
Souza. Like Rosenwinkel, he adjusts the acoustical feedback that results from familiar hand
positions. These adjustments range from the barely detectable, as in the expansion of the
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
69
Ibid., 87–88. Lachenmann also describes his composition in terms that evoke
defamiliarization: “where perception thus penetrates into the structure of the familiar, the
familiar becomes foreign once again [and] as the perceiver radically renews his relation to what
was previously familiar, he himself changes” (Helmut Lachenmann, “Hearing [Hören] is
Defenseless–Without Listening [Hören]: On Possibilities and Difficulties,” Circuit, musiques
contemporaines 13/2 (2003): 27–50 at 30, quoted in Morrison, “Strange yet Familiar,” 83.) See
also Piotr Grella-Możejko, “Helmut Lachenmannn–Style, Sound, and Text,” Contemporary
Music Review 42/1 (2005): 57–75.
70

Tanaka also does this specifically by changes to the keyboard interface. See Emily I. Dolan,
“Towards a Musicology of Interfaces,” Keyboard Perspectives 5 (2012): 1–12; Roger Moseley,
Keys to Play: Music as a Ludic Medium from Apollo to Nintendo (Oakland: UC Press, 2016).
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tempered fifth by only a schisma (32805:32768, or 1.9537 cents) to form the just fifth, to the
glaringly obvious and disruptive, as in the dissonant triads that result from familiar hand
positions on I and ii. Like Lachenmann, he asks the performer to take up extended techniques:
pronating the wrist, curling fingers, or swapping out customary fingers altogether. Tanaka’s
keyboards are not the first just-intonation instruments deliberately designed to provoke auditorymotor disalignment: the just-intonation theorist Thomas Perronet Thompson, for instance,
reported to fellow enharmonicist Henry Ward Poole that he had deliberately altered the interface
of his organ from the standard keyboard layout in the interest of “compelling a musician to know
what he is doing.”71 It is nevertheless the only such instrument still in operable condition,
allowing us to test his intentions for ourselves and prepare for the next step he prescribes:
performance on the enharmonium.

4.5. Defamiliarizing The Musical Work:
The Enharmonium as Instrument of Theory, Composition, and Evaluation
Once the performer has completed the five steps on the Demonstration Harmonium, he or
she has acquired the basic skills necessary to execute the building blocks of musical harmony in
just intonation. The focus of attention now shifts from the building blocks of the musical
harmony to the musical work in its entirety, with the goal being to finally “bring to light those
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
71
See Henry Ward Poole, “On Perfect Harmony in Music, the Double Diatonic Scale, and an
Enharmonic Key-Board for Organs, Piano-fortes, etc,” American Journal of Science and Arts
44/130–132 (1867): 1–22 at 8: “The organ of Mr. Alley and myself had a key-board like that of
the common organs, and the fingering was the same: all changes were made by pedals, one for
each key, which put the organ in tune for its own scales. It could be played without the player
knowing what sounds he used—he only needed to keep the organ in the right key. Gen.
Thompson justly remarks that his system would have merits over ours, in compelling a musician
to know what he is doing.” Poole nevertheless defends his decision to avoid estrangement: “But
in the dark days of enharmonic science, it may be excusable not to demand too much of the
organists” (ibid).
!
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latent beauties that lay obscured through faulty intonation pervading the modern practice of
music.”72 This shift in attention requires graduating to a full sized enharmonium, the only
instrument capable of performing more complex repertoire. The musician can prepare for the
shift, however, by first learning how to execute simple chorales and short diatonic compositions
at the keyboard of the Demonstration Harmonium.
One chorale playable on the Demonstration Harmonium, and often presented by Tanaka
in demonstrations, is J. S. Bach’s “Wenn du einmal sollst scheiden” from the St. Matthew
Passion, BWV 244.73
Ex. 4.10 presents Tanaka’s own arrangement of the work as it was included in an album
he compiled in 1931 for practice on the enharmonium; two recordings of the arrangement are
presented in video 4.7.74 This musical excerpt provides the performer with an opportunity to
practice each of the primary insights from the five-step sequence, within only four short phrases.
The pickup and downbeat of measure 1 juxtapose a minor and f major in direct sequence,
contrasting the tremulous instability of minor triads with the steady consonance of major triads in
JI. There are two applied dominant sevenths built from just thirds and fifths: e–g#-b-d (V7 of VI)
in m. 3, and c–e–g–bb (V7 of IV) in mm. 3 and 5. The first and third phrases introduce the two
syntonic variants of the scale degree two: d–f–a in m. 1, d–f#–a in m. 9. Most striking, perhaps,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
72
Tanaka, “Syntonic Organ,” 15.
73

Tanaka attributed the impetus for the development of equal temperament to Bach: see Tanaka,
“Syntonic Organ,” 10. He notes, however, that Bach was unable to have the organ he played on
tuned in equal temperament, suggesting that chorales like “Wenn du einmal” were performed in
either mean-tone tuning, when accompanied by the organ, or in JI, when a capella.
74

Tanaka Shōhei. Tanaka shiki: junseichō orugan renshū kyoku.
(Tokyo: Tanaka Shōhei hen
, 1931), 7.
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Ex. 4.10: Bach’s “Wenn du einmal sollst scheiden,” in Tanaka’s own arrangement. Reproduced
from Tanaka, Tanaka-shiki, 7. The entire chorale is playable on the Demonstration Harmonium,
with the exception of the H-pedal marks that refer to a septimal pedal that was only included on
the Japanese instruments.
Video 4.7: The first bars of Bach’s “Wenn du einmal sollst scheiden” from the St. Matthew
Passion, BWV 244. Recorded at the Hochschule für Musik Würzburg on April 23, 2019.
Accessible per http://www.danielwaldenpiano.com/politicsfiles
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are the syntonic comma ascents between d and d in mm. 2 and 4. Tanaka’s decision to introduce
them despite the presence of ties indicates he holds that the vertical logic of harmony and
horizontal logic of melody are essentially distinct, despite perpetual overlap—interwoven in a
manner not unlike the separate chains of fifths and thirds on separate axes of Tanaka’s Tonnetz—
and whenever the two come into conflict, the former ought to take priority over the latter.75 JI
thus reveals latent points of harmonic tension in musical scores, turning them into a veritable
minefield of difficult decision points that must be resolved before performance. But it also
reveals the “latent beauties” in Bach’s chorales, restoring their “chastity” by rendering them in
pure intonation, and thus their ability to inspire congregations to worship.76
Compositions more harmonically complex then “Wenn du einmal” nevertheless require
the increased capabilities of the enharmonium. Switching from the demonstration instrument to
the full-size version might at first not seem so easy because of the significant differences
between the two: as ex. 4.11 and 4.12 show, the enharmonium is in schismatic tuning like
Helmholtz’s instrument—not perfect JI—and as a comparison of ex. 4.3 and ex. 4.13 shows the

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
75
This is a conviction Tanaka holds with most enharmonic theorists: see the analyses of
Vicentino’s example works in Manfred Cordes, Nicola Vicentinos Enharmonik: Musik mit 31
Tönen (Graz: Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 2007): 37–57, esp. 50–54. Tanaka seems
however to have changed his mind in his later theories, and placed a greater emphasis on smooth
melodic voice leading: see the forthcoming analysis of Ave Verum Corpus.
76

Tanaka, “Syntonic Organ,” 12–15. Notably, when Tanaka began building enharmoniums
again in 1930s Japan, he sold them to Japanese-German churches like Togozaka Church in
Tokyo as well as Buddhist institutions like Kyoto Women’s University. I am grateful to Itō
Shigeru, son of Itō Sadao, for sharing with me his father’s annotated copies of the Buddhist
songs “Shiguzeigan [
],” “Nyū-Shin [
], and “Raihai no Kyoku [
].”
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Pitch&Name
C
/C
\\C#
\C#
/Db
\\D
\D
D
//Ebb
\\D#
Eb
/Eb
\\E
\E
E
//Fb
\\E#
F
/F
\\F#
\F#
/Gb
\\\F##*
\G
G
/G
\\G#
Ab
/Ab
\\A
\A
A
//Bbb
\\A#
Bb
/Bb
\\B
\B
/Cb
//Cb*
\C

Ratio
1:1
81:80
25:24
135:128
16:15
800:729
10:9
9:8
256:225
75:64
32:27
6:5
100:81
5:4
81:64
32:25
675:512
4:3
27:20
25:18
45:32
64:45
512:375
40:27
3:2
243:160
25:16
128:81
8:5
400:243
5:3
27:16
128:75
225:128
16:9
9:5
50:27
15:8
256:135
48:25
160:81

Cents Hz&(A&=&435)
JI&Name
0
257.887
unison
20.53
260.964
syntonic7comma
70.91
268.669
lesser7chromatic7semitone
91.44
271.874
greater7chromatic7semitone
111.98
275.119
major7semitone
162.36
283.243
grave7tone
182.89
286.622
minor7tone
203.42
290.041
major7tone
223.96
293.503
diminished7third
274.33
302.168
augmented7second
294.87
305.774
Pythagorean7minor7third
315.40
309.42
minor7third
365.78
318.558
grave7major7third
386.31
322.358
major7third
406.84
326.204
Pythagorean7ditone
427.37
330.095
classic7diminished7fourth
477.75
339.842
wide7augmented7third
498.29
343.898
perfect7fourth
518.82
348.000
acute7fourth
569.20
358.277
classic7augmented7fourth
589.73
362.551
tritone
610.27
366.878
second7tritone
660.64
377.709
double7augmented7fourth
681.18
382.217
grave7fifth
701.71
386.776
perfect7fifth
722.24
391.390
acute7fifth
772.62
402.947
classic7augmented7fifth
793.16
407.756
Pythagorean7minor7sixth
813.69
412.620
minor7sixth
864.07
424.804
grave7major7sixth
884.60
429.872
major7sixth
905.13
435.000
Pythagorean7major7sixth
925.67
440.192
dimished7seventh
976.04
453.187
augmented7sixth
996.58
458.596
Pythagorean7minor7seventh
1017.11
464.067
minor7seventh
1067.49
477.770
grave7major7seventh
1088.02
483.469
major7seventh
1108.56
489.239
narrow7diminished7octave
1129.09
495.076
diminished7octave
1179.47
509.694
semiQdiminished7octave

Ex. 4.11: The schismatic tuning of the enharmonium.
"! Blue rows indicate the intervals Tanaka highlights as most important (see Studien, 18).
"! Yellow rows indicate pitches only made available by the transposition mechanism.
"! The * indicates reeds that may or may not have been included on the instrument. My
calculations show that the instrument should have had forty-one reeds in order to complete
all transpositions. Tanaka nevertheless claims that only thirty-nine reeds were included on
the instrument (Tanaka, Studien, 31). He however acknowledges that some harmonies in the
outermost transpositions were not functional—perhaps because those reeds were not
included.
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Pitch&Name
C
/C
///Dbb
\\C#
\C#
/Db
//Db
\\D
\D
D
//Ebb
///Ebb
Kleisma**:
\\\D#
\\D#
Eb
Schisma:
/D#
/Eb
///Fbb
Schisma:
//Eb
\\E
\E
E
//Fb
\\\E#
\\E#
F
/F
\\\Gbb
\\F#
\F#
/Gb
//G
\\\F##***
\G
Schisma:
\\F##
G
\\Abb
Schisma:
/G
///Abb
\\G#
Ab
/Ab
//Abb
\\A
\A
A
//Bbb
\\\A#
\\A#
Bb
/Bb
///Cbb
\\B
Schisma:
\\\A##
\B
/Cb
Schisma:
\\B
//Cb***
\\\B#
\C
Schisma:
\B#

JI
0
21.50
41.05
70.67
92.17
111.73
133.24
160.90
182.40
203.91
223.46
244.97
253.07
274.58
294.13
296.08
315.64
335.18
337.15
364.80
386.31
407.82
427.37
456.98
478.49
498.04
519.55
539.10
568.72
590.22
609.77
631.27
660.88
680.45
682.39
701.95
721.50
723.46
743.00
772.62
792.18
813.69
835.19
862.85
884.36
905.87
925.42
955.03
976.54
996.09
1017.60
1037.14
1066.76
1068.78
1088.27
1107.82
1109.78
1129.32
1158.94
1178.49
1180.44

Tanaka
0
20.53
41.05
70.91
91.44
111.98
132.52
162.36
182.89
203.42
223.96
244.48
253.80
274.33

53&EDO
0
22.64
45.28
67.92
90.57
113.21
135.85
158.49
181.13
203.77
226.42

294.87

294.34

315.40

316.98

335.94

339.62

365.78
386.31
406.84
427.37
456.22
477.75
498.29
518.82
539.36
569.20
589.73
610.27
630.8
660.64

362.26
384.91
407.54
430.19
452.83
475.47
498.11
520.76
543.40
566.04
588.68
611.32
633.96
656.60

681.18

679.25

701.71

701.89

722.24

724.53

742.76
772.62
793.16
813.69
834.23
864.07
884.60
905.13
925.67
955.51
976.04
996.58
1017.11
1037.65

747.17
769.81
792.45
815.09
837.74
860.38
883.02
905.66
928.30
950.94
973.58
996.23
1018.87
1041.51

1067.49

1064.15

1088.02

1086.79
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Ex. 4.12: Tanaka’s schismatic tuning, compared to JI, 53 EDO, and 12 EDO.
"! Grey values indicate pitches not included on the enharmonium.
* NB: all differential values are fraction of the schisma. (e.g., .025 = +1/4S; -.97 = -3/4S)
** Riemann suggests tempering the kleisma out of Tanaka's system by simply taking the average
between these values. (Riemann, Katechismus der Akustik, 75)
*** Tones possibly not included on enharmonium type 1.
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Ex. 4.13: The keyboard of the enharmonium. Reproduced from Tanaka, “Studien,” 25.
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keyboard layout is entirely different.77 Tanaka nevertheless maintains that “only one hour with
its mysterious peculiarity” should be enough for anyone who has already trained on the
Demonstration Harmonium, or otherwise acquired a solid ground in the principles of JI, to play
the instrument with confidence.78 This is because the distinctions between schismatic tuning and
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
77
Tanaka’s explanation of how the instrument is tuned is rather vague, and as a result there is a
great amount of disagreement on the matter. At the 2018 March Tanaka Shōhei Translation
Symposium at University of Oxford, some members argued that the instrument was in fiftythree-tone equal temperament; others argued it was perfectly just. I argue that the German
enharmoniums were in schismatic tuning—at least theoretically—based on his explanation in
“Studien” that he tuned the instrument: “Die Akkorde wurden auf meinem Enharmonium nach
freiem Gehör gestimmt; dies stellte sich nach wiederholten Versuchen mit anderen
Stimmvorrichtungen schließlich als das zuverlässigste heraus, da die Unreinheit eines
konsonirenden Intervalles bei den Zungentönen sofort von deutlich vernehmbaren Schwebungen
kundgegeben wird. Damit das Schisma abgeschafft werde, oder mit anderen Worten dieselben
Zungen für fis und ges, cis und des etc., ferner eis und f, his und c etc. benutzbar werden, muß
man theoretisch jede Quinte etwas von ihrer absoluten Reinheit abweichen lassen. Diese
Abweichungen sind jedoch so gering, daß sie nur in den höchsten Oktaven bemerkbare
Schwebungen verursachen. […] Man findet dennoch andere praktische Schwierigkeiten in der
genauen Einstimmung der Zungen, welche jene Abweichungen überwiegen.” (Tanaka,
“Studien,” 24, n. 1). The difference between a schismatic fifth and a just fifth is only 0.24 cents,
far below the JND threshold. I accordingly interpret the above passage as suggesting that he
aimed for schismatic tuning, but was unable to attain it, so he ended up somewhere in the
borderlands between schismatic and just. Nevertheless, another cryptic passage in “Studien”
notes that the outermost transpositions of the instrument were unusable: “Auf meinem
Instrument mit 39 Zungen in der Oktave sind die äußersten Klaviaturlagen, fis und des, wegen
der Unreinheit einzelner Akkorde nicht brauchbar” (31, n. 22). Why this would be is unclear,
since it would not be the the case with schismatic, JI, or even 53 EDO tuning. See also Hugo
Riemann, Katechismus der Akustik (Musikwissenschaft) (Leipzig: Max Hesse, 1891): 59–65;
Tanaka, Nihon wasei no kiso, 21 and 135.
78

Tanaka Aufsätze, 7: “Hierdurch wird das Spielen der grossen Mehrzahl der überhaupt einem
Harmonium zugedachten Tonstücke mit solcher Einfachheit ermöglicht, dass eine einstündige
Vertiefung in die anscheinend geheimnissvolle Eigenart des Enharmoniums selbst seitens eines
minder eingeübten Spielers genügt, um selbst complicirte Tonwerke prima vista rein
vorzutragen.” I found from personal experience that this suggestion was true. My first
opportunity to perform on the enharmonium came a month later on July 19, 2017 during a visit
to the instrument collection at Kunitachi College of Music. I was granted only one hour with the
instrument, since the administrators of the collection were concerned about its maintenance. My
long weekend with the Demonstration Harmonium proved essential preparation, and by the end
of the hour I was able to play the opening and closing thirty bars of the Vorspiel from Lohengrin.
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JI fall well beneath the JND, and the layout of the enharmonium keyboard contains numerous
advantages:
1.! The white keys are intact, not split. Diatonic major and minor scales, as well as triads on I
and ii, can be executed just as on the standard keyboard.
2.! Commatic variants of d, e, g, and a are displaced onto short keys at the ends of sharps located
just at their left, with their over-thirds located on longer sharps just behind. This means it is
possible to form major or minor triads above these keys without pronation.79
3.! The right knee lever lowers the back sharps a diesis, exchanging c# for d̅ b, d# for e̅ b, e# for f̅ ,
f# for g̅ b, g# for a̅ b, and a# for b̅ b. This allows Tanaka to simplify the keyboard from twentysix to twenty keys, and prevents slips of the hand that could produce unwanted dieses during
musical performances.
4.! The transposition mechanism automatically converts performances in c Major or a minor to
any of twelve major keys (db–ab–eb–bb–f–c–g–d–a–e–b–f#) and their relative minors,
reducing the number of hand positions that the performer must learn at the instrument.
This last advantage is significant for another reason: it fixes as invariant the relationship between
harmonic function and hand position.80 On the modern piano, the location of V7 of VI depends
on the home key: in C major, it will be E–G#–B–D, in Gb Major, Bb–D–F– Ab. The hand
position for the first chord falls quite naturally under the right hand, with the long fingers
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
79
I found it necessary, however, to curl the fingers since the keys are located rather close to one
another. I avoid curling as a matter of personal preference, so I found this uncomfortable, but
nineteenth-century treatises for keyboard pedagogy suggest that this technique was rather
common at the time.
80

This was also a property of the “generalized keyboard” designed by R.H.M. Bosanquet: see
R.H.M. Bosanquet, An Elementary Treatise on Musical Intervals and Temperament (London:
Macmillan and Co., 1876): 19–23.
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locating on the sharps and the shorter fingers on the white keys; the hand position for the second
is less comfortable, with the thumb placed on a sharp, and the index and ring fingers curling
inwards. These are two different hand positions for the same function. On the enharmonium,
however, V7 of VI is always fingered as e–g#-b-d, no matter the home key; the transposition
mechanism takes care of the rest. Keyboardists, accustomed to thinking in absolute pitch as a
result of the fixity of their instrument, can think freely like singers or string players in relative
terms. The instrument then materializes functional theory allowing it to serve as a mnemonic
device, like the Guidonian or Tonic Sol-Fa Hand: since the hand position maps one-to-one with
harmonic function, its position alone can indicate to the performer the function of a chord in
relation to the tonic, before that chord even sounds.
While the Demonstration Harmonium breaks the feedback loop between musictheoretical understanding and practical technique through auditory-motor disalignment, the
enharmonium restores it on different terms. The loop is however even tighter this time, on
account of the invariant relationship between harmonic function and hand position. The intellect
dictates hand position based on its understanding of harmonic function—that is, if the performer
knows that she wants to play ii6, her hand reaches for ii6. But if the performer finds the hand in a
certain position when practicing, she can subsequently interpret the harmonic function based on
that position alone—that is, the performer sight-reads a musical score without thinking about
harmonic functions, finds her hand in the position that corresponds to ii6, and determines from
that tactile sensation that the function of that harmony in the score must be ii6. If, when reading
scores, neither the intellect nor the hand knows where to go—as when sight-reading a harmonic
progression that can be fairly interpreted two or more different ways—the enharmonium player
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can try out various options and determine which harmonic function is correct based on the
judgment of the ear.81 Tanaka explains:
before rendering any piece on the Syntonic Organ, it must be subjected to a strict
harmonical analysis, and in the course of such investigations, we often encounter cases
that strengthen in us the conviction that great composers, lead [sic] by their keen
perception of tones, have created their works in just harmony. On the other hand arise
doubtful cases [sic]. In such cases, direct hearing alone can decide, and for such a
purpose justly intoned instruments are of much value.82
The pianist would not need to make a determination of harmonic function—he or she could
simply play the printed tones and let it remain ambiguous—but the performer on the
enharmonium must decide. In situations like these, which arise most often in late chromatic
repertoire, “the final word in the selection of the correct notes has to be conceded entirely to the
musically educated sense of hearing.”83 That evaluation may be based on aesthetic preference:
“the determination of the harmonies in these cases may reasonably be assigned to the realm
where individual experience and artistic ideas come into their own.”84 The enharmonium fills
this gap and assists the line of inquiry they initiated by generating analytical knowledge through
practice that computational reason could never alone determine. It therefore exhibits both of the
features that Alexander Rehding associates with “instruments of theory,” by mapping harmonic

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
81
Think of the diminished seventh, which can be variously interpreted as c–d#–f#–a, c–e̅ b–f#–a,
or c–e̅b– f#–a depending on context.
82

Tanaka, “Syntonic Organ,” 14–15.

83

Tanaka, “Studien,” 31: “[…] das entscheidene Wort bei der Wahl der richtigen Töne allein
dem musikalisch gebildeten Gehör eingeräumt werden muß.”
84

Ibid.: “Somit gehört die Feststellung der Harmonie in solchen Fällen einigermaßen in das
Gebiet, wo die individuellen Erfahrungen und die künstlerischen Anschauungen zur Geltung
kommen.”
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functionality onto an invariant interface—operating as a “materialized theory”—and allows
scientific and analytical inquiry, operating as an “epistemic thing.”85
A comparison of two analyses of Mozart’s Ave Verum Corpus, K. 618, both produced by
Tanaka at least forty years apart, provides helpful insights into the types of analytical knowledge
that practice on the enharmonium can generate. The first analysis, printed in 1889–1890 and
shown in ex. 4.14a, appears in Tanaka’s “Studien,” and is accompanied by the following text:
In bar 2, the small key d is used in order to match the a in the alto; g is in this case the
cambiata [Wechselnote]. In bar 3, d has to be selected instead of d, because of the g in
the tenor. Seven bars without alterations follow, until, in bar 10, a and f# are chosen, so
that the dominant seventh chord on the dominant G may be represented correctly, from
which, however, e minor is reached by means of the diminished seventh chord d#–f#–a–c.
In bars 13 and 15, the dominant chords are identified by a and f#. From bar 17 onwards,
the knee lever is depressed, from the beginning mark “B” and held until the end of the
section here under examination. Bar 18 begins with the g major chord and continues to
the diminished seventh chord f–b–d–a̅ b of c minor, which on the final quarter-note
changes into a dominant seventh chord in e̅ b Major by flattening the b to b̅ b and
sharpening the f to f̅ . The last dissonance is resolved regularly in bar 20. Bar 21 begins
with the dissonance eb–a–c–f, which nevertheless is not an exact dominant seventh chord
on bb, and continues by way of a diminished seventh chord into a̅ b major in the VI
position. By means of progression in degrees, the harmony leads into g major, and then
by diminished seventh chords on c and g, to a conclusion on the dominant.86
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
85
Alexander Rehding, “Instruments of Music Theory,” Music Theory Online 22/4 (2016)
http://mtosmt.org/issues/mto.16.22.4/mto.16.22.4.rehding.html>
86

Tanaka, “Studien,” 33: “In Takt 2 wird die kleine Taste d genommen, um zu a im Alt passen;
g ist hierbei die Wechselnote. In Takt 3 muß d anstatt d gewählt werden, wegen g im Tenor. Es
folgen 7 Takte ohne Alterationen, bis in Takt 10 a und fis genommen werden, damit der
Dominantseptimen–Akkord der Oberdominante g richtig gegeben werde, von welchem aber
durch Einschaltung des verminderten Septimen-akkords dis–fis–a–c, e-moll erreicht wird. In 13
und 15 sind die Oberdominantklänge durch a und fis gekennzeichnet. Von 17 an wird dem
angegebenen Zeichen B gemäß, der Kniehebel gedrückt und bleibt bis zum Ende des
betrachteten Theiles angehalten. Takt 18 fängt mit dem g-Dur Akkord an, geht zu dem
verminderten Septimen-Akkord f, h, d, a̅ s̅ von c-moll, welcher im letzten Viertel durch
Erniedrigung von h zu b̅ und Erhöhung von f zu f̅ in den Dominantseptimen-Akkord zu e̅ s-dur
übergeht. Die letzte Dissonanz ist in Takt 20 regelrecht aufgelöst. Takt 21 beginnt mit der
Dissonanz e̅ s̅ , a, c, f, welche trotzdem kein genauer Sekund-Akkord zu b ist, führt durch
Einschaltung des verminderten Septimen-Akkords zu a̅ s̅ -dur in Sextakkordlage. Durch
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Ex. 14a: Mozart’s Ave Verum Corpus, K. 618 version one. Reproduced from Tanaka, “Studien,”
32.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
stufenweise Fortschreitung leitet die Harmonie zu g-dur und dann durch den verminderten
Septimenakkord von c, und den von g, zu einem Schluß in der Oberdominante.”
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Ex. 4.14b: Mozart’s Ave Verum Corpus, K. 618, version two. Reproduced from Tanaka, Tanaka
shiki, 9.
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Tanaka’s written explanation of his analysis does not grant the reader much access to his
decision process. He simply presents his conclusions as a settled fact. The second analysis,
printed in 1931 and shown in ex. 4.14b, nevertheless contains several alternative interpretations
that suggest Tanaka was thinking later in his career more in horizontal than vertical terms, and
placed a greater emphasis on the role of the enharmonium when making interpretive decisions.
In 1890, for instance, Tanaka interpreted the soprano G in measure 2 as g on the grounds that it
was upper neighbor to f, the upper voice of a IV6 harmony; in 1931, he interpreted it instead as g,
which only makes sense as the uppermost voice of an a minor seventh chord.87 This seems a
rather unlikely analytical harmonic interpretation, but it makes melodic sense, because it ensures
that each clear return of the melodic motif (e.g. mm. 4, 7, 10, and 15) features the same minor
tone (g–f, 10:9). Measure 12 presents another point of contrast. In 1890, Tanaka interpreted the
F# and A as f# and a, the third and fifth of V7 chord that lacks its tonic (d) and resolves to g. In
1931, however, the A is a syntonic lower at a, suggesting that the harmony is in a minor with the
f# in the alto acting as a passing tone between the missing e and the g on the downbeat of the
next measure. This also seems like an overly complicated reading, but it sounds much better in
practice because it locates a just minor third (a–c) instead of a Pythagorean minor third (a–c) in
the bass.88 Measure 18 finally presents the most radical point of disagreement between the two
analyses. In 1890, Tanaka read the F–B–D–Ab sonority on the second beat as viiº4/3 of c minor

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
87
g cannot be read as an upper neighbor because it is a syntonic comma lower than the second
scale degree of f major; the two would have to be identical.
88

Remember Tanaka’s observation in the third demonstration of the pedagogical sequence that a
dissonant chord, like f–a–d, is easier to tolerate if there is a just interval between the lower
voices, and the dissonance appears only between the uppermost voices.
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(f–b–d–a̅ b), dropping to V4/3 of III on the final beat with b falling to b̅ b and f rising to f̅ . In 1931,
however, Tanaka defied this logical interpretation by reading F as f̅ throughout the measure,
which turns beat 2 into f̅ –b–d–a̅ b, a dissonant sonority with a fourth contracted by two syntonic
commas in the bass. The only explanation for this is that Tanaka wanted all three common tones
between the two vertical sonorities to remain constant, even if that interfered with their harmonic
functionality. Tanaka generally did not hesitate to alter common tones by a syntonic comma,
even if they were tied together by the composer; consider, for instance, the climb from d to d in
m. 2 of “Wenn du einmal.” But in his late analysis of Ave Verum Corpus, Tanaka decided to
allow his aesthetic preferences—shaped by the acoustical feedback of the harmonium, and the
aesthetics of late chromaticism, perhaps—to take preference over computational and even
theoretical logic.
Tanaka, of course, did not believe that Mozart or Bach had access to JI keyboards when
they were composing. He believed that they simply intuited the logic of JI, and allowed it to
shape their compositional activities whether or not they were fully conscious of it.89 Great
artists, he claims, do not need to undergo “cognitive attacks” in order to apperceive musical
beauty; they are familiar with it from the beginning by instinct. Like Schenker, who identified
the Urlinie as the scaffolding common to all great works of music, Tanaka identified JI as the
organizing principle behind all works exhibiting beauty and structural integrity. Proof for this
contention could be found in the fact that his theories worked consistently when applied to

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
89
Tanaka writes, in an echo of Gustav Engel, based on an analysis of Mozart’s Ave Verum
Corpus: “Wenn man hier die Führung der einzelnen Stimmen genauer prüft, so stellt sich heraus,
daß dieselben, trotz der außerordentlich verwickelten Harmoniefolgen doch sehr wenig von den
reinen Intervallen abweichen. Man findet hier eben die Offenbarung eines echt künstlerischen
Genies, welches unbewußt Unübertreffliches leistet” (Tanaka, “Studien,” 33).
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musical “masterpieces.” And so, consciously or not, Tanaka soon slipped from making claims
about analysis to ontology, and the enharmonium developed from an “instrument of theory” into
an instrument for determining what real music is at its essence. For him, if the musical work
could not stand up to JI analysis, in other words, it must not really be “music.” The
enharmonium thus distinguished “music” from “non-music” simply by distinguishing between
the works it could play, and those it could not.
Tanaka deplored the music “of more recent composers, where the influence of twelvedegree equal temperament is unmistakably discernible,” attributing the development of intense
chromaticism to its “instrumentality” or idiomaticity with the modern twelve-keyed piano.90
(One shudders to think what he thought of Arnold Schoenberg, who rejected enharmonic
preoccupations as “idle strife over orthography.”91) Tanaka hoped to shape a new kind of
musical composition, consciously attuned to JI logic, by presenting the conditions for a new
instrumentality to develop through practice on his instrument. The results of that approach were
exemplified in a short work by Gustav Papendick entitled “Für meine Kleine,” reproduced in ex.
4.15 and recorded in video 4.8, that was written specifically for the enharmonium and included

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
90
Tanaka, “Studien,” 31: “bei den neueren Komponisten, bei denen der Einfluß der 12stufigen
gleichschwebenden Temperatur unverkennbar zu verspüren ist”; Tanaka, “The Syntonic Organ,”
fol. 10: “The chromatic style of writing, needless to say, developed enormously through its
instrumentarity [sic]. To this circumstance is largely due the firm and even dogmatic belief
among the majority of present day musicians that modern music is impossible without the equal
division of the octave.”
91

Arnold Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, trans. Roy E. Carter, foreword by Walter Frisch
(Berkeley: UC Press, 2010): 352: “it is appropriate, if one does not wish to enter the current, idle
strife over orthography, to make enharmonic changes, for example, to write c–eb–ab instead of
c–eb–g#.” Schoenberg also explains, contra Tanaka, that enharmonic distinctions in diminished
seventh chords do not affect their resolutions: see also ibid., 197–199.
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Ex. 4.15: The opening bars of Schumann’s “Stückchen” from Album für die Jugend, Op. 68 no.
8, and Gustav Papendick’s Für meine Kleine. From Tanaka, Sammlung, 2-3.
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Video 4.8: Papendick’s Für meine kleine. Recorded live during a lecture-recital at Schola
Cantorum Basiliensis on November 25, 2017. Accessible per
http://www.danielwaldenpiano.com/politicsfiles

in a collection of simple JI arrangements that he published with Tanaka.92 This piece riffs off of
a student work familiar to many young pianists: Robert Schumann’s “Stückchen” from Album
für die Jugend, appearing just before Papendick’s composition in the album. Schumann’s work
follows a simple diatonic structure and is playable almost entirely on the white keys; the only
passages that could trip up a novice on the enharmonium involve the appearances of V of V (d–
f#–a) in m. 3, ii6 (f–a–d) in mm. 7 and 15, and vii° of V7 (c#–e–g) in m. 13. Papendick’s
composition is extravagant by comparison, traversing eighteen out of the twenty available keys
on the instrument in only 38 measures. He takes a brief detour into chromatic harmony in m. 2024, modulating by an applied dominant seventh chord to the upper chromatic mediant (UCM) on
e̅ b Major, falling back down to the relative minor (c–e̅ b–g) of the tonic key through a diminished
seventh chord (mm. 21-22), and pivoting back home through iv of V7 (mm. 23-24).93 He
incorporates examples of the primary just-intonation features highlighted in the Aufruf zur
Subscription: applied dominant sevenths built from just thirds and fifths (for instance, c̅ #–e–g–a,
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92
Gustav A. Papendick, ed. Enharmonium. Sammlung kleiner Vortragsstücke für das
Tanaka’sche reingestimmte Harmonium, introd. by Shohé Tanaka [Tanaka Shōhei] (Leipzig:
Breitkopf & Härtel, 1891). This collection, priced at 3 , featured simple arrangements of works
from Palestrina to Papendick himself. The introduction explains that the mission of the
instrument was to “free [music] from those disagreeable effects of artificial temperament” whose
beats and mistuned consonances “interfere with the clearness and smoothness of harmony and
awake in us a perpetual nervous excitement, unsupportable to delicate and musically trained
ears” (iii).
93

For more on the UCM see David Kopp, Chromatic Transformations in Nineteenth-Century
Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002).
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or V6/5 of V7 of V6, in mm. 3 and 11, f̅ –ab–b̅ b–d, or V4/3 of UCM, in m. 21), diminished seventh
chords with the proper enharmonic spelling (f–a̅ b–b–d, or viiº7 of i, in m. 22), and, most notably,
enharmonic effects that exploit the expressive melodic potential of syntonic commas. In mm. 1112, Papendick repeats the same gesture a syntonic comma lower at a softer dynamic, creating a
remarkable effect that mimics exactly the natural fall in pitch that often accompanies the natural
echo of an original source, and sinks gently into the return to I in m. 13. The Alberti bass of the
final measures features a syntonic climb from d and d, closing the piece with a rising gesture that
evokes a sense of expectation and broadening horizons. These subtle yet powerful effects are
impossible on equal-tempered instruments; only the enharmonium can reveal the microtonal
beauty located between its twelve familiar keys.

4.6. Tanaka’s Just-Intonation Theory as Cultural Translation
Vienna: July 26, 1890, again. Let us return now to that afternoon, when Bruckner and
Eckstein found themselves with Tanaka at the enharmonium, estranged and entranced by the
sounds they heard, and struggling to locate the instrument’s cultural origins. On the one hand,
these musicians recognized the enharmonium as European: JI was a familiar concept from their
own education, even if they understood its terms somewhat differently, and its inventor was able
to fluently explain the principles behind it in the language particular to German science and
music theory. On the other hand, they recognized it as rather exotic. The peculiar interface,
microtonal intonations, and ethereal timbre of the instrument evoked musical qualities associated
with the Far East—not to mention Tanaka himself, who presented as Japanese and handed them
a bilingual name card. [See ex. 4.2] Bruckner and Eckstein sought to explain the strangeness of
their experience by attributing its origins to a strange, exotic culture, and in doing so, repeated in
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their accounts most of the classic tropes of European Orientalism.94 Thus Bruckner referred to
Tanaka simply as a “Japanese man” in his lectures, as if his country of origin was his only salient
feature. Eckstein drew attention to his introductory bows and musical notation, doubtless
embellishing his account of both, since ryūgakusei were strictly admonished not to bow before
Europeans and Tanaka’s notation was no different from standard convention, other than the
single pair of accidentals denoting a sharpening or flattening by a syntonic comma.95 The
experience of a Japanese man presenting a strange instrument in the imperial boudoir of the
Japanese embassy seems to have impressed them as different, just as the kampong javanais of the
1889 Paris Exposition Universelle impressed French modernists, or the Japanese Pavillion at the
1873 World Exhibition in Vienna impressed German-speaking artists.96 These two world fair
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
94
The cultural significance of the “ethereal” timbre of the harmonium is discussed in Carmel
Raz, “‘The Expressive Organ Within Us:’ Ether, Ethereality, and Early Romantic Ideas about
Music and the Nerves,” 19th-Century Music 38/2 (2014): 115–144.
95

Mori recounted in a diary entry dated the day after his arrival in Berlin that when he met
Hashimoto Tsunatsune [
], a surgeon general on his second sojourn in Germany, the
first thing he was told was to temper his traditional mannerisms when bowing: “When we
arrived, I bowed in greeting. Dr Hashimoto waved a hand in disapproval and immediately
admonished me: ‘You should not bow so low.’ Later I learned that in Europe, youths who have
received any education at all learn from a dancing instructor how to stand, sit, pay their respects,
and kneel politely so that, after having lived among Europeans for some time, Japanese find the
crude manners of their fellow countrymen unbearably funny” (Mori Ōgai, Doitsu nikki
, Ōgai zenshū 20; quoted and translated in Karen Brazell, “Mori Ōgai in Germany: A
Translation of Fumizukai and Excerpts from Doitsu Nikki,” Monumenta Nipponica 26/1-2
(1971): 77–100 at 80–81). I have also found no evidence that Tanaka ever used a different form
of notation from the one featured in his printed scores; the hundreds of handwritten notes I
examined in Germany and Japan all featured the same notational practices.
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About the 1889 Exposition Universelle in Paris, see Annegret Fauser, Musical Encounters at
the 1889 Paris World’s Fair (Rochester: University of Rochester, 2005); also Sindhumathi
Revuluri, “On Anxiety and Absorption: Musical Encounters with the Exotique in fin-de-siècle
France,” Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 2007. Tanaka originally aimed to exhibit his first
enharmonium at the Paris Exhibition, alongside a piano of similar design, never built: see Tanaka
Shōhei, letter to Tanakadate Aikitsu, October 28, 1888, University of Glasgow, UGC 172/1/2/30.
For more on the Japanese Pavilion at the 1873 Vienna International Exposition, see Christina
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installations, in fact, had also indicated to the European artists who attended them a way to
manage the totalizing legacy of Richard Wagner: it was here, in the polyphonies of the gamelan
in slendrò, that Claude Debussy recognized a new harmonic language, and Gustav Klimt
recognized a kinship between the Gestamkunstwerk and Japanese arts and crafts, on account of
how they seamlessly integrated into everyday life and harmonized with the natural world.97
Bruckner and Eckstein too may have attributed the extraordinary power of the enharmonium to
express the “divine secret,” “supernatural force,” “ineffable beauty” and “supreme law”
portrayed in Wagner’s Lohengrin to the instrument’s reputed Oriental, or at least other-worldly,
origins.98
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Baird, “The contributions from Japan and China displayed at the Vienna Weltausstellung in
1873,” Journal of the History of Collections 23/1 (May 2011): 153–164; National Diet Library,
“Vienna International Exposition of 1873: First international exposition officially participated in
by the Meiji government,” Expositions: where the modern technology of the times was exhibited,
last updated March 15, 2011, http://www.ndl.go.jp/exposition/e/s1/1873-2.html. This was the
first display of Japanese culture, technology, and flora organized by the new Meiji Government
in Europe, showcasing traditional crafts like instrument construction alongside the first examples
of modern Japanese industrial design. Images of the thirty-eight musical instruments selected for
exhibition can be found at the National Diet Library, “ウィーン
Weltausstellung in
Wien 1873,” last updated 2002, http://www.ndl.go.jp/site_nippon/viennae/section1/index.html.
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Roberto Rosenman, “The Vienna Secession: A History,” Vienna Secession: Art Nouveau in
Vienna and Germany 1895-1918, last updated 2017,
https://www.theviennasecession.com/vienna-secession/ Authors like Hugo von Hofmannsthal
and Peter Altenberg also wrote numerous texts romanticizing Japanese culture, contrasting it to
Western materialism. See Peter Altenberg, Was der Tag mir zuträgt (Berlin: Hofenberg, 2018),
185: “Lernet vom Japaner! […] In den Zimmern aber hängen an reinlichen edlen zarten
hellgelben Matten Baumbuskörbchen mit feinen Blumen. […] Was für Krimskrams habet Ihr
aber auf den Schreibtischen, an Euren Wänden?! Ihr habt es und fertig! Was giebt es da zu
betrachten?! Man besitzt es, man liebt es nicht!” See also Susanne Kelley, ‘“Der ungeheure
Begriff Asien’: China and Japan in Viennese fin-de-siècle literature, art, and culture,” PhD diss.,
UCLA, 2005; Michiko Mae and Elisabeth Scherer, ed., Nipponspiration: Japonismus und
japanische Populärkultur im deutschsprachigen Raum (Köln: Böhlau, 2013).
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Franz Liszt, Artiste et Société, ed. Rémy Stricker (Paris: Harmoniques, Flammarion, 1995),
290; quoted and translated in Lawrence Kramer, Opera and Modern Culture: Wagner and
Strauss (Berkeley: UC Press, 2004), 44.
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Bruckner and Eckstein were not alone in fixating on the fact that Tanaka was Japanese,
and imagining his instrument somehow came from Japan. Many of Tanaka’s closest European
collaborators thought the same way. Gustav Engel (1823–1895) marveled in a review that it was
“quite strange [merkwürdig] that a Japanese man should successfully assist in the resolution of
the most subtle difficulties in the area of musical acoustics.”99 Heinrich von Herzogenberg
remarked that the enharmonium represented a “transfusion of Japanese keenness of intellect and
technical skill into the arteries of an eminently occidental question, and to the true blessing of the
same, for its solution has been placed on a practical basis and has succeeded in such an eminent
degree.”100 Hans von Bülow lampooned Tanaka’s cultural background in his effusive review of
his instrument:
I therefore bid the genial Asiatic welcome, for he may flatter himself that he is walking in
the footsteps of the glorious reformer of the religion of his race, the moral philosopher
and teacher of his people, who died two thousand and some hundreds of years ago. We
Europeans may accept the benefit offered by a worthy son from the most civilised land of
that Continent which is called the cradle of humanity, and that without reluctance or
ingratitude. May Saint Confucius become, through him, our direct co-operator in helping
us out from unchaste contortion, convulsion, and confusion. Amen!101
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Gustav Engel, “Ein neues mathematisches Harmonium,” Der Klavier-Lehrer 12/13 (1889):
149-150 at 149: “Es ist höchst merkwürdig, dass ein Japaner sich an der Lösung von
Schwierigkeiten erfolgreich betheiligt hat, die zu den subtilsten auf dem Gebiet der
musikalischen Akustik gehören.”
100

Testimonials, 16–17. Original German in Tanaka et al., Aufsätze, 15: “die Transfusion
japanischer Verstandesschärfe und technischen Geschickes in die Arterien einer eminent
abendländischen Frage, und wahrlich zum Heile derselben, da ihre Lösung auf praktischen
Boden gestellt wurde, und in so vortrefflicher Weise gelungen ist.”
101

Tanaka, Testimonials, 8. Original in Tanaka, Aufsätze, 10: “So heisse ich denn den genialen
Asiaten hochwillkommen, der sich rühmen darf in den Fusstapfen des erhabenen, vor zwei
Jahrtausenden und etlichen Jahrhunderten verstorbenen Religionsreformators, Moralphilosophen
und Lehrers seines Volkes zu wandeln. Wir Europäer dürfen die Wohlthat eines würdigen
Sohnes aus dem civilisirtesten Lande des Welttheiles, der die Wiege der Menschheit heisst, ohne
Sträuben oder Undank entgegennehmen. Der heilige C o n f u s i u s werde durch ihn uns
mittelbar zum Mithelfer aus unheiliger C o n t o r s i o n, C o n v u l s i o n, und C o n f u – s i o
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Von Bülow continues, in truly over-the-top style, to explain that even though the “malign specter
of “Judaism in Music” has finally resigned from office, rampant in its stead was an even more
dangerous group: the “swots,” who were incapable of writing good music no matter how hard
they tried. The “less blind and deaf” among them, however, could possibly learn something
worthwhile from Tanaka’s instrument.102 Von Bülow seems to be reveling in the irony that a
foreign man from Japan might help European music purge itself of a threat often perceived to
have been imposed by Jews, Europe’s internal Others. This was several years before fear of the
Yellow Peril crested across the German Empire—and although Tanaka never mentioned any
adverse personal experiences relating to xenophobia in his surviving personal correspondence, he
must have recognized cultural tension was rising around the presence of Asian men and women
in Europe.103 Perhaps he anticipated it in comments like Bülow’s.
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n! Amen!” Cf. Margaret Notley, Lateness and Brahms: Music and Culture in the Twilight of
Viennese Liberalism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 128 suggests that Bülow’s review
was intended to be read as “sarcastic.”
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Tanaka, Testimonials, 8. Original German in Tanaka, Aufsätze, 10: “sie werden bei den
weniger blinden und tauben Mitgliedern des grassirenden S t r e b e r t h u m s in der Musik
(unheilvoller sicher als das quieszirte Gespenst des ‘Judenthums in der Musik’) […].”
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I have not been able to locate letters from Tanaka dated after 1895, the peak of the Yellow
Peril in Europe. One letter from 1894 expresses Tanaka’s interest in the events leading up to the
First Sino-Japanese War: “Der Krieg ist nun endlich zwischen unser Lande + China
ausgesprochen. Dass wir jetzt in spannungsvollster Begeisterung leben, wird Ihnen sehr
begreiflich sein, der Sie selbst so tapfer und ruhmreich [einen] ähnlichen Feldzug mitgemacht
haben. Bis jetzt haben wir Uebermacht von Lande wie am Meer und Gott sei dank, ist die
Aussicht des Sieges nach unparteiischen Meinungen auf unsrer Seite. Ich glaube nicht[,] dass
der Krieg sehr lange dauern wird, denn jeder betheiligte Staat hat kein besonderes Interesse[,]
den anderen zu vernichten, was nur unter grösster Austrengung denkbar wäre. Ich hoffe, Sie
werden mit theilnahmsvollem Interesse die Kriegsberichte verfolgen werden, u. mit herzlichem
Gruss” (Tanaka Shōhei, letter to Oscar Walcker, August 6, 1894, Walcker Archives.) The
conclusion of this war saw the Triple Intervention of Germany, France and Russia, which
compelled Japan to surrender its Chinese colonies, as well as the peak of anti-Japanese
xenophobia. Tanaka was then at the firm of Wilhelm Heckel GmbH in Biebrich, working on his
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The nature of these speculations surrounding the instrument’s origins may have to do
with the fact that these musicians were generally constrained by the terms of European
Orientalism to attribute Tanaka’s defamiliarizing instruments to either one culture (the familiar
one, Europe) or the Other (the unfamiliar one, Japan). This is because Orientalist thinking, as
Rumi Sakamoto has demonstrated, posits a fundamental and unequal dichotomy between an
authoritative West and subaltern East, two entities that can never really “meet.”104 Tanaka did
not think in such terms. As recounted in ch. 3, Tanaka was at the time a firm believer in the
cultivation of what he called geistiger Verkehr (intellectual and spiritual exchange) between
Europe and Japan, and celebrated the cultural alignments and spiritual merger that would come
about from the free exchange of technology, ideas, and culture between Eastern and Western
nations. Tanaka’s model stood in contrast to European Orientalism, as well as the ubiquitous
Meiji-era slogan “Japanese spirit, Western technology [wakon-yōsai /

],” which sought

to impose rigorous controls on the introduction of foreign culture to Japan so as to ensure the
essential qualities of the nation would preserved as separate and intact. The concept of geistiger
Verkehr contradicted any idea that the cultural spirit could be hermetically sealed, while also
acknowledging that culture and technology are never fully separate anyway, since civilizations
both shape and are shaped by their tools. Just-intonation theory represented a consummate
expression of geisitiger Verkehr, as a consolidation of the cultural, scientific and musictheoretical goals of both nations; and Tanaka himself, educated to the highest degree on both
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
enharmonic clarinet. He stopped his activities a few months later, and for the next five years
shifted his attention exclusively to the study of railroad technology and design, precisely when
the Meiji Empire shifted its attention to the cultivation of heavy industry and the army. Tanaka
then joined the military upon his return to Japan in 1900 and took a leadership role in developing
the national railroad system.
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Sakamoto, “Japan, Hybridity,” 115.
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continents and anointed as one of the ryūgakusei tasked by the Meiji Government with
engineering transnational exchange, represented its ideal ambassador. If the enharmonium was in
any way partially “Japanese”—a claim that Tanaka most likely would not have denied,
considering he was willing to use it to his advantage when applying for financial support from
the Meiji Government—it was the product of a Japanese culture that had already started merging
with the West.
The enharmonium can, in other words, be understood as a product of cultural hybridity.
In ch. 2, I discussed how cultural hybridity challenges the Orientalist and exoticist frameworks
that posit an impenetrable boundary between the ontologically distinct “East” and “West” by
focusing on the productions of the blended cultures expressed on their borderlines, and
examining how their cultural products influence society and politics at large. I also showed how
Homi Bhabha and Rumi Sakamoto have argued that cultural hybridity operates through a process
of “translation,” which occurs when a “statement”—scientific, political, theoretical—is
transposed from one discursive context to another.105 These translations constitute “new
statements” that retain the gist of the original. But simply by “repeating vocabularies of a certain
discourse in a different discourse transforms them”: “deformation and displacement of the
‘original’ meaning are inevitable.”106 Translation presents “a way of imitating, but in a
mischievous, displacing sense—imitating an original in such a way that the priority of the
original is not reinforced but by the very fact that it can be simulated, copied, transferred,
transformed, made into a simulacrum.”107 The new, altered statement thus no longer points back
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Bhabha, “The Third Space,” 210; quoted also in Sakamoto, “Japan, Hybridity,” 115.
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exclusively to the “original” author; in fact, it “invalidat[es] the authority of the West as the only
legitimate author of the narrative of the World,” and wrests away control of social, political, and
cultural discourse.108 It is thus an “ambivalent” discourse, a form of mimicry that simulates
another culture while simultaneously calling attention to its own “slippage, its excess, its
difference” through statements that sound “almost the same, but not quite” like the originals.109
Almost the same but not quite… Bhabha, consciously or not, thus formulates the theory
of cultural translation in terms that recall Shklovsky and Boym on defamiliarization. Both are
cultural devices that operate by restating the familiar in slightly unfamiliar terms; estrangement
and displacement are thus common to both. So is the ability to destabilize the boundary between
difference and similarity, Other and Self. Both stimulate epistemological inquiry in the process:
What is musical consonance? What is European music theory? And both are thus potent tools
for decentering discourse and shifting the balance of power and authority. I argue that the two
concepts can be brought even more closely together, and that cultural translation can be
understood as a form of defamiliarization. The slight “deformation and displacement” of the
new statement” arouses astonishment and calls conscious attention back to the statement itself,
provoking interrogation of its validity as well as the authority of those in charge of the discourse
that surrounds it.
As a result, the defamiliarization of discourse through cultural translation instigates yet
another, final transformation: it makes the once unfamiliar culture that produced the cultural
translation seem familiar. The culture that once spoke an incomprehensible tongue now speaks
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(almost) the same language, and expresses (almost) the same interests, goals, and ideals. This is
also an estrangement of sorts, albeit one that reverses the direction of the “knight’s move”:
instead of swerving at the last minute from the familiar to the unfamiliar, it swerves from the
unfamiliar to the familiar. Tanaka, as an exophonic music theorist, thus defamiliarized JI for
Bruckner and Eckstein while simultaneously “familiarizing” Japan, bringing its musical culture
closer to Europe. His just-intonation theory opened up the prospect that the locus of discourse
might therefore be transferred from the exclusive domain of Europe to the shared domain of
Europe and Asia.
In the spirit of Boym’s false etymology, we might argue that Tanaka’s just-intonation
estrangements instigated dépaysement of a different, musical sort: a separation of musical
discourse from the European nations that previously imagined themselves as its sole authors. It
also showed that the ancient enharmonic past Europe had nostalgically longed after for centuries
was in fact common property with Asia. The future of just-intonation theory, Tanaka suggested,
would no longer be authored exclusively by Germany and England. It would be co-written with
Japan.
!
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Conclusion
There is one more testimony on behalf of Tanaka’s enharmonium to consider, appearing
in the Katechismus der Akustik (1891) of Hugo Riemann, and written eleven years before he
gave the lecture on Japanese music with which this dissertation opens. Riemann’s testimony is
short but effusive. He writes that the “ingenious construction” of the keyboard interface
deserves “full recognition,” and salutes its schismatic tuning as “extremely striking” and
“virtually infinite” for its near exact correspondence to JI. It is, he writes, “without a doubt the
most consummate demonstration of the merits of just intonation over the strong temperament of
our twelve semitone system.”1
But at the same time, Riemann remains agnostic: “whether or not [temperament] will
resist all efforts to introduce just intonation into musical practice remains to be seen.”2 He
explains why: “one certainly must distinguish between the capability of the ear to recognize
differences of pitch, and the need to see this distinction made everywhere; for the ear has another
helpful ability: the ability to recognize intervals that roughly correspond as the same, whenever
there are logical reasons for doing so beyond the shortcomings of practice.”3 What Riemann
means is that simply because we are able to make fine discriminations between tones, as
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Hugo Riemann, Katechismus der Akustik (Musikwissenschaft) (Leizpig: Max Hesse, 1891), 71:
“es ist von allen bisher versuchten unzweifelhaft das vollkommenste zur Demonstration der
Vorzüge der reinen Stimmung gegenüber der stark temperierten unseres Zwölfhalbtonsystems.”
2

Ibid.: “Ob aber nicht trotzdem das letztere allen Versuchen, die reine Stimmung in die
Instrumentalpraxis überzuführen, standhalten wird, wird abzuwarten sein.”
3

Ibid., 71–72: “Man muß wohl unterscheiden zwischen der Fähigkeit des Ohrs,
Tonhöhenunterschiede zu erkennen, und dem Bedürfnis, diese Unterscheidung überall gemacht
zu sehen; da hilft eine andere Fähigkeit des Ohrs: annähernd übereinstimmende Intervalle für
dieselben zu halten, wenn dafür logische Gründe vorhanden sind, über die Mängel der Praxis
hinweg.”
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Tanaka’s enharmonium asks us to do, we do not always need to do so. Our psychology grants us
another equally valid ability: to identify two tones adjacent in pitch space as functionally
equivalent—in other words, to quantize them. If our mind automatically quantizes pitches to
where they ought to be, does it matter what they really are?
As early as 1877, Riemann had naturalized pitch quantization as an innate and universal
function of tonal psychology, as the conceptual grid through which we perceive and make sense
of the continuity of tonal space. He then used this argument to justify the use of 12 EDO by
fixing his baseline at the syntonic comma, or 21.51 cents—the same interval that separated the
strata of the Tonnetz, larger than any of the deviations of 12 EDO from JI.4 He saw equal
temperament as a boon to Western practice, since “just intonation would, if it should not fail due
to its practical unfeasibility, entail a tremendous restriction in choral and modulatory processes.
And what would be gained from it: some slight sensual euphonious quality of the individual
harmonies—at the expense of more profound expression, seizing and captivating the soul!”5 The
appearance of Tanaka’s instrument temporarily threw Riemann’s convictions into doubt. If
impracticality was no longer a concern, why not switch to the enharmonium? Tanaka’s
instrument had forced Riemann to reconsider what music is, first and foremost: a product of
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Hugo Riemann, Musikalische Syntaxis: Grundriß einer harmonischen Satzbildungslehre
(Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, 1877), 33–34.
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Riemann, Katechismus, 88: “Die reine Stimmung würde, wenn sie nicht an der praktischen
Undurchführbarkeit scheitern soll, eine gewaltige Einschränkung im Akkord– und
Modulationswesen bedingen. Und was wäre dabei gewonnen: etwas sinnlicher Wohlklang der
Einzelharmonien—auf Kosten tieferen, die Seele gewaltig packenden Ausdrucks!” Alexander
Rehding, Hugo Riemann and the Birth of Modern Musical Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2003), 124 highlights this passage as the beginning of Riemann’s retreat from
physical nature into the “much shadier area of psychological nature,” as the moment that severed
any correlation between harmony and the external, material concerns of musical acoustics.
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physiological response, or psychological intuition? He finally arrived at an answer in 1914, in
his article “On the Imagination of Tones”:
The ‘Alpha and Omega’ of musical artistry is not found in the actual, sounding music,
but rather exists in the mental image of musical relationships that occurs in the creative
artist's imagination—a mental image that lives before it is transformed into notation and
re-emerges in the imagination of the hearer. The process of notating an artistic creation
as well as the sounding performance of the work are merely expedients to transplant
musical experiences from the composer’s imagination into the imagination of the musical
listener.6
Tanaka’s instrument, then, was no longer necessary. In fact, it was best put to use proving its
own redundancy. Riemann demonstrated that if the harmonic functionality of the well-known
tune “Die Lorelei” was corrupted in the manner shown in ex. 1, by pulling individual harmonies
a half-step too low or too high, “no power on earth” could “force the healthy musician to hear
something other than […] a series of bothersome intonational errors”—even if the example was
played on a just-intonation harmonium “like those that have been constructed for the acoustical
investigations of Bosanquet, Helmholtz, Tanaka, Öttingen and others.”7 Each harmony might
sound pure, but if the relations between them were functionally illogical, they were
psychologically incorrect and thus meaningless. Tanaka’s instrument thus revealed “the limits of
the power of just intonation over the musical imagination.”8 It sanctioned Riemann’s efforts to
re-define music theory as a conceptual, psychological discipline concerned with function over
frequency, idealism over reality, and cognitive universals over sounding differences.
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Hugo Riemann, “Ideas for a Study ‘On the Imagination of Tone,’” trans. Robert W. Wason and
Elizabeth West Marvin, Journal of Music Theory 36/1 (1992): 81–117 at 82. Italics in original.
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Ex. 5.1a: Riemann’s version of “Die Lorelei,” tweaked by semitones. Riemann, “Ideas,” 89.

Ex. 5.1b: “Die Lorelei” without semitonal adjustments. Riemann, “Ideas,” 89.

Riemann’s rejection of the enharmonium, and the subsequent success of Riemann’s own
psychological theories, provided for Tanaka’s fade into obscurity. But this is not the only reason
why Tanaka’s contributions to German musical theory are largely unfamiliar. I have examined
in this dissertation the extent to which the history of nineteenth-century Western music theory
ought to be understood not as an autonomous product of Europe, but, rather, as a product of
reciprocal transnational exchange between Europe and its Others. Theories like Tanaka’s—and
by the same token, Deval’s—are emblematic of the nineteenth-century cultural hybridities that
formed at the margins between “Western” and “non-Western” populations: between German and
Japanese intellectual elite, British colonists and the Hindu subaltern. They are products of
transnational geistiger Verkehr, to borrow Tanaka’s phrase, enabled and fostered by turn-of-thecentury political developments (colonialism, nationalism and Meiji Restoration, cultural
diplomacy) and technological advances (in science, communication, transportation). They
exerted a substantial influence on the course of European musical discourse: consider the
adjustments Alexander Ellis made to his arguments in order to conform to the nationalist theories
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of Isawa Shūji and Sourindro Mohun Tagore (ch. 1), Deval’s effect on the cultural policies of the
British Raj (ch. 2), and the influence of Tanaka’s theories and instruments on German musical
discourse writ large—including, as highlighted here, the seminal theories of Hugo Riemann
(intro, conclusion, ch. 3–4).
The reasons for their omission must therefore have to do with more than simply the
merits of their theories.9 The techniques of provincialization (Deval) and defamiliarization
(Tanaka) were both destabilizing forces on the temporal frameworks that European music theory
maintained. Deval’s temporal framework challenged the Eurocentrism of unilinear
developmentalism, by re-construing the history of Europe as little more than a byway from the
main avenue leading from glorious Vedic/Aryan origins to the modern Hindustani nation.
Tanaka’s identification of the enharmonium as a hybrid product of German and Japanese
musical science undermined the stability of early cultural relativism, which construed separate
and intact cultural spheres whose essences did not touch. In doing so, both responses challenged
the continued relevance of the “musical Sonderweg” thesis that both unilinear developmentalism
and cultural relativism supported—the notion that European music theory had by and large
followed a unique and exceptional path, and would continue to do so. (Think back to the story of
Riemann and Obst’s refusal to allow Kōda Kō to play the koto and the violin, described in the
introduction.) The theorists and comparative musicologists who acted as proponents of these
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On their merits, I have generally reserved judgment, since my focus is more on the forces that
shaped this branch of music-theoretical discourse than on the substance of its arguments. But I
would contend that while Deval’s arguments bear only slight relevance to the contemporary
concerns of Hindustani musical culture, Tanaka’s theories would benefit from critical
reevaluation. It is for this reason that I am currently preparing a translation with commentary of
his “Studien im Gebiete der reinen Stimmung” and “Geschichtliche Betrachtungen,” working
alongside an international team of scholars focused on compiling an album of translations of
Tanaka’s primary German and Japanese texts. Our efforts will be published with Bloomsbury
Press (expected 2020).
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temporal frameworks were resistant to the notion that Western and non-Western musical culture
was becoming increasingly entangled—to the point that “similarity” and “difference” were no
longer adequate measures of their comparative relations—and so efforts like Tanaka’s and
Deval’s tended to fall from the music-theoretical record.
What insights then might the history of JI research have to offer contemporary pursuits of
music theory and the history of music theory? The first is historiographical, suggesting a note of
caution for scholars contributing to the nascent field of global history of music theory.10 There
are two standard models that scholars might follow in pursuing the integration of Western and
non-Western histories of theory: the first we could call synthetic (X+Y), the second comparative
(X vs Y). The synthetic model enfolds two histories, previously considered as separate, into one
temporal trajectory by identifying conduits of exchange: examining, say, the connections
between sixteenth-century Spanish and Quechua music theories that formed as a result of the
colonial conquest of the Andean region. The comparative model juxtaposes two histories
previously considered as independent, by identifying points of similarity or contrast: a potential
study might thus place Spanish and Quechua music theories in dialogue by looking at how both
understand the relationship of music to the natural world. There are certainly merits to both
approaches, but if they are pursued without a critical reexamination of the classical definitions of
“nation” and “culture,” there is a danger that they will revive the same binary between unilinear
developmentalism and cultural relativism. To paraphrase Hoi-Eun Kim, the synthetic framework
runs the risk of incorporating the non-West into the realm of Western history for the sake of
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I cite the proponents of this movement in my introduction; see 25, fn. 56.
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displaying the global dimension of Western history.11 The comparative framework, on the other
hand, runs the risk of occluding the expressions of cultural hybridity that manifest on the margins
between musical cultures, reanimating the binary between the West and its Others that global
history of theory aims to subvert.
The other insights are methodological. A fundamental premise of STS is that science and
technology are “co-produced” with society, meaning that the ways in which we live in the world
(e.g., culture, politics, and ethics) are inseparable from the way in which we know and represent
it (e.g. scientific epistemologies). Following this line of reasoning, I have argued that several
scientific approaches maintained by music-theoretical discourse as objective and neutral have
been leveraged as tools of cultural imperialism. Quantization is one example, and it is arguably
leveraged to similar ends today. Martin Scherzinger has criticized the cultural biases embedded
within technology protocols like MIDI, the Musical Instrument Digital Interface that connects
digital devices that make and control sound, for adopting 12 EDO as a Tuning Standard.12 This
“ensured the elimination of variation in note mapping and thereby created the conditions for
interoperability on a global scale,” and indeed, as Scherzinger notes, “the pitch sequences of the
world’s music are gradually coalescing around the MIDI Standard.”13 It is for this reason that he
bluntly argues that “MIDI is a kind of colonialism,” and calls for a new “software
physiognomics” that “maps the way software remodels the affective life of individuals,” and
“attends to a socioeconomic dimension” by showing “how these developments are imbricated in
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Hoi-Eun Kim, Doctors of Empire: Medical and Cultural Encounters Between Imperial
Germany and Meiji Japan (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2014), 9.
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Martin Scherzinger, “Software Physiognomics: Adorno’s Radio Analytics Today,” New
German Critique 43/3 (2016): 53–72.
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global capital markets.”14 These observations might also guide renewed attention to other
technologies reliant on pitch quantization, like the software grounded in the computer science of
Music Information Retrieval that multi-national corporations deploy to survey and classify
recorded musics, ostensibly for the purpose of delivering preferred solutions to consumers, but
also for the sake of controlling a segment of the twenty-first-century neo-liberal economy. But
finer baselines like 1200 EDO can also tend towards the construal of essential differences that
may or may not really be significant, in the name of objective precision. Fillmore, for all his
significant flaws, may have had a point when he criticized early tonometrics for making a
“caricature” out of indigenous musics—giving them an unnecessarily “strange look” by dutifully
recording performance errors and other inconsequential inconsistencies—and Riemann might not
have been all that far off in highlighting the ability of the ear to elide intonational difference in
the interest of recognizing functional identity.15 In other words, if we are to take Scherzinger’s
admonition for a new “software physiognomics” seriously, simply rescaling the baseline might
not be enough.
Lastly, a few thoughts on what the insights of just-intonation research into the
affordances of musical tuning systems, and the instruments that produce them, might offer music
theory and the history of music theory today. Many claims of just-intonation research from a
hundred years ago about what musical practices are natural, and what they should be, now seem
suspect. But the claim advanced by this field that temperaments fundamentally shape the
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development of musical cultures seem a useful corrective to today’s analytical assumptions.
(Recall Helmholtz’s uncanny prediction, from 1860, that the affordances of equal temperament
would lead ineluctably to atonality.) To what extent is compositional practice actually produced
by the conceptual and practical filters that musical temperaments necessarily apply?
Consciously or not, do analysts now naturalize 12 EDO instead of JI? After all, a great number
of music-theoretical frameworks (e.g. transformational, set theory) give 12 EDO a transcendent
valence by using it as the baseline to which they quantize all objects they study before subjecting
them to analysis.16 This necessarily obscures any investigation into how subtleties of intonation
might have a significant impact on structural perception—a fact that any fortepianist or
harpsichordist who has tested out the same piece in multiple tuning systems can confirm.17
Future analytical investigations into how the affordances of quarter-comma meantone affected
the development of early modern keyboard literature, or how Hindustani and Japanese musical
practices have been transformed thanks to the global adoption of equal temperament, might
prove highly valuable avenues of research.
To pursue that research, what better tools do we have than our own instruments?
Tanaka’s arguments that instrument design shaped the course of nineteenth- and twentiethcentury compositional practice dovetails with the insights of STS, and contemporary invitations
to pursue the “musicology of interfaces” and the epistemological role played by “instruments of
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theory.”18 His focus on instrument design was furthermore grounded in the recognition that the
fundamental principles of just-intonation research meant little on the page. They were best
communicated through the senses, by encouraging forms of practice on just-intonation
instruments that could attune investigators to listen closely to subtleties of enharmonic difference
and haptic experience. By working to restore just-intonation keyboards and learning how to play
them myself—a process I describe in detail in ch. 4—I learned that the principles behind these
instruments remain elusive until they are experienced first-hand. Academic music theory
generally privileges ratio above sensus; the history of music theory often follows suit by mostly
focusing on the history of ideas. But what might we discover instead once we dust off our
instruments and get them back in tune?
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